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Abstract 

Pursued in this study is the question: what is the iived expenence of 

vocation? A phenomenoIogicaI approach is taken toward uncovering some 

essentid aspects of vocation. Research activities include a muiti- 

disciplinary iiteranire review, data-gathering interviews, and an 

autobiographicd reflection. Resuppositions are explicated. 

Data analysis reveals eighteen second order themes, used to describe 

the overail experience of each CO-researcher. Fifteen shared thernes are 

clustered into five third-order themes, including congruence; vocation as 

Iife theme; vocation as intimate relationship; the reflected self; and other- 

directedness, which organize the overail synthesis of the shared structure of 

the expenence of vocation, and the finai discussion. Implications for 

further research and vocational counselling are discussed. 

Socrates refemd to himself as "midwife", one who bnngs forth that 

which is within. In considering vocational development, the question is 

asked: How may we attend these births in a helpjiil way to bring forth tlmt 

which resr'des within ? 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Always you have k e n  told that work is a cune and Iabour a misfortune. 
But I Say to you that when you work you filfiil a part of earth's furthest 

ckearn, assigned to you when that dream was bom, 
And in keeping younelf with labour you are in huth loving life, 
And to love iife through labour is to be intimate with Me's inmost 

secret,., 
Work is love made visible (Kahil Gibran, 1984, pp. 27-28) 

The Birth of the Ouestion 

What is the erperience of being calted to a panictclar vocation ? This is the 

question that has guided my research throughout this paper. It is a peculiar quest, a 

return to a particular phenornenon that has traditionally been linked to religious 

causes. Initidly, when I thought of callings, my mind conjured images of 

extraordinary, exceptional, and rare individuals, icons like Joan of Arc, Rorence 

Nightingale, Moses, and Mother Theresa. 1 envisioned a calling as a majestic voice 

filtering down with heavenly light from between parted cIouds to illuminate with 

purpose, inspire with passion, and guide in wisdom a select and chosen few. As 

such, how was 1 then to assimilate what Harrison (1996) calls an anachronism, a 

religious word il1 at ease in these times, an incongruity in the secular world? 

Cochran (1990) agrees: "to speak aloud of a me vocation might be an 

embarrassrnent at the present time" (p. 10). 

On the first evening of my Qualitative Research course, Educational 

Psychoiogy 503,I anived late and consequently had to sit in the last chair at the far 

end of the packed room. As feIlow students, rnost of whom were twenty years my 

junior and in the doctorate IeveI psychology program, introduced themselves and 

their bdiiant dissertation ideas, 1 was at a loss. 1 felt suddenly infenour and 

inadequate to the task. Yet, when it was my tum, words flowed easily about the 

concept of vocation; 1 surprised myself because 1 had never actudly vehalized this 

interest before. Resumably, this topic had been residing within d l  dong but I had 

never before considercd it a viable topic of research. And yet, there it was. 1 had 

said it and, once voiced, 1 could not recall it; nor did 1 want to for suddenly 1 was 

inspirai, impassioned and enthusiastic. 



Later, upon further ~fiection, 1 reaiized that this interest in callings had not, of 

course, corne out of thin air. Rather, 1 had been semtiy nurtunng the question for 

some the. Gadamer (1990) describes how a question "presses itself on us" (p. 

366), how it presents itself more than we do. how it occm to us in an emergent 

way. And so it has been for me-an exciting and interesting process that has 

developed, evolved, and provoked. 

When asking, what is the experience of vocmion?. 1 hoped to discover the 

meaning of a cornplex, ancient. and often misinterpnted concept. Here was a 

question 1 could put my own heart and sou1 into, a question that stirred me on 

numerous levels-personal, social, professional, spirihial, and political. What is the 

meaning of calling? What is the lived experience of vocation? What are the 

common threads that interweave and connect the experiences of those with 

vocation? More important, what and how dues the concept and experience of 

vocation contribure tu the field of career ddopment and vocational coimselling 

practice ? 

Thus, after months of smiggling to find a suitable research topic, it had 

suddenly appeared and I felt compelled to pursue it. 1 experienced a strong sense of 

"knowing" that this was "it" for me. The topic seemed tirne1 y and pertinent, not 

just in personal, social, and professional realms, but also within the broader sphen 

of society as a whole. 1 sensed that something was lacking on dl IeveIs and hoped 

that a deeper understanding of cdling would help me become a more effective 

practitioner and assist others in developing more meaning and passion in their lives. 

Backeround to the Conce~t of Vocation and the Rationale for Research 

Following the formulation of the research question, I began the process of 

interviewing people with a calIing. Aithough 1 was already well grounded in career 

development theory and career counse1Iing practice, 1 had then ody my own 

personal perspectives on the notion of cding and its place within the broader realrn 

of my work as a career practitioner. According to Strauss and Corbin (1990). an 

exhaustive iiterature review c m  actually inhiit the purpose of discovery inherent 

in qualitative research by inundating the researcher with many preconceived 

categories. Thus, I deliberately did a literature review after, instead of prior to my 



interviews and found this sequence appropriate. A d ,  1 experienced great 

satisfaction when 1 later reviewed the Iiterantre and discovered rnuch of my 

interviewees' experience reflected there. 

As 1 began rny Iiterature review, 1 realized 1 was aiming at a moving target. 

Trying to gain an understanding of vocation was more difficult and much less 

straight forward than I had imagined it would be. EssentiaIly, 1 was seeking to 

understand an origindly religious concept that had evoIved historically to include 

secular, economic, spintual, and political meanings. It was a task that proved 

exciting, chailenging, and more than a Iittle daunting. Vocation was a topic that 

seemed to belong nowherc and yet ernerged everywherr, erupting forth from 

nurnerous and eclectic sources, from cmer  development, religion, and psychology, 

to adult education foundationai literature, medicine, philosophy, and "new age" 

Ii terature. 

Research auestion and Dumose 

To reiterate, my researc h question is: witat is the tived experience of vocation? 

The purpose of my study is to achieve four goals: 

(1) to undentand the subjective experience of calhg in terms of common themes 

or patterns that emerge among the "ordinary" CO-researchers; 

(2) to frame this understanding within a multi-disciplinary fnmework; 

(3) to explore the research on vocation and compare it to the lived experience, 

thereby providing a vital connection between research and practice; and 

(4) to d i s c ~ ~ s  the implications of the findings for research and counselling practice 

with individuals struggiing with Life direction issues. 

O v e ~ e w  of the Research Method and its Pwose 

Because I hoped to capture the deep meaning of the lived expenence of 

"ordinary" individuals who experienced a cailing, and since phenomenological 

research focuses on Patton's (1990) question: "What is the structure and essence of 

experience for these people?" (p. 691, the choice of method seerned naniral. As 

well, phenomenology seems an obvious choice for the resemh of counselling 

issues because counselIing practice and existentid-phenomenological thought are 



closely linked (Osborne, 1990). As a career counsellor, this link reinforced my 

choice of methoci. 

The major implications for this study art for generd public education, my own 

personal and professional enlightenment, the career development field, and 

vocational counselling practice. The explication of the "deep structure" meanings 

of calling within this study wi11 serve as a guide to practitioners who work with 

adults undergoing major life changes and the quest for meaning. Hopefully, a 

better understanding of vocation will guide counsellon in their perspectives, with a 

shift from goal-setting to sotcl-whetting. 

In practicd terrns, 1 grounded the lesearch in the lived expenences of three 

"called" individuals by conducting interviews that became my primary source of 

data. 1 subsequently studied the data to discover themes particular to each 

experience and then formulated themes common to dl three participants. in 

qualitative research, data are not gathered to prove a preconceived hypothesis; 

rather, abstract concepts or themes emerge fmm the data in an inductive way 

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). 

Rationale for research 

That calling was a topic woahy of thoughthil considention and further study 

became increasingly obvious as 1 reviewed the literature, reflected on my own 

experiences, and talked to others. The following eight reasons justify my rationale 

for punuing this study. 

First, career development literature seldom incorpontes the notion of vocation, 

king more concemed with the terms job, occupation, and career. The modem 

concept of vocation has incnasingly corne to mean the trades, as in vocationai 

training. and thus a poor second cousin to the notion of career. Convenely, the 

literature that focuses on vocation does not generaily address the notion of career. 

How is it that what seems should be the foundation of al1 career development 

theories, i.e. the notion of vocation, has been largely divorced h m  the process of 

finding one's way in the world? What would a better understanding of vocation 

mean in today's world? Would it have a viabIe hction? 



Second, the topic of vocation is widely addressed in many disciplines, from 

medicine and religion to sociology and econornics. Its influence is seerningiy 

ubiquitous. 

Thini, whenever 1 mentioned my research topic to anyone, 1 invariably 

received an interested and positive response. Never was anyone neutral or 

apathetic; nor did they need any prompting to engage in discussion. 1 discovered 

that people wanted to taik about, reflect on and explore the topic in terms of their 

own lives. It was a subject that seemed to touch everyone, that invoked a self- 

reflective and meaning-onented stance. Perhaps, I hoped, this universai apped 

meant that 1 was tapping into something very basic yet intrinsically essential to 

human nature. 

Fourth, there has been a ment renewal of interest in the topic of vocation. as 

revealed within my literature review. There appears to be a growing attempt to re- 

examine, redefine, and revive the link between work and personal meaning, 

between self and othen, and between vocation and souI. "The plain fact is that our 

habitual way of working does not work (Jarow, 1995, p. 9). 

Efth, there is considerable Literature on cailings within a reiigious context but a 

veritable paucity of research on the experience of cailings within a secular context. 

Except for Bogart's (1994) own description of his experience of calling. 1 was 

unable to find much research on the lived experience of "ordinary" people and their 

vocations. Cochran (1990) and Hillrnan (1996) explored the notion of vocation by 

studying the lives of well-known individuah who clearly have or had (many are 

deceased) a vocation. Although admirable and helpful, their works are based 

primarily on history, biographies, and autobiographies, and thus lack the 

immediacy and intimacy of quaiitative research. Edwards and Edwards (1996) use 

anecdotes about their clients to illustrate their themes. However, these are 

incomplete captions rather than indepth interviews. 

Whereas Cochran and H i h a n  have explored the üves of extraordinary people, 

I have chosen to explore the iived experience of vocation by socaiied "ordinary" 

people. Even more specificaily. I have chosen to research the üved expenence of 

secular vocation. Would the experience of ordinary people be consistent with 



patterns or themes reflected in the experience of famous or "exceptionai" 

individuak? 

Sixth, if Lcider and Shapiro (in Jones, 1996) are comct in their belief that the 

number one fear of people is "having lived a meaningiess life" (p. x) then the 

concept of vocation, inherently linked to Iife purpose and meaning, would seem an 

apt antidote to this fear. 

Seventh, there appean to be a growing angst, a fearful and pervasive anxiety in 

the tabour market that doesn't seem to be addressed by traditionai career 

development theories. Theologian Matthew Fox (1994) described the "undergoing 

of soul seizures as the infinite array of consumer goods and addictive salary 

bonuses fails to speak to the deeper needs of the soul" (p. 14). Some career 

development theorists (Osipow, 1990; Savickas & Lent, 1994) recognize the 

inability of cumnt career development theory to provide adequate assistance and 

direction to clients and counseI1on within today's rapidly changing and uncertain 

world, and are consequently seeking pa t e r  congruence among current theories. 

Others (Gelatt, 1991; Hansen. 1986; Miller-Tiedeman, 1989) are now modifying 

their theones to incorporate ideas typically associated with vocation. 

Unfortunately, they are typically doing so under the guise of career. 

Eighth, most career development research has ken  normative in perspective, 

using large numbers of people and preestablished variables. The notion of 

vocation cannot readily be captured in traditionai research methods (Cochran, 

1990). 

Limitations of the studv 

1 was, at times, ovemhelmed by the amount of information mlated to the 

concept of vocation. Although very linle of it was contained within the career 

development literature, vocation proved a topic of considerable interest in many 

disciplines. Consequently, I had to decide which fields to include and which to 

exclude. Obviously, this limited the study and Imt a certain perspective unique to 

my selection of disciplines. 

While the notion of calling is traditionally associated with religion, 1 limited 

the shidy by deliberately excluding most of the literature pertaining to rdigious 



callings. 1 di& however, select some authors with a decidedly Christian perspective 

(Jones, 1996; Hârdy, 1990; Fox, 1994) because they, particuiarly, had much to 

offer my study of secular callings. Nonetheless, even within these seIf-imposed 

constnctions, conducting a multi-disciplinary literature review proved a daunting 

tas k. 

In reviewing the data 1 had collected, 1 was again ovenvhelmed by the sheer 

volume. 1 realized that 1 had more than enough information to write a substantial 

book or two. However, because my purpose here is to write a thesis and not a 

book, the resulting description of the experience of vocation is not intended to be 

dl-encompassing. It represents instead my attempt to extract from the data some of 

the key themes of vocation. 1 hope to contribute to the existing bodies of literature 

by explonng "ordinary" people's expenence of calling. 

Thesis Structure 

The organization of the research study is descnbed as follows: 

Cha~ter 1: Introduction. An introduction to the question and its pertinence 

provided the focus of this chapter. In addition, 1 presented my rationale for 

pursuing the question, provided a brief oveMew of the research method and 

discussed the limitations of the study. 

Cha~ter 2: Multi-disci~linarv Review of the Literature. The concept of 

vocation has a stmng historical background and embodies both traditionai and 

modem meanings. Because it is rooted in various disciplines, I have appIied a 

multi-disciplinary approach in an attempt to provide an appropnately broad context 

in which to explore the notion of cdling. 

Cha~ter 3: Method and Procedures. The method used in this study is a 

phenomenologicd method that relies heavily on Colaizzi's (1978) suggested 

procedurd steps but with some adaptations. 1 provided a clear audit trail by 

describing the procedures used to carry out the research, including bracketing, data 

collection, data andysis and data interpretation. In addition to bracketing any 

presuppositions which may have affected my interpretation of the data, 1 included 

an autobiographicai reflection which explores my past and current involvement 

with the topic and inforais the reader how I mived at this study. Finaily, I 



presented criteria by which the reader may evaluate any validity and rdiability 

issues, 

Cha~ter 4: The Interviews. 1 presented, in Appmdices A, B. and C, the data 

extracted h m  my iniemiews with three "cded" individuals. Appendix A contains 

two tables which present, in tabular h m 1  the first and second order themes for 

Samantha. Appendix B contains fint and second order data analysis for Pm, and 

Appendix C does the same for Rochester. By extracting first and second themes, 1 

was able to organize, by second order themes, an overail synthesis of each 

individuai's experience of vocation. 

1 ciustered the second order themes into five third order themes, which are 

congruence, vocation as Iife theme, vocation as intimate relationship, the reFlected 

self, and other-directedness. 1 used the five third order themes to organize and 

present an overall synthesis of the shared expenence of calling, one that reveals 

only structurai components without refemng to the specific content of the CO- 

researchers' expenences. 

Chapter 5: Research Discussion: Vocation Lives! In this chapter, 1 discussed 

the research findings in terms of the literature examined in Chapter 2. I used the 

five third order themes presented in Chapter 4 as a frarnework for organizing the 

discussion of the findings. As weil, the implications of the research results for 

further research and for vocationai counseling practice are discussed. 



Chapter 2: Multi-disciplinary Review of the Literature 

Introduction 

The notion of vocation is a concept common to Eastern, Westem, traditional 

and contemporary religions; however, not al1 cdIings are religious. Secular 

callings may contain some or al1 of the elements of religious callings and both may 

faditate a deeper understanding of essential elements of human existence. My 

focus here is primarily secular but goes beyond modem concepts of vocation, 

which are largely associated with the trades and vocational training, to include the 

elements of spintuaiity, other-directedness, and self-transcendence, pnnciples 

traditionally associated with religious callings. 

My literature search revealed a plethora of material on religious calIings, 

which 1 have largely excluded, but 1 have deliberately chosen primarily, but not 

exclusively, secular sources. Although my intention was to develop a broader 

ftamework of theory and practice, 1 soon discovered that the literature on the topic 

was rather too broad for my purposes and needed to be organized in a way that kept 

it manageable and practicd. Subsequently, 1 have divided my review of the 

literature into four parts. 

First, 1 will review what 1 shdl cd1 "vocational" Iiterature, an eclectic, self- 

selected, and Ioose collection of sources pertaining to vocation. Second, 1 will 

review career development theories, d l  of which were developed in the twentieth 

century. Third, the field of psychology provides many interesting insights into 

vocation. Fourth and finalIy, 1 will explore adult educationd foundational literature 

to expose a strong legacy of calling. I have deliberately chosen a multi-disciplinary 

approach because it provides a fnmework for cornparisons among the various 

approac hes. 

I initid1y expected to find considerable overlap between the so cdled 

%cationdm literature and the career development Litemture. However, I 

discovered that career development theory seldom incorporates the concept of 

calling or vocation and that even its use of the term is within a contemporary 

context and therefore has a diffant meaning, that is, vocation as nade. charity, or 

Iow-status work (Rehm, 1990). 



Frank Parsons (1909), whose pivotal work, Choosing a Vocation, laid the 

foundation for the field of "vocational" guidance in the last cenhuy, wrote vhai ly  

nothing about vocation in its traditional sense as summons or calling. Rather, he 

conceived vocational guidance as "the wise selection of [one's] business, 

professiont trade, or occupation...." (p.3). Thus. he was using vocation in a modem 

sense, whose aim "is not to cultivate a vocation. but to mate a satisfying match 

between penon and occupation. Vocation ...is peripheral and scarcely noted 

(Cochran, 1990, p. 10). 

Definitions 

1 shall use Webster's (1986) definitions of calling and vocation as the standard 

by which other definitions will be compared Webster's (1986) defines vocation as 

(1) a summons, bidding. invitation; (2) a summons from God to an individual or 

group to undertake the obligations and perfomi the duties of a pprticular task or 

function in Iife: a divine cal1 to a place of s e ~ c e  to othea; (3) one's obligations 

and responsibilities (as to others) under God; involves the total orientation of a 

man's life and work in terms of his ultimate sense of mission; and (4) the special 

function of an individual or group within a larger order (as society). 

Vocation is derived from the Latin verb, vocare, meaning "to call" and as 

such, is directly linked to the term calling. Calling is defined by Webster as ( L )  a 

strong inner impulse toward a particular course of action or duty ... such as an 

impulse accompanied by conviction of divine influence; (2) station or position in 

life; and (3) the activity in which one customarily engages as a vocation or 

profession. 

Each of the four major categones of the Merature define vocation in various 

ways, not ail of which are compatible with Webster's definition. The concepts of 

job, occupation, career, cdiing, and vocation, wiU be expIored within the contexts 

of particdar theories. AIthough 1 use the terms calling and vocation 

interchangeably throughout my research, theonsts frequently used other terms, 

including right livelihood, me work, purpose, mission, destiny, bliss, path, dharma, 

and passion. 



Paradim Perspectives 

Prior to examining the fiterature, it is important to consider several different 

paradigms that undergird much of social science research and literature. Because 

my approach is multi-disciplinary, the following discussion will help put into 

perspective the approach that is taken by each of the four categories of literature 

review. Neuma. (2000) States: 

... social tesearchers choose from alternative approaches to science. Each 
approach has its own set of philosophical assumptions and its own stance on 
how to do research. The approaches are rarely declared explicitly in research 
reports.. . (p. 84) 

Neuman presents, in an excellent table (p. 85), a s m a r y  of differences among 

t h e  approaches to research: positivism, interpretive social science, and criticai 

social science. The same topic may be studied fiom different perspectives but each 

approach has its own distinctive set of assmptions. Using Neuman's table as a 

guide, 1 shall present, in abbreviated fom, some of the key features of each 

research approac h. 

Positivism contends that (1) its purpose is to reveai naturai laws from which 

predictions can be made and events controlled; (2) one can discover order in 

preexisting patterns and findings are repeatable; (3) humans are rational, self- 

interested, and shaped by outside factors; (4) comrnon sense is less valid than 

science; (5) its theory is Iogical and deductive and explanations are based on facts; 

and (6) science is void of values (Neuman, 2000, p. 85). Much of the traditional 

career development theory, with its rationalistic focus, digns with the positivistic 

paradigm and is discussed in considerable detail in this chapter. 

Interpretnte social seience carries the following assumptions: (1) its purpose is 

to understand and describe social action; (2) social reality is ff uid; (3) hurnans are 

meaning-makers; (4) common sense is incorporated into useful theories; (5) its 

theory describes how meaning systems are developed; (6) research results feel right 

to those king studied; (7) supporthg theoretical evidence is found in social 

interactions; and (8) values are neither right nor wrong, Much of the "vocational" 

literature and some of the psychology literature aligns closely with this paradigm. 



The third of Neuman's approaches is critical social science. It adheres to the 

following tenets: (1) its purpose is to mate radical societal change; (2) social 

reaüty is conflict-rïdden and controlled by hidden structures; (3) humans are 

creative and have the potentiai to overcome exploitation; (4) comrnon sense is 

based on fdse meaning systerns, such as myths; (5) iis theory aims to demystify 

ilIusory myths and provide a vision for change; (6) its goal is to provide the 

necessary tools for social change; (7) evidence is contrary to presumed facts; and 

(8) it defends a position based on its stance that there is a right and a wrong. Much 

of the adult education foundational üterature, in stressing the need for criticd 

reflection, socid action, and detiberative democracy, falls into this paradigm. 

Hopefully, the above paradigm perspectives will assist the reader in disceming 

the philosophicd approaches. plinciples, and stances taken by each category of the 

literature review. This classification system is by no means definitive and may 

well overlap across more than one of the categories. First, then, I explore the 

nature of vocation as described within the "vocational" literature. 

Vocationai Literature 

Introduction and Histoncal Pers~ectives 

For rnost of us, work consumes more time than any other activity and Iends 

focus and structure to our days; it is a major organizing pnnciple in our lives. What 

we do is strongiy linked to how we think about ourselves. One can hate one's work 

or love it; it cm be viewed as dnidgery or delight The meaning we attach to work 

is dependent upon how we view it. Perhaps it is "just a jobt' or it rnay be an dl- 

encompassing passion that is core to who we are. It is the latter kind of work that 

interests me because passionate work is, I beiieve, more likely to invoke a sense of 

caIIing. Vocation is about the meaning and purpose of our work and Iives. An 

histoncal perspective follows. 

Historicdly, the concept of cdling has reiigious mots in both western and 

eastmi cultms. In ancient India, the concept of dharma is the enactment of the 

path of sacred action whereby an individual is motivated by divine spirit to 

accompiish its purposes (Aurobindo, 1973). Because dharma is played out within 

one's rnandated social rde or caste, it is through self-interpretation and 



considerable tension with it. that one fin& meaning and purpose in Me. Karma 

Yoga is sacred work or action that is the expression of a higher WiII or spirit 

(Bogart, 1994). In Judeo-Christian tradition, the notion of calling or vocation is the 

near equivalent of dharma, containing essentially the same three elements, Le., the 

personai actions of a conscionable individuai, interconnectedness with and 

responsibility for others. and finally, a guiding spintuai element (BogartJ994). 

In the Middle Ages, monastic üfe spelled separation between spirituality and 

work within the world. The contemplative or religious Lfe was considered superior 

to ordinary Me. Callings were the realm of only a select few whereas routine, daily 

work was denigrated and held in low esteem. Later. the sixteenth-century 

Reformers, particularly Martin Luther, intmduced a more inclusive and much 

broader view of calling. Vocation could be any form of labour, no matter how 

humble, that met the basic critena of loving one's neighbour and conscientiously 

serving othen within whatever station one found oneself. It could be enacted in the 

daily lives of al1 Christians. Convenely, Renaissance humanist thinking introduced 

the notion of self-discovery, self-determination, and the deliberate choice of one's 

way of life (Bogart. 1984). 

Max Weber (1958), in his pivotai work, The Rotestant Ethic and the Soint of 

Caoitalism, investigated the historical and econornic mots of world religions and 

particularly the origins of the capitalist spirit within the Reformation's definition of 

calling, wherein life's meaning was enacted in labour in the service of God. Weber 

explored the linkage between Bemf (work as service) or calling and the 

development of capitaüsm. Penonaiity development was the result of submission 

to the calling's discipline to service to an ided or god and the subjugation of the 

nanual self. CaIling was viewed as the only hope in a civilization ber& of famiIiar 

traditions and customs, 

Weber revived, through Luther's notion of cailing, an ascetic ideal that was 

irnbued with the spirit of capitaüsm and the Rotestant work ethic. Integral to 

Weber's notion of caliing is the accumulation of wealth and materid goods; it 

suggested that God rewarded with worldly cornforts those who followed their 



callings. Their wealth served as a sign to others of their special relationship with 

God (Goldman, 1988). 

The Reformation linked economic growth, service, individuaiisrn, and 

rationdism to the concept of calling. thus facilitating the nse of capitdism and 

indusniaikation. This new concept of vocation differed fiom the Hindu notion of 

dharma insofar as it stressed man's capacity to rationaiIy hansfom the world to his 

liking for the purpose of individual economic growth and progress (Weber, 1958). 

There is, within the "vocational" literature, considerable opposition to this new 

concept of vocation and a general push for a retum to its original meaning, as 

presented by Luther. This new notion of vocation is considered to be at the "mot of 

the cultural crisis of modemity" (Bogart, 1994, p. 8). Cochran (1990) rejects 

today's "cheapened sense of vocationtt (p.2) where it is largely associated with job, 

occupation, position, or profession. Homan (1986) too suggests that the traditional 

meaning of vocation - a summons or cailing -- is a better application to 

contemporary working expenence than the frameworks currently used and cdls for 

a retum to the original notion of vocation. 

Natale and Naher (1997) also cliticize the effect of the Protestant work ethic in 

secularizing the notion of vocation, thereby divorcing spintuality from work. They 

moum the loss of work perceived as "the centrai focus and influence of life ... a cal1 

to greatness, fulfilling the potential in an aura of freedom ... a seMce to humanity ... a 

job well done for its own sake" (p. 239). 

The notion of vocation has a long and interesting history, one that has evolved 

dramatically over the centuries. In the Middle Ages, it was a stnctly religious 

concept wherein ody a select few were "called." Martin Luther. while stiIl 

maintaking a spirituai meaning, democratized the concept of vocation. The 

protestant work ethic and its Iink to capitalism gave rise to a stnctly secular concept 

of vocation. hiow, however, vocation is recmerging within in its more traditional 

meaning, a meaning that includes spirituality, purpose, inherent gifts, service to 

others, and authentic existence. Vocation, as described within the "vocational" 

üterature review that follows, has a strong affinity with its traditionai meanings. 

Major themes interweave, overlap, and reconnect in ways that make them dificult 



to present in neat, distinct categories. Despite this challenge, 1 attempt to do so 

bdow . 
Maior Themes within the "Vocational" Literature 

Vocation as summons, bidding, invitation, calling. 

Vocation as calling is a predominant theme within the so-called "vocational" 

literature (Cochmn, 1990; Homan, 1986; Bogart. 1994; Moore, 1992; Hillrnan, 

1996). Cochran (1990) describes vocation as "the elevated sense of a Me's calling" 

(p.2). Thomas Moore (1992) considers "dl works a vocation, a calling from a 

place that is the source of naming and identity, the mots of which lie beyond 

human intention and interpretation" (p.18 1). He reminds us that the term 

"occupationt' means "to be taken and seized ... Work is a vocation: we are called to 

it ..." (p. 182). Hillman (1996) includes calling as one important element, dong 

with fate, character, and innate image, that comprises his "acom theory." Bogart 

(1994) uses the ternis vocation and dharma interchangeably, meaning "a 

fundarnentai calling ... and of knowing with firm conviction one's place in the 

univene, and the ...p urpose and mission of one's life" (p.6). Both terms reflect a 

longing for one's calling, a task that contributes to othen and fulfills the world. 

Vocation as Meaning; ernbedded in Storv 

Much of the so-called "vocational" literature uses story as the rnethod of 

choice for expiicating the meaning, significance, and patterns of vocation. 

Numerous authon use othea' life stories to demonstrate the importance of vocabon 

within the context of real lives (Cochran, 1990; Bogart, 1994; HiIIman, 1996; 

Anderson, 1996). Only Bogart (1994) provides a personal perspective on vocation 

by telling his own story of his experience of cdling. He views vocation as an 

integrative and central facet of our personal narrative, a self-constnicted life theme, 

an aspect of personal myth whose discovery involves "reflexive. self-interpretive 

activity" (p. 12). Thus, vocation as story m u t  involve the making of meanîng. 

Vocation void of meaning is not vocation. 

Meaning making is the essence of story telüng and therefore highIy conducive 

to the discovery, through story, of the meaning inherent in vocation. It is for this 

reason that 1 have used the stories of tfiree individuals with vocations to examine 



the phenornenon of calling and discover its meaning. The interviews, wherein each 

CO-researcher tells his or her story, involves the same "reflexive, self-interpetive 

activity" suggested by Bogart. 

Biographies and autobiographies are stories that present oppominities for the 

reader to gain valuable insight into those whose lives are "radiant with meaning" 

(Cochran, 1990, p. vii), people who serve as exemplary models for others seeking 

vocation. Cochran examined the life stories of twenty well-known people, 

including Margaret Mead and Yehudi Menuhin, al1 of whom had a clear mission 

and a sense of meaningful purpose that endured throughout their Lives. Their 

vocations resonate with meaning and purpose and form the themes of their 

individual life stories. However, for Cochran, the individual story must tmtscend 

itself in order to become something larger, more universal. For Cochran. story is 

an experiential gestalt: 

The very power of story is that it is uniquely capable of representing human 
meaning as lived..h story, it is never a matter of a thing in itself, but of its role 
or fit within an emerging or established composition. (p. 189) 

It is this role of story within a larger gestalt that makes it particularly useful and 

meaningful in a qualitative study of the lived experience of vocation, a study whose 

purpose is not "a matter of the thing itself' but rather the explication of a larger 

composition made up of essential shared structures. 

Savickas (1997) argues that "science examines parts; personal stories explain 

the whole" (p. 9) and suggests that career counsellors use client namtive as a way 

to discover Iife themes. Edwards and Edwards (1996) provide various "story work 

sheets" to wist readers in identiffing common threads and patterns within their 

lives. Vocation as story has been helpful in assisting clients to author their own 

lives in ways that use narrative as therapy (lepsen, 1992). 

Like Cochran (1990), Jungian psychologkt lames HiIlman (1996) recognizes 

the value of story, Iife as a narrative, and subsequmtly uses stories to explore the 

callings of Golda Meir, Eleanor Roosevelt, and Mohanàas Ghandi, among others. 

He exposes the extraordinary through an anecdotai method, not because ordinary 

people cannot achieve the extraordinary through vocation but because these stories 



"give our lives an imaginary dimension" (p.32). For Hihan (1996). the 

biographical question is essential: "How do I put together into a coherent image the 

pieces of my life? How do I find the basic plot of my story?" (p. 4 & 5). In other 

words, the core question is: what is the meaning of my life? Vocation in story form 

explores that meaning. 

Congruence and Authenticitv 

A strong theme within the "vocational" literature is that of conpence and 

authenticity. Those with vocation experience congruence, "fit", cognitive unity and 

a solid self-concept wherein "person and work are united ...[ and] could not 

change ... without a change in being" (Cochran, 1990, p.3). The self is not 

artificially compamnentalized into neat categories that separate and aiienate one's 

parts h m  one's whole; rather, "work is our Iife" (Roszak, 1979, p. 232). Vocation. 

being p a t e r  than the sum of its parts, is a gestalt that is core to who we are. 

Bogart (1994) constmes vocation as an integrative experience that "enables us to 

formulate and stabilize a [necessary] construct or image of the self" (p. 12). 

Vocation, then, allows us to be not just who we are, but more who we are. 

Conpence means "corning into alignrnent with one's tme nature" (Bogart, p. 15). 

Vocation is a concept supponed by Heidegger's (1949, cited in Homan. 1986) 

notion of authentic existence: it irnplies responsibility to self and othen, gmwth, 

courage, hope and care, "one's concem to relate oneself to the world and to accept 

oneseif for who one is" (Homan, p. 15). Self-transcendence provides the authentic 

individual the ability to face with courage the uncertainties of the world, to be in 

the here and now while remaining open to the future and its infinite possibilities. 

One is born who one is but that does not mean that we arrive completed. To 

becorne more who we truly are, we must discover our vocation, oar purpose, and 

find meaning in our lives. Even for those fortunate enough to know what they are 

meant to be in the world, there is a journey that must be undertaken, a process that 

Homan c d s  a quest, "a path of discovery through experience" (p. I7), with the 

purpose of being N l y  who one is as a human being. Hornan differentiates quest 

from pursuit, which impIies that one knows in advance what one is seeking. 



Persons with a sense of vocation live a unifjing story and experience a good fit 

between who they are and what they do. It is this kind of congruence that musician 

Yehudi Menuhin expressed when he stated '7 did know, instinctively, that to play, 

was to ben (Hihan, p. 17). Vocation provides a sense of unity and wholeness that 

Iends itself to spirituali~ "Wholeness is holiness" (Cochran, 1990, p. 191). 

Vocation as Spiritual 

The "vocational" literature resonates with the theme of spiriniality (Hansen, 

1997; Fox, 1994; Toms and Toms, 1998; Gilbert, 1998; Jones, 1996; Bolles. 2000; 

Moore, 1992). Although there are many good definitions of spirituality, those of 

Yates, (1983), Boorstein (1980). and Kratz (1987) al1 convey a cornmon theme of 

self integration and wholeness, consistent with the aforementioned theme of 

congruence. However, Matthew Fox's (1994) definition, because it is embedded 

within the context of work, is presented. 

Life and livelihood ought not to be separated but to flow from the same source, 
w hich is the spirit, for both life and livelihood are about Spirit. Spirit means 
Iife, and both life and livelihood are about living in depth, living with meaning, 
purpose, joy, and a sense of conuibuting to the greater cornmunity. (p. 1) 

Of course, spirituality in the context of vocation does not necessarily have anything 

to do with religion or religious beliefs. Rather, it resides in the interconnectedness 

of al1 things and can be discovered through "sou1 work" that celebrates the whole 

person (Fox, 1994). 

At the COR of spirituality is love: "...because the love that goes out into our 

work cornes back as love of self. Signs of ihis love and therefore of soul are 

feelings of attraction, desire, curiosity, involvement, passion, and loyalty in relation 

to our work" (Moore, 1992, p. 187). Our work reciprocates by providing 

satisfaction at a job well done, moral purpose. leaming oppominities, excitement, 

and a sense of good fortune (Coles, 1993). "Al1 work is empty Save when there is 

love; And when you work with love you bind yourself to yourseif, and to one 

another, and to God" (Gibran, 1984, p. 27). 

Moore (1992) believes that the problem with modem manufacturing is "not a 

lack of efficiency, it is a Ioss of soul" (p. 183)- According to Roszak (I979), part of 

the reason it is so difficult to find one's true vocation is that there is so much work 



in today's world that is inherently wasteful and fnvoious; if one's work does not 

meet the criteria of honesty. usefulness, and a contribution to human need, then it 

cannot be a vocation. Natale and Naher (1997) propose an ethical, value-based 

management system to replace sekentredness and the strong influence of 

materialism. They cd1 for institutional and corpontte change that will revolutionize 

the workplace through "a transfomation h m  ego to spirit" (p. 240) and are 

hopeful that "corporate culture and a true spirituaüty can exist" (p. 246). Richard 

Bolles (1991) has incorporated spirituality into his workshops, newsletters, and 

writings, in a way that is valuable for Christians and non-Chnstians alike. He 

describes vocation or mission as intersection, "...the place where your deep 

gladness and the world's deep hunger meet" (p. 48). 

Denise Bissonnette (1995) proposes a new paradigm for the role of career 

counsellor, as "cultivator" (numirer) of the human spirit, in contrast with the 

"carpenter" (fix it) approach. Carpenters view employment as the solving of a job 

problem, a way to earn money; the cultivator sees work as the making of a life, as a 

means to self expression. Bissonnette uses the "tree of the spirit" as a metaphor to 

help people develop branches of hope, belief, courage and action, to enable them to 

find their vocation. 

Spiritudity as a theme overlaps considerably with the theme of responsibility 

and service to others. We e ~ c h  our spirits by loving othen through service to 

them. 

Res~onsibilitv for and Service to Others 

As previously discussed, the notion of vocation as responsible service to others 

originated with Luther and rernains a cornmon theme in current "vocationai" 

Iiterature (Cochran. 1990; Jones, 1996; Roszak, 1979; Toms and Toms, 1998). 

IncIucied in what Jones (1996) caiIs "mission" is the implication that someone will 

be helped Bolles (2000). citing Webster's dictionary, refers to mission as *'a 

continuing task or responsibility that one is destined or fitted to dow (p. 241). Right 

Iiveiihood drives us to seek challenge, responsibility, and service (Roszak, 1979). 

As globakation continues, so too should our awareness of the suffering and püght 

in ail corners of the world Socid and politicai activism enables us not oniy to 



benefit others but dso enhances our spiritual growth: "Not ody does service relieve 

the suffering of others, it aiso transfoms selkentredness" toms and Toms, 1988, 

p. 179). Gilbert (1998) too suggests we "commit to making work a spirituai 

path ... in which service is the dtimate expression" (p. 40). Thus, in transforming 

the world through service, we transfonn and transcend ounelves. 

Hardy (1990) recognizes the social context of work and suggests we ask 

ourselves some key questions: 

... am 1, in my job, making a positive contribution to the human community; am 
1 helping to meet Iegitimate human needs; am I somehow enhancing or 
promoting what is true, what is noble, and what is worthy in human life? (p. 
95) 

Questions of love, service and responsibility for others are essentially spiritual 

questions. 

Innate Gifts used in Senrice for others 

Although this theme is closely linked to the preceding one, the notion of innate 

gifts adds an important new dimension. HiIlman's (1996) acom theory attests to 

"the child's inherent uniqueness and destiny ... each child is a gifted chifd. filled 

with ... gifts peculiar to that child which show themselves in peculiar ways ..." (p. 

14). Iust as the acom contains within it d l  it needs to become a mighty oak, so too 

"each person bears a uniqueness that asks to be lived and that is already present 

before it can be lived" (p.6). HiIlman's wondemil metaphor embraces the idea of 

the individual as a gestalt, a unique composition of chmcteristics whose whole is 

greater than the s u m  of its parts. 

Two basic precepts to the notion of "true work" are the use of one's gifts and 

making a meaningfid contribution (Toms and Toms, 1988). The use of inherent 

pif& to serve others is central to the notion of vocation (Edwards and Edwards, 

1996; Roszak, 1979; Hardy, 1974; Jones, 1996). If vocation invokes the use of 

one's gifts for the purpose of helping others, then work "ought to be designed so 

that we cari in fact apply ounelves-our whole selves-to our calIingw (Kmdy, 1990, 

p. 174). Paradoxicdly, the cdI is itseif "fundamentaIiy not a demand but a gift" 

(BiIling, 1964, p. v). 



Intrinsic purnose. Our reason for king 

Although Toms and Toms (1998) do not use the term "vocation", what they 

cal1 "mie work" implies vocation insofar as it addresses the same questions: "Why 

am I here? ... What is the purpose ofrny life? Whom or what do I serve? ... What do I 

want to contribute tu the world?" (p. 25). Purpose provides rneaning for our lives, 

serves as a life-organizing pnnciple, builds on out gifts, and clarifies our interests 

and work (Leider, 1985). Leider cites Frankl's (1962) work to identify the sources 

of purpose: doing a deed (discover what needs doing and do it), expenencing a 

value (make your behaviours follow your beliefs; "walk the talk"), and through 

suffering (crises can help us grow). Franki suggested that, instead of questioning 

life, we let life question us. Being open to life's questions is a way to discover a 

sense of purpose; it moves the individuai from the role of passive onlooker to that 

of active seeker. Regardless of one's situation or context, one need only ask: How 

may I serve? to discover an immediate answer from the people and world around 

you* 

Passion, de~th of emotion 

Those with a sense of vocation experience a sense of elevation and an 

"startlingly and awesomely alive" (Cochran, 1990, p. 193), expenencing joy, 

energy, love, enthusiasm, zeal, vigor, and vitality. Strong negative emotions may 

coexist with the positive but neunal or apathetic feelings do not appear to be 

within the realm of vocation. Rather. "If your mission holds no personal passion, it 

is not your patht' (Jones, 1996, p. 49). 

Vocation can aiso be a great source of comfort. Maryann Kovalski, illustrator 

and author, knew from the age of six what she wanted to do in life and experienced 

this knowledge as her "greatest comfort" (lenkinson, 1991, p. 64). The love 

relationship between ounelves and work is reciprocal: "We are also loved by our 

work It can excite us. CO& us, and make us feel miled, just as a lover can" 

(Moore, 1992, p. 182). ApparentIy, the emotional impact of vocation is Iarge and 

impressive. 



Vocation: inclusive or excIusive? 

Although Luther democratized the notion of vocation, thereby making it 

attainable by dl, there is some curent debate about whether it t d y  is within the 

reach of evesyone. Cochran (1990) and Homan (1986) contend that not everyone 

has a vocation, Homan believes that those with inauthentic existence lack the 

courage to ~ s c e n d  Limitations and accept responsibility for themselves and 

others. He States: "Vocation is not something one has; it is something one seeks. 

One conducts a quest for authentic existence (p. 18). 

Vocation arrives in different wavs 

HiIlman (1996) noted that "the cal1 cornes in curious ways and differently fiom 

person to person. There is no overail pattern" (p. 19). Bogart (1994) also suggests 

that there are numerous ways to anive at a sense of vocation, including extemal 

initiation such as the vision quests of Native Americans. drearn wisdom used to 

construct personal myths containing images of vocation, inner voice experiences, 

synchronistic events that provide direction or insight, the use of oracular or 

syrnbolic rnethods, and traumatic life events. 

Gifts revealed and nurtured bv others 

HiIlman (1996) identifies the importance of an eye, the eye of another, to 

perceive that which is unique and special in someone else. He quotes Irish 

philosopher, George Berkely: "To be is to be perceived (in HiIIman, p. 136) and 

provides many exarnples of how others, in the roles of mentors, guides, managers, 

protectors, or coaches, perceived something specid in another and helped to 

cultivate that gift. Truman Capote, William Faulkner, Gertrude Stein, and Charles 

Darwin are al1 cited as prime exarnples of how others' 'Terception bestows 

blessing ..." (p. 127) by enabling hem to recognize their own gifts and fulfiI1 their 

cdings. 

A simila phenomenon is what Jones (1996) cdls the power of positive 

prophecy. Her positive prediction exercise instructs us to write down a positive 

prophecy From another and reflect on whether or not it will corne to pas. 

Encouragement fiom another can reap wondemil benefits: "A compliment,...could 



be used as a key to udock your destinyn (p. 39). However, even negative 

predictions can sometimes have positive effects. 

The "Cross" of calline; 

Calling paradoxically Uicludes both somw and joy, hope and despair, 

community and isolation, anticipation and frustration. Vocation includes sacrifice. 

represented by what Luther refend to as a "cross". Kolden (1994) interprets 

vocation's cross as instrumental in providing meaning to the negative expenences 

and emotions inherent in work He notes that cdling promotes to a higher level, 

i.e., the spiritual reaIm. questions of educational and career choice, career 

transition, and the application of one's gifts. Hillrnan (1996) uses the tumultuous 

life of Judy Garland to ilIustrate how "often the demands of the calling ruthlessly 

wreak havoc on the decencies of a well-lived life" (p. 48). 

Summarv and transition 

Although the above "vocational" literature review does not begin to cover ail 

sources, it provides a fair representation of the emerging philosophy toward the 

notion of calling. Interestingly, almost none of the vocational literature makes 

mention of the terni "careern. For example, Bogart (1994) makes no mention 

whatsoever of career and, in fact. stresses that vocation may indeed have little or 

nothing to do with occupations or earning a living. Others, like Cochran (1990). 

make only peripheral refercnces to it for the purpose of cornparison. 

In traduction 

Career development theories have been developed Iargely within the twentieth 

century in response to various economic, politicai and social contexts. "Vocational 

guidance" is a re1ativeIy new term that has generalIy been replaced with the more 

modem terms, career counselIing, career consulting, and career guidance. These 

te- are continually evolving in Rsponse to new marketplace conditions, such as 

globalization. Herr and Cramer (1992) consider career guidance and counseiling as 

"becoming iumasingiy important sociopoliticd processes in nationai development 

plans. policies, and Iegislation concemed with educational. career, and employment 

issues" (p. 2). Considering the focus of this mandate, it is not slnprising that rnuch 



of the career development literahm has very litde to contribute to the notion of 

vocation. 

Definitions 

Most career development Iiterature ignores the notion of vocation or uses it in 

a modem context that fails to cap- its traditional meaning. Because Shertzer 

(1981) provides definitions for the full gamut of terms relevant to my study, 1 shall 

begin with these. He describes position as "a set of tasks performed by a penon 

within a particular organization" (p. 179). Job is a "group of similar positions in 

one plant or location ... the particda. position a penon holds or the piuticular kind of 

work done for pay in that positionn (p. 179). Occupation is "the kind of activity 

needed to perfom work tasks. The tasks are sirniiar fiom situation to situationt' (p. 

179). Career is "the sequence of occupations, jobs, and positions held during the 

course of a penon's lifetime" (p. 179). Finaily, vocation is "like occupation, but 

broader in scope. It is used to convey a sense of life mission or purpose" (p. 179). 

Although Super's (1976) definitions of job and occupation are similar to Shertzer's, 

noticeably different is that of career. Although a number of conceptions of career 

exist (McDanieIs, 1978; Hansen & Keierleber, 1978; Gysbers and Moore, 198 1; 

Sem,  1982; Raynor and Entin, 1982). it is probably Super's (1976) definition of 

career that is the most frequently used: 

the course of events which constitutes a Iife; the sequence of occupations and 
other life d e s  which combine to express one's comrnitment to work in his or 
her total pattern of seIf-development; the series of remunerated and non- 
remunerated positions occupied by a person from adolescence through 
retirement, of which occupation is oniy one; includes work-related d e s  such 
as those of student, employee, and pensioner together with complementary 
avocational, familial, and civic des .  (p. 4) 

Anna Miller-Tiedeman (1989) uses the terms tifcuareer and Life-us-career to 

define her perspective, terms that sound remarkably Lke Super's. She defines 

career as Me, therefore lifcareer, an afl-encompassing concept inclusive of 

everything h m  jobs, occupations. and hobbies, to eating and sleeping. Neither 

Super's nor Miller-Tiedeman's definition is particulariy helpfd or enlightening. 

Both are so broad and inclusive of aU of lifets activities as to be virtually 



meaningkss. Shertzer's definitions are more useful and meaningful within the 

context of my study mi, I think, within the reaI world. There seems to be a general 

aversion to the term vocation and a growing attachment to an overly ambitious 

notion of career as a huge, complex, and universal experïence. Besides, "...the old 

meaning of career stiU dominates. Most people stiil think of career as job or 

occupation" (Hansen, 1997, p. xii). 

T m s  of Career Develo~ment Theories 

To begin, let us bnefi y review the history and types of career development 

theories, most of which have been fomulated within the twentieth cenniry. It has 

been these theones that have guided career counsellors in their practice. Career 

development theories and approaches have ken  organized in a number of ways 

(Hem and Cmer ,  1992; Weinrach, 1979; Osipow & Fitzgerald, 1996; Savickas & 

Walsh, 1996). Weinrach (1979) divides theories of career development into two 

basic types: structural approaches and process approaches. Herr & Cramer's (1996) 

text describes five major approaches to desmibing career developrnent: (1) trait- 

and-factor, actuarial, or matching approaches; (2) decision theory; (3) situational, 

sociological, and contextual approaches; (4) psychologica1; and (5) deveiopmental 

approaches. The goal of each theoretical approach is to bring some order into what 

is a very complex set of decisions. Each approach has smngths and weaknesses, 

dependent upon the client it means to serve. 1 shail use Herr & Cramer's 

classification system to further discuss some of the many career development 

theones in existence. As well, 1 have added another category, contempomry 

approaches, in an attempt to capture those theories rnoving closer to the notion of 

vocation, 

Trait-and-Factor approaches atternpt to define the characteristics of the 

individuai and those of work environments and then find a match between them. 

The school of applied psychology and individual diffe~nces, which focuses on the 

diffemces arnong people within occupational fields. fonns the development and 

foundation of these approaches (Osipow and Fitzgerald, 1996). 



Parsons (1909). Huli (1928). and Kitson (1925) are credited with developing 

the underIying tenets of trait-and-factor approaches (Osipow & Fitzgerald 1996). 

Frank Parsons is pmbably the best known theorist in this theoretical camp and, 

according to Weinrach (1979), is considered the father of the guidance movement, 

and will therefore be discussed in p a t e r  detail. 

Parson's (1909) approach was Linear and logicd and consisted of three basic 

pnnciples for choosing one's vocation: knowledge of the self. knowledge of the 

pnnciples of success and occupational information, and "me reasoning" (p. 5) on 

the relationship of the first two factors. What he proposed was a basic matching 

system to solve the problem of choosing a vocation "in a careful, scientific way" (p. 

3). 
Trait-and-factor approaches utilize a systematic exploration of the individual 

and the environment, currently enabled by the use of psychometric instruments that 

match personalities, interests, skills, and other attributes with "suitable" 

occupations. After taking this or that assessrnent tool, clients are then encomged 

to apply a rational decision-making mode! to match themselves with suitable 

occupations. This approach uses a cognitive rationaie and fails to deal with 

temperament, emotions, values, or one's particular set of circumstances in the 

world. Nonetheless, Weinrach (1979) considen the developments of interest 

inventories and other psychornetric tools among the greatest contributions of this 

approach to the field of career development. 

Jones et ai. (1970) proposed that the trait-and-factor approach is underladen 

with the following assumptions: 

1. Vocationai development is Iargely a cognitive process in which the 
mdividual uses reasoning to arrive at his decision. 

2. Occupationai choice is a single event. 
3. There is a singie "rÎghtw goal for everyone making decitions about 

work 
4. A singie type of person works in each job. 
5. There is an occupationai choice available tu each individual. (p.8) 

Robb (1993) criticizes the trait-and-factor approach to career planning and Qtes 

three limitations: it faiIs to consider the developmental stages through which people 



evoIve; it is cognitive and does not consider the emotiond factors, and it focuses on 

only one part of a pmon, Le., the work role, while neglecting the others (p. 94). 

Decision Theones 

Decision-making paradigms are based on the notion that a good or Bght 

decision can be made if one follows a prescribed set of logical steps aligned with 

extemal, rational principIes. Like trait-and-factor theories, decision theories aiso 

have their roots in scientific anaiysis. However, decision theory also draws upon 

its origins in econornics. A primary assumption is that 

one chooses a career goal or an occupation that wiU maximize gain and 
minimize Ioss ... Implicit in such an approach is the expectation that the 
individuai can be assisted to predict the outcomes of each alternative and the 
probabiiity of such outcomes. The assumption is that the person wi11 then 
choose the one that promises the most reward for his or her investment ... with 
the least probabiüty of failure. (Herr & Cramer, 1992, p. 164) 

This perspective has resulted in the use by counsellors of paradigms or cognitive 

rnaps, models, graphs, decision mes, flow charts and game mes that assist hem in 

their discussions on decision-making with clients. What differentiates decision 

theories from othen is their fundamental focus on the process of decision-making 

(Hem and Cramer, 1992). 

There are numerous versions of decision theory, including Expectancy theory, 

Self-Efficacy theory, the Social Learning approach to Decision Making, and 

finally, Cognitive Dissonance theory. 1 will expand on only one of the major 

decision theories, Krumboltz' (1979, ci ted in Hem and Cramer, 1992) social 

leaming approach to decision-making, as but one example of many belonging to 

this category. 

Knrmboltz. Mitchell, and Gelatt (1979, and others developed a Social 

Leaming theory of career decision making based on the social learning of 

behaviour proposed by Albert Bandura (1977) and rooted in behaviourisrn and 

reinforcement theory. This approach views personality, preferences for various 

activities, and behaviour, as products of social leaming rather than innate sources. 

Rnunboltz listed four main factors that influence the nature of c m  decisions: 

genetics. environment, Ieaming experiences, and task approach skilIs. Three 



outcornes occur as a resuit of interactions among these four influences. They are 

(1) selfsbservation generdizations (e.g. occupationai preferences, Iikes, dislikes, 

interests, and abilities), (2) task approach skills (e.g. career-decision making skills), 

and findly, (3) actions or behaviours that an individual engages in to make career 

choices (Hers and Cramer, 1992). Certainly, there is little here that informs 

vocation. 

Situational, Sociolo9icaL and Contextual Apmoaches 

There are many theoreticai variations of this category, al1 of which tend to 

focus on the environmental or structural factors that promote or limit career 

development. These could include cultural, economic. physicd, social, and 

religious influences, industrial and work trends, and historicai events (e.g., women's 

Iiberation movement, the depression, wars, etc.). Even one's birth order d5ects 

one's rote in the family and creates a context within which one must make 

decisions. 

Context is critical to this category of caner development theories. Nothing 

occurs within a vacuum but rather within a cornplex and interwoven system of 

varying and ever-changing circurnstances. Individuais will behave and think 

differently depending upon the family, school, culture, socid cIass, pressure 

groups, community, and country in which they Iive. Social, economic, 

employment, and educationd opportiiities will Vary from context to context. And, 

even within the same context, opportunities rnay be quite diffcrent depending upon 

gender, age, and marital status. The role of chance encounters and unexpected 

events are explored within accident theories. Counsellon must assess how these 

factors deter or promote good choice-making. 

Psvchological Amroac hes 

Psychologically-oriented career development theorïes focus on the effects of 

individuai ciifferences and personal development in detemùning one's destiny and 

creating careers through a series of decision-making steps. Psychologists typically 

focus on intrapsychic factors. AIthough the intluence of psychology on career 

deveIopment theory is pervasive, 1 will focus on just two major theorists, John 

HoIland (1985) and Anne Roe (1956). 



Whereas Herr and Cramer (1992) classify Hoiiand's (1985) theory as a 

psychologicd approach, Weinrach (1979) categorizes it as a structural approach to 

career development. Weinrach admits that Holland's approach does, however, 

digress from the typical hait-and-factor approach insofar that it presents a context 

that is more dynamic, timeless, cornplex, and descriptive. Weinrach humourously 

describes the theory as akin to the saying, birds of a feather flock together. 

HoIland categorizes people into six personaüty types and six corresponding 

work environments: Realistic, hvestigative, Conventional, Enterprising, Anistic, 

and Social. These are portrayed in the format of a hexagon with the most similar 

orientations adjacent to each other while the most dissimilar orientations are 

situated at opposite sides of the hexagon. The more similar the fit between the 

perjonaiity type and the work environment. the higher the level of congruence. 

Cochran (1990) considers HoIland's theory "admirable. elegant, and of great 

practical value in career counselling ... [but] inappropriate for understanding a 

vocation" (p. 5). 

Anne Roe's (1956) theory, based on Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of needs 

theory, is not associated with the use of assessrnent tools. She contends that 

genetic influences and one's upbringing and childhood influences impact the type 

of occupation sought (Weinrach, 1979). Maslow's five main groups of needs were 

considered important influences on occupationai choice and satisfaction, as were 

genetic factors and parental child-rearing practices. Roe was also strongiy 

influenced by the psychoanalytic notion that one's eariy years are strong predictors 

of addt behaviour (Hem & Cramer, 1992). 

Developmental - Ammaches - 

Developmental approaches to career éeveloprnent, also cailed process 

approaches. are really a sub-category of psychoIogicd approaches. According to 

the proponents of deveIopwntal a p a c h e s ,  career development is viewed as a 

pmcess that is ongoing throughout Iife, with myriad choices made dong the way, 

rather than as a singie decision made during early adulthood. Rather than 

emphasuing matching, as Holland (1985) and Roe (1956) have done, 



developmentalists have focused on individual characteristics, how they change over 

t h e ,  and how to make effective decisions dong the way. 

Ginzberg et d (1951) were the f k t  to incorporate a developrnental perspective 

into theory by introducing the notion that occupational choice was a process, not a 

single event However, Donald Super (1980) is probably the best known of the 

developmental or process theorists. Donald Super's life cycle approach to career 

development considers the various d e s  camed throughout one's lifetime, roles that 

increase or decrease in importance depending upon the stages and tasks confionting 

the individual at that particular phase. His theory includes five stages: growth, 

exploration, establishment, maintenance, and decline. He suggests that career is 

more than a penonts work role but mut  take into account other Iife roles as well, 

including child, student, leisurite, worker, citizen, spouse, homemaker, parent, and 

pensioner. Work is placed within a Iarger context cdled career or Iife. 

Super (1990) outiined fourteen propositions underlying his theory, not one of 

which mentions vocation. AIthough Super may have incorporated developmentd 

psychology to formulate his psychology of canes, his second proposition seems to 

indicate a still very strong connection to the trait-and-factor mentdity: tIndividuais 

may d l  be matched in their characteristics for a number of occupations" (p. 199). 

Cochran (1990) criticizes Super's mode1 for being "strangely lacking in trying 

to undentand a vocation" (p.6). He suggests that a combination of HoIland's and 

Super's approaches might be more meaninghil, but 1 saw little in either theory or 

their combination that would inform my research topic. ùiitially considered a 

developmental theory, Tiedeman's (1984, cited in Herr and Cramer, 1992) later 

work became highly critical of and more differentiated h m  Super's approach 

which he fond  lacking in the notion of a cornplex personaiity that has the power to 

mate a career. Self-empowerment is a centrai component of Tiedeman's theory. 

Gysbers and Moore (198 1) proposed a concept simila. to Super's, that of Ige 

career developmmt in an effort to expand career development from an 

occupational perspective to a Iife perspective. Here, the word life focuses on the 

whole person, the human career. the word cmeer identifies and connects the d e s ,  

settings, and events that occur over a Iifetime; finally, development tecognizes the 



process of becoming who one is. Again, the same &tickm applies: Iike Super's, 

the terni is too broad and lacks the notion of calling. 

I have added an additional category in an attempt to capture those theones 

moving closer to the notion of vocation. As examples of a few of the contemporary 

theorists, 1 have included Miller-Ticdeman, HB. Gelatt, Hansen, and Peavy. 

Anna MiIler-Tiedeman (1989) promotes a comprehensive and holistic view of 

career development by incorporating the notions of synchronicity, intuition, a 

universal design, spintuality, bliss, and passion. She uses lifecaeer, an ail- 

encompassing term inclusive of everything from jobs, occupations, and hobbies to 

eating and sleeping. Despite this overly inclusive term, her real perspective is 

better reflected in her use of the term,fillering, which seems closer to the concept 

of vocation. Fuller is used as a verb meaning to do what you love in a joyful and 

trusting way. It includes a reiiance on one's experience, intuition, intelligence, and 

"faith in the comprehensive, incisive intellectual integrity manifest by the universe" 

(p. 13 1). Fullering involves taking direction from within, by listening to one's soul, 

and using who one is to do what one is meant to do. Miller-Tiedeman calls it the 

"Be-Do-Have" approach that is in opposition with our western lifestyle that 

purports a "Have-Do-Ben mentality. Fullering prornotes msr in oneself and the 

univene (or God, a supreme king, universai integrative force, or whatever one 

chooses to cal1 it). 

Miller-Tiedeman (1989) refers to a "higher univend design" (p. 29) that, when 

accessed through one's inner being, serves to support, guide, direct, and provide 

lessons and opportunities within one's Lifeareer. Alignment with one's inner 

being, aminement to inner messages, and following one's intuition, result in 

feeüngs of wholeness and oneness: "You are Ied through your lifetime by your 

inner leaming mature, the spiritual king that is your red self' mach, 1977, cited 

in Miller-Tiedeman, 1989, p. 28). 

MÎIIer-Tiedeman (1989). unlike most career development theorists, 

deliberately does not provide a decision-making process. She believes that 

decision-making doesn't need to be taught and is a naturaI process "based on your 



perceptions of the world, your attitudes, your learning, your experience, your 

intuition" (p. 160). Instead of career planning, she proposes the Career Compass 

concept, "a personal device for determinhg one's career directions by means of an 

intemal needle that freely turns on the combined information obtained fiom one's 

own experience, intuition, and intelligence" (p. 214). 

Miller-Tiedeman draws cornparisons between traditionai approaches to career 

developmmt and her own lifecamr approach: "job as caner" versus "life as 

career"; self-concept theory versus the self-conceiving; "control of life" venus 

"cooperation with life"; "notion that the parts equal the whole" versus "the notion 

that the whole organizes the parts"; "goal setting and planning" versus "setting 

intentions and organizing"; "social context as secondary" versus "social context as 

primary"; "career is maden versus "career is lived"; " c a r  as following a theory" 

venus "the individual as his or her own theorist"; career planning venus Career 

Compass; work skills versus life skills; and individual life versus 

interconnectedness of al1 life. As such, Miller-Tiedeman offen a k s h  perspective 

that is an improvement over traditional career planning processes that stress 

rationality and work skills targeted to meet the ever-changing demands of a fickle 

marketplace. Unfortunately, she continues to do so under the guise of the term, 

lficareer, a term too similar to that of Super's (1976) cureer. Rather than hying to 

fit within traditional "career" terminology, she would be wise to choose a different 

tem, one that is closer to the meaning of vocation, as implied in the above 

cornparison. 

Increasingly, more and more authors are promoting the spirit, the soul, and the 

inner voice as the way to seek answers. HB. Gelatt (1989) recognizes that people 

do not always make decisions rationally and calls for a holistic approach. one that 

uses ail of one's faculties, the right brain and the Ieft, the head and the gut, the body 

and the sod. Aîthough Herr and Cramer (1992) place Gelan squarely within the 

decision-making category, the author of Positive Uncertaintv (1991), is difficult to 

categorize. lnitially a proponent of the rationid, objective decision-making system 

for counselling purposes, Gelatt admits. with some embarrassment, to having had a 

change of heart. In 1989, he amended his traditionai modei and proposed a new 



decision strategy caüed positive uncertainty, "a balance4 versatiIe, whole-brain 

strategy featuring the creative tools of flexibiiity, optimism and imagination" (p. 1). 

Gelatt (1989) contends that we need both rational, ïinear decision-making as 

we11 as intuitive, non-rational, non-linear decision strategies that occur within a 

holistic framework. The former, by itself, is inadequate to the task of managing 

to&yrs unpredictable, rapidly changing, and chaotic times. Positive uncertainty 

suggests paradoxical principles, focus and flexibility, awareness and wariness, 

objectivity and optirnism, practicality and magic. Since we cannot predict the 

future, Gelatt urges us to mate it because life tends to be a seIf=fidfilling prophecy. 

He advises us to treat intuition as real and goals as hypotheses that serve to guide 

but not govem. 

Integrative Iife planning (ILP) is presented as an alternative to the 

"mechanistic, fragmented, reductionist view of the world and toward the new 

connecteci, holistic, integrated view of people and commu~ty" (Hansen, 1997, p. 

xii). Aithough Hansen credits Donald Super as a primary influence in developing 

her theory, she goes beyond the n m w  confines of career development theory to 

include a variety of disciplines, From organizationai development and sociology, to 

multiculturalism and theology. The ILP mode1 is a systems approach to career 

development. connecting many aspects of life. It is comprehensive, draws on many 

disciplines and is inclusive of hurnan differences. 

Hansen identifies six critical tasks or life thernes to help individuals plan for 

the twenty-fmt century, tasks which she feels have k e n  given little or no attention 

in career development theory and practice. The criticai iasks are: (1) finding work 

that needs doing in changing global contexts, (2) weaving our lives into a 

meaningful whote. (3) connecting family and work, (4) valuing pluraIism and 

inclusivity, (5) exploring spirituality and Iife purpose, and (6) managing personal 

transition and organizational change. As each criticai task is achieved it connects 

the many parts of the ILP quilt, including identity, human development, life d e s ,  

and context The second task, weaving our Lives into a rneaningful whole, uses the 

quilt as metaphor. HoIistic Life planning includes the weaving together of minci, 

body, and spirit in a d e d  approach that encourages intellectual, social, physical, 



emotional, and cmer  development An increasing compartmentalization of life is 

resulting in the growing need to balance work with other life roles for the purpose 

of p a t e r  personal integration. 

It is the fifth task, exploring spintuaiity and üfe purpose, that is most relevant 

to the notion of vocation. This element is generally miuing fiom camr  

development theories. Spirituality is linked with meaning, purpose. personal 

values, self-actuaiization, wholeness and a connection with community. Not 

limited to religious connotations, spirituaiity adds a new dimension to the typically 

rationalistic career development theories. Although Hansen still thinks within the 

narrow boundaries of the term "career" when discussing the elements of spirit 

(hope, purpose, and wholeness), these elements seem better suited to the notion of 

vocation. Aithough her approach is useful, comprehensive, and cognizant of both 

the individual and world context, it regrettably fails to credit the role and spirit of 

vocation. 

Peavy's (1996) constructivist mode1 for career couselling provides a theoretical 

h e w o r k  for informing and guiding practice. It recognizes the human need to 

"make meaning" so as to construct. through self-reflection and activity, the self. 

The life of an individual is perceived, not in the traditional career development 

perspective of traits and scores, but as a story or work or art that is being created 

through the Iens of one's persona1 reality. Like Hansen, Peavy provides a "whoIe 

person" approach, one in which the focus is on life planning. Again, however, the 

use of the word, vocation, is implied but not used. 

To summarize, contemporary career development theories represent an 

improvement over traditionai theories insofar as they are beginning to acknowIedge 

and incorporate elements typicaily associated with the notion of vocation. 

Spirituality, interconnectedness of al1 iife, holism. intuition, soul, and service to 

ohers, are al1 emerging within the contemporary approaches. As such, the 

contemporary theorists represent a shift fiom the positivistic perspective of the 

traditionai career deveIopment literature and a move toward critical social science. 

While this represents a move in the right direction, the career development field 

continues to refuse to give credit where credit is due and persists in adhering to its 



odd fmation with the term career and its equaIIy disturbing avoidance of the tenn 

vocation, 

PsvchoIogv 

Introduction 

I have deliberately ürnited the psychology iiteratwe to those theonsts who. I 

felt, contributed to the notion of vocation. According to Treadgold (1999), 

transcendent vocations are those to which one feels cdled. He credits the link 

between the concept of vocation and healthy personality development to Freud, 

Jung, Maslow, and Erikson, among others. 1 briefly highlight some of those 

contributions in the following discussion. 

Selected Theorists 

Simund Freud. Freud equated nomal matmity with the capacity to work 

(arbeiten) and to love (lieben) or achievement and enjoyment (Memam and Clark. 

L99I). For him, work does not provide the transcendent purpose of which Carl 

Jung (1953/1983) spoke. Rather, Freud believed that one's work was not 

necessarily a vocation or caliing but that it could promote healthy personality 

development. Finding work that satisfied iibidinai drives promoted healthy ego 

development whereas doing ungratifying work led to neuroses (Treadgold, 1999). 

Unfortunately. Freud seemed to view these concepts, Le., lieben and arbeiten. as 

two separate entities operating in two distinct realms and did not appear to focus on 

the relationship between the two. His notion of Iove was geniial love and was 

locked within a Iimited concept of pleasure. He relegated women primarily to the 

realrn of libidinal Iove, for which he thought they wen better suiteci, whereas the 

work of civilization was man's domain (Memam and Clark, 1991). The love of 

which M d  speaks is considerably different h m  the kind of universai love 

integral to Victor Frankl's (1962) logotherapy. 

Eric Erikson. Erikson's (1963) psychosocial stages of development expanded 

the concepts of working and living beyond the ünnted parameters of Freud's 

psychosexual theories. Erikson d e s  eight stages of developrnent that Iead, 

hopefully, to the mature culmination of identity (working) and intimacy Ooving) 

tasks in mid-We. 



The f f i  deveIopmentd stage. identity versur rde confusion. has received the 

most attention in career development because it deaIs with the questions: Who am 

I? What do I have to offer? What do 1 value?. He termed the mid-Iife stage 

generativity, a stage that involved caring for, establishing and guiding the next 

generation. This c m ,  1 believe, surpassed F r d s  notion of achievement and 

libidinal love. 

Enkson strongly influenced Tiedeman (1961) and his emphasis on career 

decision-making within a staging paradigrn, and Nancy Schlossberg's (1978) 

proposition that the recurrent themes of adulthood are identity, intimacy, and 

generativity. These stages address the core issues of vocation: meaning or purpose. 

love and connection, and service (Hem & Cramer, 1992). 

Car1 Jung. According to Car1 Jung (1934). following our vocation is a prirnary 

psychologicai need: 

True personality aiways has vocation, which acts like the Law of God from 
which there is no escape. Who has vocation hears the voice of the inner man: 
he is cailed. The greatness and the liberating effect of ai1 genuine penonality 
consists in this, it subjects itself of free choice to its vocation (Vol. 17, pp. 175- 
176). 

Our inner voice, informed by spiritual seeds or archetypes, guides us to a destiny of 

hmscendent meaning and individuation. For Jung, the actuai work one does is not 

criticai; rather, work is meaningful insofar as it ailows the processes of self- 

inregration and individuation to occur. 

Many of Jung's concepts are currently drawn into much of the sotdled "new 

age" or vocationai Iiterature (Bogart, 1994; Miller-Tiedeman,l989; Toms and 

Toms, 1988; and HiIlman. 1996). Although Jung is not always mdited, his notions 

of synchronicity and the univead or colIective unconscious are seemingly 

ubiquitous. Tieger and Bmn-Tieger (1993) use Jung's penonality typology to 

examine the career implications for each penonality type preference. They suggest 

that matching one's personality type characteristics with similar job characteristics 

could result in "pedect" careers. Not only do they neglect Jung's notions of 

vocation by substiniting 'kareer" and oversimpiify his complex theory of 



personaIities, they aiso mislead people into thinking that there is one perfect match 

for each of us. 

Abraham Maslow. Maslow's (1954) hierarchy of needs suggests we an 

motivated by physiological needs, safety needs, belonging and social needs, esteem 

needs, and self-actualizing needs. He bclieved that everyone has an innate, self- 

actuaüzing drive, which includes the needs for truth, meaningfulness, aliveness, 

individuality, and peak experiences. Maslow (1968) descnbed intrinsic conscience 

as "based upon the unconscious and preconscious perception of ... our own 

destiny ... our own "cal1 in life" (p. 7). His hierarchy of needs culminates in self- 

actualization, defined as "fulfillment of mission" (p. 25). Maslow would argue that 

one's experiences with calling Iead ultimately to self-acnialization. He described, 

in depth, the characteristics of peak experiences, those events that occur when 

people are ai their most authentic, their most real. He suggested that there rnay be a 

link between peak experiences and the fulfillment of vocation: "It may tum out that 

only peakers can achieve full identity" (p. 11 1). 

Maslow (197 1). was convinced that vocation was a vehicle by which an 

individual could satisfy one's growth needs: 

[self-actualizea] are dedicated people, devoted to some task "outside 
themselves" ... Generally the devotion and dedication is so marked that one can 
fairly use the old words vocation, calling, or mission to describe their 
passionate, selfless, and profound feeling for their "wor k"... something for 
which the person is a "naturai", something that he is suited for, something that 
is right for him, even something that he was bom for. (p. 29 1) 

Victor Frankl. Frankl's (1962) theory of logotherapy has much to offer the 

study of vocation. Logos is a G ~ e k  word which denotes "meaning". Each of us 

has a particular vocation or mission in life and is therefore ineplaceable and 

uniquely required by the task and the world: 

Man's search for meaning is a primary force in his üfe ... This meaning is unique 
and specific in that it must and can be hrlfiiied by him alone; only then does it 
achieve a signifi~cance which will satisfy his own wiiI to meaning. (p.99) 

F r a  developed Iogotherapy after his survivai h m  a concentration camp in 

Wodd War II where he observed that some people, despite incredibie odds, 

srwived, while others, despite more favourable Ncumstances, perished. What he 



discovered convinced him that personai pleasure or happiness are insufncient 

motivators. Rather. he considered happiness a by-pmduct of the "wiü to meaning" 

(p. 99). Transcending self-interest through suffering, responsibility, and love leads 

to a sense of purpose and happiness. Suffenng "ceases to be suffering ... the moment 

it finds a meaning, such as the meaning of a sacrifice" (p. 115). Interestingly, 

Frank1 considers that 

the question of the meaning of life may actually be reverseci. Ultimately, man 
should not ask what the meaning of his iife is, but rather he must recognize that 
it is he who is asked In a word, each man is questioned by life; and he can 
only answer to life by answenng for his own life; to life he c m  only respond 
by king responsible. Thus, Iogotherapy sees in responsibleness the very 
essence of human existence ...(p. 1 1 1) 

Thus, vocation is about king asked, which is what king called really implies. 

Summarv and Transition 

AIthough psychology informs many career development theories that largely 

fail to address vocation, psychology itself contributes very strongly to our 

understanding of work and vocation as integral to mature, healthy development. In 

particular, it addresses the issues of identity, life meaning, and intimacy. 1 will now 

explore the final category of literature relevant to the concept of vocation. Adult 

education foundationai literature strongly advocates the notion of vocation. 

Adult Education Foundational Literature 

Collins (I991), Welton (1998), and Grace (1998) are extremely critical of 

current developments within the field of adult education. Although their criticisms 

specifical1y target the field of aduit education, they are equally valid in describing 

the negative impact of current trends on a.U vocations. The developments Collins 

describes are not new. Eduard C. Lindeman (1961) adciressed similar concems 

about the threats of specialism in his clwic book, The Meaninr! of Education. 

CoiIins beiieves the crisis has worsened since then and describes a "cult of 

efficiency" (p. 43) characterized by mechanistic, individualistic, technicist and 

technomtic values designed to serve capitalist, bureaucratic, corporate and 

institutionalized purposes. The crment crisis is a situation that cannot deal with 

"the practicai and ethical activities of adulthood" (pS), activities that include the 



discovery and pursuit of one's calIing or vocation. ColIins proposes the adoption of 

the notion of vocation and a crïticaily informed pedagogy to mitigate the effects of 

the efficiency trend 

Collins expiicates the notion of vocation by pitting what is against what could 

be. He draws stark cornparisons between the cult of eficiency and the value of 

human fulfdhnent, between control and caring, between mechanistic and 

meaninghil, between individualism and sociallpoütical context, between 

competency and competence, between technicist and ethical, between prescriptive 

and contexnial, between status quo and social action, and between power and 

resistance. By reviving the notion of vocation and its embodiment of human 

fblfillment. care, meaning, service, competence. ethics. and social action, Collins 

offers hope even within todayts fnghtening world econornic conditions. 

Collins contends that vocation embodies a sense of mission. a "passionate 

devotion" (p. 41). a commitment to develop a more just and humane society, and a 

personal responsibitity to criticaily reflect on one's work, judgements, and practice. 

It is this last component that contributes a powerful new dimension to the concept 

of vocation. It is not enough to c m  and act; rather, critical reflection is a 

prelirninary step integral to the discemment of appropnate care and action. Eduard 

Lindeman (1961) describes a similar nflective process in his conception of adult 

education Y "a continuing process of evaluating experiences. a method of 

awareness through which we l e m  to become dm in the discovery of meanings" 

(p. 85). 

Cornpetence is an aspect of vocation defined by Collins as "a predisposition to 

take the pause necessary for identiwng, focusing, and reflecting on the practicai 

problem at hand" (p. 46). He is very clear that competence cannot be measured by 

the "restrictive determinism of competency-based formats" (p. 47). While 

competence is an improvement over cornpetencies and skills, it fails to addrws gifts 

and talents, which appear to be central to the notion of caliings. 

Lindeman ( 1961) addresses vocation within the context of meaning-making, 

education, gifu, joy, and senrice to others. He recognizes the connection between 

rneaning, sense of purpose and the utiüzation of our inherent gifts. He hows that 



we have "become weary of king cotmted; we want to count for something" (p. 38). 

He speaks of the citizen who "grows apathetic over the eficiency of industry 

because each ... make(s) no use of his persona1 gifts" (p. 38). 

The individuai with a tme vocation knows how to achieve "pure deiight for its 

own sake" (Lindeman, p.39). Like Collins (1991). Lindeman recognizes the need 

to utilize one's tdents within the context of "communities of fellowship" (p. 9). For 

a vocation to be tmly a vocation, it must connect in a beneficial and meaningful 

way to the larger social context. It is this larger social. political, and economic 

redm that makes critical adult education theory so valuable to the topic of 

vocations. 

Michael Welton (1998) describes the effects of globalization in dire terms: 

"The Ianguage of econorny, money and market has colonized our public 

vocabularies, displacing spiritual, moral and social-critical vocabularies" (p. 366). 

Conditions wrought by laissez-faire global capitalism include the deprivation of 

meaning, the depletion of solidarity with others, the de-stabilization of personality, 

and the erosion of the tifèworld. The depletion of solidarity is a resuIt of the 

ideology of individualism. Our solidarity with othen in the workplace is 

increasingly replaced by the bottom Iine, competition, mistrust, and ultimately, 

isolation. This social fragmentation is a condition which Hayes (in Hart 1992) 

nfers to as "mobile solitude" (p. 153). Vocation and individualism are concepts in 

direct competition with one another. The very definition of vocation recognizes the 

importance of social context and requires a cornmitment to sente others whenas 

individualism requires only that the individual punues and attains what is good for 

himself or henelf. Welton proposes an antidote to this depletion of solidariry 

dilemma in the fom of discussion, debate, and dialogue among citizens stnving 

toward the ided of deübetative democracy. Despite the adoption of "consumerism 

as surrogate god" (p. 368). Welton is hopeful "because people cannot Live by the 

market aione...[and] are inherently matures of meaning and sociality" (p. 369). 

Ancire Grace (1998) describes a similady stark situation when he refers to the 

"instabiIity and insecmity generated by ...go vemments and other institutions 

concerned with sumiva1 in a gobai economy" (p. 115). Like Welton, Grace (in 



press) recognizes the disastrous effects wrought by the "undermining of the social 

as it melds with the economic" (p. 115). He acknowledges the personal, social, 

political and cultural crises wrought by a knowledge and service economy dnven 

by consumerism. Grace cleverly describes the postwar practice of adult education 

as the Izatiorz Syndrome, one that embraced individualization, professionaiïzation, 

institutionalization, and technoscientization, and, in postindushial times, 

perfomativity at the service of techno-science. 

The adult education foundational üterature contributes significantly to the 

explication of the notion of vocation (Collins, 1991; Welton, 1998; Lindeman, 

1961). It addresses the main elements of vocation, but it does so in a unique way, 

that is, within the larger context of social, institutionai, econornic, and political 

armas. As such, it represents the critical social science paradigm. 

Summary 

I have attempted to capture within this chapter the characteristics of vocation. 

as reveaied within four chosen categories of literature. Although each category 

may lack some essentials, the four work together to create a gestalt of meaning that 

effectively places vocation in context within and across numerous fields. Although 

by no means exhaustive, it serves as a solid backdrop, a lens through which to 

consider the lived experience of vocation. 

In chapter 3, the method and procedures that were used in this study are 

discussed in detail. 



Chapter 3: Method and Procedures 

Introduction 

A naturd science perspective wouid raise questions about whether or not 

particuiar hypotheses couid be proven or dispmven. The methods would involve 

precise measurernent and the scientist would strive for "truth", objectivity, and a 

means to predict and control the object of inquiry. Using the n a d  science or 

quantitative paradigm wodd involve scaïes to rate or rneasure vocation and the 

resdts wodd be used to predict success or Iack of success in achieving a sense of 

vocation. It became very clear to me that my question did not Iend itself to the 

natuml science paradigm. Rather, the choice of a qualitative research method for 

this study seemed totaIly suitable and naturai to me. 

1 completed the requisite research method courses, Educational Psychology 

501 and 503. at the very end of my Master's program. 1 then discovered that this 

was rather unusud and that most students generdly take this type of course at or 

near the beginning of their program. My first foray into research was Educationd 

Psychology 501 which had a major focus on quantitative research. On the first day 

of class. when Dr. Frender announced that he was a convergent thinker, 1 knew 1 

was in trouble because 1 am a very strong divergent thinker who loves the 

interconnectedness among seemingiy unrelated ideas and concepts. 1 have a very 

strong preference for what Dr. Car1 Jung (1923) called intuition, a method of taking 

in information "when there are no face, nor molal supports, no proven theories, 

onIy possibilities" (Wheelwright, 1973). For me, one idea leads to ten others, each 

of which expands even further. So, considering my personality, 1 knew 

immediately that this class would be very challenging; 1 would have to narrow in 

on ideas rather than expand h m  them. Nevertheless, 1 did very well in Dr. 

Frender's class and even considered quantitative research methods for some of my 

thesis ideas. However, I did so onIy because 1 thought they would be simpler. 

quicker, and more shaight-forward than quaiitative research, of which 1 sti11 knew 

relatively M e .  

The foiIowing semestex, I enroiled in Educational Psychology 503. a 

quaIitative nsearch method course. WhIle fellow students complained about the 



ambiguity and lack of statistical vdidity, I reveled in the deiighdul discovery of a 

research styIe that suited me and my divergent thinking style. 1 felt Like I had corne 

home. 1 had anived! 1 was immediateIy comfortabb with qualitative research and 

knew 1 had found my niche. 1 then understood why my previous research topic 

ideas had been rejected by my previous advisor: 1 had k e n  trying to force 

qualitative research topics into quantitative methods. Suddenly, everything came 

together-the research question, the rnethod, and the procedures. 

Evaluation of the Phenomenologicai Method 

Although my instincts told me that phenomenology was the rnethod of choice 

for my study, 1 reaiized that 1 needed to justify my choice. Prior to selecting a 

research method, it is essential to critically evaiuate it in terms of its suitability for 

the research question king posed. Evaluations of natural science methods 

typicaily include the criteria of validity, reliability, and generalizability. When 

evaluating the phenomenologicd method using these criteria, it is essential to 

remember that the phenomenologicai method is based on different assumptions 

than those which undergird naturai science methods (Wertz, 1986). 

The notion of valiàity is an important one for any researcher engaged in any 

form of scientific research. In traditional experimentai research, validity refen to 

how well an assessrnent instrument measures what it claims to mesure. However, 

in qualitative research, the notion of vdidity is closely linked to credibility, the 

issue of researcher bis. Resumably, expiicating one's forestanding biases 

inmases the credibiiity of the study and therefore increases vaiidity. Prior to 

beginning research analysis, the researcher must "bracket" or suspend his or her 

preconceptions, biases. and beliefs, for the purpose of fostering p a t e r  openness to 

the phenornenon as it is expressed by the co-researchers. The process of bracketing 

is intended to achieve more "contrai" in the study and provides the reader with a 

better understanding of how the researcher anived at his or her interpretation of the 

data (Giorgi. 1975). SeIf-reflection is meant O enhance objectivity and is a process 

that is shodd be ongoing throughout the entire course of the study. However, 

Sainer (1986) contends that, ciespite our best efforts to "demonstrate cognUance of 



[one's] position" (p. 1 15), qualitative research cannot ever demonstrate complete 

validity because "it cannot be value-fiee and is judged huthful [valid] to the extent 

that it is humanly possible" (p. 115). She concludes that Tt makes more sense to 

taik in t e m  of defensible knowledge claims than of v&dity per se (p. 128). 

In addition to bracketing one's presuppositions, the researcher can strengthen 

the vaiidity of the research study by consulting with each CO-researcher to ver@ 

whether the interpretation is an accurate description of his or her experience. 

A third rnethod of increasing validity in both quantitative and qualitative 

research is the use of coherent and persuasive arguments to build a compelling case 

that substantiates the researcher's interpretation of the data (Osborne. 1990). 

Language impacts validity because it is open to interpretation and is dependent on 

the researcher's level of writing skiIl. SaIner (1986) concedes that the study of 

language is, regrettably, not part of the training of the social researcher but argues 

that it should be. 

A fouah method of increasing validity or credibility is through the process of 

tnangulation "whereby a variety of data sources. different perspectives or theories. 

andlor different methods are pitted against one another to crosstheck data and 

interpretation" (Guba & Lincoln, 1982, p. 247). In this study. both investigator and 

data trimgdation were used to strengthen vdidity. For example, 1 conducted a 

corroborative interview with each CO-researcher in order to validate my 

interpretations. As well. if a theme emerged for two of the CO-researchen but not a 

third, 1 would ask the third whether or not this therne had been part of his or her 

experience or not. In addition to the CO-researc hers, other investigators included 

my thesis advisor, Dr. Sue Scott, and a tmsted fnend and PhD. candidate who 

works in a field similar to mine. I presented both of them with aIi three levels of 

my data analysis for their review and input. O h .  through foIlow-up discussions, 

their more objective stances and p a t e r  howledge bases would add new 

perspectives and insights to my interpretations. In this way, my interpretations of 

the data were cross-checked by the CO-researchers themselves, and by two 

academics with backgrounds in adult education and educationd psychology. 



FinaDy, vaIidity cm be m e r  strengthened by the extent to which the 

nsearcher's interpretation is deemed true for others who have experienced the 

phenomenon but are not CO-researchers in the study (Shapiro, 1986). 

Reliabilitv 

N a t d  science methods seek reliability in te= of consistency of results over 

time, a m s s  variations of the same testing instrument, and within the saute test. 

Pncision, replicability, and stability of measurement as they pertain to factual 

results are the goals of the scientific researcher. However, the phenomenologist 

focuses on meaning rather than facts, meaning that dws not vary across variations 

in perspectives and facts. Wertz (1986) descnbes reliability in phenomenologicai 

research as "the persistence of meaning through the factual variations" (p. 200). 

For this study, the themes, or meaning units, wen quite consistent across three co- 

researchers with very different vocations. Had I chosen three musicians, the 

reliability may have ken  mater but the validity of the data may have been 

jeopardized. However, by choosing a musician, a veterinarian, and a special 

education teacher, achieving reliability was more challenging but also more 

important. 

Generalizabilitv 

Generalizability in natural science means statistical generalizability or extemai 

validity whereas phenomenologicai methods seek to attain empathic 

genemlizability. The descriptions of co-researcherst experience shouid shike a 

chord of resonating empathy in others who share that same experience. Thus, 

"generalizability is established a postiori rather than a priori procedure ..." (Osborne, 

1990, p. 82). In qualitative research, generalizability is also n f m d  to as 

transfrabiliry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). However, generalizability is deerned an 

impossibie task because, unlike quantitative researchers who are expected to be 

precise about extemd vatidity, the quditative researcher 

can only set out working hypotheses together with a description of the time and 
context in which they were found to hoId ...[ and] cannot specify the extemd 
vaIidity of an ÏnquÏry.. .[but1 cm provide only the thick description necessary 
to enable someone ùiterested in making a htansfer to reach a conclusion about 
whether transfer cm be contemplated as a possibility.. .It is not the naturaiist's 
task to provide an index of transferabiiity; it is his or her responsibiiity to 



provide the data base that makes transferabiIity judgments possible on the part 
of potential appIiers.(LincoIn & Guba, 1985, p. 316) 

Rationde for a Phenomenolo~cd Ap~roach 

... the phenomenologist must ask: What human experience do 1 feel called 

upon to make topical for my investigation? (van Manen, 1990, p. 41) 

The above quote aptly captures eiements of both my method and my research 

question. Phenomenology is the research method 1 have chosen to explore the 

experience of calling, and 1 do "feel called upon" to pursue my question. Cochran 

(1990) argues against the use of a quantitative research frarnework, suggesting that 

scientific methods cannot capture the experience of vocation. Vocation is attached 

to meanings and "meaning is of essential concem to the qualitative approach" 

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 3 1). The phenomenologicai method of research is 

ideally suited to this research because it enables the researcher to access human 

experience and elucidate its structural components (PoIkinghome, 1981). 

1 hoped to capture the deep meaning of the lived experience of so-called 

"ordinary" individuais who were living their vocations. 1 needed a research method 

that would permit me to examine how the CO-researchers experienced the 

phenomenon of calling. Naturai science or empirical methods attempt to determine 

nlationships among variables which can be manipulated, controlled and measured- 

Ernpiricism is the modus operandi of these methods, methods that stress rigid 

operational definitions and rationai objectivity at the expense of experience 

(Coiaiui, 1978). 

Considenng that phenomenologicai research focuses on Patton's (1990) 

question: "What is the structure and essence of experience of thîs phenomenon for 

these people?" (p. 69), the choice seemed obvious. As weil, phenomenology seems 

a natural method for the research of counselling issues because counselling practice 

and existentid-phenomenologicd thought are closely linked (Osborne, 1990). As a 

career counselIor, thÏs made total sense to me, 

Phenomenology invoives the assumption that "experience is in and of the 

world" (Colaizzi, 1978, p.52). The individuai and his world form a cohesive unit, 

that is, they "CO-constitute" each other (Vaiie & King, 1978). and meaning develops 



out of this co-constitution. Because the person and his or her context are 

inseparable, the meaning of one's experience can ody be captured within the 

unified concept of both. Thus, the job of the phenomenological researcher is to 

study the experiences of phenomena as they are lived in the reai, everyday world. 

To do this, "a descriptive approach [is] in order to obtain the facts of a given 

expenence in order to dari@ their meanïng" (Giorgi, 1986, p. 8) rather than the 

objective, explanatory, and measurable approach of quantitative research (Seamon, 

1982). Phenornenologicd research challenges the natud science paradigrn by 

stressing the relevance of existentid-phenomenoIogicd thought and its application 

to dl kinds of otherwise neglected phenomena (Giorgi, 1971). 

Giorgi (1975)'s Lebenswelt or iife-world includes virtudly a11 of one's physical 

and affective experiences and the meanings derived from hem; it is the everyday 

world as it is directly and immediately experienced "pnor to explanations and 

theoretical interpretations of any king (p. 99). As much as is possible, entenng the 

life-world of those who have experienced a vocation will be necessary in order to 

gain an understanding of the essential experience of vocation. 

The goal of phenomenological research is the revelation of essences or 

structures that make up the experience of a particular phenomenon (Polkinghome, 

1981). These essences or structures are those that are generalizable across dl 

experience. Thus, the phenomenological researcher must "seek out within the 

uniqueness of concrete phenomena more generd expenential structures, patterns, 

and essences" (Seamon, 1982, p. 121). 

1 have chosen a phenomenological method, one that seemed the most 

appmpnate for capturing the essence of vocation. However, my approach is dso 

somewhat interpretive insofar as it requires the researcher to refiect on the data to 

discover rneaning, The researcher shodd not, however, impose meaning because 

reflection is not speculation but genuine finding, requiring the most ngorous 
grasp of the essence of the phenomenon. The researcher thereby grasps the 
whole of the phenomenon thugh  the part expressed by the subject, making 
expücit the implicit root of the matter. (Wertz, 1984, p. 32) 

Thus, I have included elements of the narrative approach because there is 

necessarily some interpretation that goes on in the selection of "narrative threads, 



tension, and themes that constitute the inq uiry..." (Clandinin & Connelly, 1998, p. 

171). It was in my narrative descriptions of the co-researchers' experiences, also 

called the overail synthesis of the experience of vocation where 1 had the greatest 

opportunity to pull the parts into a more coherent whole. 

Bracketing and Autobiomhical Reflection 

As previously mentioned, an important facet of phenomenological research is 

the practice of bracketing. Bracketing is a process of self-refiection whereby 

researchers attempt to identify their pnsuppositions or biases toward the 

phenomenon in question. Resumably, through bracketing, the researcher is better 

able to capture the essential structure or deep meaning of someone else's 

experience. The aim of phenomenologicai nsearch is pnsuppositionless 

description (Giorgi, 1975), an impossible goal because the researcher is herseIf an 

instrument of research and interpretation and therefore cannot be totdly without 

bias. The researcher and the researched are both part of an interactional system 

wherein one cannot be defined without reference to the other (Sainer, 1986). As 

such, the researcher is both a strength and a liability. However, it is hoped that, by 

explicating one's biases, the researcher is in a better position to allow the data to 

speak for themselves. 

The question of exarnining existing presuppositions is critical to the validity of 

any scientific study. This is even more relevant within the context of 

phenomenological research because phenomenologists are breaking from the 

traditional presuppositions of neutraüty. control and the separation of subject and 

object. The making explicit or bracketing of one's assumptions will facilitate a 

better understanding of the phenornenon as it is presented by the participants and 

will provide the reader with a framework in which to assess the validity of the data 

(Wertz, 1984). 

Colaizzi (1978) describes the need to be expiicitly aware of the "content- 

method-approach unity" (p. 55) in acknowledging that the question under study and 

the chosen method of examination are direct resuits of the mearcher's approach. 

The phenomenoIogicaI researcher needs to thoroughly examine the colour of the 

lens through which she Iooks by explicating her presuppositions of the research 



question. Colaipi (1978) suggests answering the foUowing questions in order to 

u n e h  any prejudices, presuppositions that the researcher may have: 

Why am 1 involved with this phenomenon? How is it that 1 corne to study this 
question? How might the constituents of my unique personality condition my 
selection and study of this particular phenomenon to investigate? (p. 55) 

My intent in this section is to make expücit my personal interest in the 

phenomenon of callings, identiw my presuppositions, and answer the above 

questions. By doing so, 1 hope to provide the reader with a framework for 

assessing the vaüdity of my data analyses and interpretations (Wem, 1984). 

As phenomenological researchea, we are attempting to experience the 

experience of others. Through their stories, we may leflect upon and re-experience 

our own. The interview pmcess, particularly one that is as unstructured as possible, 

enables the participant to tell his or her own story, in spoken language. There is 

recognition that 

. . .in the construction of narratives of experience, there is a refi exive 
relationship between Living a life story, telling a iife story, retelling a life story, 
and nliving a life story. (Clandinin & Connelly, p. 160) 

As researchen. we also have our own stories, experiences that have helped us 

shape the research question. The process of bracketing our presuppositions is a 

process grounded in our own stories: 

... in personal expenence rnethods we must acknowledge the centcality of the 
researchen' own experience: their own tellings, livings, relivings, and 
retellings. Thenfore, one of the staaing points is the researchea' own 
narratives of experience. (Clandinin & Connelly, p. 161) 

For this reason, 1 have included a brief autobiographical reflection that describes 

the conception and evolution of my question. My personai refiection follows. 

Mv ExDerience of the Question 

On a personai Ievel, 1 have aiways ken  intngued by people who had 

experienced a vocation. Their Iives seem so ordered, simple, straightfotward; they 

seemed ber& of ai1 the inner turmoil and seKdoubt that seemed to plague the rest 

of us. How, 1 wondered, did they manage to corne upon their purpose in life; how 

did they work with such conviction and stmigth toward their destiny? They 



seemed the very embodiment of determination, focus, cornmitment, wisdom, and 

certitude. In contrast, 1 seemed to have floundered most of my life. Like many 

people, 1 mostly fell into things, 1 had a clearer understanding of what 1 didn't want 

than what 1 did want and my approach was consequently haphazard and shiftless. 

Whenever 1 heard someone Say, "Oh, she's a born athlete", 1 would think, "Why 

can't I be a born something?" What a wondefil notion this represented - to be 

bom something, to be born for something. for some purpose or quest 

As a chilci, I had experienced a calling of sorts but was discouraged from 

pmuing it, 1 had wanted to be an artist; 1 drew, coloured, and painted; teachers 

sent me home for the weekend with an abundance of art supplies which I would 

promptly transfomi into my art, to be posted and praised on Monday momings. 1 

successfully entered local and national cornpetitions and wanted to l e m  more 

about ail kinds of art. Although 1 received considerable encouragement and 

acknowledgement of my talent, 1 was cautioned not to take it too senously. After 

ail, how could one possibIy eam a living as an artist? 1 shodd be practical and find 

something suitable to fall back on until 1 married and raised a farnily. 

1 was raised in the Catholic church duxing a time when the church and its 

representatives were highly respected, even revered. Most of my grade school 

teachers were nuns, The location of o u  church next door to Our school facilitated 

our many forays to mass, confession, communion, and other rituais. The nuns 

spoke frequentiy of cdlings and vocation. They themselves, ha& &ter dl, been 

calfed to do God's work They spoke of the obügation to use one's God-given gifts 

for the bettement of others; to do otherwise was considered wasteful and sinful. 

Thus, the notion of callings, albeit framed within a religious context, was 

nonetheless cornmonplace and generaliy accepted in my small world. AIthough 1 

eventudly figund out that much of their rhetoric was intended to encourage us to 

"don the habitn as they haci, 1 continued to beiieve that there was some resonating 

and univmd huth in what they had said about vocation. 

Despite having been an excellent student, I received absolutely no guidance or 

information. Incfeasingly, my academic ability became a burden and a curse. It 

raised people's expectations of me but provided no direction. I was as equdly 



capable in Algebra and Physics as I was in Engïish and Social Studies. 1 envied 

people who excelled in only one or two subjects because their choices seemed so 

much easier. Later, while a second-year university student stiil seeking direction. 1 

visited a counsellor who administered an interest inventory. Aithough she did 

anaiyze the results, she took no intzrest in me as a person, and seemed totally 

prcoccupied with ber next curling bonspiel. Her behaviour impressed me as 

something 1 would not want to emulate and perhaps even rnotivated me to approach 

my own career consdting practice very differentiy. 

1 had a mother who experienced considerable regret and f'stration at not 

being able to pursue her ciream. She had been a good student but could go only as 

far as Grade eight in her smail farming community. In order to pursue further 

studies to become a nurse, she would have to attend the Ursuline academy as a 

resident student. Her father, a staunch Catholic who believed that one was 

guaranteed a spot in heaven if a family rnember joined the cIergy, gave her a 

choice. He would pay for her further education on one condition: that she becorne 

a nun. 1 am testimony to the decision she made. Although she was able to find 

some solace in the successes of her nine children, my mother always experienced a 

certain yeaming for what could have ken. 

As the mother of two daughten, aged nine and twelve, I have a vested interest 

in their life options and choices. I want them to make choices that dlow them to 

tap the core of who they are. to live iife as they see fit, to be fulfilled and happy. 

Observing them has convinced me of the validity of Jung's (19î3) theory of 

persondity types; they have distinct, inherent quaiities that were present from the 

moment they were bom. 1 want for them what I am only beginning to achieve for 

myself. that is, a vocation, a passion, a sense of purpose. 

In my social circfe, I saw patterns that I found disturbing. Although my fnends 

and colleagues are, for the most part, bright, capable professionds, 1 recognized 

among thern an dl too famiIÎar angst, a sense of persisting dissatisfaction, a feeling 

of d l y  not quite fitting anywhm. Many of them joked about s a  not knowing 

what they wanted to be when they grew up. They were disillusioned with office 

politics, inadequate pay andor recognition, on edge due to competitiveness 



engendered by fear and mistnist in a climate where downsizing is an ongoing 

threat, and exhausted by ever-increasing workloads and technology that invades 

their famiIy and social lives. They seemed to reflect the st-stics gleaned from a 

national American swey  that indicated that ninety-five percent of the working 

population do not fnd their work enjoyable (Sinetar, 1987). Why is it, 1 wondered, 

that so few people seem impassioned about their work? Where have al1 the callings 

gone? 

My question is also embedded in rny work experience as a career 

counsellor/consultant. Throughout seventeen years in various environments, 

including both public and private sectors and self-employment, an odd nagging has 

persisted at the back of my mind an uneasiness with the way 1 did my work. Was I 

tnily helping people? What value did 1 contribute? Was the rational decision- 

making strategy 1 preached really effective? Couldn't 1 be doing more? 

Cumntly. as a human resoums/career consultant for an international 

corporation, I counsel individuds frorn dl wdks of life who are undergoing major 

life transitions due to corporate restructuring. Often, they are relieved to no longer 

be working at something that had become a poor fit and yet they are afraid to move 

forward, doubtful about whether fulfillment and work are compatible. Their job 

loss often provokes a crisis; after ail, they have lost not only their income, but also 

their scheduie, their social relationships, their mutines, even their reason for getting 

out of bed in the morning. 

As part of our orientation intemiew, 1 routinely and deliberately ask my clients 

how they ended up doing the kind of work they had been doing. Invariably, they 

respond with something like, "Oh, my father knew somebody at the plant and so I 

got a job-rve been there twenty-five years now", '? just kind of fell into itt', or 

"My sister went into engineering and seemed to like it so 1 thought rd give it a try 

too." Mthough some had Iuckily fden into suitable occupations. others had spent 

decades doing work they despised Surely, 1 thought, Iife's major decisions demand 

more time and attention than we sccm to give h e m  

1 have been the *cal career counsellor; 1 taught and appüed rational decision 

rnaking methods, stressed the importance of the new labour market and the need to 



develop the right new ski11 sets it demands, and used an assortment of vocationai 

assessrnent tools to assist clients in making the right choice. Despite the 

abundance of career development theones and the plethora of vocational 

assessrnent tools available at rny fingertips, 1 ofien felt inadequate to the task of 

helping my clients make meaningful life and work decisions. 1 often felt that I had 

somehow missed the mark and gradually found myself moving more and more into 

non-rational approaches such as visuaiization exercises, persona1 mission 

statements, and positive affhnations. AIthough initialIy nervous about how these 

techniques wodd be accepted by dients, I soon found that most were very 

receptive. Even more important, 1 discovered they worked! 

Perhaps 1 want for my clients what they no longer expect for themselves. 1 

want them to be passionate about what they do, set life as an adventun, take risks, 

meet challenges, and be tnie to themselves. This is what 1 want for myself as well. 

Yet, it seems that it is too often the mundane, not the magical, that rules: the 

mortgage needs paying, the children need braces, there's no time or money to 

retrain, or there has been a recent divorce. Passion. adventure, and risk-taking 

quickly fail to the wayside. 

It has ken my own experience, my personal narrative, my story, that has 

provided me with a starting point From which to begin my inquiry. It has provided 

me a focal point from which to consider those experiences relevant to the topic of 

vocation. Based on my autobiographical reflection, I have been able to extract my 

presupposi tions. 

Presup~ositions and Preconce~tions. These incIude: 

1. Cailings exist. Some people experience them. 

2. People who experience cailings will have eady mernories about them. 

There wiiI be a sense of "knowing" that there is something speciai that one has 

been calted to do and be. 

3. There is a connection between spintuality and vocation. 

4. Called individu& will experience a strong afinity for and deep 

identification with their work. 



5. Women will experience more difficuity in finding, p d n g ,  and 

maintaining a vocation because they will be burdened with carepiving 

responsibilities and will experience worWfamily confIict. 

6. We are bom with distinctive personalities, preferences, and potentids. 

Foilowing and developing one's talents and preferences is more Iikely to lead to 

fulfilhent. 

7. Current career development rnodels are insufficient methods of assisting 

people in the discovery and pursuit of vocation. 

8. Helping othen will be important to those with a vocation. 

In an attempt to rnake myself tnily open to the lived experience of my CO- 

researchers, I made an honest attempt to review any biases or presuppositions that 

could influence my research. Hopefully, bracketing my assumptions will allow the 

data to better speak for themselves while providing a deeper understanding of the 

phenomenon as presented by the participants. As well, the explication of my own 

experiences and biases wilI provide the reader a better perspective from which to 

consider the validity of the data (Wertz, f 984; Kvale, 1986). 

Participant Selection 

Whereas quantitative methods promote random or representative sampling, 

purposive sampling is appropriate for qualitative research because it allows the 

researcher to increase the scope of data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). For the purpose 

of more fuily illuminating the experience of vocation, I chose intensiry sampling 

(Patton, 1990); that is, 1 chose individuds who had nch experiences of vocation. In 

addition, 1 considered, selected, eliminated, reconsidemi, and newly selected CO- 

researchers throughout the thesis project, a profess Lincoln and Guba (1985) c d  

emerging sampling. This gave me the fiexibility to freely build on my unfolding 

story of vocation and not be restricted by lukewarm or misleading interviews. 

In phenomenoIogica1 research, uie most important criterion to consider when 

selecting participants is the individuai's abiIity to richiy and thickIy describe the 

phenomenon in question (Osborne, 1990). Colaim (1978) concurs: "Experience 

with the investigated topic and suticulateness sufnce as criteria for selecting 

subjects" (p58). Osborne (1990) prefers the term CO-researcher to the term subjen 



because it "emphasize[s] the c~pera t ive  and voltmtary nature of the research" (p. 

82). In an effort to elucidate the phenornenon, the researcher and co-researchers 

collabonite on a process of inq- whercin the researcher attempts to enter the 

participand world For this study, CO-researchers had to rneet four basic criteria in 

order to participate in the research process. Fint and most important, the co- 

mearchers must be directiy involved in pursuing what they consider to be a 

vocation or calling. Second, they must be punuing a non-religious or secular 

vocation Third, they rnust be willing and able to articulate their experiences and 

finaily, they must be so-cdled "ordinary" people, not weI1-known or easily 

identified. 1 used these four critena as the screening mechanism with which to 

select appropriate candidates. 

The process of finding people who met these criteria was a relatively easy and 

emergent one. I have a strong network of contacts within career development, 

human resources, management consulting, and adult education circles; my work as 

a career consultant brings me into contact with many people every day; and 1 have 

been a part-tirne graduate student for four years. Consequently, 1 have had 

considerable opportunity to discuss my thesis topic with many people whose 

backgrounds and situations tend to promote a natural interest in the notion of 

vocation. Basically, I talked to clients, acquaintances, fiiends, and colleagues about 

my research topic and then asked them if they or anyone they knew had 

experienced a calling. 1 simply put the word out and received a very interested 

nsponse. This approach to selecting CO-researchers is true to the notion of an 

individualized, emerging research design, the practice of which is generally 

recognized in the human science field (Giorgi, 1970; Colaizzi, 1978; Gadamer, 

1985). 

Whenever 1 described my thesis topic to anyone, they initially seemed 

somewhat surprised and taken aback. After their initial reaction, they asked more 

questions and ahost  immediately began to retlect upon whether or not they 

themseives had a vocation. Their speculations invariably led to discussions about 

someone they thought had a strong sense of vocation. 1 wouid ask for permission 

to contact that individual and would then call to make the initiai contact, 



Everyone 1 asked agreed to an interview. even a very busy epidemiologist who 

works, on average, eighty hours per week. Although an intereshg and brilliant 

man, 1 chose not to use him in my thesis because it was not clear to me that he dici, 

in fact, have a calhg. Although he seemed to share many characteristics and 

expenences with the three CO-researchers used in my study, 1 had some questions as 

to whether his obvious drive came from a caiiing or from a compulsive peaonality. 

Not king a psychologist or a psychiatrist, 1 was not abie to make that distinction. 

An artist, a young woman heavily in debt fiom student loans and no job 

prospects, was also eager to be in te~ewed Although 1 did a preliminary phone 

interview. 1 was not quite ready to begin that component of my research at the time 

she cailed. Regardless, she gave me her forwarding address and phone number in 

Ontario and ~quested 1 cal1 her when 1 was ready. 1 did not follow up because 1 

believed that in-person interviews would provide me with more data denved from 

body language and facial expressions. 

Through a Iongtime colleague, 1 was made aware of two men. both automotive 

restoration mechanics at the Reynold's Museum in Wetaskiwin, who were also 

eager to be inte~ewed. Both considered their work restonng vintage automobiles 

an art fonn and reporteci experïencing great satisfaction, joy, and pride in their 

work. A woman who works with immigrants was another prospect referred to me. 

However, although they ail appeared to be good interviewîng prospects, I decided 

not to pursue them for the purpose of this paper because they did not sufficiently fit 

the criteria 1 had established. 

There is no magic formula conceming the number of participants required in 

phenomenological research. Rather, the researcher indudes as rnany as are 

required to adequatel y elucidate the phenornenon (Becker, 1986; Wertz, 1984). 

Generaiiy, this means more than one because "the interpreted structure obtained 

h m  one person should be found in the experience of other persons, if it has 

empathic generalizabiiitf' (Osborne, 1990, p. 82). I de11berately Lùnited the 

number of CO-researchers to three in an effort to control the amount of data, much 

of which was becoming repetitive in te- of themes. AIthough I interviewed five 

individuals and considad two others, I chose three as rnost representative and 



most able to articulate their experiences. Three pmved suffiCient to my purposes; 

five would have been overwheiming and redundant. 1 wanted to keep the number 

of CO-mearchers smaii because 1 was seeking depth of experience, not breadth. 

Data Collection: The hterviews 

Obtaining experiential descriptions h m  others can be done through a number 

of methods, including interviewing, observing, biography, autobiography, protocol 

writing, literature, diaries and journals, phenornenoIogicai literahue, and art (van 

Manen, 1990). However, I chose the interview as my method for obtaining data 

because 

[it] is the favorite methodologicd tool of the qualitative lesearcher. .. Kit] is a 
conversation, the art of asking questions and listening. It is not a neutrai tool, 
for the interviewer mates the nality of the i n t e ~ e w  situation. In this 
situation answers are given. Thus the interview produces situated 
understandings grounded in specific interactional episodes. (Clandinin & 
Connelly, 1998, p. 36) 

My i n t e~ews  with thrw "called" individuais provided me with substantial 

data 1 chose the i n t e ~ e w  format as my primary method of data collection for a 

number of reasons. First, 1 am comfortable interviewhg others and have 

considerable experience doing so. Second, 1 am an extrovert who enjoys people 

and delights in their stories. Third, face-to-face intewiews ailowed me to obsenre 

the body Ianguage, facial expressions, eye contact, and any nervous habits or 

unusuai behaviours of the CO-researchers. Fourth, direct interviews provided me 

with the opportunity to observe any hesitancies, pauses, concealments or omissions, 

which 1 could then probe further (Wertz, 1984). Fifth, rapport, empathy, and 

interpersonal interaction are facilitated in the i n t e ~ e w  format which "provides a 

human context that motivates the subject to take up the task of articulating 

cornplex, lived experiences" (Becker, 1986. p. 102). Sixth. the i n t e ~ e w  Iends 

iwlf to the explication of meaning: 

The conversation has a hermeneutic thmt: it is oriented to sense-making and 
interpreting of the notion that drives or stimulates the conversation. It is for 
this reason that the coilaborative quality of the conversation lends itself 
especialIy well to the task of reflecting on the themes of the notion or 
phenornenon under study. (Van Manen, p.98) 



The goaï of any phenomenological method is to enter the Iife-world of another. 

This is not as simple as it sounds; d e r ,  this process is based on rdationship. A 

rdationship of empathic understanding and the establishment of rapport and mutual 

trust are qualities essential to achieving genuine descriptions of lived experience 

(Osborne, 1990; Poikinghome, 1981). As an inte~ewer, 1 rnust somehow connect 

on a personai, meaninghil level if 1 am to even begin to hope to capture the essence 

of others' experiences. Clandinin and Connelly (1998) understand this difficulty: 

We see personai experience methods as a way to permit researchers to enter 
into and participate with the social world in ways that allow the possibility of 
transformations and growth...Peaonal experience methods inevitably are 
relationship methods". (p. 176) 

In order to maximize the comfort level of each CO-researcher, 1 allowed hem to 

choose the place where we would meet for the interview. Aside From needing a 

certain degree of privacy and an electrical outlet for the tape recorder, the only 

other critenon was their comfort level. 1 will present the circumstances under 

which 1 met each CO-researcher when 1 provide each overall synthesis of the 

erperience of vocation in Chapter Four. The intemiew process involved three 

stages, the orienting or suucturing inte~ew.  the data gathering interview, and 

findly, the validation or corroborative interview. The following describes each 

phase in more detail. 

The Stnicturinrr Interview 

The first i n t e ~ e w  was used to gather some very basic demographic 

information and to determine whether the individuaï indeed met the basic criteria, 

as outlined previously by Colaizzi (1978). In addition to asking the questions listed 

in Table 7, Appendix D, I described the nature of the interviewhg process and the 

time commitments that would be involved The most Unportant question was: 

Have you experienced a cdling? Uniike two others who were ambivalent in their 

responses to this miticai question, the t h e  CO-researchers chosen for this study 

were unequivocaiîy definitive. This was the major critenon for their selection. 

I dso shared some personai idormation regarding the reasons for my interest 

in the topic. In addition, I explained the confidentiahty issue, the requirement of 

infomed consent, and theîr right to withàraw at any the. 1 then asked them to 



choose a location where they felt cornfortable to participate in the next phase of the 

pmcess. 

The Data Gathering Interview 

The data gathenng in te~ews  were conducted at a location chosen by each 

individual. Mter a bit of chit-chat to break the ice and put the interviewee at ease, 1 

once again intmduced the topics of conficientidity, informed consent, and interview 

process. 1 provided and reviewed in detail the following f o m :  the 'letter of 

Introduction and Study Description" and a "Consent to Participate" fonn (see 

Appendix E). The Department of Educationd Policy Studies had provided ethical 

reIease for this consent fonn. 1 also reminded co-researchers of the three instances 

where breaking confidentiality would be necessary. They read the fomis, asked 

questions, and signed the consent. 

1 explained that the interview process was fairly unstmctured and that, 

although 1 did have some questions that I wanted to address, 1 wanted hem to take 

the interview where they wanted it to go. In this way, 1 tned to avoid any leading 

questions that might support my biases and preconceptions of the phenornenon. 

1 then asked them if they would Iike tu use a pseudonym for the purpose of 

confidentiality. Two of them chose to do so. 1 then asked for permission to begin 

the i n t e ~ e w  and tum on the tape recorder. I did a quick test to ensure it was in 

good working order and then began. 1 tned to follow the conversational lead of 

each CO-researcher. However, one interviewee, who I chose not to use for the 

study, Ied the conversation into areas that did not inform my research topic. It 

proved very difficult to bring him back to the topic at han& Although the 

conversation consumed at least ninety minutes, it was only toward the end when I 

was finally able to squeeze in my questions. Even then, 1 did not feel that 1 had 

gotten to the core of his expenence. 

Of the three CO-mearchers that 1 did use for my study, one was exmmely 

forthcoming and answered most of my questions before I even asked them. The 

second was generdly quite descriptive but needed some prompting whiIe the third, 

who was initidy reticent and quiet, needed more prompting and probing questions. 

AU th=, however, provided rich, thick descriptions of their experience. 



DataGatherine Questions. 1 had prepared questions in advance in order to 

provide minimai structure to the interview. See Table 2 in AppendU D for the List 

of data-gathenng questions. 1 deüberateIy chose questions that suited the 

phenomenoIogica1 approach, that is, experiencehehaviour questions, feeling 

questions, and sensory questions. Because knowledge questions are better suited to 

evaiuation research (Patton, 1990). 1 did not develop any. Aiso, 1 did not design 

opiniodvalue questions because 1 suspected that opinions and values would emerge 

regardless. My prirnary focus was on capturing the feelings and lived expenence of 

the CO-researchers. 

Patton (1990) encowaged the use of opencnded questions to allow the 

inte~ewee to respond with maximum flexibiIity and minimal structure. Open- 

endedness is particularly important in promoting freedom of expression. It is 

important to word questions in such a way so as not to inadvertently convey one's 

biases or lead the inte~ewee in a certain direction or train of thought. 1 attempted 

to word my questions to allow for as much openendedness as possible. 1 began 

many questions with "how", "what", and "would you describe", in an effort to 

dlow the intemiewee plenty of room for expansion. Patton suggests we avoid 

"why" questions because they are better suited to quantitative research where the 

goal is to discover cause and effect relationships among variables. In addition, they 

may provoke an analytkai, rather than a feeling response to the descriptions of 

experience. 1 have avoided altogether the use of "why" questions. 1 used probing 

questions where appropriate throughout the interviews on occasions where further 

clarification or elaboration was necessary. 

Each data gathering interview ranged in Iength h m  sixty-frve minutes to 

ninety-five minutes. My pnrnary role was to Iisten, encourage. empathize, be 

patient, and just be there. My secondary role was to ensure that core concerns 

about the phenornenon had ken  aàciressed. I generdly found that if 1 attended to 

my primary d e ,  the second role took care of itself. 1 tried, as much as possible. to 

let the data emerge on its own because "No one knows what wiii 'corne out' in a 

conversation ... a conversation has a spirit of its ownw (Gadarner, 1985. p. 345). W e  



concluded the interview when the CO-marcher indicated he or she had nothing 

f d e r  to add and when repetition started to occur. 

I was irnpressed by the openness and candow with which the co-researchers 

expressed themseives. Although a Wtual stranger to d l  but one CO-researcher, 1 

was nadily accepted by ail interviewees, who willingly and even eagerly confided 

in me. They shared their highs and their lows and seemed unconcemed with time. 

1 greaily appreciated their eagemess to take vaiuable time from their busy schedules 

to tdk to me about what must have seemed an important topic. Otherwise, 1 

assume they would not have bothend. 

Listenine and Transcribine. After each interview, 1 listened to the transcribed 

tape at Ieast once but usually twice. "Living sound ...p rovides a richness of 

expression capable of cornpletely transforrning the written word" (Bain, 1986, p. 

44). For the epidemiologist who 1 did not include in the study, 1 listened to the tape 

three times in an attempt to discern whether or not his was a true calling. 

Considering the tape was more than one and a half hours long, this endeavour was 

no mean feat. 1 would Listen once, taik it over with a respected colleague and 

convince myself he did indeed have a calling. Then, the next time 1 Iistened, 1 

would be convinced that he did not have a calling. 1 wasn't sure what contributed 

more to my confusion, his own uncertainty about whether or not his was a cailing 

or rny own. 1 discussed the interview with my thesis advisor who suggested 1 ask 

for another interview but make it very succinct and directed Still, 1 hesitated. My 

instinct told me 1 would get no m e r  in elucidating the topic. Finally, 1 decided to 

pursue someone else, someone who was definite about his cailing, who had no self- 

doubt whatsoever about its impact on his iife and its meaning for him. hoking 

back, I have no regrets because the data I gathered was rich and thick and the CO- 

researcher was genuine and committed 

After 1 had iistened to the tapes, I transcribed each of them verbatim. This was 

a very the-consuming and frequentiy fnistrating task However, it was aïs0 a 

vaIuab1e exercise in that it allowed me to pick up on nuances, silences, repetitions, 

intonations, and expressions that I hadn't noticed when in the process of 



inte~ewing. Voice tone, change in pitch, sighs, choked tears, and laughter, ail 

contribute to a greater understanding of the phenornenon as lived. 

The Corroborative or Validation Interview 

The final contact with the CO-researcher came in the fonn of the corroborative 

i n t e ~ e w  which "turns indeed into an interpntive conversation wherein both 

partners self-reflectively orient themselves to the interpersonal or collective ground 

that bnngs the significance of the phenomenological question into view" (van 

Manen, 1990, p. 99). In other words, its purpose is to validate with the participants 

the accuracy of the data. 

Pnor to this interview, 1 sent each individual a copy of his or her overall 

synthesis of the experience of vocation, with a request to read it, reflect on it, and 

determine whether or not it had captured their experiences. I also asked them to 

make notes and comments in the margins and to pay particulas attention to any 

themes that I may have missed or that may have emerged during further reflections 

since the data-gathenng interview. In addition, they were asked to watch for 

anything that suggested an experience or theme that had not, in fact, ken  part of 

their experience. 

When 1 met each CO-researcher for the colIaborative interview, he or she had 

read the overall synthesis of the experience and, after some rninor adjustments, 

agreed that it had captured their experiences of vocation. 1 sensed an eIement of 

eagerness to h o w  what 1 had written about them. A11 participants noted that they 

had enjoyed the experience; one went so far as to Say it had been therapeutic while 

another wanted me to do another in-depth i n t e ~ e w  to capture what had been 

happening in her life since the comborative in te~ew.  The experience had proven 

an oppomuiity to refiect upon and criticdy evaiuate the meaning of vocation in 

their Iives. 

Data anaivsis 

Although the goal is to d o w  the data to speak for themselves and the 

intewîewer is to be "invisiblen, neutral, and unbiased, this is never, in reaüty, the 

case. The interviewer's voice is nonetheless heard in the selection of data and the 

way it will be reported (Fontana & Frey, 1998). 



There is no single, correct way to anaiyze qualitative &ta. The goal of data 

andysis in phenomenological research is to capture what Patton (1990) refers to as 

the "bones" of the expience or "the essence of the phenomenon" (p. 409). The 

mtaning or essence of a phenomenon is multi-faceted, and the researcher attempu 

to capture these multiple dimensions that comprise a whole. To understand how an 

individual experiences calling, we must fmt consider ail  the constituent parts of the 

experience and then synthesize them into a comprehensive whole or gestalt (Tesch, 

1987). As previously mentioned, 1 utilized a primarily Colaizzi (1978) approach, 

one that is fairly stnictured and methodical, and wherein the thematic analyses of 

the data are presented in tabular form. Colaizzi reminded us that his recommended 

research procedures are to be viewed as flexible, overlapping, and easily modified. 

As such, the following steps utilized to analyze the co-researchen' data are not 

completely consistent with those of Colaizzi. 

1. I began by organizing the data as Patton (1990) recommended: 1 listened to 

each tape several times; 1 transcribed the intenriew protocols completely and 

verbatim, including al1 relevant non-verbal information (pauses, tears, smoking, 

twitching); 1 added the necessary punctuation so as to accurately reflect the flow 

and meaning of the intewiew; and finaily, 1 kept both an electronic and a hard copy 

in a safe place. 1 was then ready to begin the data analysis in earnest. 

2.1 immened myself in the data as a whole, as recommended by Tesch (1987, 

p. 232). Iistening to the tape again in its entirety and reading the entire transcript. 

Then, 1 began "panning", a brilliant metaphor Tesch uses to describe van Manen's 

highlighting approach (p. 232). 1 followed Colaizzi's (1978) advice by "extracting 

significant statements" (p. 59) that seemed to capture the co-researcher's experience 

wvhiIe avoiding meaningless repetitioa For example, 1 considered the following 

excespt to be particularly nveaüng of Pam's expenence: I feel Iucky to have hit on 

it [vocation], to know what it was because I think that th= are so many 

people ... they've got a niche but they just havent found it". 1 avoided the 

"sweying" or Line-by-line approach because this would have k e n  extremely time- 

consuming, and, 1 beiieve, no more elucidating. 



3. I paraphrased each excerpt to ensure that 1 fully understd what had been 

stated, 

4.1 formuiated a theme or themes to capture the meaning of each excerpt. 

Here, I had to rely, to an extent, on my intuition or what Colaizzi (1978) refemd to 

as "creative insightJwherein one] must leap h m  what his subjects Say to what 

they mean" (p. 59), to capture the implicit or deep meaning rather than just the 

explicit or surface meaning. This is a precarious step because "while moving 

beyond the protocol statements, the meanings [the researcher] arrives at and 

formulates should never sever al1 connection with the original protocols" (p. 59). 

Thus, it is important to maintain the fiat order theme within its context. 

Interestingly, 1 sometimes found it easier to amive at the theme(s) than at the 

paraphrase, and occasionaily found myself working backward, so to speak. 

Sometimes, &ter taking a break From this process, 1 would suddenly experience an 

insight, a revelation about a meaning or theme that had been pwzling me. 

Consequently, 1 would retum to my paraphrases and themes and rework hem, 

sometimes several times. I becarne aware that I was naturally applying the 

"spirdling" process described by Tesch (1987, p. 23 1). Tesch argues that three 

human faculties are essentiai to the process of theme emergence. They are holistic 

perception. that which leads us to "discem holistically a Gestalt" (p. 239, an order- 

making ability, and finally, intuition or tacit knowing. Thus, although the process 

produces a logical presentation of the data, the analytical process itself is anything 

but linear. 

Finally, 1 was ready to place ail this information, including significant 

excerpts, and two IeveIs of abstraction, i.e., paraphrased or interpretive meanings, 

and themes, into a tabular form. This represents the first order thematic abstraction 

of an experience of calling. Tables 1,3, and 5, contained in Appendices A, B, and 

C, contain this data for each CO-researcher. 

5.1 then made ten copies of the h t  table and cut them into scrips, each of 

which represented a first order theme. As I read each of them, I refiected on its 

Iarger meaning and puped  it with o h m  that were similar. Core to 

phenomenology is the discovery of themes and metathemes (Tesch, 1983, a 



paradoxicd process wherein 1 discovered the necessity of having what Patton 

(1990) refers to as "a high tolerance for ambiguity" (p. 183). In this way, 1 

attempted to capture the Gestalt of the first order themes in order to develop second 

order themes, themes that were more generaiized and abstract. Some first-order 

themes were sorted into more than one second-order theme. 1 validated dl thematic 

clusters by referring them back to the transcript to determine whether 1 had omitted 

any fundamental aspects of the transcript or had implied sornething not within the 

transcript (Colaizzi, 1978). 

Again, this process may appear to be logicai and linear but it is not. Rather, it 

is similar to the process Max van Manen (1984) referred to in his wondemil 

metaphor of discovering "knots in the web" ( p. 59). Individual themes can be 

thought of as one-dimensional aspects of an individual's experience. But, knotted 

together they fom a complex, intricate web whose fibres weave in and out of each 

other to fonn a unique and multi-dimensional pattern. 1 soon discovered that the 

themes did not fit neatly into only one cluster or metatheme. Rather, there was 

considerable overlap between themes; some were more popuiar than others and 

were therefore placed in several clusters. 

Second order themes are metathemes or clusters of f i t  order themes. 1 have 

repnsented them in another table, entitled the "second order thematic abstraction". 

This completed the second step in the hierarchical process of data analysis. 

Appendices A, B, and C contain Tables 2,4, and 6, which present the data for each 

CO-researcher. 

6.1 used the second order themes to provide basic structure to the writing 

process involved in developing each CO-researcher's ûverall Synthesis of the 

experience of vocation. 

7. I mailed each CO-mearcher a copy of his or her overall synthesis of the 

eirperience ofvocation with a request to determine whether it was an accurate 

representation of experience. 1 would phone approximately one week later to set up 

another interview to discuss the description. These corroborative i n t e~ews  were 

generally quite short, approximately twmty to thky minutes. Any modifications 

or new data were discussed and incorporated into the analysis. And, in the case 



where others had had a certain experience not shared by one individuai, 1 wodd ask 

whether we had simply overlooked it or it had not, in fact, been part of their 

experience. This was a necessary procedure because some aspects of vocation may 

not have emerged during the data gathering interview. The corroborative i n t e ~ e w  

is part of the üiangulation process, useful in strengthening the vdidity of the data. 

8.1 compared ail three of the participantst finaI thematic clusters to determine 

the shared structure of the experience, i.e., those themes that were shared by dl. 1 

incorporated these common themes into a "third order thematic table" to capture 

very abstract themes and to provide stmcnire to an ûverall Synthesis of the Shared 

Ekpenence of the phenomenon. This highest level of abstraction is known as the 

"between persons" analysis. The purpose of the overall structural description is to 

reveal vocation's stmcturaI components without nference to the specific content of 

the participants' experience. This is the primary goal of phenomenological research. 

9. Throughout the analytical process, 1 met regularly with my advisor, Dr. Sue 

Scott, and Arlene Young, a respected colleague and friend who is in the process of 

completing her PhD. dissertation in Educational Psychology. Because I hold their 

professionai judgement in high esteem, 1 chose to discuss, debate, and venfy 

emerging themes and solint feedback on my data interpretation. Both were often 

able to provide insights and perspectives that 1 otherwise may have overlooked. 

This approach was yet ano ther exarnple of tnangulation. 

To conclude, the process of phenomenologicai data analysis is both ordered 

and systematic, as demonstnited by the logicai buiIding of three hierarchies of 

categories. but it is aIso creative, intuitive, and risky. By identifying, through this 

hierarchical process, the essential structure of each co-researcher's experience of 

vocation, 1 was bener able to identify the uniqueness of each experience and 

compare it with others for the purpose of identifying shared structures. 

In Chapter 4 , I  s h d  describe each of the participa. and his or her overall 

synthesis of experience. The chapter mds with the overd structural description 

and includes an analysis of all the themes that were shared by al1 the participants. 



Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Results of the Lived Experience of Vocation 

This chapter contains the descriptions of each of the three CO-researchen' 

experiences. Each description indudes personal background information and an 

overatl synthesis of the CO-researcher's experience of vocation. 1 have deliberateiy 

used the present tense when describing the experiences in an attempt to capture the 

immediacy and ongoing nature of the phenornenon. There is considerable overlap 

among the themes and therefore some npetition within each description. The 

individual descriptions are presented in the order in which I conducted the 

interviews. 

The data analyses are presented in tabular form and are incorporated as 

appendices. Appendix A contains the data andysis for Samantha's expenence and 

contains Tables 1 and 2. Pm's data are presented in Tables 3 and 4 and are 

contained in Appendix B. Tables 5 and 6 constitute Rochester's analyses (See 

Appendix C). In Tables 1,3, and 5 , I  have extmcted relevant excerpts fiom each 

the CO-researcher's tmnscript and have included them in the first column. The 

second column represents the preliminary abstraction of each excerpt, in the form 

of a paraphrase. The third column contains the fint order themes formulated to 

reflect the essence of each excerpt. 

In Tables 2,4, and 6, the first order themes from Tables 1,3, and 5, are 

clustered into more abstract themes. Each cluster represents a second order theme 

and contains, in brackeu, the numbers of the first order themes which comprise it. 

I have used the second order themes to organize the overail synthesis of each co- 

researcher's experience. Because there is considerable overlap among the thernes, 

there is necessari1y some repetition within each of the following syntheses. 

FolIowing the presentation of each of the three overall syntheses of experience, 

is a brief delineation of the shared themes, a definition of al1 themes, and a final 

IeveI of thematic abstraction, Le., the generatîon of third oder themes, which are 

subsequently used to present an overdl synthesis of the shared experience. Those 

themes that were not expezienced by al1 of the CO-researchers, are excluded h m  

the overd1 synthesis of the s h e d  experiences. The shared structure of the 

phenornenon of vocation is revealed within this level of analysis. The overail 



synthesis is no longer situated in concrete examples but rather, provides a mon 

generalized description of the phenornenon. 

Foiiowing, in the order in which they were interviewed, are the overall 

syntheses of each co-researcher's expenence of vocation. Let us begin, then, with 

Samantha 

Personal Information 

Samantha is 35 years oId and, at the time of the interview, was a part-time 

graduate student in Special Education and a full-time Special Education teacher 

working on a contract basis. She has k e n  working within the school system for 

fifteen years and has worked an additional seven yean, in various capacities, with 

handicapped childm throughout high school and university. Samantha was going 

through a divorce at the time of the i n t e ~ e w  but has since rernamied She has two 

preschool age sons from her Frst marriage. 

Samantha and 1 were classrnates in two graduate level courses and 

consequently developed a fnendly relationship. When 1 initidly approached 

Samantha about whether she had experienced a cdling, 1 did so in a casud and 

almost flippant manner. We were in the hdlway outside the classroom during a 

coffee break when I nonchaiantiy asked "So, have you expenenced a cdling?" 

Without hesitation, she replied "Abs~lutely'~. 1 was dumbstnick! Who would have 

expected that the fint penon 1 asked would have teplied in such an unequivocal 

manner? She immediately agreed to be interviewed. 

Samantha chose to meet me at my home for the i n t e ~ e w .  We sat at the dining 

room table with cups of tea and began. Initially. she appeared to be rather nervous 

and somewhat reluctant. She expressed doubt about having anything much to offer 

to my research. She was initially concerned about the amount of tirne the process 

would take and admitted that shevd had second thoughts about agreeing to do this. 

Despite this, the intemiew went extremely welI. h fact, Samantha needed virtuaily 

no prompting throughout the interview. She descnâed her experience in an 

emergent way, answenng questions before 1 had even asked them. 1 asked my 

questions merely to be consistent in my approach with the other CO-researchers and 



to msure that she had indeed included everything she had intended to. 1 found 

Samantha to be very articulate and weH suited to the interview process. 

See Appendix A for the data analyses of Samantha's experience of vocation. 

Protocol excerpts, paraphrases, and l k t  order themes are found in Table 1. In 

Table 2, these first order themes are clustered into more abstract themes. Each 

cluster represents a second order theme and contains in brackets the numbers of the 

first order themes which comprise it. 1 have used the second order themes to 

organize the following description of Samantha's experience. 

Overail Swthesis of Samantha's Exmience of Vocation 

Awareness of her own giftedness with ~eo~le-a caretaker of children. 

Samantha States, 'Td aiways known ... that 1 was gifted with people. that 1 had a 

natural ability to communicate and empathize and iisten to people." Even as a 

young child she had a way with children younger than heaelf. She recdls 

childhood mernories: 

I tended to be the neighbourhood careiaker of children younger than myseIf..l 
would always be taking c m  of little chi lhn  throughout the day and the 
neighbourhood children would dways cal1 on me. 

Samantha's awareness of her gift was reinforced by her mother's story of her unique 

birth circumstances. 

Earlv Awareness of Vocation-"even as a Young, Young chi ld." 

Samantha has "always known" that she was gifted with people and "even as a 

young, young chiId ... was a cantaker. ..a caregiver." Her mother's story about her 

birth and its unique circumstances reinforced, uiroughout her childhood, the notion 

of vocation: "so I knew that 1 had to do something with a purpose and it was my job 

to find out what that purpose was." 

Stronn ~arental sumort-unconditionai matemal Iove. 

Samantha has experienced her mother's support throughout her He, from the 

very moment of her binh when Samantha was born the seventh child of the seventh 

son on the seventeenth &y of the seventh month. weighing seven pounds. Being 

very superstitious, her mother knew this was the mark of a paal chilci, a chiId 

with a pik Because her mother dways toid Samantha the story of her birth, it 



became a reinforcing tool that promoted and supported her giftedness. Samantha 

admits that, aithough the story may have changed over tirne, perhaps becoming 

more elaborate, the enduring and key element was her mother's unconditionai 

support: "the look of love in her eyes was amazing because 1 knew 1 could do 

anything I wanted to do because she beiieved in me." Now, as an adult, Samantha 

continues to experience her mother's unconditionai love and support: "she supports 

me in every decision I make; she may not dways agree with me but she supports 

me!' 

Recognition and reinforcement From others-a tnil~. t r u l~  s~eciai child. 

Right from birth, others recognize Samantha's uniqueness. The hospital nun 

who bIessed d l  the newboms, apparently took one look at Samantha and remarked: 

"This child will have a special gift to give to the world; this wil1 be a tmly, truly 

specid child." When a Young chilci, Samantha is recognized by other children as 

someone they could cal1 on and count on to take care of them. In high school, 

Samantha's teachers aiso recognize her gift and recommend from arnongst her peea 

as someone who would be suitable for volunteer work at a developmentai centre for 

children with speciai needs. Rincipals at the schools where she has taught rnay not 

have understood her passion for handicapped children but even the principal who 

compmd the value of a particular child to that of a cofiee cup "supported me in 

anything 1 chose to do; he was an advocate if 1 needed him to be." Cunently, at age 

thirty-five, family, friends, and colieagues view her as a specialist, an expert whose 

opinions and judgements they value. 

con yence-"it's mv Iife's work.. .it's a mission." 

Samantha's experience of calling is cornplex, rnulti-faceteci, intense, and 

pervasive in its impact on her Iife. When asked what impact cailing had on her life, 

she replie& 

It is my iife. So, it's a pretty huge impact 1 can't imagine who I'd be if 1 didn't 
do what I did, if 1 didn't have this purpose, this calling A ' s  definitely affected 
who 1 am; it's impacted rny personality and my approach with people and 
every action of every day. 

It is my tijie-these four simple words capture the depth and breadth of the 

experience of calling for Samantha and reveal the congruency between who she is 



and what she does. Her calhg has touched virtually every aspect of her Iife, fiom 

what she does for a living, how she lwks at üfe, her sense of spintuaiity, and how 

she relates to others, to the decisions she makes. the goals to which she aspires, and 

the very shaping of her personaüty. Samantha's work is integral to who she is; her 

calling is the defining force of her life: "[it] is me." Vocation is a constant theme 

that permeates her entire life, lending it unity of purpose and congruence; it is 

"simply-my Lifek work .. it's a mission.. .the purpose of al1 your actions." 

Samantha experiences congmence between her vocation and her vision of the 

future. The pursuit of a Master's degree in specid education has less to do with the 

education she's receiving than with the credibility it will give her: "I h o w  what I'rn 

doing but other people have to know that 1 know ..." Although her plans aren't 

carved in Stone. she knows that whatever she does, "whether.. J write a book, ... start 

an organization that supports parents to train their children ...[ or] get some position 

high up where 1 can influence a lot of people to help transfonn the field of special 

education", it is essentid to make a red difference in the lives of children with 

handicaps. 

Samantha had a sense of "knowing" what she is rneant to do fiom an early age: 

'Td always known that I was gifted with people ... even as a young, young child." 

This sense of "knowing" was reinforced in Grade ten when she experienced a 

dramatic turning point. an epiphany of sorts, when she saw the positive effects her 

work had on the Iife of a severely handicapped chiId Her revelation is clear and 

powemil: "So, that was the moment that changed my life. The power of a five-year 

old child..l knew right then and there what 1 wanted to do." Her sense of knowing 

is strengthened in high school when she knows, in advance, what the results of a 

vocational assessmmt tool wili be: "So, it was right on the money; so 1 knew what I 

wanted to do." 

After graduating with a Bachelor of Education degree in Speciai Education, 

she initially felt confuscd and disiIlusioned but this Ied to contemplation and, 

ultimately, a stin clearer, more congruent sense of her calling. She then realized 

that then were many ways to fiilfiIl her calling with handicapped children and 

teaching was just one of many paths to the same destination. She could achieve a 



good fit in any number of ways, as long as she pursued her calling to work with 

people with disabilities. For example, while working her way through university, 

Samantha realizes she codd have made more money doing something else "but 

what 1 chose was to stay in the fieId [work with the handicapped]; 1 knew that's 

where 1 needed to be." 

Samantha experiences a congruent blending of her various des :  "Pve becorne 

the local specialist ... they [friends, coIieagues] caii me ... that happens al1 the 

time ... so my personal and professionai life is never separated". She reaiizes that 

she would pursue her calling no matter what: "If1 wasn't working in the field, 1 

would still be working in the field, ~gardless of whether they paid me or not." 

The acceptance by others of her work as core to who she is, reinforces 

Sarnantha's sense of congruence. Friends and farnily memben may not want to 

hear the details of what she does, but they support, admire and appreciate her for 

who she is and what she does. Her parents are proud of her and encouraging, 

especially her mother. Her fitends and colleagues are in awe of her and Say "Wow, 

unbelievable ...y ou do amating things with these kids." 

Perceptions, beliefs, and definitions of cailing-We al1 have a purpose. 

Throughout the interview, Samantha freely provided opinions and ideas about 

what she believed about the concept of calling. She sometimes generalized from 

her own experiences to draw concIusions about al1 callings. For example, because 

she experienced others' perceptions of her as dichotomous, that is, either reverence 

or repulsion, she surmises that al1 callings spark strong, polarized reactions in 

others. And, because her own calhg is not motivated by financiai gain, she 

believes that 

[the] cdi doesn't attach itself to a paying position. A cdling could be 
motherhood, or something to do with the community..it doesn't have to have 
anything to do with money. 

Samantha believes that "ail of us are put here for a reason,..and there was a 

reason for everyihing occuning and there was a plan." She pities those who do not 

share her experience of vocation: "I feel sorry for people who spend their entire 

Iives and not feeI that [sense of purpose, calling]." She recognizes, thugh her 



own experience, that there ine many ways to fuIm one's mission. She sees work as 

integraI to personhood and containing a spintual element that is soul-building. 

Vocation. not occupation or iob-Yt's not a iob; it's part of my being." 

Samantha doesn't label herself within the namw confines of job titles or 

occupational terms. Her definition is broad, yet simple: "...my calling is to work 

with people with disabilities." She is, and always has ken, a caretaker. a caregiver. 

Although her current occupation is that of special education teacher, Samantha 

views her calling as something much bigger: 

1 often still say that I'm...not in Special Education because rm a teacher. rm a 
teacher because Fm in Special Education. If1 wasn't a teacher, 1 know rd be in 
Special Education somewhere e1se.J couid work with [handicapped children] 
in the community. in their homes and with their families. 1 dont necessarily 
have to work with them in school. 

Samantha views what she does as essential to who she is: "...it's not a job to 

me. It's part of my soul. It's part of my being." However, as an occupation, she 

currently fin& teaching fnistrating and limiting because 

my sense is that 1 c m  only touch a certain number of children every day; it's 
not enough for me; I have tu touch al1 of them. 1 have to physically make a 
difference. 

She a h  believes that one's calling is akin to destiny or fate; it has a sense of 

inevitability: "So that's my belief in cding ...it doesn't matter what you do, you're 

still going to end up doing it, right?" 

Reactions of others to calling and the effects-Reverence or Re~ulsion, 

Right h m  birth, others react to Samantha in primarily positive ways. The 

story of her birth and its notion of her giftedness encourage her immensely. Her 

mother's love and unconditional acceptance fuel Samantha's belief in herself. Her 

parents are proud of her achievements and this "gave me the courage to continue 

even fbrther," 

Despite initial negative reactions from her teen peers. Samantha continues the 

pursuit of her calling with detemination, conviction, and zeai. Her peers soon 

leam to accept her for who she is even if they don't N I y  understand why she is 

doing what she does. She experiences the coldwss and cdlousness of other 



worked reactions to handicapped chilhn. Rather than imitating this behaviour, 

she decides to reject it as unsuitable for her. 

Samantha's family and fnends fiequently consult her because they consider her 

to be an expert, a speciaiist in her field This reaction to her cdling has a mked 

effect on her. On one hand she feeis compümented but, on the other han4 she 

feels a deep sense of responsibiüty and obügation, fear of failure, and self-doubt. 

She womes about whether she cari live up to their expectations and yet is 

detennined to do so. 

Samantha believes that some of the negative reactions of others, from teen 

peers to principals, is fear-based because "there's a sense of fearfulness sumunding 

children with disabilities, a sense of unknowing." She admits that, initidly, she too 

experienced this fear but overcame it. The nature of her work makes others 

uncornfortable and feacfuI "and even my own family ... we meet for a Sunday dinner 

and they dont want to t a k  about [my work] ... so there's a bit of resistance." 

Samantha feels that the reactions of others to her are divided: 

1 get the sense that Pve been placed on a pedestal..l get two senses-one is 
"why is she wasting her life heIping peopie who can't help themselves?" and 
the other one is closer to sainthood; so h ' s  a real split view on me. 

However, the reactions of othen, w hether positive or negative, affect Samantha in 

positive ways. As a teen who was king teased and called names, she nevertheless 

persisted Their reaction provoked a sense of defiance in her: "If you dont think 1 

can do this, weI1, Sm going to show you!" Later, when dealing with a principal 

who compares the leaming capacity of a handicapped girl to that of an inanimate 

object, Samantha defends her position and speaks to hun with the strength of her 

convictions: ''Tt's not what I can teach her; itrs what she cm teach me...and it's what 

she cm teach yoe..about humanity." And now, when fnends and colleagues are 

awed by her abilities, she is inspired to do even more: "...it makes me do more 

amazïng thingsdt pushes me further, towards this goal that 1 can't even see, it's so 

hi&." Thus, the reactions ofothen serve to motivate, encourage, and inspire her. 



Pmose, drÏve, and vision-Life Mission: the mmose of al1 actions, 

Samantha experiences her calling as her mission in life, a Iife purpose that 

provides her with a clear sense of direction. Throughout o u  interview, she used 

the words calling, mission, purpose, and meaning almost interchangeably. Her 

mission makes her üfe meaningfiti and keeps her focused on her goals, h m  

volunteer work with handicapped children while a high schwl student, and paying 

her way through university by working in her field, to pursuing a Master's degree 

and stniggiing through the "rough spots" inherent in her work. It is, as she so 

succinctly puts it, "...a mission; a calling is a life mission; it's a direction, the 

purpose of al1 your actions." 

Samantha feels dnven by her calling and describes it as an inevitable, 

irresistible pull that provides her a sense of purpose that invariably brings her back 

to her "home base", that of s e ~ n g  handicapped children. It is not money that 

draws her in, for she would work for nothing and has done so in the past and 

continues to do so in the present when consulted by friends and associates for her 

professional expertise. Her intrinsic purpose motivates her to continuaily strive to 

attain new goals and irnprove herselfi each accomplishrnent compels her yet funher 

along the path to reach her ultimate goal. 

Samantha has a vision of her future that entails "a goal that 1 canrt even see, it's 

so high." Although she isn't yet sure how that vision will piay out, whether it 

involves writing a book or establishing an organization, she knows she needs to 

make "the biggest difference." 

Senrice to others-the Need to "touch thern di." 

Samantha experiences her calling as s e ~ c e  to others, and more specifically, 

s e ~ c e  to handicapped children and their famiLes. Samantha feels a deep sense of 

responsibility and obligation for those she serves. Helping others rnakes her iife 

meaningful: "1 could die tomorrow and know that 1 made a difference ... and what 

rve done has ken  important to many, many people." Her achievements and 

contributions to others motivate her to reach more and more of thern, to mach the 

"ultimate plateau" by making "the biggest difference." SeMce to others is core to 



Samantha's vocation and fosters feelings of gratitude, satisfaction. power, elation. 

and exhilaration. 

Even as a teen, Samantha chose responsible senrice over fun; throughout high 

school and university she made purposeful decisions to help handicapped children 

rather than pursue more lucrative, more enjoyable activities: "There was a loi of 

peer pressure ... but for me..l was the ody one who was doing anything like this..J 

was cailed anything From a pansy to a goody two-shoes." And, as  an adult, she 

feels penonaily responsible for others, even those she is not paid to work with. 

Samantha feels stifled in her current teaching job because it does not allow her 

to "touch them dl." Helping handicapped children achieve things othen thought 

impossible fills her with a sense of power, exhilaration. and deep satisfaction. 

However. her main conceni and greatest fear is "What if 1 cantt help them?" Her 

fear of failure and self-doubt are. she feels, the Bip side of the coin. Responsibility, 

obligation, and success dovetail with worry, fear, and doubt. S he feels honored by 

the compliment that others consider her an expert, but expenences a sense of angst 

about the level of t u t  placed in her. 

S~iritualitv-vocation is "Part of rnv Soul." 

A strong theme of spkituaiity resonated throughout the i n t e~ew,  right from 

the beginning when Samantha describes her mother's story of her birth, to the very 

end when she defines just what that spirituality means to her. She describes her 

vocation as "not a job to me; it's part of my soul; it's part of my being." 

When asked to describe her bodily sensations at the time of her earliest 

experience of king called, Samantha cornparrd it to the moment of just having 

given birth, a moment she describes as a spirituai connection, an "overwhelming 

sense of king dive; that...connection with yourself and with your child and with 

whoever put you there." It is Little wonder. then, that she describes her cdling as 

"almost iike a religionw because it provides the ihings that religion naditionally and 

pnsumably provideci, things like hop, faith, strength. a sense of community, the 

value of famity, and a connection with the divine. 

CIoseIy linked with the call to soui is the caU to love. Samantha cornpilles her 

experience of vocation with feelings one has when in Iove, " an overwhelming 



sense of elation that will cany you through ail the rough things that are going to be 

aheadn She would work whether paid or not; by implication, she must love her 

work. 

Vocation as sacrifice-"I gave d l  that UR." 

Despite the euphoria she sometimes experiences, Samantha also confronts 

obstacles and makes sacrifices in order to p m e  her calling. As a teen, she had to 

overcorne her own initial fear of handicapped children: '? was extremeiy fe amil... it 

twk me experience and ... time to overcome that feanulness." Samantha sacrificed 

"normal" teen activities to volunteer three years' worth of lunch hours to feed 

handicapped children: "and when you're fifteen years 014 that's a huge sacrifice, 

especiaily in high school ... because my fnends al1 hung out and had ... fun; 1 gave al1 

that up." 

In high school, Samantha overcame peer pressure, taunting, and nameîalling 

to fulfill her cornmitment to her vocation. Mile working her way through 

university, Samantha chooses summer jobs within her field despite more lucrative 

opportunities. Finally, as an adult, she helps family and fiends with special 

education issues and problems, and has retumed to university to earn a Master's 

degree while simultaneously working and raising two children as a single mother. 

Certainly, her actions and behaviours speak for themselves; she has proven herself 

ready to make samifices and do whatever it takes to pursue her calling. 

Passion. de~th of fee Iing-"incredible hi&." 

Samantha experiences calling as passion. Mthough she did not use the word 

"passion" in our intewiew, I use it here to interpret the plethora of overwhelmingly 

strong emotions she expresse& Samantha speaks exuberantiy about her feelings 

and uses many superlatives throughout her speech. Words iike "overwhe(ming", 

"redly", "biggest", and "great" erupted throughout the interview. 

Sarnantha uses evocative cornparisons to capnire the intensity of her feelings. 

For example, she compares the feelings she experiences when working wîth 

handicapped children to those associated with king in love, emotions like elation, 

joy, and pnde, emotions that carry one through the inevitable rough spots. She 

describes another peak experience, that of giving birth, to describe the feehgs of 



vitality, connectedness. and spietuality also associated with her calling. Aer 

contributions to others foster feelings of gratitude, exhilaration, and deep 

satisfaction. She experiences her calling as "an incredible high ...an incredible 

feeling of overwheùning satisfaction and gratituden. a feeling she considen similar 

to an adrenaiine msh, a s q e  of power, strength, and energy. She shares a sense of 

joint purpose and a sense of community with other workers and helpers. Al1 these 

intense, powerful feelings serve to motivate, strengthen, and energize her, 

ultimately pushing her forward to achieve higher and higher goals. Samantha is 

nothing if not passiortate. 

Peak ex~eriences-"overwhelming: sense of king alive." 

Samantha's experience of calling hns produced some dramatic and mernorable 

moments. She describes intense experiences, comparable to the "overwhelming 

connection" one feels when giving birth, and to the feeling of being in love. When 

Samantha recdls an incident wherein her ongoing work with a severely 

handicapped child results in the child's speaking her fint word ever, she describes it 

as a personal epiphany: "1 knew right then and there what I wanted to do [with my 

Iife]." When she overcomes the odds by heiping children accomplish something 

noone thought they could, she experiences "Ah Hah!" moments, M e  "Eureka's, 

sudden revelations, and discoveries about who she is and what her capabilities are. 

Although she thinks that d l  teachers experience similar feelings, Sarnantha believes 

that 

those of us who work with children with special needs, who are surrounded by 
negativity and pessimisrn, when it [learningl actually occurs, the high is even 
pater, because you've accomplished something that nobody else thought you 
codd 

Samantha experiences these revelations often and finds them motivating and 

Samantha feels very gratefùi for her calling: 

Therets this overwhelming sense of gratitude and 1 mean gratitude in the sense 
that I'm thmkfd that rve had the opportunity to be there to experience that 
[breakthroughs with handicapped childrenl..Jtls an inmdible high ... 



Continuoas Ieaming and growth-Continuai Transformations. 

For Samantha, vocation is an ongoing, evolutionary process that contributes 

significantly to her personal growth. She aptly describes it as "a process of 

constantly traasfonning into a higher kvel." She is continually searching for new 

and better ways to heIp handicapped children and believes that "with each child rve 

worked with, I've grown into a better human being." Nonetheless, she continues to 

feel that "whatever Fm doing is never quite good enough; and 1 think that's 

important that I'm feeling that because it pushes me fonvatd" Samantha's 

cornmitment to her cdling is demonstrated in her current pmuit of a Master's 

degree in Specid Education. 

Negative feelings invoked by vocation and effects-"anv stall is frustratin~." 

Samantha's experience of cdling is fueled by strong emotions. most of which 

are positive but many which are negative. Her primary negative feeling is that of 

ovenvhelming frustration with anything that stands in the way of achieving her 

goals. In university, she was hstrated by the perceived imlevancy of required 

courses that seemed totdly unrelated to what she needed to do. She believes these 

feelings of fmstration are exacerbated by the fact that she is so intent upon her 

purpose: "When you're so sure of what you want to be when you grow up, any staI1 

is Fnistrating to you." 

She is currrntly feeling at odds with her teaching job: 

I'm fnistmted ... because my sense is that 1 can only touch a certain number of 
children every &y. It's not enough for me; I have to touch them dl; 1 have to 
physicdly make a difference. 

This sense of fnistration has compeiled her to go back to university for a Master's 

de- in the hope tha this wiH be the "ticket" she needs to inmase her knowledge 

and credibility and thmby accompüs h stiU more. 

She has dso experienced confusion and unceaainty about how to rnake a 

difference: T m  not even sure still at this point what that ciifference is going to 

be ... but 1 know what rm doing right now isn't enough." She experiences a strong 

sense of responsibikty and obügation for those whom she serves. Although this is 



not necessarily a negative feeling, it does provoke a sense of doubt and fear of 

failure. She womes: "What if 1 can't help them?" 

Positive feelings invoked bv vocation and their effects-overwhelminglv 

p s i  tive. 

Samantha's feelings about her c&ng are predominantly positive; in fact, they 

are "overwhelmingly" positive. She describes emotiond "highs", revelations, and 

epiphanies. She uses cornparisons to peak experiences such as giving birth and 

king in love to convey the strength and depth of the feelings invoked by her 

calling. She gains strength from the spiritual aspects of her vocation. Samantha 

experiences a communal sense of joint purpose, personai closeness, and an 

"ovenvhelming sense of togethemess" with her colleagues. She expresses feelings 

of joy, warrnth, fun, pride, exhilaration, elation, and satisfaction. She States: 

there was a sense of fuifillment that 1 got working with the children and 1 still 
do ... when they pick up a book and read it out loud, I know they cm do it 
because I've worked with them and I've taught them. 

And, there is a deep sense of gratitude for being able to have the chance to pmue 

ber calling because it gives her life purpose and meaning, and imbues her with 

strength and energy. Consequently. she pities those who do not share her 

experience of calling. 

Samantha experiences a sense of pnde, satisfaction, and accomplishment when 

she achieves some success, a warm bodily sensation she describes as "being 

puffed". She aiso acknowledges a sense of mastery: 

ltts the Yes, thfs is it; I cm du this,- I've creuted t h k  I've made this 
huppen... there's a real feeling of power when ...y ou've accomplished something 
that nobody else thought you could. 

All her feeüngs, whether positive or negative. seem to serve the same purpose, 

that of motivating her to do more. be more and touch more people. The negative 

feeIings of frustration push her forward to achieve more, to de@ the odds stacked 

against handicapped children. The positive feelings motivate and inspire her to 

reach ever higher goals. 



Personal Information 

Pam is a thirty-six year old veterinarian who has her own s m d  animai practice 

with another woman partner. Her ciinic is Iocated in a srnail stnp mail in 

Edmonton. Parn is married to a mining engineer and has two small children, aged 

four and one. She was bom and educated in Saskatchewan and began univenity at 

the age of sixteen. She and her family live in a smdl community outside of 

Edmonton. 

Pm's husband had k e n  an outplacement client of mine. When we were 

chatting one day about my thesis topic, he indicated that he believed his wife had a 

cailing. Of course, 1 asked him to ask her for permission to cd1 her for the purpose 

of asking some preüminary questions. 1 subsequently cailed her and arranged for a 

meeting at her veterinary clinic where we met in a small, informai, and comfortable 

consultation room with a home-like atrnosphere. P m  seemed cornfortable in this 

environment. 

Parn initially impressed me as soft-spoken, even-ternpered, unpretentious, and 

unassuming. However, as 1 later immersed myself in the interview data and 

transcribed it verbatim, 1 was increasingly struck by the depth of her feeling and the 

strength of her convictions. Although evenly spoken, Pamela npeatedy used 

words that were powerful, evocative, and emphatic. Reading and re-reading the 

transcribed interview strengthened my appreciation for P m ,  her cailing, and the 

joy, cornmitment, and passion with which she expenenced it. 

Pm's demeanout during our interview was caim and even. Her voice was 

soft, had few inflections and didn't Vary much in pitch, volume, or speed 

However, on three occasions, when she was taking about her patients and their 

ownen, I was surprised to see tears in her eyes. Nothing in her voice or statements 

had derted me to the possibility of tears. It became obvious that beneath her calm 

exterior lay an emotional depth not immediately apparent, 

Initially, Pam tended to answer questions ai face value; her responses tended to 

be somewhat generaiized 1 occasionalIy needed to repeat questions, reword them, 

and probe to capture the depth of her feelings and expenence. However, as the 



interview progresseci, Pam becarne increasingly expressive and needed üttle 

explanation or encouragement. The data she provided was interesting, thick, and 

rich. 

The data analyses of Pam's protocol are located in Appendix B which contains 

Table 3 and 4. Table 3 contains excerpts h m  Pam's transcript, paraphrases of 

each excerpt, and the fmt order theme of each. Table 4 presents a clustering of the 

first order themes into second order themes. 1 have used the second order themes 

to organize the foilowing description of Pads experience. Because there is 

considerable overlap arnong the themes, there is necessarily some repetition within 

the following synthesis. 

Overail Svnthesis of Pam's Ex~erience 

Awareness of own gifts-kinship with animals and investinative eifts. 

Pam knows she has a special bond with animals; she has a special kinship with 

them that allows her to communicate with them at a deep level. In addition, she 

knows she is gifted intellectuaily and needs to be mentally challenged. 

I knew 1 wanted to use my rnind That's my biggest asset...but 1 wanted it to 
mentally challenging..Jt would have to be having to think yow way through 
[problems] ... from day one, 1 was dways a reader and an investigator. 

P a .  enten university at the age of sixteen, thinking she's "pretv brainy stuff' and 

can just breeze through like before. 

E a d ~  awareness of vocation-hm aee of seven. 

Pam "just knows", from the age of seven, that she wants to be a veterinarian. 

She feels a strong bond with anirnals as a child, "so 1 knew that 1 wanted them to be 

a part of rny üfe and not just [as] pets and not just animai husbandry either." 

Strong ~arentaf sumrt-"vou can do anythin~." 

Pm's parents provide ongoing encouragement and support and instill in her 

the belief that she was capable of anything: "My parents were both really, reaIly 

supportive ... iike there was never anything you can't do. It was their attitude that 

you can do anything as long as you put your mind to it and try reaiiy hard." Pam 

recalls talks with her father that fostered the conviction that it is better to do what 



you love and eam less rnoney than to do what is most lucrative and be miserable. 

Recognition and reinforcement bv others-support and ske~ticism. 

Besides her parents, teachers and peers were also supportive. Her peers were 

initidy supportive but changed their attitude after PameIa was actually in the 

Veterinary Medicine program. Then, she was subjected to skepticism and some 

derision because her choice was not as lucrative or as prestigious as some other 

medical occupations: "Whoa, why don't you become a nai doctor?" Nevertheless, 

their attitude served only to encourage her more. She describes herself as very 

determined, not easily discouraged and "would've gone ahead and done it 

anyways." She has never looked back or regretted going into veterinary medicine. 

When Pam was doing poorly in her fint year at university, a professor 

suggested she punue animal husbandry instead. However, Pam knew that this type 

of contact with animals was not mentally challenging enough for her and "was 

totally not of interest to me." The effect of the professor's comment was to make 

her more motivated to pursue her cailing: "it made me try a bit harder." 

Perce~tions, beliefs. and definitions of calling-evervone has a "niche." 

P m  believes that everyone has a vocation: 

1 feel lucky to have hit on it, to know what it was because ... there are so many 
people out there. ..they9ve got a niche but they haven't found it.. . but 1 feel 
lucky for me inside. For them. when they don? know what it is and.. .go 
through life ...g et stuck in a rut.. .have to pay the bills. ..so they don't feel they 
can stop. 

Pam is explicit about what constitutes her vocation and what does not. She knows 

her vocation is heding and distinguishes this h m  the business owner component 

of her work, which she feeIs is definitely not part of her cailing because "it's 

[business aspect] not an innate drive...for some people it is, but ... not for me." We 

can infer then, by implication, that she believes innate qualities are integral to 

vocation. 

Conmence-'Yloatina in a cloud of hap~iness." 

Pm's life resonates with congmency. Her intellechid gifts and deep bond 

with animais dovetaii with the challenges provided by her vocation. Her family, 

work, and social lives tend to spiLi over into each other. She develops long-lasting 



friendships with her clients and colleagues. She describes it as a "reaily big impact 

in terms of just the kind of people [kind-hearted people] I find myseif involved 

with" and "Oh. the people Pve met are wondenuI people. rve met tons and tons of 

wondemil people." Pam's calling has had a gargantuan effect on her Life. Her joy 

and delight in animds are evident when she fondly and humourously recounts 

various animal adventlrn stories fiom her youth. 

From the age of seven, she experiences a "knowing" of what she is meant to 

be. This ribbon of "knowing" guides her through her school, univenity and work 

Iife and continues to weave its way through her life. It provides her with 

determination, a clear direction and a strong focus. She knows what she wants and 

pursues it with confidence, conviction and steadfastness. Her strong sense of 

purpose motivates her to overcome negative comments and persist in jumping the 

required "hoops" while at u~veaity.  Nothing and no-one is able to discourage her 

from her goal. 

Pam's certitude means that she has no difficulty selecting the right courses in 

high school. However. Iater on, in univeaity, this same strong focus and sense of 

congmency are frusuated when she must take courses she feels are not taking her 

quickly enough to where she needs to go. After graduating, Pam works at a small 

animal practice and discovers "that was when 1 really, mily knew that I'd totally 

made the right choice because 1 just Ioved it." Pam experiences a solid "fit" 

between her gifts and the challenges of her work insofar as she is able to use her 

intellectual and problem-solving abilities to help animals and their ownen. 

The impact of calling on Pam's life is pervasive: 

.. .following my calling means that I'm very happy in what 1 do and so that has 
a huge effect.. .it makes me heaithier.. .it makes my maniage easier.. . because 1 
love it. 

There is congruence among al1 the aspects of her life, including her marriage, her 

family, her relationships with coueagues, clients and fiiends, her health, her 

happiness, her level of fuifiIlment, her aspirations for the future, and, of course. her 

M y  work life. Everything seems to flow fmm one source, her sense of vocation, 

and the person she is able to be when pmuing i t  The pieces of her Iife fit snugly 



together like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. She is at peace with who she is and 

what she does; she experiences a sense of overdi comfort, contentment, and 

happiness described as "just kind of float[ina dong in this Linle cloud of 

happiness." 

Vocation is self-definecHeder: '7 Save lives." 

Pam thinks of her vocation in broad, encompassing tems: 

1 love what 1 do; anything 1 did would be ... healing reIated..that's my bigges t 
calhg ... heaiing. My calling has changed to encompass more ... it moved from 
just king with animals to heding animals to now, to healing, period. It's 
broadened. 

P m  does not limit herself to job tities or occupationai terms; rather, the title of her 

vocation is simple but profound: She is a heaier, period. This definition serves as a 

centrai theme that mns through her life. whether practicing traditional rnedicine 

while employed by someone else or practicing holistic medicine while in private 

practice. P m  has a vision of her vocation broadening even further in the future, 

perhaps expanding to heding people as well. What she does is "save lives ... I Save 

lives and I Save and proiong life and that's the good thing." She will continue to be 

a heder, in one form or another, even after she leaves her veterinary practice. For 

Pam, vocation is a life theme, one that will endure for as long as she lives. 

Reactions of others to cal lin^ and effects+werwhelrnine;Iv positive. 

Others' reactions to Pm's calüng have k e n  largeIy positive in nature. 

Whether othea' reactions were positive or negative, the effects on Pam have ken 

overwhelmingIy positive. Others' disparaging remarks only serve to intensify her 

drive and sense of purpose. She experiences her calling as a clear purpose, a strong 

drive, and a heightened determination that sets her apart from other children who 

had aspired to be veterinarians. Her cleat direction assists her in making d l  the 

right academic choices throughout high school and later, in university. She is so 

intent on her goal that she expenences fnistration and disappointment with courses 

that seem ineIevant. However, she persists and is accepted into the CoIlege of 

Veterinary Medicine. Even there, she again experiences initial fnishation because. 

dthough closer to her goal, she is still not getting enough of the acnial practice with 



animals nor hands-on medical or surgicd practice. Again. she persists and 

graduates. 

Pumose, drive. and vision-'No regrets." 

Pm's sense of purpose goes beyond monetary gain or prestigious statu 

symboIs. S he is well aware that she could earn more money and stanis as a doctor 

or dentist and "that's fine-" She is tme to her cdling: she loves, helps, and heals 

animais and their owners. Her sense of purpose has evolved over time; she views 

her mission as heaiing. She is a healer who "saves Iives" and is continually striving 

to improve the lot of her patients and their owners and who searches for new ways 

to expand her range of services to include both western and eastem techniques and 

philosophies. 

Pam knows that she could have gone into human medicine, where she would 

have earned more money and had more prestige but she has "never regretted going 

into vetennary medicine ... no regrets, oh no." She sees herself eventually 

expanding her horizons from healing animais to also healing people. She is 

paradoxically both excited and comforted to offer alternative medicines that dlow 

more client involvement, less invasive techniques and mate a more calrning and 

comforting environment. Her purpose is to offer the best of both western and 

eastem approaches to help her patients on their road to heaith. 

Pam consider her vocation a lifelong venture. Even after she closes her 

veterinary practice: '7 anticipate king a healer forever." She would like to teach 

healing to animal Hedth Technology students at NALT and, later, venture even 

further into alternative medicines and expand into the treatment of humans as well. 

Service to otheWwith and for the patient. rather than to the patient." 

Pam experiences king of service to others as "a help to the animal, help to 

their owner and a help to me.. .and 1 couId go through the &y because 1 had done a 

good job." She feels a strong connection with the animals and their owners and is 

keenly aware of the strong bonds that exist between hem; she is concemed about 

their weIfare and feels responsible to provide them with the best s e ~ c e s .  She 

fin& helping animals and people very rewarding and fulfilling. 



Pam is "other-directed" and spends her aftemoons educating the owners to 

help hem feel more capable and involveci. She thrives on educating herself as weU 

and has moved into the use of non-traditional techniques and therapies which she 

provides in order to give clients more choice and to promote an atmosphere that is 

more homey and comfortab1e. Not only is she able to provide important s e ~ c e s  

that prolong and Save Iives, she dso loves king able to use her investigative and 

intellectuai gifts to solve diagnostic problems. 

Pam loves to help others and feels a lot of pleasure and excitement at king 

able to prolong and Save lives. She feels love for both animals and their owners. 

Racticing acupuncture has enhanced the pleasure she gets h m  helping and 

serving others. She feels more motherly and numuing when able to do more with 

and for the patient. rather than to the patient. 

Passion, depth of feeling-Nurturiner and Motherlv. 

Pm's enthusiasm and passion a .  as strong now as when she began: "Oh, this 

is wonderlul; 1 love this; tfüs is it for me!" She feels "'pumped" when leming new 

skills that allow her to Save mon lives and is eager to l e m  more. Pm's foray into 

non-traditional medicd practice has provided even p a t e r  satisfaction in her work 

"if that's possible." It dlows her to provide a more cornfortable, comforting and 

homey environment. involve clients in the treatment process, and offer a broader 

range of semice options. She describes her new holistic service in this way: 

And so it gives me a lot of pleasure to do things to get these guys [animds] off 
the drugs ... that is exciting but it's also a cdming thing; ... that doesn't make 
sense. but it makes me very cornfortable with what 1 do and what 1 cm offer to 
my clients. 

She feels more loving, connected and numning, to both the animals and their 

owners, when practicing non-uaditional medicine and is excited and amazed by the 

wonderfiil results her treatment provides: 

you should see the animds that corne in for the heternative stuff! The animais 
that used to tremble and quake. ..now come in and they're happy. It makes me 
feel reaiIy good. 

This numning is not Iimited to her animal patients but rather. "towards ciients too; it's 

redly bizarre. We get a closeness with the client ...[ who] feels more involved." Pam 



communicates to bals, primarily through touch, her intent to heal. The bond she 

feels is very hep, akin to how a mother would feel towards her baby. 

P m  expresses the depth of her emotions through the use of powerful. 

evocative, and emphatic words. She employed words such as "wonderful, 

gratifying, amazing, incredible. love, totaUy, satisfaction, rewarding, attachment, 

connection, positive. exciting, and lucky", to describe her experience of calling. 

She also emphasized feelings through the use of repetition: "really, really", "saving 

lives.. -1 Save lives.. .and that's a form of saving.. .gratifjhng to Save their life." 

Health and well-bein~happy, healthy, balanced, contented. 

Because Pam loves what she does and knows that 

following my cdling means that I'm very happy in what 1 do and so that has a 
huge effect because it rnakes me hedthier. ..it makes my mmiage easier 
because I.m not going home with a pile of stress that I'm unloading on 
an y body. 

The contentment and happiness she feels at work ovefflows into al1 other aspects of 

her life to "feed and sustain [herl." Her recent foray into alternative medicine has 

fostered a new, calmer, more nurturing approach to her work, one that "is a healthy 

thing; it promotes a nice, healthy hormonal balance; it brings out al1 the nght 

sentonin Ievels in your body." Life balance contributes to her health; she chooses 

to work a reasonable mount of time so she can enjoy her family and punue social 

activities such as ballroom dancing. She knows that the pursuit of work for the 

sake of money only leads to misery and disease. Calmness. contentment, 

happiness, and peace are the rrsufts of pursuing work she Ioves. 

Continuous learnin~ and aowth-from western to holistic meditine. 

Pam's love and passion for her work resdt in enthusiasrn for new learning 

scenarios. She loves any kind of continuing education (CE.) because 

you always get pumped; it doesn't matter what CE- you do, you corne back in 
and you are hyped up to try ail these new and cool things ... and you are going to 
Save even more patients; .. .itrs exciting. 

Although P m  is as passionate now as ever before and s a  Ioves western medicine, 

she is steadiIy moving into holistic approaches such as acupuncture and 

chiropractie. Since this shift, she has discovered a new, more numning side of 



herseIf that dows h a  to connect on an even deeper level to communicate. through 

loving touch. her intent to heal and help. 

Initidly. P m  was intuitively drawn to vetennary medicine but didn't really 

know why other than "it would be a ni@ thing to do." Now. having worked in the 

field, she knows what it involves and knows she loves it. This love for her work 

and the loving connection she feels with her clientele rnotivate her to continue to 

l e m  and grow. In fact. her experience of calling has grown "to encompass 

more. ..from just king with animals, to healing animals, to now, to healing, 

period." 

Nezative feelings invoked bv vocation and effects-Euthanasia is painful. 

Pam has generaily expenenced very few and relatively minor negative feelings 

as a result of her calling, feelings that nevertheless reaped good effects insofar as 

they rnotivated her to succeed. When first attending university, she experiences 

frustration at having to jurnp "hoops' by taking seemingly irrelevant courses. 

Because she was so focused on her ultimate goal. she realizes that her "focus was 

wrong ...[ she] didn't want to be there [in pre-veterinary medicine]..J wanted to be in 

vetennarian medicine." Later, when in the College of Veterinarian Medicine, she 

feels disillusionment and disappointment in the classes because they do not allow 

for enough hands-on practice. Her eagemess to be where she feels she needs to be 

is a source of frustration for her. 

Her peen' initial support tums to skepticism and derision when she is actually 

in the College: "Whoa, why don't you be a real doctor?" Although not sufficient to 

deter her, Pam is rnildly imtated by their admonitions. CurrentIy. Pam experiences 

her euthanasia cases as very difficult and ciraining and States. with tears in her eyes, 

"I can barely Ieave a euthanasia [case] dry-eyed anyrnore. and 1 go back and cry 

after they've gone A t  suqrises me a M e .  I thought rd be a little hardened to it but 

no, no," 

In some social situations, Pam occasiondly gets miIdy annoyed when people 

find out she's a veterinarian and then want to "ta1.k anÎmdst' al1 evening. This helps 

her recognize her need for balance. 



Positive feelings invoked bv vocation and effects-"Dee~lv touched." 

Pm's experience with vocation is abundantiy and ovemheImingIy positive. 

She speaks in superlatives about her work, repeatedly using words such as love, 

happy, healthy, comfortable, gratimng, exci ting. satiswng, and rewarding, among 

others. The passion she feels for her vocation cornes across cleatly in the stocks 

she tells about the her experiences with animals. For example, she is "really, reaily 

deeply" touched when she able to comfort a sick animal. Her stones bespeak her 

empathy for both the animals and their owners: "when I touch them [animals], they 

can feel ... my intent and 1 can feel their worry and there's a...transfer of emotions." 

Healing gives her warm physical sensations in the chest. Because she cm dialogue 

with clients, she find she doesnt need to "go [ad deeply to do [my] 

communicating." P m  came to tears three times when describing the depth of her 

attachments. And, even though she fin& euthanasia very draining, she knows there 

is a silver lining, that "itrs often a kindness." 

Pam clearly loves vinually ai1 aspects of her work, from strong peer and client 

relationships, to the intellectual challenges and growth opportunities it provides, 

and the freedom to choose a baianced and suitable Iifestyle that accommodates her 

Iife as a whole. Clients become long-term friends, some of whom still write to her 

and visit even though they've moved away. She experiences a spillover between 

her work and social Iife: "1 make more fnends because of what 1 do." 

Pam feels empathy for those who have not yet found their niche and feels 

"Iucky to have hit on it. to know what it was ..." She appreciates her vocation and 

the opportunities it brings because she knows that "lots of people hate what they do 

but 1 love coming to work" Increasingly, since her movement into holistic 

medicine, she experiences a strong nuturing feeling that promotes a comforting 

and "homeyt' atmosphere in her clinic. This mothering feeling has enriched her tife 

and her practice, increasing fier sense of peace, contentment, and CO&. 

Other positive feelings inchde a strong sense of conviction that this is right for 

her. a "knowing" that she is a healer, and a stmng sense of purpose. Her cding 

has positive impacts on alI other aspects of her life, providing balance, promoting 



health and happiness, reducing stress and improving marriage and family life as 

well. 

Rochester 

Personal Information 

1 discovend my third CO-researcher in a circuitous manner. A neighbour had 

suggested that Ted, a musician she knew, seemed to have a calling. Ted worked in 

a creative field, played in the Edmonton Symphony, and also played in a band on 

weekends. 1 did a preliminary interview with Ted over the phone, one that lasted 

approximately forty-five minutes. The more we talked, the more convinced he 

became that he did not qudify as having experienced a calling. Although he 

demibed his music as a very important part of his Me, it was not integral to who 

he was. In fact, for a period of six or seven years, wbile in univenity and 

afterward, Ted did not play music at al1. This fact was, for me, a strong indicator 

that he did not, indeed, meet the major criterion necessary for participation in my 

research. 

Fortunately, king well-connected in the music community, Ted was able to 

recomrnend two other individuals who he felt m l y  had a vocation for music. He 

gave me their names and numbers and gave me permission to use his name as the 

means with which to introduce myself. One was a concert pianist with a PhD. in 

music while the other a talented young musician with no forma1 education in 

music. 1 chose to c d  the latter, Rochester. 

Rochester is twenty-six yean old and [ives comrnon-law with his girlfiend. 

He has no children. He has a grade 12 education and no forma1 training in music. 

He describes his vocation as an& a terni he uses to encompass al1 facets of his 

multi-disciplined calling that includes musician, songwriter, music producer, 

technician, among others. Although he doesnt own a car, a fact which seems 

unusual for a young man, Rochester does have a recording studio in his small 

apartment where he has produced appmximately twenty bands' dbums and severai 

of his own. He has signed on with a record company and is stnving to succeed in 

the highly competitive music industry. In addition to his work as a sales 



representative for musical equipment at a small music store near where he Iives, 

Rochester teaches music therapy classes to substance ebuse users. 

When 1 phoned Rochester to discuss the research project, 1 posed my fint and 

most important question: Have you expen'enced o calling tu a vocation? His 

response was unequivocaliy positive: "definitely, absolutely." These words were 

music to my ears. We agreed to meet at a srnaIl cafe, close to where he lives. The 

cafe where we met was "artsy", rather dirty? very relaxed, and full of interesting 

looking people. We ordered some coffee and sat down at a table in an empty 

adjoining room where the music would not intefiere with the recording of the 

interview. Rochester seemed a bit nervous and smoked a cigarette. He blew the 

smoke away from me until I told him it was fine to just smoke. Even though 1 dont 

smoke, 1 wanted him to feel comfortable and at ease. 

Rochester stmck me as king down-to-earth, totally unpretentious, and 

genuine. His choice of pseudonyrn was humourously out of character. 1 

thoroughly enjoyed our i n t e ~ e w  which lasted approximately eighty minutes. 

Although he insisted that he was "just homble at interviews", he provided a wedth 

of interesting, rich, and thought-provoking information about his experience of 

calling. 

The data andysis of Rochester's protocol is presented in Appendix C which 

includes Tables 5 and 6. Table 5 includes relevant interview excerpts, paraphrases 

and first order themes. Table 6 pnsents a clustering of the fmt order themes into 

second order themes. 1 have used the second order themes to organize the 

following description of Rochester's experience. Because there is considerable 

overlap among the thernes, there is necessarily some repetition within the following 

synthesis. 

Overall Svnthesis of Rochester's Ex~enence of Vocation 

Awareness of own giftedness-Music is "who 1 am." 

Rochester considers his taient for music as 'king just so nahnal...it's who 1 

am." He can play VirtUaIIy any musical instruments he picks up. Although he 

never Ieamed to tead notes and has never taken music Iessons, Rochester has 

dways had a strong and natural affinity for music. Because music is so nanual to 



him, he sometimes tends to take his gift for granted, "where [it's] Jooked at like it's 

nothing." Even the process of writing songs comes naturaily. He describes the 

creative process as one where 'T grab [ideas] out of the air...you just pick up this 

one bit of energy and elabonite on W.. so it comes to my head but it's not coming 

out of my heab" Rochester believes he has a gift but tends to downplay its 

significance: "but your gift is equai, like even idiot savants ..." 
Eadv awarertess of vocation-'Tt was aIwavs rock star," 

Rochester has very eariy recollections of his affinity for music. As a very 

young child, he would study his parents' music collection and "before 1 could 

rernember words, or Say anything except 'Mom' and 'Dad', 1 was listing off [narnes 

oQ records," He remembers as a young child often falling asleep during his father's 

band rehearsds: "it was p a t  Aght  inside of [bas drum set] ... it was crazy." 

Rochester can't rernember ever wanting to be anything other than a musician. His 

mother kept a book of al1 his report cards, photos, and recorded what he wanted to 

be each year. Each year "it was aiways rock star. ..[aIthough] a few years 1 put 

fireman or policeman just to be nomai." His first conscious memory of knowing 

music was for him was in grade two: "1 started forming rny own bands out of my 

fiends . .Id have al1 the instruments and..pretend we were the Beatles ... and I'd 

teach them to play and try to get somewhere." By grade four, he was writing and 

performing his own songs: "it felt cool because it sounded good ...it would give me 

a sense that it could go somewhere." 

S trong: parental sumort-Emotionai and financiai. 

Rochester's parents have dways been and continue to be supportive of his 

calüng- They provided him with musical instruments and his father taught him 

some songs and wodd sometimes participate in his grade schooI perfomances. 

Even though his parents couldnt real1y afford to, they have supported km 

financiail y by investing in his bands. Their Iack of pressure to attend university is 

perceived by Rochester as support of what he reaily wants to do. Their support 

motivates him to succeed: "it would be leiting myself down but [rd] aiso hate to 

see things [financial support] going to waste." 



Recomition and reinforcement of gifts bv others-Artistic fieedorn. 

Rochester experienced support from teachers, particularly music teachers who 

gave him "aaistic bedom [fkom] stringent and rigid types of music ...[ and] some 

Iiberation for king able to play what 1 wanted to." His fnends have aiways been 

supportive and have liked being included and involved in his music. They attend 

his penomances and their encouragement is much appreciated by Rochester. In 

addition, the Alberta Foundation for the Arts has given him numerous factor grants 

which, dthough they are not aiways enough, are much appreciated. 

Perceptions, - beliefs, and definitions of vocation-'Evewone's got a 

Cdling-" 

Rochester believes that t'everyone's got a cdling but they've never tackled it or 

they dont realize it." UntiI four years ago, Rochester didn't redize that his music 

was indeed a cdling. The realization that "1 cantt stop doing this", was a "huge 

step" for him. He believes everyone has equai gifts. 

Conmence-"If it ïvocationl wasn't there, I'd be somebodv else-" 

Unlike other children who changed their occupationai goals every year, 

Rochester can't remember ever wanting tu bc anything other than a musician. 

Rochester's vocation is core to who he is and being an artist is integrai to his 

personality: "if it wasn't there, rd be somebody else." Nor does he believe that he 

is the product of a musical environment: "even if my father hadn't k e n  a musician, 

I would sti1I be who I am [artist]". Because his cdling is "so nat ural...[ and] itts who 

I am", he experiences conpence among al1 aspects of his life. Music pervades his 

entire existence and is not relegated to a paid position. Virtuaily everything he 

does, from paid jobs to recreationd activities, revolves around music. It is so 

pervasive in his life that "I dont know anything outside of music." Music is 

essential to his well-king and mentai hedth, and is a form of therapy that helps 

him cope with daily problems and " keeps me alive." 

Rochester's caIüng is core to who he is and music is his primary method of 

comrnunicating. He repeatedly mentions his perceived inability to express himseIf 

through orcünary language: "sornetimes 1 can't even speak" and "it's redly 

homble. J cm't communicate sometimes because of i tw Paradoxically, despite 



feeling limited by speech, he is able to communicate through the more compiex 

media of poetry, lyncs, and music. These are the realms in which he feels most 

cornfortable. The creative process itself is, for him, quite naturai: "I just make up 

stories..l grab them out of the air." He claims he can't read very well yet he is able 

to "sit and write two pages [cf what would be wrïtten in book f o d  in one Iine [of 

poetry]", a process he describes as both more difficult and yet sirnpler than writing 

a book, 

Even Rochester's recreational activities revolve around music. Any books he 

reads and movies he watches pertain to music and musicians, al1 of which he uses 

to " l e m  more about where a lot of people went wrong and where they went 

nght...and to use that to my benefit." Even television is Iimited to watching The 

Simpsons program and this too is accompanied by his playing of the guitar. All his 

plans for the future entai1 music: 

I've definitely got a vision or a plan of where I'm going to be for every ten 
yean, what Ill be doing, what instruments 111 be playing, what 111 be doing in 
the whole industry. 

Rochester's cailing is Iifelong: 

1 just figure RI be doing it forever ... 1 visuaiize when ï'm in a retirement home. 
111 have my buddies that PI1 play with and well do performances with my 
banjo .. .Hee Haa! 

When he looks out into audiences and sees people sing dong with his songs, he 

realizes that "this is something 1 could do forever, and when you redize that you 

could do it forever, you can't not do it forever." Music is his purpose in iife and 

there is nothing that could sway him f r m  that purpose. 

Vocation, not occupation-Mst. b e y o r  of Ernotion and Thought. 

Rochester defines his calhg in very broad, indusive terms. He prefers not to 

sepmate artist from musician and therefore c a s  hirnseIf ''just an artist, straight- 

forward.. .[a term that] when you look at everything you've got to do to survive ..." 
seems more appropriate. As an artist, he identX~es most strongly with song-writing 

and the production of his own and other aaists' music. He likes performing but 

Ands it less exciting than the mative process. He believes that "anyone can be a 

good musician but to be a punreyor of emotion and thought and to actudIy succeed 



at it. ..you realize that this is something [you] could do forever." Purveying 

emotion and thought through song-writing is a chdlenging process despite the 

seemingly natud way that ideas corne to him. The complexity arises from the 

need to "make everything so concise. .. to reaiiy word younelf properly [and] &te 

two pages in one line.. .it's tough." However, writing evocative Iyrics is essential 

but not suffiCient to the creative process. Rochester fin& that he needs to be a 

skilled technician who is "manipulating [equipment] to mate the desired 

effect. ..[and] tweaking hobs  to get.. .the nght emotion to convey." Being an artist 

is a complex role that allows him to connect with others by "speaking for those 

who cannot speak and . . . [those] who have nwne  to listen to them." By telling 

othea' stories, he is able to ease their pain and loneliness and validate their 

feelings. 

In addition to songwriting, performing, and producing music, Rochester also 

does posters and album art work, display merchandising, advertising design, and 

acting. Being an actor means "ou hit the stage and you have to be a completel y 

different penon than you are.. .depresseci or not, you' ve got to be 'up'." And 

finally, as a teacher of music therapy, Rochester uses music to help heal people 

who are addicted to alcohol and drugs. For him too, music serves a therapeutic 

role, one that is essential to staying dive. 

Reactions of others to vocation and effects-ûvercominp; stereotwes. 

Othen' reactions have a huge emotional impact on Rochester because he is so 

vested in what he does: 

it's been good and it's been heartbreaking. ..as much as it's a good thing, it's a 
horrible thing. ..[the] personai tonnent of being an artist ... the stuff you have to 
go through.. .cm be really painfui but.. .it can be really elating. 

Stili, Rochester recognizes that "you redly feed off the bad as much as you do the 

good" and even the negative reactions of others sometimes have positive effects 

insofar as "you write a better Song when you're sad or depressed" 

Positive reactions h m  others who identify with his music result in good 

feeIings for Rochester. He is happy when he cm alleviate the isolation of others 

who think 'Tm not done anpore.. .I'm not crazy.. . this is a lot iike me.. . this 



[emotion] is cornmon." When he "look[s] out into the audience and sees people 

singing dong with your Song.. .you realize that this is something 1 codd do 

forever." Thus, the positive reactions of others motivate him to continue to touch 

people through his music. 

School teachers were supportive of Rochester, pdculady music teachers who 

allowed him "some liberation to ...p lay what 1 wanted to." His friends have always 

been supportive and continue to be so. When a child, Rochester would get his 

fiends together to form bands and teach them how to play. His fiends liked king 

involved and currently encourage him by attending his performances. He 

appnciates their support and recognizes that "encouragement is encouragement so 

it has a good efiect on you." 

Rochester expenences negative stereotyping from band bookers, club ownen, 

and the police who mostiy label al1 musicians as dnig addicts and alcoholics. 

Although their nactions are fmstrating, the effect on Rochester is positive insofar 

as it "totdy motivated me to live past the stereo type... so they'd stop doing 

that.. . try to make a change." 

The reactions of audiences can be disconcerthg for Rochester. Especially 

since the decline in live entertainment and the move to dance clubs, live music is 

less appnciated. Rochester has played in front of audiences who have never even 

seen a live band and don? know how to react: "they don? [even] clap." Initially 

this reaction would "really b h g  me dom" but he has been somewhat able to 

"push it aside." Going for auditions at record companies and king turned dom is 

very discouraging because "you've spilIed your blood, sweat, and tean and. ..you 

can't help but take it personally." Other times, when the reaction is positive and he 

lands a publishing deai, the effect is "elating." 

The Iack of money for bands since the nineties has had a negative effect on 

Rochester. He feels he is "cutting your own throat.. . [while] breaking Lyour] back" 

and cornpromishg himseif by accepting less than he feels he deserves as an artist. 

The lack of unions and limited govemment support of the arts have dire financial 

circums tances: 



it's nally hard to swive-dess you totaiiy dump everything but then it's 
feast or famine; one month you're Iiving the hi& life and the next, you're not. 

Rochester is appreciative of the factor gants provided by the Alberta Foundation 

for the Arts because it alIows him tu be more creative, "to make it even more grand 

than your vision." 

The =actions of his common-law wife have both positive and negative effects 

on Rochester. On one hand, hÏs cdling elicits her jealousy, both of other women 

who see him performing, and of his lelationship with his music. As a result, he has 

experienced some conflict and has stopped vniting love songs because he wanted to 

avoid fiction. Conversely, he recognizes the benefits of her naction because "it 

moved me to look at other things besides relationships as the motives for songs." 

Consequently, just as her reaction has "dulled [his music] ...ifs actually elevated 

it." 

Purnose, drive, and vision-Wothinn to swav me from rnv ~umose." 

Rochester's cdling is his purpose in life. His purpose as a Song writer, a 

"purveyor of emotion and thought", increases his drive to be successful and fuels 

his vision of music as a lifelong punuit. He States: "there's nothing else in my life 

that would make me think I was something other than what that [music] is.. .to 

sway me from my purpose." He is so intent upon his purpose that "it's too 

big.. A's like who 1 am and I don? redly see any other way than what it is.. .there 

is no other aspect for me to compare it to." Rochester's purpose is to help othen 

by expressing and validating their emotions and by telling their stories through the 

rneciia of lyrics and music. For Rochester, the creative process pmvides hirn with a 

clarity of purpose, a feeling of k i n g  invincible: "ike nothing is going to stop you." 

As a producer, Rochester's purpose is to help other bands tu succeed because 

'T could be getting this out to the whole worId ... this is good for somebody else 

[other musicians]." He uses music as a communication tool that helps hirn achieve 

the purpose of connecting with and improving the lives of others. It is a way for 

hirn '90 be a part of somebody else" 

Rochester's purpose in üfe remains consistent. From a very young age, he 

knew he wanted to be a musician. When he started wiîting his own music in grade 



four, his sense of hope and purpose increased and provided incentive to continue. 

Nothing can stop him b m  his purpose, not even lucrative jobs which he foregoes 

because they wouldn't ailow k m  sufficent time to "do what 1 reaily want to do." 

Rochester is dnven to pursue his chosen path, despite feeling that he will never 

truiy arrive because "there*s something over there as well that you've got to get to." 

He is so passionate about his calling that even his recreational time is spent 

purposefully for the object of continuously leming more about his passion; any 

books, movies and TV programs pertain to music and the lives of musicians. 

Rochester's calling provides him with a clear vision of "where I' m going to be 

for every ten years" and what he wants to achieve in his life. He plans to spend the 

next decade "bringing out the best" in other bands by producing their work. 

Because he knows that performing is "a young man's g d ,  he wilI likely only 

continue it into his thirties and perhaps his forties. Twenty years hence, Rochester 

hopes to be "a songwriter who licenses songs to other artists.. .or a producer." He 

believes he will always be an artist and will still be playing music even when living 

in a retirement home. Rochester believes that he can manifest whatever he 

chooses; this belief increases his detennination and drive to succeed. 

Rochester's vision for the future includes leaving behind a Iegacy: "this Song 

Wting, if11 be there forever, it's not just a moment that's just passed; so there's 

some immortaiity to it." The realization four years ago that being an artist was his 

calling was a "huge realizing" that motivates him to keep on forever. 

Senrice to others-''speaking for those who cannot s~eak." 

Even as a very young child, Rochester would imagine performing in front of 

others to "king that kind of joy to others." He views music as a way to help others 

by giving voice to their stories, by validating their feeiings, and by easing their 

loneliness, %y speaking for those w ho cannot speak.. .and for people w ho have 

nobody to listen to them." He feels good when he is able to alleviate the suffering 

of othen. As well, he contributes to the other artÏsts by producing their work: 

Just getting it [music] out into the air or gettiug it onto tape ... it feels fantastic. 
Yeah, 'cause you go 'This is good for somebody else." They're [other 
musicians] are succeeding at it and I codd be getting this out to the entire 
worId Who knows? It might make a ciifference in somebody's life. 



Initially. Rochester wrote songs that ody he codd understand NOW. however, 

he nalizes that 'T need to write something that everyone cm understand, a 

universal idea ... the sirnplest of emotions." This is the legacy he hopes to leave 

behind, that is, universal truths captund in his lyrics. 

Finally. by teaching music therapy classes, Rochester uses the healing power 

of music to help heai those recovering frorn h g  and alcohoi dependencies. 

S~iritualitv-Healincr Dower of music. 

Rochester believes that his music is spiritual "in the sense that it can cure or 

heal." He is carefd, however, to differentiate between spirituality and religion or 

dogma Certain sound vibrations cause a strong physicai reaction, akin to having 

his hem stop. 

Vocation as sacrifice. 

Rochester beiieves that he has made sacrifices for his cailing. For example, he 

was supported by his girlfriend for two pars, a situation to which he never wants 

to return. He has foregone lucrative job opportunities but recognizes that "to me, 

money's not ... very important." AIthough he could be eaming enough money to 

buy a house. he chooses not to because it would take too much time away from 

what he  really wants to do. 

Passion, depth of feelings-Elation and heartbreak. 

Rochester is passionate about his cdling; it irnplicates him personally and 

provokes deep feelings ranging fiom elation to devastation. He poun his 'blood, 

sweat, and tears" into his music and therefore takes others' reactions to it very 

personally. He recognizes that it elicits both strong positive and strong negative 

emotions. He says that "emotionaily. it has a huge impact on me, either for adverse 

or for benefit." His calling sends hirn through "al1 the emotions", giving hirn 

"emotional workouts" and makes hÏm feel acutely aüve. 

His positive feelings indude both the giving and receiving of joy, elation, deep 

satisfaction. and a sense of accomplishment Yike a definite egotisticai thÎng. like 

T m  a genius' or T m  good' . . . where I'm really.. .very proud" When he gets an 

idea for a Song, where "it was just a synapse kind of thing and there it is". he 



expenences an "enlightened confÏdence booster." He feels a sense of power, 

comparable to what he thinks great guitar players must fiel when they've 

accomplished something musically. This sense of power is self-vaiidating and 

connrming, "so 1 cm look up to myself." 

Rochester feels love and passion for his music, and uses the analogy of a lover 

to describe his relationship with music when he states "even if I said [to common- 

law wife], iike TI1 give up music for you', I'd still be like moonlighting, cheating 

on her." He experiences a sense of obsession and compulsion: '4 can't stop doing 

this. ..and when you realize that you could do it forever, you can't not do it 

forever." Other positive feelings include a sense of invincibility, happiness, clarity, 

cathanis, drive, cornmitment, validation and the potentid for immortaiity. 

Negative feelings include selfdoubt, "like I've done something bad", personal 

tonnent, pain, fear of success, fear of failure, and heartbreak. Rochester is anything 

but neutral about his cdling. 

Peak ex~eriences-"walking on the moon." 

Rochester describes the experience of composing music as akin to 

wdking on the moon ...y ou breathe out a sigh ...y ou've got this sense that 
nothing going to stop you; you've got this reaily proud, confident feeling 
and ...y ou feel much more clear; there's nothing, there's no stresses; it's a breath 
of h s h  air to finaily get that [song] out of you. 

For him, the creative process of "just getting it [song] out into the air or getting it 

on to tape ... feels fantastic." It invokes feelings of invincibility, elation, and peace. 

When Rochester describes the healing power of music, he is refemng not so 

much to the lyrics but rather to the emotions invoked by paaicular sounds or notes. 

Certain notes on his guitar knaiock the wind out of him and make him feel as though 

his heart has stopped. 

Health and weIl-king-'Tt kee~s  me dive." 

Rochester's vocation is essential to his mental heaith and we11-king. He 

States: 

I know that if I wasn't doing it [music].J wouid probably be crazy for sureAt 
just helps me deal with a lot of proble m... so, it's therapeutic and without it, 1 
don't know how rd  be able to cope with &y to day...£inances and concerns of 
the worId..so it keeps me aiive and so that's pretty huge. 



For Rochester, music gives him "ernotional workouts" and is "Iike cheap 

therapy." The creative process is elating, clar@ing, and a method of stress 

reduction. The healing power of music contains a spiritual element. 

Continuous learning and mwth-"A path. - .something over there? 

Rochester is wtually sekducated. His love of and passion for music have 

motivated him to l e m  whatever it is he needs to laiow about the music industry. 

He States: 

king a musician, you have to l e m  sa much about the business, so every facet 
of the music indus try... like, 1 produce records and engineer bands with my 
studio ... and I used to work in [various different situations] ...j ust to undentand 
what al1 has to go on to make this work, al1 the facets. 

Rochester believes that "there's no real destination tu music or any art form ... itts 

always just a path ...y0 u reach a destination but there's something over there as well 

that you've got to get to." His vocation is an ongoing path of discovery, a process 

of continually moving toward his Iifelong vision. He builds the skills necessary to 

showcase and project his gifts and move forward in pursuing his dreams. 

Rochester recognizes that his vocation allows him to lem more about himself 

insofar as he is Iearning more about how to relate to others to othen through his 

music, by "realizing that 1 need to write something that is for people, something 

that everyone cm understand, a univend idea...the simplest of emotions." As well, 

he is becoming increasingly more cordortable with who he is and '7 definitely put 

less stress on trying to be something 1 either shouldn't be...like this brilliant poet 

[Leonard Cohen] rather than just being somebody whots relatable." 

Rochester's early songs serve as a "good documentation of where you were at 

that time and then you look back on it and see how far you've grown." Even his 

spare time is committed to learning more, through books, television, and movies, 

"about where a lot of [musicians] went wrong and w here they went nght ... and to 

use that to my benefit." 

Negative feeiinas invoked bv vocation and effects-"Nagina doubt." 

Rochestefs eariy recoUections of performing music are associated with 

nmousness, stomach aches, and hams. He believes that "with anybody who's 

creative, you've got that fine Line of constantty being doub ttûl... therets always that 



nagging doubt" Aside h m  self-doubt, he also experiences fitutration, a self- 

destructive fear of success, and the fear of too much introspection because "that can 

be a little dangerous." 

Because Rochester's calling is so integrai to w ho he is, music is his primary 

method of communication and this sometimes gets in the way of expressing 

himself through ordinary speech: "1 can't communicate because of it." Throughout 

the i n t e~ew,  he repeatedly made statements about his perceived inability to 

communicate. 

Poor treatment from and negative stereotyping by band bookers, club ownea, 

and police harbour feelings of anger and fmtration in Rochester, feelings which 

ultimately motivate him to overcome what is nomaliy expected of him. The 

=actions of audiences who have never seen a Iive band are sometimes negative and 

cause him grief. He feels pressured to succeed and "sometimes 1 dont want to 

succeed ... it's seIf-destnictive." He experiences jedousy of others' music, 

heartbreak, penonal tonnent, and pain. He resents having to accept Iess than he 

feels he warrants as an artist and feeIs nervous about having to pay back 

govemmen t gran ts. 

Rochester's common-law wife is jedous of his exposure, as an entertainer, to 

other women, and of his nlationship with music. Her jeaiousy limits his artistic 

freedom because he avoids writing love songs over which she may become jeaious. 

However, this restriction has actually "e1evatedw his songwriting by forcing him to 

write Iess conventional, atypical "boy meets girl" songs. 

Positive feelings invoked bv vocation and effects-'Tt's given me evervthina." 

Rochester experiences mostiy positive feelings as a result of his calling. He 

recognizes that "it's given me everythîng" and "it keeps me aIÎve." His calIing 

gives him joy, elation, satisfaction, inspiration, hope, great pride, confidence, 

catharsis, hop, clarity, invincibility, edightenment, power, validation, motivation 

to succeeci, purpose, vision, and opportunities to grow and leam, ai I  of which have 

hugely positive effécts on his Iife. His calliag is therapeutic, helping him cope with 

daîly problems, "so that's a pretty huge impact." Even his negative feelings tend to 

affect him positively. 



S hared ExDenence 

In total, eighteen second order themes emerged from the anaiysis of the 

experiences of the three CO-researchers. Following is a list of al1 eighteen themes 

and a genedized description of each theme. Their numben correspond with those 

cited in Tables 1 to 6, in Appendices A, B, and C. 

Awareness of own gifts - knowing that one has speaal attributes, 

characteristics, and abüi ties 

M y  awareness of vocation - knowing, From a young age, that one is drawn to 

a particular vocation 

Strong parental support - assistance. support, and encouragement from parents 

Recognition and reinforcement from others - recognition by others of one's 

gifts and reinforcement of one's vocation 

Co-researcher's perceptions, beliefs, and definitions of vocation - the ideas and 

notions held by the CO-researcher about the concept of vocation 

Congruence - the sense of "fit" experienced between who one is and what one 

does; sense of integration between one's personaiity and one's vocation 

Vocation is self-defined - the explication of one vocation and its' personai 

meaning; the definition of vocation on one's own terms 

Reactions of others to co-researcher's vocation and their effects on co- 

researcher - othen react in both positive and negative ways to the co- 

researcher's experience; others' reactions have positive andlor negative effects 

on the CO-researcher 

Purpose, drive, and vision - the sense of knowîng that one has a reason for 

living and a vision of what one is supposed to do or become 

10. Service to othen - orientation to helping othen in a way that enriches or 

improves their Lves 

11. Spirituality - a sense of connection with something bigger than oneself 

12. Vocation as sacrifice - the willingness to make sacrifices for one's vocation 

13. Passion, depth of feeling - the sense of king truIy dive. of feeIing deeply and 

intense1 y 

14. Health and wel-beiog - feelings of mental. physicai. andlor emotionaI heaith 



15. Peak experiences - experiences wherein the co-researcher feels more 

integrated unifieci, whole; heightened sense of awareness 

16. Continuous leaming and growth - the d e s k  and cornmitment to l e m  and 

grow in one's vocation by developing the necessary skills, knowledge, 

experience, and education, through either informa1 or forma1 methods 

17. Negative feelings and their effects - the experience of negative feelings 

associated with one's vocation and the efiects of these feelings on the co- 

researcher 

18. Positive feelings and their effects - the expenence of positive feelings 

associated with one's vocation and the effects of these feelings on the co- 

researc her 

These generalized descriptions are utilized in the "between persons" maiysis 

or overall synthesis of the shared experience. Themes that were not shared by al1 

three CO-researchea included: vocation as sacrifice (12); hedth and well-being 

(14); and peak experiences (15). The theme of vocation as sacrifice was not found 

in Pam's experience of vocation whereas it was experienced by both Samantha and 

Rochester. The theme of hedth and well-being was cornrnon to both Parn and 

Rochester but dÏd not emerge in Samantha's expenence. Finally, the theme of peak 

experiences was shared by Samantha and Rochester but not experienced by Pam. It 

should be noted that a fourth theme, spiritudity, was present in al1 CO-researchen' 

experience of vocation but was weaker in Rochester's expenence. 

The fifteen themes shared by d l  CO-researchers, are further clustered to 

generate the final levei of abstraction, that is. third order themes. These third order 

themes represent another way of examining the essential structure of the experience 

of the phenornenon. The rhird order themes include (1) congruence, (2) vocation as 

life theme, (3) vocation as intimate relationship. (4) the refl ected self, and (5) other- 

directedness. The first third order theme, congruence, is comprised of three second 

order themes. awaremss of own gifts (1); eariy awareness of vocation (2); and 

congruence (6). The second third-order theme. vocation as Zife theme, consists of 

the foIIowing four second order themes: co-researcher's perceptions, beliefs, and 

definitions of vocation (5); vocation, not occupation or job (7); purpose, drive, and 



vision (9); and continuous learning and growth (16). Third order theme, vocation 

as intimate relattonship. constitutes second order themes 13,17, and 18. These are 

passion. depth of feeling (13); negative feelings invoked by vocation and effects on 

CO-researcher (17); and positive feelings invoked by vocation and effects on co- 

researcher (18). Third order theme, the refected self, is made up of three second 

order themes: strong parental support (3); recognition and reinforcement fiom 

others (4); and reactions of others to CO-researcher's vocation and their effects on 

co-researcher (8). The last third order theme, other-directedness. is comprised of 

two second order themes, service to others [IO); and spirituality (1 1). 

These third order themes have been used to organize the following overall 

spthesis of the experience of vocation as shared by al1 the CO-researchen. The 

following description is deliberately void of any reference to the individuds 

involved in the study because it is intended to identify and describe only the 

essential structures of the shared expenence of vocation. 

Overall Svnthesis of Shared Ex~erience 

Conmuence 

The theme of congruence is very strong in the experience of vocation. 

Individuals with a vocation experience a very high degree of congruence, a solid 

sense of "fit" between who they are and what they do. There is a sense of 

integration between one's personality and onek vocation. Put simply. what one 

does is integral to who one is; one's vocation is core to who one is; it is essentiai to 

personhood. Vocation is experienced as a pervasive and Iifesrganizing principle. 

the awareness of which begins at an eariy age, although it is not necessarily 

consciously acknowledged until the teen or young adult stage. Those with vocation 

experience an early awareness of their gifts and have a sense of "knowing" that 

these gifts are to be used and cdtivated There tends to be a blurring of boundaries 

between one's professional, personal, and social lives. 

Vocation as life theme 

Closely related to the theme of congruence is the theme of vocation as a life 

theme. One's sense of conpence is consistent with one's past and present and is 

projected into one's entire future- The CO-mearchers experience vocation as a life 



theme that ruas through their entire existence and provides them with a strong 

sense of purpose, a vision of their futures. and the cornmitment and drive necessary 

to achieve their goals. They define it on their own terms and label it in a broad and 

generai way, as a life theme, rather than classifjhg it within strict, narrow 

occupational classifications or job titles. They idmtify much more strongiy with 

this self-assigned definition than with any current positions they may hold. They 

believe that everyone has a vocation but not everyone has found it as yet and they 

fee1 fortunate to have discovered their own. 

Those with vocation are inspired to continuously lem, grow, expand and 

evolve as human beings. They nahirally seek out learning opportunities that e ~ c h  

their growth. They expenence vocation as an endless joumey of discovery and an 

intrinsic driving force that motivates their actions and behaviours of every day. It 

provides them with a vision, a picture of what their future will Iook Iike, a picture 

that is consistent with who they are. that uses the gifts they have to offer, and 

benefits others. Their purpose is intrinsically dnven and not motivated by money. 

Individuais with vocation delibemtely choose Iess lucrative options in order to 

pursue their dreams. 

Vocation as Intimate Relationshi~ 

Those with vocation experience an intimate relationship with it. Vocation is 

essentid to their very existence. This relationship invokes deep, powerfd feelings, 

both positive and negative. and enriches and deepens their lives. Those with this 

special relationship are ns: C~~aNreS of mediocrity; rather, they Iead nch emotionai 

Iives and behave in ways that are consistent with their passionate feelings and life 

purpose. This is a meaningful dationship, one that endures and penists 

throughout Iife. It is not mereIy a fleeting romance but a powerful marriage, a 

Iifelong union of reciprocity and care. 

Although vocation as relationship invokes primarily positive feelings. it dso 

has the ability to result in negative feelings. Positive feelings include love, passion. 

joy, elation, deep satisfaction, accompiishment, excitement, peace, happiness, 

inspiration, hop, pride. personal power, validation. enlightenrnent. confidence. 

balance, motivation, contentment, and a sense of purpose. Those with vocation 



expenence negative feelings in varying degrees and ranging from disappointment, 

imtation, and fnistration with anything that gets in the way of thek goals, to feu of 

failure, fear of success, self-doubt, heartbreak, rejection, personal tonnent and pain. 

Whether the feelings invoked by vocation are positive or negative, they invariably 

tend to have positive effects on the person with vocation. 

The Reff ected Self 

Those with vocation expenence a reflection of who they are in the way they 

are seen and treated by others. Their parents play a key role in recognizing and 

encouraging them and the development of their gifu. Parental acceptance and 

encouragement are of the CO-researchers as people, of who they are, regardless of 

what they do. Their support may take several foms, incIuding emotiond support, 

physicai participation, and financial assistance. Early mernories of parental support 

abound, whether that be the purchase of musical instniments or the provision of 

unconditionai love and acceptance. Parents play a critical role in supporting and 

reflecting back to the child that which the child inherently is. 

Of secondary importance to parental support is recognition and reinforcement 

h m  others. Those with vocation expenence recognition of their gifts and 

generally positive support and reinforcement from teachers, peer groups, 

colleagues, significant others, and society in general. This promotes confidence 

and high levels of motivation. However, even when the reinforcement is negative, 

the effects on those with vocation tend to be positive in nature. They react with 

conviction, stubbom determination and even defiance in the face of negativity, 

doubt, derision. or opposition. 

O t her-direc tedness 

Penons with vocation are other-directed, experiencing a need to be of service 

to othen. They want and need to make a ciifference in the lives of others, through 

helping them in one way or another. They employ theù gif' in the service of 

others, for the bettement of ohers. Impiicated in this other-directedness is the 

notion of care or love and a sense of spintuality, a comection with others and 

someone or something pa t e r  than oneself. 



In Chapter 5, I w i U  discuss the research findings in the context of the Iiterature 

reviewed in Chapter 2. In addition, 1 will consider the implications of the findings 

for fiitm research and cotmseling practice with individuals struggiing with Me 

direction issues. 



Chapter 5: Research Discussion: Vocation Lives! 

Introduction 

It was acknowledged in Chapter 2 that the world is rapidy changing. How do 

we consoiiciate the notion of vocation within an economy where so much of work is 

wrong, meaningless. fnvolous, or environmentally hazardous (Roszak, 1979; 

Miller-Tiedernan. 1989; Hardy, 1990). Considering the bleak and dificult 

challenges presented by those in the adult educationai foundational literatwe 

(Collins, 1991; Welton, 1998; Grace, 1998). it is initially very difficult to envision 

a place for the old-fashioned notion of vocation within the horrors of the global 

capitalistic, consumenstic, individudistic, technicist, specialistic, rationalistic, and 

mechanistic contexts that are largely hostile to its existence. Mergers of 

international companies are commonplace; downsizing is a household word; and 

job security has gone the way of the dinosaur. We see the consequences of the new 

marketplace everywhere: in the listiessness and uncertainty of youth, the 

disenfranchisement of the working poor, and the malaise and discontent of the 

middle class. We hear daiIy reports of work-related health problerns, the increasing 

fnquency of stress leaves, the mounting cos& of benefit programs, work and 

famil y role conflict, divorces, and a multitude of family and societal problems. 

Surely, Fox (1994), Moore (1992) and Roszak (1979) were right when they argued 

that the work place had Iost its ability to engender sou1 in its worken. 

While some cal1 for new work paradigms (Natale and Naher, 1997; Bridges, 

I994), others, like Osipow (1990) are calling for p a t e r  convergence among career 

development theories, as a solution to current pmblems. Still others, (Lindeman, 

1961; Collins, 199 1; Welton, 1998) are urging a retum to the ancient notion of 

vocation as the means to restore sanity. But does the notion of vocation redly have 

a chance against the fierce gales of globalization and the greed of muitinationals? 

1s it possible to anain the Iofty ideals typically associated with vocation, 

characteristics like spirïtuaiity, other-directedness, giftedness, and passion? 

Apparentiy, yes. As the expaierices of the CO-researchen attest, al l  is not lost; 

there is hop. The CO-mearchers are living proof that it is stiIl possible to attend to 

the call. The richness of their lives sends a strong message to ail of us7 as 



individuals, as workers, and as heIping professional, about the compelling urgency 

to prornote and punue vocation instead of the whims of a fickle marketplace. Their 

experiences offer hop, potential, and possibility. 

As previously menticmed in Chapter 1, the purpose of my snidy is to achieve 

four goals: (1) to explicate the themes common to the subjective experience of 

vocation; (2) to frame the notion of vocation in an interdisciplinary framework; (3) 

compare the relevant literature to the actual experience of vocation; and (4) discuss 

the implications of the findings for research and counselling practice. 1 have 

accomplished the fint two goals and now present this final chapter in an attempt to 

complete the final two steps. 

1 was deeply rnoved by my interactions with the three CO-researchen as we 

expIored their feelings and perceptions. They restond my faith in the tremendous 

talent, versatility, and depth of human nature. I was impressed with their openness, 

honesty, and willingness to reveal so much of themselves to a virtual stranger. 

Vocation is dive and well. 

Contributions of the Research 

Fiat, most research on vocation to date has been largely lirnited to religious 

callings or the vocations of farnous or extraordinary individuals. The experience of 

vocation has been explicated through the examination of the lives of people such as 

Judy Gdand and Eleanor Roosevelt (HiIlman, 1996; Cochran, 1990). This study, 

however, assumes a different stance for the study of vocation, that is, the 

experience of vocation as lived by "ordinary" people pursuing secular vocations. 

The phenomenologicai method has not been appiied to this type of research pnor to 

this study. This is a new and necessary perspective. 

Second, this study provides a broad, multi-disciplinary perspective. The fields 

of career development, psychology, and adult educationd foundational literature ail 

contribute to the notion of vocation, each within the constraints of their 

perspectives. Career development theory is largely influenced by economic need, 

sociopoliticd perspectives, and national development plans and pmcesses. 

Psychology provides a Iargely intrapsychic and intrapersonal perspective whereas 

the adult educationai foundationai Iiterature views vocation within a social action 



perspective that c d s  for critical reflection (Colluis, 1991; Lindeman, 1961). It is 

the latter discipline's c d  for personai responsibility to cxitically refl ect on one's 

work, judgements, and practice, that conhibutes a powerful dùnmsion to the 

concept of vocation. Critical rtffection is a preliminary step to the discernment of 

appropriate care and action. Finally, it has ken  demonstrated how the first k e  

disciplines benefit fiom the insights provided by a fourth category, the eclectic mix 

of literature that 1 have cailed "vocationai" literatlne which provides an histoncal 

perspective and addresses both traditional and modern notions of vocation. The 

perspectives provided by each discipline aiIow for a unique way to pursue the study 

of vocation and ailow for compaxisons among them. 

Third, this research provides readen with the opportunity to refiect on the 

meaning of vocation in their own lives. Hopefully, the thematic anaiysis and 

overall syntheses of the CO-researchen' experiences will dlow readers to 

experience, if only vicax-iously, the experience of vocation. And, for those readers 

who have a cailing, this study should strike a resonating chord of identification 

within them, 

Founh. carrer practitioners. psychologists. adult educators, and virtually 

anyone in any helping profession, are provided an opportunity to reflect upon their 

own vocations, re-examine their presumptions about job, occupation, career, and 

vocation; and reconsider their appmaches and practices with the people they help. 

Fifth, dthough the experience of vocation as lived by "ordinary" people is 

strikingiy similar to the characteristics of vocation as lived by "extraordinary" 

people. and as explicated in the literature, I have identified two second-order 

themes that are either not strongly identified or are inconsistentIy represented in the 

literature. They are smng parental support. and early awareness of vocation. 

Sixth, this research questions the rationde for merging the concepts of career 

and vocation, when it has been so cIearly demonstrated that they corne from 

completely different paradigms and senre starkiy different purposes. 

Seventh, this research calls for a r e m  to the original meanings of the terms 

career and vocation. 



Eighth, vocation appears to de@ the usual classification systems so typically 

associated with jobs and occupations. Because vocation is self-defined and is a 

much broader concept than is occupation or career, it is virtudy impossible to 

categorize. This resistance to categorization provides both more challenge to and 

potentially greater rewards for both vocationai practitioners and their clients. 

Reflection on the Literatwe 

As discussed earlier in this paper, a multiaisciplinary approach was taken to 

cxamining the notion of vocation. It was demonstrated that the notion of vocation 

has a long and nch history, one that has scarcely ken  acknowledged in the Iast 

century. In this chapter, the resulu of this research study are discussed with 

reference to the literature presented in Chapter 2. As described at the end of 

Chapter 4, the fifteen second order themes have been clustered into five third order 

themes which are congruence; vocation as life theme; vocation as intimate 

relationship; the reflected self; and other-directedness. Where a shared theme has 

significant diffenng intensities or dimensions. these will be discussed In addition. 

those themes that were shared by two of the three co-researchen will be discussed 

only briefly. Let us begin with the first, and perhaps most important characteristic 

of vocation, that of congruence. 

Con-mence 

The CO-researchen' experience of vocation as an integrative theme of 

congruence is strongl y supported by the "vocational" Ii terature (Cochran, 1990, 

Roszak. 1979; Bogart, 1994; Homan, 1986; HiIIman, 1996) and the psychology 

literature. Work and self are one. Maslow's (1968) "full identity" is essential to 

sel f-actualization, or "fulfillment of mission" (p. 25). Franki's (1 962) notion of 

self-transcendence, and Jung's (1934) concept of genuine persondity. require 

congruence between person and purpose, identity and vocation. AI1 the CO- 

researchers have achieved a strong sense of identify, comparable with Erikson's 

(1963) fifth development stage. 

Interestingly, the notion of congruence is virtudly non-existent in the career 

development literature, despite the fact that many of its theories are founded on 

psychoiogicai theories. Traditional cmer development theories tend to focus on 



parts of the personaüty, rather than the whole person, and on methodical, rational, 

and sequential careerplanning processes (Holland, 1973; Roe, 1956). As such, 

career is not necessary to congruence and, in facc rnay be detrimental to its 

achievemen t. 

Although contemporary career development models (Peavy, 1996, Gelatt, 

1989) are moving toward more holistic approaches that hint at the existence of 

vocation, the notion of congruence is not a major focus. And, while the adult 

education foundational literature strongly addresses the notion of vocation, it too 

fails to directly address the theme of conpence, focusing instead on vocation 

within the larger social, culturd and political contexts. 

AI1 t h e  CO-researchers experienced a profound sense of congmence, a solid 

self-concept, and excellent fit between what they do and who they are. Person and 

work are united As Rochester so succinctly stated: "if it [vocation as artist] wasn't 

there, rd be somebody else." For Rochester, vocation is such an integral part of 

who he is that music is his pnmary method of communicating, so much so that he 

feels he can't communicate nomally because of it. For Samantha, vocation is core 

to who she is: "1 can't imagine who I'd be if 1 didn't do what 1 did ... it's impacted my 

penonality and my appmach with people and every action of every day." Being 

congruent means king able to quickIy discem that which is incongruent in one's 

life. Rather than staying in a "poor fit" situation, those with vocation know what is 

important to them and change either their situation or their attitude towards it in 

order to reestablish congnience. For example, Sarnantha knows that teaching is 

not enough for her, she needs to make an even more substantial difference in the 

lives of the handicapped. Earning a Master's degree is her way of reclairning that 

essential sense of congnience. 

Other aspects of congmence include a strong awareness of one's gifts and an 

early sense of vocation. AI1 the CO-researchers had from a young age, a definite 

idea about who they were, what their gifts were, and a c1ea.r notion of what they 

were meant to become. Imagine the satisfaction and joy in knowing your purpose 

in Iife before starting school! Although the CO-researchers may not have articulated 

their vocation at such a tender age, they recognked later that vocation was indeed 



what it was. For example, Rochester knew he had a gift for music and cm play, 

without the benefit of Iessons, Wtuaily any musical instrument; he remembers 

always wanting to be a rock star. Samantha has always been a caregiver, "even as a 

young, young chilb'. P m  has fond eady mernories of feeling a smng bond with 

animais and has never wanted to be anything other than a vetennarian. How, 1 

have wondered, can a seven year old child really know what is involved in 

veterinary medicine? And yet, even as a sixteen year old at university. when the 

nst of us were flipping faculties Iike they were pancakes, Pam knew exactly what it 

was she wanted. Whereas Bogart's (1994) own experience of vocation did not 

arrive until much later in life, and those described by Hillman (1996) and Cochran 

(1990) are not consistently discovered at an early age, this experience of eariy 

awarcness of vocation is shand in this study by al1 the CO-researchea. 

Within the adult education foundational literature, Lindeman (1961) is 

virtually the only one tu address the importance of gifis in relation to vocation. 

Con to the word "gift" is the notion of giving. Just as gifts are given to us, inherent 

in who we are at the moment of birth, so too we give our gifts back to the world 

when we make use of them. Or, as Maslow (1968) believed, talents become needs 

because they must be used. By using our gifts, we are fulfilling our needs, and by 

giving gifts back, we fulfill the needs of the world, thereby benefiting both @ver 

and receiver (Roszak, 1979; Bulles, 1991). Al1 the CO-researchers experienced the 

reciprocity of their gifts; they experienced joy when bnnging joy, heaith when 

healing. care when giving care, wisdom when teaching, and strength when 

supporthg othen. 

The career development literature focuses primarily on the development of the 

skilis necessary to feed a hungry economy and a fickle marketplace. The 

economicaily driven message inherent in Panon's (1909) rudimentary matching 

system remains dive and well even today. For example, Jarvis (1995) stresses the 

need for career planning assistance for people of aü ages, not just the traditional 

youth target Aithough this seerns an honourable rccommendation for public 

policy, his rationale is stnctly economic and political, and as such, is typical of the 

field of career developrnent. The development of people resources for the purpose 



of NNiing econornic and political needs seems manipulative, and probably, not 

particuiarly effective. Developing the "right" skiil set rnay be essential to career 

development but has nothing to do with vocation. Jarvis' message is problematic 

because it is industry driven rather that inhinsically driven. When skills are 

divorced h m  gifts. the sense of vocation is defeated. 

The co-researchen' experience, the psychology and "vocational" literatures, 

and Lindeman (196 1) support the wisdom inherent in developing one's gifts, from 

which skills develop in a natural and emergent way. The CO-researchen are 

naturally drawn to developing those skills which serve and enhance their gifts and 

they expenence considerable fnistration with anything unrelated to their gifts and 

goals. For those with vocation, gifts precede skills; for those with career, skills and 

credentials are paramount and may have linle or nothing to do with gifts or 

vocation. SkilIs detached from gifts are void of soul. For exarnple, one can be a 

highly competent and technically skilled musician while never achieving the status 

of a gifted musician. As Rochester srated "anyone c m  be a good musician" but to 

be a "purveyor of emotion and thought" is something quite different: that is the 

reaim of vocation. It is ski11 that serves the gift that matters to vocation, not ski11 

that serves a fickle and mercenary master. A skiIl bom of a gift is a ski11 conceived 

in cornmitment. passion, love, and joy. Therein lies the ciifference. An 

undeveloped gift is a human tragedy; an undeveloped skiIl is not. 

Ail t h e  co-researchers experience a congruent blending of their personal. 

social. and professional roles. For example, Samantha's advice and guidance are 

sought outside her work circles because others consider her "the local [special 

education] specialist." Rochester's caliing pervades his en tk  life; vimially 

everything he does revolves around his music. Pam too experiences a strong sense 

of fit among ail aspects of her life, h m  her family and marital life. her 

relationships with colleagues and niends, to her professional aspirations and level 

of fidfillment. She experiences a positive spillover h m  her professional tu her 

personal He: 

Sve met tons and tons of wonderful people. The other vets and technicd staff 
are redIy kind-hearted people. + .just the kind of people that are drawn to the 
profession ... and you make fiends with clients. So ifs  had a redy big impact 



in t e m  of.. . the kind of people 1 find myself involved with; i f s  an ongoing 
rdationship. Where the crossover comes is I've made social relationships as a 
result, . .it7s., .a bonus, 1 make more fnends because of what 1 do, 

Hence, the pieces of the CO-researchers' lives seem to ciovetail as snugiy as the 

joints on a weU-made piece of funùture. Their Iives are not hgmented or 

disjointe& Rather, aiI parts seem to flow into and h m  one another. 

This same strong sense of congruence can cause difficulties at times. Both 

Sarnantha and Pam experience considerable fiutration at having to "jump hoops" 

while at university when taking comes they deemed irrelevant. Sarnantha believes 

that "when you're so sure of what you want ...any stall is fmtrating." This feeling 

is similar to Yehudi Menuhin's hstration (in HiIlman, 1996) when given toy 

musical instruments as a chiid. Just as Menuhin knew he needed reaI musical 

instruments, so too the CO-researchers experienced a sense of immediacy and 

urgency to pursue their vision of what they were meant to do. 

Vocation as Life theme 

Closely linked to a sense of conpence is vocation experienced as a Iifelong 

theme. One with vocation experiences conpence throughout one's Iifetime. For 

al1 the CO-researchers, vocation is a life theme, one with mots embedded in inherent 

gif' and early childhood memories. For them. it has always existed is vitally dive 

in the present and is projected onto the future. For example, Pam States: 

1 anticipate king a healer forever, whether with anirnds or doing acupuncture 
or reflexology [on people]. . .out of my home. 1 cm see myself teaching 
[healing to students in] the Animai Hedth Technology program at NAIT. ..I 
see myself retiring from this paroicular c h i c  but never from the whole practice 
of heding. 

Rochester too says he wi11 never retire; to do so wodd be to retire From himself. 

from who he is. One may change one's job or occupation; one rnay retire fmm a 

career but, as the experience of the co-researchers suggests, one cannot quit or 

retire h m  a vocation; nor does one want to. Vocation as a life theme is the thread 

that runs thugh  one's whole üfe, giving it Mity and purpose. Samantha d e s m i s  

her calling as "a drive; it drives you through your entire existence.. . you're not 

satisfied until you reach that next plateau. until I've touched as many people as 1 



cm touch." As such, vocation is the very foundation of one's Iife, the undergirding 

foundation upon which a congruent, purposehi iife is built. This formdation does 

not disappear the moment one loses a job or when an occupation becornes 

redundant due to new technology. Rather, it continues to support and sustain the 

stnicture (person) that stands upon it; it endures throughout onek life and is the 

uniQing glue that makes d l  of one's life stick. 

The "vocationai" literature is largely supportive of the notion of vocation as 

Me theme (Cochran, 1990; HiIlman, 1996; Lindeman, 196 1). Vocation. being con 

to who one is. does not change in essence over time. While it may manifest itself 

in various ways throughout a lifetime, it remains true to the constant theme. For 

example. Pam is a heaier whether practicing western medicine or eastern medicine 

on animais; she will remain a healer, even after retirement h m  her chic. 

Rochester will always be an artkt and Samantha will always be a caregiver. 

There is another important distinction to be made between the notion of career 

and that of vocation. "Lifelong" does nor equate to life theme. Although the 

traditionai career development literahue addresses the Iifelong notion of career, it is 

Iargely presented as a sequential list of the many jobs, occupations, and volunteer 

activities one pursues, and roles one plays throughout one's life. Although career 

may Iast a Iifetime, i~ does not necessarily constitute a life theme. According to 

Super (1976). we all have a career, however, we do not ail necessarily have a 

vocation. My career may well Iast a lifetime but it may lack the unity and 

congruence inherent in vocation. My career may be disjointeci, unfulfilling, and of 

no consequence to othen. 

The traditional career development Iiteranüe teaches us to expect to have four 

to five different occupations and more than twenty jobs in a lifetime. It is not 

because most people actually want to disrupt their lives by spending time and 

money to acquire the ski11 sets required by each new occupation. Rather, they do 

so because the marketplace requires it. The notion that we must re-invent ourselves 

with each new occupation is detrimental to achieving vocation because it promotes 

fragmentation and constant upheavd. This message is a dangerous one because it 



lowers our expectations. If we do not believe vocation is attainable, we are less 

Likely to achieve it. 

Granteci, the individual with vocation, Iike the individual with a career, may 

also have more than one occupation and hoid a number of jobs throughout their 

lifetime. However, for those with vocation, these occupations and jobs tend to 

shaxe an intertwining and common thread that weaves them together into a coherent 

and meaningful whole. The tie that binds is the theme of a lifelong vocation. For 

example, Rochester has worked in a number of job situations, al1 of which relate to 

sorne aspect of the music industry and which he uses to educate himself to pursue 

his vocation. He currently teaches music therapy, sells music equipment, plays in a 

band, and produces recordings. A11 of these activities are merely variations of a 

continuous theme. The same is true for Samantha and Pam. Sarnantha is a 

caregiver, an advocate of handicapped children, whether as a high school student 

volunteering her lunch hours to feed them, or as an adult, teaching speciaî 

education in the school system. Pam is and always wil1 be a healer. As these CO- 

researchers prove, our jobs, occupations, and careen do not necessarily define us, 

but our vocations do. 

Increasingl y, the contemporary theorists (Gelatt, 199 1 ; Peavy, 1996; 

Bissonnette, 1995; Hansen; 1997; Miller-Tiedeman, 1989) are moving in the 

direction of vocation but do not go far enough. For example, Hansen's Integrative 

Life Planning (ILP) is a vast improvement over traditional, rationalistic models. 

However, Hansen incorporates, as second and fifth tasks, characteristics closely 

îligned with vocation. that is, weaving our lives into a meaningful whole and 

enp[onng spirituulity and life purpose. Unfominately, she considers these tasks to 

be of secondary importance to critical task number one,fiding work thut needr 

doing in chmiging global contexts. Putting this task fint is i s n  to putting the cart 

More the horse. Fitting oneself into a huge and ever changing marketplace is a 

daunting task under any circumstances, one that is made even more difficult if one 

has not accomplished the Nth critical task, exploring spirhality mtd li/e purpose. 

It is this type of mentality that provokes the question about whether the field of 

career developrnent is tmly moving toward the notion of vocation or is still 



adhering to its fundamental focus, that is, the Nfilhent of economic and political 

objectives. The latter wouid appear to be bue. 

AU the CO-mearchers hoId pre-conceived beiiefs about the notion of vocation. 

They beiieve that vocation has nothing to do with rnoney; if one is fominate, one 

may earn one's iivelihood from one's vocation but al1 would pursue their vocation 

whether paid or not. Samantha, having experienced a polarized view of herself 

within her vocation, from reverence to repulsion, believes everyone with a calling 

shares this "split view" experience, a perspective that was not shared by Rochester 

and Pam. However, they al1 believe that everyone has a vocation, regardless of 

their intellectuai Ievel or the size and number of their gih.  Unlike the co- 

researchers, Cochran (1990) and Homan (1986) do not believe that everyone has a 

vocation. Apparently, some people lack the courage to transcend limitations and 

accept responsibility for themselves and others, and therefore do not arrive at 

authen tic existence. 

Perhaps the belief that one is called to a special purpose is essentid to 

experiencing one. To borrow a cornmon poster slogan, miracles Izappen to those 

who believe in them. Perhaps that is why so seemingly few of us do experience 

vocation-we do not believe in it or expect it. After dl ,  the notion of vocation is in 

direct opposition to what we are taught about the nature of careers and Our need to 

find one within a chaotic marketplace. Gelatt (1989) recognizes that it is 

increasingty impossible to plan within the Framework of constant change and 

therefore urges us to mate life because life tends to be a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

The co-researchers believe that then is an inevitability inherent in vocation. 

As Sarnantha States, "it doesn't matter what you do, you're still going to end up 

doing it, right?" They know that one's vocation is bigger than one's job or 

occupation and believe that everyone has gifts. They feel fominate, even blessed, 

to have a vocation. Samantha expresses her feeling of good fortune: 

There's this overwhelming sense of gratitude;. ..if.. . we have the opportunity to 
experience that purpose, we shodd be thanlaul. I'm very thankful; and 1 feel 
sorry for people who spend their entire lives and not feel that because 1 codd 
die tomorrow and know that 1 made a difference. 



Another sub-theme within the third order theme, vocation as Iife theme, is 

Vocation, not occupation or job. AU the co-researchers define vocation in their 

own terms and label it in a broad and general way. Rather than using a narrow 

occupationai classifxation or job title to define what they do, al1 used an umbrella 

term that better captured how they viewed themselves. Rochester called himself an 

"artist, scraight forward", a '"pweyor of emotion and thought", rather than a 

musician. These terms go beyond typicai occupational or job classifications. For 

him, artist encompasses everything "you've got to do to survive.. .so I think 

everything is covered within that tenn [artist] ... a11 that has to go on to make this 

work, d l  the facets." His job selling music equipment is a way for him to l em the 

retaiI end of the music business, network with other musicians and producers, and 

pay the rent. It is related to his vocation but it does not define him in the 

meaningfui way that the bmader definition of vocation does. 

Pam too prefers to describe what she does and who she is in very broad terms. 

She prefers the term, heder, to veterinarian. She recognizes that it is the healing 

component of veterinary medicine that is her calling, not the business component of 

running a private practice. She envisions herseIf as always king a heder, whether 

of animals or people. Samantha is currently a special education teacher but 

indicates that this is not her vocation. Teaching is just one of a myriad of 

occupations that would dlow her to reach and serve those with speciai needs. She 

defines her vocation in very broad terms. as caregiver, caretaker, and advocaie for 

handicapped children and their families: "it's not a job to me ... it's part of my being." 

She, tao, knows that her vocation may take on numerous roles, such as writing a 

book or forming associations, but ultirnately ail her d e s  must serve her vocation 

and its goals. 

The tems. healer, purveyor of emotion and thought, and caregiver, wiIl not be 

found neatly categorized within the more than twenty thousand occupational titles 

found in the National OccupationaI Classification system. Nor will their job duties 

include what Rochester does, Le., "speaking for those who cannot speak. ..and for 

people who have nobody to Iisten to them" or Samantha's goai of "üansfonning the 



field of special education." Unüke occupations and jobs, it is WRialIy impossible 

to categonze vocations. 

Just as the CO-mearchers define their vocations and its parameters, so too they 

ail recognize that their vocations define them. Thus, vocation is both self-defined 

and "self", defined As Samantha explains, 

It's made an impact on my personality, on my outlook on life, on rny sense of 
secmity with my own family, with my children.. .ifs created a sense of 
strength in me. ..So it's definitely affected who I am. 

For Rochester' music is so natunl that "it's who 1 am." This kind of self-definition 

and strong sense of identity are consistent with the psychology and "vocational" 

li teratures, 

Al1 three CO-researchen strongly connect their vocation with their purpose in 

life. It is their reason for being. Samantha views it as a "life mission ... the purpose 

of d l  your actions" whereas Rochester believes "there's nothing else in my Ii fe that 

would..sway me from my purpose." Their lives are purposeful, on purpose, and 

empowering. Purpose serves to motivate, inspire and drive them to achieve a 

grander vision, "like nothing is going to stop you." Samantha is driven to make 

"the biggest difference" by achieving a goal so high, she "can't even see [it]." The 

CO-researchers are motivated and inspired by their purpose; they feel compelled and 

dnven to their "home base." There is a sense of inevitability. an irresistible pull 

towards one's vocation. The "vocational" Iiterature resonates with the notions of 

purpose, drive and vision whereas the career development literature, with its Focus 

and reliance on rational decision making processes, does not. 

A11 the CO-researchers work for intrinsic purposes; pursuing their vocations has 

meant forgoing more lucrative and more prestigious work. Monetary gain is not 

the goal for those with vocation. As Rochester says "But to me, money's 

not.. .very important.. .as much as it is to everyone else." And Pam has "no 

regrets" about not becoming a medicd doctor, despite the higher social status and 

Iarger income it wodd provide. 

The co-researchers aii have a vision of the future, a vision k t i y  related to 

their purpose in life. For exampIe, Rochester hopes to leave a legacy, by writing 



and produchg his own songs or those of other musicians because "there's sorne 

immoaality to that" He has a plan for every ten years and envisions himself still 

playing music, even w hen in a retirement home. Samantha has a vision of 

"touching ail  of them bandicapped children]" and transforming the field of special 

education. Pamfs vision as a healer involves moving incnasingiy into alternative 

medicines for both people and animals. For dl, their purpose involves "making a 

difference" in the üves of others. 

AU the CO-researchers an intrinsically motivated to acquire the skills necessary 

to building upon their gifts. Pam and Samantha, while expenencing considerable 

hstration, persisted in jumping the necessary educationai hoops while at 

university. Rochester is virtually self-educated and has put himself into al1 types of 

situations in order to better understand "dl the facets" of the music industry. 

Although he has never taken a music lesson, he has demonstrated his purpose, 

drive, and vision, not only by learning to play virtually any musical instrument, but 

by learning the creative, business, technical, and merchandising components of the 

music industry. Not only do the CO-researchers l e m  what they need to leam in 

order to pursue their vocation but their vocation also teaches them. For example, 

Rochester States: 'Tm learning more and mon about how to relate" by connecting 

with others through his Iyrics and music. Samantha feels she has Iearned and 

grown with each child she has helped She knows that the handicapped child has 

much to teach her and others about hurnanity. Pam gets "pumped" and excited 

whenever she takes another continuing education class because she can't wait to 

"corne back in and Save even more patients." Her foray into non-traditionai 

medicine represents major personal growth, is intnnsically motivated and springs 

fiom her desire to provide a comfortabIe and comforting environment for her 

patients. This intrinsic desire to leam and grow within one's vocation is similar to 

what Lindeman (196 1) cailed "education for life", and is not the kind of leanùng 

treadmi1l currentiy king used by industries as a biHy stick with which to beat 

employees into submission by forcing them to take industry-driven courses. 



Vocation as Intirnate relationship 

The "vocational" literature (Cochran, 1990; Jones, 1996; Moore, 1992; 

Jenkiuson. 1991) suggests that those with vocation experience a broad range of 

strong emotions, h m  cornfort, joy, love, and energy to enthusiasm, passion, and 

vitality. Although this was borne out in the expenences of the co-researchers, there 

appears. however. to be a diffixence in degree of intensity. 

Vocation is not just about evocative feelings. It is about relationship. The 

relationships the CO-researchers have with their vocations are not merely cas& in 

nature. Rather, these are intense, lifelong, and intimate relationships. Although al1 

three co-researchers use intimate relationship as an analogy for how they 

experience vocation, Pam and Samantha portray images of the deepest, most 

powerful, most intimate and most enduring relationship of dl, the mother-child 

relationship. When Pam heals animals, particularly with alternative medical 

practices, she feels a very deep bond, one that evokes a physicd response, a warm 

feeling in her chest. She responds to her patients in the way their mothers would: 

"Let's Say a cat who's just delivered [kittens], and they just feel crummy.. . you just 

take a damp face cloth and you just wipe them dom like a mother cat Iicking them 

and they just [cdm down]." P m  communicates with animals on a very deep level, 

without the benefit of speech, just as a mother would with a child, primariIy 

through touch: "when 1 touch them, they can feel ... my intent and 1 can feel their 

worry and there's a transfer of emotions." She feels nurturing and "motherIy", not 

just towards her animal patients but "towards clients too; it's really bizarre." She 

recognizes that, because she can use dialogue with people, she doesntt need "to go 

[as] deeply to do [her] communicating." After euthanizing animds, even when she 

knows it is ultimately a kindness. she stiii goes to another room and cries. This 

depth of emotion surpises her: '1 thought I'd get a liale hardened to it but no, no." 

Samantha uses the deepest of mother-child bonds, the experience of giving 

birth, as an anaiogy to capture the depth of her feelings and the intimacy of her 

Do you remember what it felt Iike when your fmt child was bom.. . when you 
held her in your arms the very first time, that overwhelmmg sense of being 
aiive? Remember that? That. ..sort of a comection with yourseIf and with 



your child, and with whoever put you there. Thereps this overwhelming sense 
of purpose: "Here 1 am. This is the moment". When working with kids with 
disabilities, 1 felt that-repeatedly. 

Two co-researchers, Samantha and Rochester compare the experïence of 

vocation to the relationship with a lover. Rochester feels love and passion for his 

vocation and knows that, even if he promised to give up his music, he would 

continue to "cheat" with her because he "can't stop doing this." Like many a lover 

relationship, there is a certain amount of obsession and jedousy, at lest  for 

Rochester. Samantha too uses the analogy of being in love to describe her 

relationship with vocation: Tt's .. .Lke king in love. It's an overwhelming sense 

of elation that wili cany you through al1 the rough things that are going to be 

ahead.. . it gives me a sense of joy." 

Al1 three co-researchers have intimate relationships with theu vocation; ail are 

passionate about and love what they do. Interestingly, it is the two fernale co- 

researchers who use the mothering analogy. Both happen to be mothers. 

Rochester, who does not have children, uses a lover analogy to describe his 

relationship with vocation. 

Relationships are about ~ciprocity; there is give and take, push and pull. The 

CO-researchen not only give to their vocations but they aiso receive much in ntum. 

For Rochester, "it sends me through al1 of my emotions; it gives me ... an emotional 

workout and makes me feeI alive.. .Ifs given me everything." For Pam. there is a 

spillover h m  her work to her social life: "I make more friends because of what 1 

do." An& she communicates with her animai patients in a reciprocd way: "there's 

a..transfer of emotions." The "vocational" literarure (Moore, 1992; Coles, 1993; 

Gibran, 1984) acknowledges the reciprocity between one's self and one's vocation. 

hterestingly, P m  is the only one who expenences vocation as a great source of 

comfort and contentment, as "more of a yoga thing", not unlike what Jenkinson 

(1991) addresses when ciescribing Kovdski's "greatest comfort" (p. 64). 

Vocation, as an intimate rdationship, is cornplex and intricate. As such. it 

produces not only positive feelings such as joy, elation, enthusiasm, pride, 

excitement, passion, anticipation, comfort, and contentment Intimacy cm provoke 



negative reactions and nsult in negative feelings. from self-doubt, anxiety, and 

fear, to depression. anger. irritation, and fnrstration. For example, Rochester puts 

his "blood, sweat, and tears" into his music only to be under-appreciated by 

audiences who have never seen a live band, prejudged by police and club owners, 

or rejected by record companies. Because he is so intimately involved with his 

music and so deeply invested emotiondly. it is very dificult for him to not take 

others' reactions peaonally. 

Rochester has sacxïficed much for his vocation but cannot give it up, despite 

more lucrative oppominities elsewhere. Despite suffenng, sacrifice, and negativity, 

the CO-researchers find meaning in suffering (Franki, 1962) and carry what Luther 

(in Kolden, 1994) referred to as a bbcross" in a way that ultimate1y reaps positive 

results. Whereas the "cross" is heavier for Samantha and Rochester, Parn 

experiences only some Mld imtation and frustration but doesn't feel that she has 

made any sacrifices for her vocation. Thus, although al1 the CO-researchers have an 

intimate relationship with their vocation, each experiences varying degrees of 

positive and negative. 

The Reflected Self 

A11 three CO-researchers comrnented on the perceptions othea, including 

parents, peers, teachen, colleagues. and authority figures. had about them. One 

sees oneself, at lest  in part, through the eyes of othen. What others reflect back to 

us in8 uences how we think about ourselves. A resonating and noteworthy theme 

for al1 CO-researchea was their experience of strong parental support. HiIlman's 

(1996) acom theory contends that what is inherent to a peson, is inherent, 

regardless of parental influences. AIthough he suggests that parental influence is 

overrated and discusses at some length "the parental fdlacy" (p.63-91), the 

experiences of the CO-researchen would seem to indicate otherwise. 

AU experienced very strong parental support, not just of their gifts but of who 

they are. Here, it is important to distinguish support h m  control. These are not 

stereotypicai stage parents, pushing their chüdren to perform a preconceived role 

that the child rnust be molded into. Rather, this is support of hem as individuais. 

For example, Samantha's mother is a particulariy strong influence; she supports, 



loves. and accepts Samantha unconditionally, even if she may not hilly understand 

what the appeal of her work is to her or want the details. Samantha noted that "the 

look of love in her [mother's] eyes was amazing because I knew 1 could do 

anything 1 wanted to do because she believed in me." Samantha knows that this is 

acceptance of her, not only acceptance of what she does, but knowing that what she 

does is who she is. Both Samantha and Rochester recall stories of their childhwds, 

recounted by their parents. Pam recounts her own animal stones and early 

mernories and remembers her father advising her: 

You're better off to love what you do and makc less money than make more 
money and hate what you do and be miserabIe forever and get ail the health 
problems that corne with that misery. 

This is advice she has taken to heart. Whether the theme of strong parental support 

is consistent for dl other '%alleci" individuals, 1 cannot Say. However, for this 

study, parentai support does seem to be a more important and sustaining influence 

for the nurturing and development of vocation than the Iiterature would suggest. 

Except for Anne Roe (1956). who was influenced by both Maslow's (1968) 

hierarchy of needs and the psychoanalytic notion that one's early years are strong 

predictors of adult behaviour, there is Iittle else in the literature review that 

supports the theme that stmng parental support is critical to the achievement of 

vocation. 

Just as HiIIman (1996) recognized that story has two cornponents: story as it 

actually happened and the story as it is remembered, so too Samantha 

acknowledges that her mother's story may have changed or been elaborated over 

time. Nonetheless, these stories, personal narratives, or persona1 myths (Bogart, 

1994) nmained important influences in sustaining their belief that they had a 

specid gift and purpose m life. Bogart (1994) suggests six different ways to arrive 

at vocation, none of which involve parental support or the recognition by others of 

one's giftedness. This research extends the theory in present vocational Iiterature. 

Hillman (1996). in discassing Berkeley's notion of "to be is to be perceiveci" 

(p. 126) recognizes the importance of mentors and role models in identifying and 

encouraging the gifts and talents of those he studied He tmdentood how 



"perception bestows blessing" (p. 127) by bringing into king and maintaining that 

which is perceived. However, although parental perception was important to my 

CO-researchers, the influence of mentors and guides appears to have had minimal 

effects. Although all received pnmariIy positive recognition and reinforcement 

h m  teachers, peers, and colleagues. none of them reported having had a strong 

mentor or guide. Thus, "being perceived" by mentors and coaches seems 

considerably less significant here than is suggested by HiIlman 

Whereas Hillman's accounts of others' perceptions are pnmaril y positive, the 

reflection seen by the co-researchers in the eyes of others was not always a pretty 

or gratifying one. For Samantha, peers' derogatory comments, and the cold, crass 

reactions of medical staffresult in a firm rejection of their opinions and behaviom 

and reinforces her own view of herself. Negative stereotyping by police, club 

owners, and custom offices pushes Rochester to do the exact opposite of what they 

expect of him. When Pam is told by a professor that she should consider lowenng 

her standards by pursuing animal husbandry instead of veterinary medicine, it 

serves as a wake-up cal1 that reinforces her self-definition and her vision. Thus, the 

reactions of othen, whether positive or negative, have primarily positive results on 

the nsearcher but do not carry the same weight or level of influence suggested by 

HiIlman. It would appear from this study that parental suppon is far more 

important than the recognition of mentors, guides, or coaches. 

Clustering the second order themes, service to othen, and spirituatity, under 

the third order heading, other-dirrctedness, was a difficult choice. 1 could just have 

easily justified grouping spirituality under the theme of congruence. However, 1 

chose to include it here because Fox's (1 994) definition of spirituaiity, like Luther's 

(in Bogart, 1984) notion of vocation, is based on senrice to othen, contributions to 

the greater community. 

The notion of s e ~ c e  to othen is strongiy supported in the "vocationai" 

litetature (Jones. 1996; Natale & Naher, 1997; Cochran, 1990; Roszak, 1979; Toms 

&Toms, 1998; Gilbert, 1998; Hardy, 1990) and is a basic tenet of Luther's notion 

of vocation as responsible service. Within the psychology literature, Frankl's 



(1962) responsible action (for others). Esikson's (1963) midIife deveIopmental 

stage, generativity. and Maslow's (1971) self-actualization. dl incorporate other- 

directedness. Aithough contemporary caner development literature. (Hansen, 

1997; Miller-Tiedman, 1989). in its embrace of what appears to be vocation but is 

cailed otherwise, addresses the notion of service, traditional career development 

theory's notion of career is WtuaIly void of the concept of service. Adult education 

foundational Iiterature (Collins, 199 1 ; Welton. 1998; Lindeman. 196 1) positions 

vocation and senrice to others within a broad socid, politicai and economic arena. 

AI1 the CO-researchers are other-directe& ail hope to make a difference in the 

lives of othen, in one way or another. Samantha serves others by helping 

handicapped children and their families; she feels responsible and wants to impact 

their lives in a positive way. Rochester brings joy, connection, validation, and 

healing to othen through song-writing, performing, teaching music therapy. and 

producing his own and others' music. As a "purveyor of emotion and thought", he 

helps othen by giving voice to their stories and easing their loneliness. His music 

connects him. in a meaningful way, to others and ailows him to be "a part of 

somebody else." Parn provides senrice to othen through healing anirnds, teaching 

their masters, and by providing a range of both western and eastem medical 

services. She loves and nurtuces not only the animal patients but their masters as 

well. The practice of holistic medicine allows her to provide a more homey and 

comforting atmosphere. 

The "vocational" literature strongly emphasizes the Iink between spirituaMy 

and vocation (Fox, 1994; Jones, 1996; Hansen, 1997; Toms & Toms, 1998; Gilbert, 

1998; Moore. 1992; HiIIman, 1996; Bolles. 1991) and contemporary career 

development theory is beginning to follow suit (Miller-Tedeman. 1989; Gelatt. 

1989; Hansen, 1997). The traditional, rationalistic career development literature 

and the adult education foundational literature do not address the notion of 

spinniaiity. One expects this of the traditional career developrnent literature 

because it is largely lacking in anything to do with vocation. However, it is 

disappointing that the adult educaàog Literature, which contributes so much to the 

concept of vocation. does not include spintuality. 



Sarnantha describes her vocation as being "part of my soul", and "Iike a 

religion" insofar as it gives her hope. faith, strength, a sense of community, the 

value of famiIy, and a comection with the divine. Two CO-nsearchers, Rochester 

and Pm, associate spïrituaüty with the healing process. Pam describes it like this: 

My sp intuality... it's like the essence of me; it's the core; it's more than my 
personalitr, it's more than my ethics and mords; it's the rwt of rny king ... the 
healing part of it is part of that. 

Pam connects on a very deep level with her patients, on what appears to be a 

spiritual level: "1 can feel their fear and they can feel my intent", a level that she 

considen deeper than the use of dialogue with humans. Aithough a sense of 

spintuality appeared weaker for Rochester than the other CO-researchen, he seemed 

to be making a spirituai connection when cornparhg the creative process to the 

feeling of peace and weightlessness associated with ''waiking on the moon". He 

describes the spintual aspect of heaiing through the medium of music: 

1 believe that sound waves can heal diseases. You can find a f~quency that 
cm make you see colours or make you feel a certain way or kill a ce11 ... so it's 
kind of spintuai in that sense that it can cure or heal. so not like religion and 
dogma. 

As such, it is interesting that, while both P m  and Rochester heal othen in different 

ways, so too they are spintudly heaied. Parn feels cornfort, peace, contentment, 

and balance as a result of loving what she does. Rochester's vocation promotes his 

mental heaith: "It keeps me alive. ..Itd be crazy, for sure, [without it]." So, for 

these two individuais, the reciprocity of the relationship with vocation means that, 

in healing, one is also healed. 

For al1 three CO-researchers, the link between spirituaiity and seMce to othen 

is important and, as such, identifies strongIy with Fox's (1994) definition of 

spirituaiity, and Luther's notion of vocation. Spirituaiity is embedded in 

"contributing to the greater community" (p. 1). 

Discussion summa.  and transition 

It wouId appear that the experiences of the CO-mearchers are largely reflected 

in the iîtetatine review. with a few difierences. W h e ~ a s  their experiences resonate 

most strongly in the "vocational" Iiterature, this is perhaps no surprise. After dl, 



the ''vocational" Iiterahîre category is a selfcreated one, a self-selected, Ioose, and 

ecIectic collection. Whether Hü1ma.n (1996) or Roszak (1979) wodd agree with 

my classification is doubdul. However, the "vocational" literature serves as a foi1 

to reflect the inadequacies of the career development literature, where we find 

largely a paucity of refennce to vocation, with the exception of those in what 1 

have temed the "Contemporary'' category. Even within this category, however, I 

noted the avoidance of the word vocation. 

The psychology literature is important insofar as it addresses one of the 

strongest themes that emerged from this study, the theme of congruence. Findly, 

the adult education Iiterature adds an important new dimension to the notion of 

vocation, that of critical rrflection, used to determine appropriate care and action in 

the world. This social action element is an important new dimension. Whereas the 

"vocational" literature and psychology address the importance of revolutions From 

within, adult educationai foundational literature is more concerned with revolutions 

in the larger social contexts. 

The different perspectives contained within each category of literature are 

nflected in the research paradigrns from which they emerge. There was some 

discussion in Chapter 2 about Neuman's (2000) classification of ~search 

paradigrns into three main types: positivism; interpretive social science ; and 

criticai social science. Having discussed the research findings within the context of 

the multi-disciplinary literature review, it will now be easier to reconcile each 

discipline's perspectives by understanding its foundations in a particular research 

paradigm. 

My presuppositions, discussed in Chapter 3, were Iargely correct. This is 

probably because 1 had ahady had a fairiy solid grounding in the traditional notion 

of vocation thanks to my Catholic upbringing. However, my presupposition about 

women was not borne out. 1 had expected that the femaie CO-researchers would 

expenence barrîers to achieving vocation, and wouid be burdened with familyfwork 

confiicts. 1 expected they wodd be overwhelmed by the many dernands placed 

upon them. This was not so. Rather, Pam's experience reveals quite the opposite. 



Her vocation improves dl other aspects of her We, including her home üfe and 

marriage. 

Implications for further research 

Thm appears to be very little information available about the iived 

experiences of "ordinary" people pursuing secuiar vocations. Additional 

qualitative research into this area would be timely and appropriate. 

The strongest theme that emerged in this study was that of congruence. For 

these co-researchers, vocation and self are united. Thus, the field of psychology 

needs to do more study on the notion of congruence and the role vocation plays in 

developing it. And, more research needs to be done to determine effective rnethods 

that help bring forth vocations. 

HiIIman (1996), when discussing the importance of the "perception" of others, 

suggested that others, such as mentors, coaches. and guides, played a key role in 

helping bnng forth the vocations of others. Although the relevance of the role of 

mentors and guides did not emerge at al1 in this study, it is nonetheless a viable area 

of research. As practitioners, we are called to encourage, support, and guide. We 

need to leam how to "perceive" the gifts and talents of others and reflect them back 

to our clients. 

Although strong parental support emerged as a very strong therne for al1 the 

CO-researchers in my study, it did not do su in the litentue. Additional studies 

need to be performed to determine whether parental influence does, in fact, assist in 

the birthing of vocations, and if so, then parents need some practical methods that 

will assist them in heIping their children. 

Maslow (1968) speculated that perhaps only "peakers" achieve self- 

actualization. However. only two of the CO-researchea reported having had peak 

expenences. Whether or not peak experiences constitute a criterion for deciding 

whether or not one has a vocation has not been determined More research in this 

arra wouId be interesting, particularly if it examined methods by which people 

might attain these experïences. 

Two of the co-researchers, Pam and Rochester, fek their vocations contributed 

strongly ta their health and sense of welI-king. More research needs to be done 



between the iink between health (both psychologicai and physical) and vocation. 

The question needs to be asked: M o  is healthiec the "careerist " or the "called"? 

This study indicated that a sense of vocation arrives very early in life, an 

observation not entirely supported by the literature. If Bogart (1994) is correct, 

vocation cm be achieved through a variety of methods, including vision quests, 

dreams, synchronistic events, and others. More research needs to be done in this 

area. 

Irn~lications for Vocational Counsellinp; 

The implications of this study for vocationai counseling are huge. How much 

easier it is to approach the topic of vocation from the paradigm of positivism which 

foms the underpinnings of much of the career deveiopment literature. One need 

not consider human values and needs, only logic, facts, and preexisting patterns 

that cm be discovered and then applied to other situations. How much simpler it is 

to think in terms of skill, job, occupation, career, and decision-making models. It is 

much easier to âissect componenis of a penon (interests, personality preferences, 

values, skills) with the help of various assessrnent tools. Matching one's ski11 sets 

and qualifications with suitable opportunities in the job market is a relatively easy 

task. 

However, when counseling for vocation rather than carrer, we are shifting our 

paradigrn perspective from positivism to interpretive social science and critical 

socid science. These perspectives mark a radical shift from positivism. The 

"vocational" literature and the selected psychology theonsts fit the interpretive 

social science paradigrn wherein the focus is individuai creation of meaning within 

the context of social action. Phenomenofogy fits we11 within this paradigm because 

it arrives at truth as it is deemed ‘‘truc" by each CO-researcher. 

The aduk education foundationd Iiterature fits best within the critical social 

science paradigm and, as such, adds an important new dimension to the notion of 

vocation. Adult education's cal1 for criticai refiection promotes the need for social 

change, represents a challenge to exploitation and illusion. and rejects cornplacent 

acceptance. 



When we counsel from the perspective of vocation, we are not looking ody at 

the identifiable parts of a person. Rather, we are seeking to understand and 

promote the cüeat's self-understanding of their own "gestalt" We are, of coune, 

so much more than the s u m  of our skills, qualifications. and accomplishments. It is 

this deep complexity that is captured in the notion of vocation. 

In Chapter 1,1 asked the question: What and how does the concept and 

experience of calling contribute tu the field of career deveiopment and vocational 

counselling practice? I f  Our work has to potentid to be such an integral part of 

who we are, why is there so little attention paid to vocation in the career 

development literature? Perhaps this is because the focus of career development, 

coming fiom a positivistic paradigm, is primarily on rationdistic methodologies 

and decision-making models, with a heavy nliance on labour market trends and 

acquiring the "right skills" for the future marketplace. The focus of career 

development, then, is in direct opposition to the perspective of vocation which 

reflects a different world perspective, one that is closer to the interpretive social 

science and critical social science paradigms. 

It would appear that the notions of career and vocation are at odds with each 

other. This calls into question the very fundamentds of the field, the very narning 

and defining of its basic terms. If the notions of vocation and career are 

intrinsically and substantially different, and serve different purposes, how is it 

possible, or even desirable, to numue others' vocationd development within a fieId 

focused on instrumental career development? 

1 realize now that even that the question posed at the beginning of the second 

Iast paragraph contains a paradoxical dilemma, an oxymoron of sorts. Calling and 

vocational counseling pmduce a good fit but the field of career development is the 

odd man out. Asking this question is similar to mixing oil and water: they simply 

do not rnix. Given the focus of career deveIopment, and despite its recent efforts to 

affiliate itself with the notion of vocation, it remains at Ioggerheads with vocationai 

counseling. Had 1 worded my question differentiy, perhaps asking instead: What 

and how does the concept and experience of calling contribute to the field of career 

development and career counrelling practice?, it wodd have k e n  much easier to 



answer. The answer wouid have k e n  "very IittIe." RealIy, the question should 

have ben: Whnt mul how does the concept and experience of calling contribute to 

thefie[d of vocational development and vocational coumehg practice? The 

answer would have been "very much and very weîl." 

For the field of career development to change its focus h m  career to vocation, 

al1 the while persisting in the usage of the t m  career, is somewhat deceitful and 

akin to asking a tiger to change its stripes to spots. A tiger with its stripes is an 

admirable beast, just as the field of career development aiso has its own purposes 

and applications in today's world. But to cal1 a tiger with spots a tiger is incorrect 

because it would be inferring that a tiger and a leopard an one and the same. If we 

accept that a tiger will never be a leopard, then why do we seem to think that we 

can transform career into vocation? They are two different creatures entirely. The 

first, career, has to do with economics, public policy, and labour market needs, and, 

as such, is coming h m  the perspective of positivism. The other, vocation, pertains 

to something much deeper and more intimate because it is intnnsic, penonally 

meaningful, life sustaining, self-defining, and sewice oriented. As such, it fits with 

the interpretive social science and critical social science paradigms. Thus, the 

concepts come from starkly different paradigms. 

Perhaps the confusion began with Parsons (1909) when he unfortunately 

called his matching system "vocational" guidance. Since then, the word, vocation, 

has been increasingly perverted and confused, and has taken on a "cheapened 

sense" (Cochran, 1990, p.2) where it has corne to be largely associated with job, 

occupation, position, or profession. And, it has aiso come to mean the trades. as in 

c'vocational training" and therefore perceived as infenor to the notion of career 

(Rehm,1990). Perhaps this partly explains career development's desire to 

assimilate the underlying tenets of vocation while avoiding the use of its name and 

its current connotations. UnfortunateIy. recent attempts by the field of career 

development to m e r  encroach on the notion of vocation have merely served to 

muddy the waters even more. It is increasingiy more dificuit tu determine which 

is which. Yet, despite this mounting confusion, or perhaps because of it, there 

exists a movement to facilitate the convergence of career deveIoprnent theones. It 



would seem that m e r  convergence wodd ody serve to magnify the problem and 

mer confuse the issues. 

Super's (1976) definition of career and its many permutations, including 

Miller-Tiedeman's (1 989) Iifcureer, Gysbers & Moore's (198 1) Iife career 

development, Hansen's (1997) integrarive Iife plming, have become so broad and 

inclusive as to be WtuaUy meaningless and use1ess to the average person and even 

the practitioner. One's career now encompasses virtualiy every aspect of life, fiom 

work. and education, to eating, sleeping, and volunteer activities, and also the roles 

of parent, spouse, and community member. To make the matter even more 

confusing, the conternporary career development theorists are attempting to expand 

its meaning even further, to include elements rightfully belonging to the notion of 

vocation. 

Career is a term developed within the twentieth century. As such, it fails to 

capture the ancient, intrinsic, and fundamental tmth that remains core to who we 

are, that is, the core of vocation. It cannot address the most important elements and 

key questions pertaining to life purpose, gifts, and service. Nor should it. Vocation 

is more dificult to arrive at perhaps but so much mon gratifjhg than answering 

questions Iike: Whar 's "hot" in the market place?, and What are my skills and how 

do 1 market them? Vocation is more ideological and cornplex than career, it 

presents greater challenges to the practitioner who can no longer simply apply the 

old "test 'cm and tell 'em" approaches. 

One of the measures of a good theory is its usefulness, its applicability to 

r d  Iife. It appears that the term career, as it is currently being use& is no longer 

useful. It would be better for the pmponents of convergence among career 

development theones to begin by re-examining their purpose and deciding which 

master it is they serve. If it is the master of economics and public policy, so bt i t  

This is a viable and useful d e .  However, if they choose to move simultaneously 

into the realm of vocation, as they appear to be doing, then they are truIy 

confounding their purpose. Rather than trying to be aU things to ai l  people, the 

field of carrer development wodd be wise to determine what its own calling is and 

then pursue it 



Vocation and spirituality may be the newest bandwagon upon which to 

jump but it is an inappropriate one for the field of career development to ride. 

Although the intention may be honourabIe, the results are not. This recent 

movement represents a dangerous and misleading element which only serves to 

m e r  conhise the average individual seeking help with major Iife transitions. 

If this study has suggested anything, it is that career is not vocation, and 

vocation is not career. Rather, vocation transcends career. Career counseling is not 

equivdent to vocational counseling. Theu perspectives and purposes are very 

different. How do we decrease the confusion between these two approaches? 

Perhaps we should do as the contemporary career development theorists (Miller- 

Tiedeman, 1989; Gelatt, 1989) have done and simply create yet another term 

signifying only yet another variation of Super's (1976) definition of career. 1 think 

not. Rather than m e r  stir the already mired pot of confused terms by creating yet 

another, 1 suggest a far simpIer, more practicd, and ultimately more meaningful 

solution. Let us simply retum to the original meanings of the terms career and 

vocation. Besides, Hansen (1997) argues that the old meaning of career still 

persists, that is, career as occupation or profession. Certainly, this is the common, 

everyday usage of the term, as used by ordinary people. 

Let us use Shertzer's (198 1) term for career. "the sequence of occupations, 

jobs, and positions held during the course of a person's lifetime" (p. 179). Shertzer 

recognizes the long term nature of a career but does not adulterate the term by 

including leisure, education, retirement, and the multitude of roles included by 

Super. Let us use Natale and Naher's (1997) notion of vocation as: 'Vie central 

focus and influence of life. ..a cal1 to greatness, fulfilling the potential in an a m  of 

kedom.. .a service to humanity.. .a job we11 done for its own sake" (p. 239). 

These definitions of career and vocation are distinctively different h m  one 

another. As such, they are considerably more meaninghrl and pertinent than thc 

increasingly convoluted meanings so prevaient in the career development iiteranire. 

Someone with vocation may or may not have a carecr, in the sense that 

Shertzer defines career above. WouId a homernaker or active voiunteer consider 

themselves to have a career? Probably not. Yet they may consider themselves to 



have a vocation. Wodd Mother Theresa have described what she did as a career? 

I don? think so. Surely, she would have described her work as a vocation. 

According to the above definitions, the co-researchers in this study had both a 

vocation and a career comprising occupations and jobs. However, their vocations 

tmscended their careers insofar as they defined their vocations as essential to their 

personhood Their vocations were core to who they were in a way that the 

occupations and jobs comprishg their careers were not. There are many people 

who have a career but do not experience a sense of vocation. Thus, career and 

vocation are neither mutually exclusive nor inclusive. It is possible for them to CO- 

exist yet neither is essentid to the other. They are simply different entities with 

different meanings. 

To reiterate, if it is career counseling we are offering, then let us offer that. 

For example, when I do executive coaching, I consider that to be career counseling 

because it is within the context of the client's corporate culture and larger work 

environment. However, when I am dealing with the key questions, Why am I here? 

and What is rny purpose? then I am providing vocationai guidance. Both career 

counseling and vocational counseling are important but they are not the same 

animai. 

Conclusion 

Where have al1 the callings gone? Al1 three CO-researchers believe that 

everyone has a vocation but may not have had the good fortune, as yet, to realize or 

discover it. Whether they axe right is impossible io determine. My belief is that 

everyone has the potential to experience vocation but not everyone does. There are 

many people who feel lost, discomected from what they do, adnft in a sea of 

confusion and meaninglessness. When 1 spoke to people about the experiences of 

the co-researchers, their reaction was often one of amazement and envy. 

IndividuaIs seem to know whether what they do constitutes a vocation or not. 1 

would surmise that the majority of people do not expenence a stlong sense of 

vocation. Whether this situation is due to the mIenting push by industry and 

govemment to rneet labour market demands, insufficient encouragement from 

parents, the failure of the educationd systern to aurture and develop vocations, or 



insufficient undesstanding of the concept of vocation by the career development 

and counseIling fields, I c m o t  Say with any certainty. However, it is iikely that 

the= are numemus factors that prevent the conception and inhibit the birth and 

development of vocation. 

Whatever the nasons for the seeming scarcity of vocations, this study suggests 

that it is stiI1 possible to achieve a sense of vocation, even in today's tumultuous 

world. Vocation Iives-and not just for those with extraordinary gifts but for 

"ordinary" individuais as we!l. Those with vocation become extraordinary through 

the enactment of vocation. 

Career practitioners, vocational counselors, adult educaton, and al1 helping 

professionais are in a unique position that enables them to assist othen in making 

meaningful, soulful and criticai decisions. This is an exciting time in which to 

pnctice. The fields of career development and adult education are in transition, 

and like all transitions, provide us with opportunities to be creative, inventive and 

magical. We need to seek opportunities to affect not just the penonai realms of 

individual clients and students, but also the larger domains of society, politics, and 

economics. We are in the unique position of king  able to educate individuals, 

groups, the public, politicians, econornists, and potential employea about adult 

education and career development issues which affect us ail. This social activist 

d e  presents an opportunity to assist in the retm of vocation-worthy work and 

enhanca the likelihood of achieving our own vocations. 

Roszak's (1979) vision for the future is to libenite the life-giving impulse of 

vocation by king in our work with the 'Yull force of our personality, mind and 

body, h e m  and soul" (p. 218). What higher aspiration can there be for 

practitioners than to assist in the release of this transformative energy? 

Lindeman (1961) believed that "revoIutions are occasionally necessary" (p. 

49). Shodd world conditions continue as they are. and 1 think they will, then a 

revoIution may be necessary. Combined with the radical thought presented in aduIt 

education foundationd fiteranne, vocation has great potential to change the world, 

for it is a revolution h m  within that is first required More we can achieve a 

revdution without. Vocation feeds heart and sot& nourishes gifts to fdN1 human 



needs, combines meaning with action, and fiels passion and purpose. In short, 

vocation sustains both self and society. As such, it is direct opposition to the 

positivistic paradigm underIying much of the career development literanire and 

challenges its rationalistic and detenninistic perspectives. 

To mate a new world we m u t  ûrst imagine i t  We must imagine it into 

existence by dreaming ideas that forge action. To provoke this new vision, let us 

critically reflect upon the relevant questions posed by Mechthild Hart (1992): 

What would educationai programmes and responses look like if they were 
oriented towards an affirmation of life rather than profit? towards 
preservation and remewal rather than limitless exploitation of nature? 
towards social responsibility and community rather than individuai success? 
towards building relationships of love and care rather than control? towards 
work as a form of self-expression and sensuous enjoyrnent rather than a 
form of submission to technology and distance from material reaiity? (p. 
21 1) 

These questions can help us begin to envision a new world where vocation, 

informed by critical theory, cm shape a revolution. 

Imagine ... 
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PRESENTATION OF SAMANTHA'S DATA ANALYSE, IN TABULAR FORM 

Contained within this appendix are two tables. TabIe 1 includes relevant excerpts taken 
from Samantha's transcribed protocol, paraphrases of each excerpt, and fiat order 
themes. Table 2 represents the next Ievel of abstraction. It contains clusters of fmt order 
themes that comprise second order themes. 



Table 1 
First Order Thematic Abstraction of Samantha's Experience of CaIIing 

Two Levek of Abstraction 

1. I was the seventh daughter of the 
seventh son, born on the seventeenth 
day of the seventh month and I 
weighed seven pounds and.. . my 
mother is very supetstitious and she 
knew that the seventh child of the 
seventh child wouid carry a specrspecral 
gift. And she [nun at hospita1 who 
blcssed al1 the ncwborns] said 'this 
is a gifted child*. .this child will have 
a speciai gift to give the world; this 
will be a t d y ,  ûuly speciai child", 
and my Morn dways told me that 
story [about her remarkable birth and 
its unique circumstancesj as I grcw 
older*. .and I don't know how m e  it 
was*..maybe...it became more 
thborate as the yems went on but 
she always told me that story; and the 
look of love in her eyes was amazing 
because 1 knew I could do anything I 
wrrnted to do because she bdievtd in 
me. 

2- I knew that 1 had to do something 
with a pwpose and it was my job to 
End out what that purpose was. So, 1 
fimly bdieve that ail of us are put 
here for a teason and 1 think a lot of 
that base cornes h m  the fact that 1 
was as a Catholic and thcre 
was a lot of spirituality in my 
childhood as E was growing older and 
there was a reason for evetything 
occurrîng and the* was a plan- 
And. .- thcre was a purpose for al1 of 
us  and my Mom was very 
instrumentai in instilling that belief 
in me. 

3- She [mother] supports me in every 
decision that 1 WC. Shc may not 
always agree with me but she 
s u p P 0 - m ~  

Recoiiection of mother's 
story of Samantha's birth 
and nun's proclamation, 
which conveycd the 
message that she was gified, 
reinforcement of the story 
over the; Mothtr's love 
strengthened her belief in 
herself. 

Conviction that she bas a 
life purpose and must 
discover it; beiieves that 
everyone has a purpose and 
iife has an ordered plan; 
beliefs stem h m  childhood 
spiridity and h m  
mother's strong influence. 

Acknowledgement that her 
mother has aiways 
support& and continues to 
support al1 her decisions, 
regdiess of whether she 
agrecs with them or not. 

Samantha believts 
that she has an 
inherent gift; 
mothcr's story of her 
unique birth 
circumstanccs 
reinforceci her belief 
in her giftedness; 
mother's love and 
belief in her fostered 
the conviction that 
she wris capable of 
anything. 

Necessity of 
discovering hcr own 
purpose; belief in a 
life purpose and pian 
for self ruid others 
has its foundation in 
her own spîrituaIity 
and her mother's 
influence. 

Mother's support is 
uncondi t i o d  and 
constant. 



4- it [rcaiization that she had a 
caIlingJ was in Grade IO. rd aiways 
known even before that time that I 
was giftcd with peopl~that  1 had a 
n a d  abiiity to commdcate and 
empathizc and l i n  to people; 1 had 
a way witb chiidrtn younger than 
myself; 1 tendeci to be the 
neighbourhood carctaker of chiIdren 
younger than mysdf. ,,and 1 wodd 
dways be out thae [in ncarby park] 
taking c m  of Iitiie chiidren 
throughout the day and the 
neighbourhood children would 
always caii on me, So, even as a 
young, young chi1d.J was a 
caretaker, 1 was a caregiver, 

5. But when I was in Grade tcn.., ou .  
counsellor. ..said, Tve askd the 
teachers to recommend students who 
wodd be appropriate for working at 
the Development Centre across the 
strcet ... four of your six teachen have 
rrcommended you," 

6. And so she [nun] asked me then, in 
Grade 10, to voluntccr my lunch 
hows.,.and help with the fecding 
program; and whcn you're fifiecri 
yem old, that's a huge sacrifice, 
especially in high school, because,..I 
couid have gone home every lurich 
hour. My fiiends al1 hung out and 
had,..hn, 1 gave al1 that up at fifteen 
and 1 spent the next thrct y m  of my 
Iife at the Development Centre, 
everv. evew lunch hour. 

Fm experknce of caliing 
was in tenth grade but she 
has recokction of an even 
earlier realizatiori, at a 
young age, that she was a 
caregiver who had a gift 
with people. 

Leams h m  sc ho01 
counsellor that most of her 
teachers rçcommcnd her 
fiom amongst htr p e r s  as 
appropriate for working 
with childrcn with 
disabilities, 

Decision to rclinquish 
'normal' tten activities to 
commit her lunch ho- to 
help feed handicapped 
children; cognizant of the 
sacrifice involved in her 
decision- 

Fmt exmence of 
d i n g  was in tenth 
grade; reaiization of 
own gificdness at a 
young age- 
Congruence behiveen 
who she is and what 
she does; has always 
been a "caregiver". 

Recognition by 
teaches of her talents 
and recommcndation 
of hcr as suitable for 
work with 
handicapped 
children. 

Willingncss to d e  
sacrifices to commit 
to vohnteer work 
with nceds 
childrcn; foregoes 
"normal" recn 
Iunchtime activities, 



7. The moment that changed my Iife  is 
as vivid in my memory now as it was 
then..a little girl..feder who was 
5 ycars old ... with s e v a  c t ~ ~ b r a i  
palsy and who couidn't basicaily 
move, had no r d  vocaiiition, I 
was in the proctss of feeding htr her 
lunch...and 1 said, "Jennifer, what do 
you want?", a n d ~ h e  said, clear as 
day, "Milk". Her worker heard hcr. .. 
and she immaiiately burst into tears 
because it was the fmt word that 
Jennifer had ever said; and it was 
because for two ycars 1 had k n  
uttering the word "milk" to hcr...and 
h m  that point on, they reaIized she 
could comrnunicate,.. with her 
parents, So, that was the moment 
that changai my lifc. The powcr of a 
five-year otd child ... I knew right 
thcn and there what I wanted to do. 

8. 1 kncw evcn beforc 1 wrote the test 
[vocational assesrnent tooi] what my 
profile would be. Basicaily, it came 
out saying that I would be working in 
the social field...geared toward,..child 
carc workcr or tacher of some 
so a.. that 1 wodd also be sicillai at 
tcaching others how to do the ski11 
and so on. So, it was right on the 
money; so I knew what 1 wanted to 
do. 

9. What 1 found whtn 1 was taking my 
univtrsity course [degrce], is that 1 
was taking...courscs that had nothing 
to do with what 1 nceded to do and it 
fiutrateci me kause  when you're so 
sure of what you want to be when 
you grow up, any stall is htrating 
to you. 

Realizes that ber work with 
a handicapped child made a 
signincant ciifference in 
child's Iife and that of hcr 
parents' lives This 
rcaiiition changed hcr own 
tife as well because she now 
had a clcarer vision of what 
she wanttd to do with her 
life 

Speculation about resutts of 
vocational assessrnent tool 
is conftrmed; tool served to 
vaiidate vocational direction 
into people-orientai, 
helping fidds like child carc 
and teaching. 

ExpMenccs fiustration at 
having to takc courses 
unrelatecl to htr god; being 
so focuscd on her goal 
translates into even grtater 
fiutration when presentcd 
with obstacles, 

Dramatic progress 
with a handicapped 
child results in a 
personai cpiphany, a 
sudden revelation, 
sense of congruence 
and "fit"; cxpcriences 
greater clarity, a 
htightencd awarencss 
or "knowing" of what 
she wants to do with 
her life, 

Vocationai 
asscssment provides 
further confirmation 
and affirmation of her 
Iife direction as a 
caregiver. 
Congruence betwctn 
vocationai 
assessrnent and her 
own "knowing". 

Strong directional 
focus incrcascs 
fiustration with 
anything unrelatai to 
hcr goal, panicularly 
university courses 
that scem irrelevant 
to her goal. 



IO. A k  1 got my B.EcL, 1 wasn't sure 1 
wantcd to be a teacher and that was a 
realIy, d l y  tough experience for me 
and I oficn still say that I'm.-.not in 
@al Ed because I'm a teacher, I'm 
a tcachcr because rm in Spccial 
Education. If 1 wasn't a teacher 1 
know rd k in Special Ed somewherc 
else because I know that's my calling 
to work with childm who have 
disabilitics. 1 could work with them 
in the community, in their homes and 
with their families. f don't 
nectssarily have to work with them 
in school. 

I 1. To put myself through university, 1 
workcd- And I didn't want to work in 
a bank and 1 didn't want to work in a 
restaurant, A lot of my fiiends wcre 
doing that and were making good 
money. But what 1 chose to do was 
to stay in the field. 1 knew that's 
where f needed to be. 

12. So I got individuals with handicaps 
involved in sports in their own 
community ...it was rcally, really fun. 
So I used recreation as a son of 
ptatform for becoming involved with 
the people with disabihties. 

13. And so, you know, the opportunities 
arc vast; they're so open and there are 
so many cxperiences a person could 
have in the field but it didn't seem to 
rnatter what cxperiences 1 had, it al1 
Ied me back to my home base which 
was hclping the child with the 
disability. 

14. And it's [work with children with 
disabiiiticsj not a job to me. It's part 
of my soul. It's part of my being. 

Experienccs difficuItics 
after achieving her B.Ed- 
but this Ica& to reaiization 
that teaching is not her 
cailing but working with 
children with disabilities is; 
recognition that teaching is 
not the ody way to fulfitt 
her calling. 

Detiberate choice to work in 
hcr choscn field throughout 
univenity years despite 
more lucrative opportunities 
elsewherc; sense of 
knowing what she needed to 
be doing, 

Experiences pleasure at 
king able to get 
handicapped individuals 
involvcd in sports. 
Discovers anothcr avenue, 
i.e., recreation, to reach the 
handicapped. 

Realization that her field 
offers many diverse 
oppornrnities; dl her 
expctiences seem to lead her 
to the child with the 
disûbility. 

Understanding of h a  work 
as something soul-ful, 
essential to who she is, and 
more than just a job. 

Achievement of 
BEI.  results in 
confusion, further 
contemplation. and a 
more definitive sense 
of ber truc calling. 
Hrts a heightcned 
sense of congruence. 
Belief that one's 
calhg can be 
fulfilled in more than 
one way. 

Purposeful choice to 
work in own field 
thmughout 
universi ty; 
knowledge that sht 
needed to do so, 
despite more 
lumtive options. 
Expericnces good Fit 
between herseif and 
her work. 

Enjoyment in her 
work; recognition 
that there is more 
than one way to 
futfil1 her goaIs. 

Belief that aH 
experiences 
invariably lead to her 
"home base", Le., 
work with 
handicapped 
children; there arc 
many ways to serve. 

Work as more thm a 
job, as intep1 to her 
personhood; work as 
soul-fui. "'Tt's part of 
my soul." 



15. These childrcn became part of my Feeling that the children and 
Iife, becamc part of my existence, thek families k a m e  part of 
and theü families became part of my, her sou!: cach txpcricnce 
...seul and with every chiid rve Ieads to firrther positive 
workcd with, rve grown into a better personal growth, 
hirman king ... 

16. And remember how I'd said before 
when 1 was in university and 1 had to 
take Anthropology courses and 1 
became vcry fnistrated? Because it 
wasn't my calling. It wasn't what 1 
nteded to do and that's wherc I'm at 
right now. m a t  rm doing right now 
oobj is not what 1 want to do. And 
that's why i've gone back to get my 
Master's. 

1 never intended on king a tacher 
for this long ... f i k n  ye;irs. And I'm 
fnistrated with it because my sense is 
that 1 can only touch a certain 
number of children every &y. It's 
not enough for me. 1 have to touch 
a11 of hem. I have to physically 
rnake a differcnce. 

18, And ï'm not even sure still at this 
point what t h t  difference is going to 
be ... whether it's 1 write a book, 
whether it's 1 start an organization 
that supports parents to train their 
childttn, whether I get sorne position 
hi& up whert 1 can infi uence a lot of 
p p l e  and heip transfoan the field of 
special education. But I know that 
what ï'm doing right now isn't 
enough ... but my d m  is actually to 
get into the trenches, to get into the 
commtmity, to work with parents, 
and work with kids and set up 
programs and do more public 
speaking, do more traînîng, 

19. f don't even know if "calling'" is the 
right word; it's more like a drive 1 
mean rm drivcn and certainiy not by 
any financiai need b u s e  
h c i a U y  there's no secinity in that. 

Cornparison of cumnt 
fiutration to that 
experienced in the past; 
experiencing job 
dissatisfac tion and 
frustration because it bob] is 
not hcr cailing; pursuit of 
M e r  education in hope 
that it will bring h a  back to 
where she feels compelled 
to be. 

Feeling b t n t e d  and 
resvicted in her cwent job 
whete she can rmch a 
limited number of children; 
feels need to m k e  a 
positive difference in the 
lives of a11 children with 
handicaps. 

Expresscs uncertainty about 
how to make a difference; - 
dissatisfaction with current, 
limiting work situation; has 
a drcam about how she'd 
like to help the handicapped 
child in fiiturc by 
transfonning specid 
education, 

Speculation about the right 
word: calling or drive. 
Recognition that her drive 
goes beyond financiai need, 
monetary rew& or 
security, 

Her work has a 
spirinial eletnent that 
contributes to 
positive personai 
growth and 
soutfiilncss. 'Wiese 
children. . .and their 
farnilies becamc part 
of my soul." 

Feelings of 
frustration and poor 
fit in current job 
which is not m e  to 
her calling;; plrrsuit 
of Master's de- in 
hope of redirecting 
se1 f to a more 
congruent path- 

Cumnt job is a poor 
fit, is incongrnent 
with need to make a 
substantial 
difference; she feels 
stifled in hcr need to 
make grtater impact 
on the Iivcs of dl 
children with 
disabilities.. 

Uncertainty about 
how to make a 
difference; ftek 
limited in current 
position; dcsire to do 
more for the 
handicapped chi1d; 
has a vision of 
various ways in 
which she could 
''transform" the field 
of @a1 education. 

Her calling bas 
intnnsic d u e  and 
drives her, 
ürespective of 
potencial financiai 
gain. 



Not even so much the education that 
rrn receiving [a Master's] but the 
picce of papa that I'm receiving- It 
gives you crtdibiîity. 1 know what 
f m doing but other people have to 
know that 1 know what I'm doing and 
trtist what rm saying is good tnough 
for thtir chiId, And that's the secret 

[Tn rtsponse to king a s M  to 
descr i i  the emotion she felt at the 
tirne of her earliest expcrience of 
king calleci.] There was a lot of 
peer pressure at that time and 1 think 
there always is for teenagers in any 
setting; but for me,. J was the & 
one who was doing anything like 
this ... 1 was cdled anything fiom a 
pansy to a goody two-shoes to a.. 
"You've got your pfiorities al1 
wacked out" to "come out and have a 
beer with us. Why are you wasting 
time with those geeky kids?" 

22- So, 1 rcally had to mature quickly. It 
[pe t  pressure] was very difficdt for 
me. 

33- 1 think part of the rcason that they 
[high school peers] were ttrising me 
was because they were fefi1,  
right? ... and 1 find that even now. 
Thert's a sense of fearfulness 
surrounding children with 
disabilitits, o sense of unknowing. 
i've worked with principals in the 
pst: you do your job, shut the door 
and keep the kids out of the hallway. 

24. And cvcn my own family, you know, 
we can meet for a Sunday dinner and 
they dont want to talk about this [my 
work]. Absolutely, So, a IittIc bit of 
resistance the= in t e m  of 
acccptance. 

25. But for me, it wasn't a waste of the. 
Therc was a fiiIfiHment that 1 got 
working with the chiidrcn, and 1 still 
do. The children rm working with 
now have sevtte disabilitits but 
when they pick up a book and rcad it 
out Ioud, 1 know thty can do it 
because I've worked with hem and 
ï've taught thcm. 

Recognition that, despite her 
knowtedge, she needs 
fiirther credentials to @ve 
her d b i l i t y  that wiil 
m e r  promote others' 'mt 
in her knowledgc and 
a bili ties. 

Expience of normal teen 
peer pressure txaccrbated 
by the fact that she was the 
ody one working with 
handicapped chilhn; 
experienccs putdowns and 
m e 4 1 i n g ,  

Gained matwity through 
difficulties 

Expression of belief that 
negative reactions of others, 
fiom teen pers to 
principals, is fa-based. 

Rcalization that even famity 
members experience 
disconifort and difficulties 
accepting her work 

Experiencts a sense of 
hifiilment in hcr work that 
cornes fiom children 
achitving what she's taught 
them; sense of pide and 
accom plishment. 

Recognition of her 
own knowledge; 
witlingness to seek 
M e r  education to 
gain the credibility 
needed to resich more 
chilcirem 

Constant pursuit of 
goal despite peer 
pressure and name- 
cdIing. 

Peer pressure and 
tesulting dificultits 
promoted mturity. 

BeIief that the nature 
of her work r d e s  
others, h m  teen 
peers to principals, 
uncomfortable and 
fearfirt. 

Experîences some 
fiimily resistruice and 
lack of acceptance of 
her work. 

Pursuit of cdiing 
provides a sense of 
h l  fiIIment, pride and 
accomplis hment. 



There's this overwhelming scnse of 
gratitude and 1 mean gratitude in the 
sense that I'm thankfuI that Fve had 
the opporhmity to be there to 
experienct that. Like when that Iittle 
girl, Jennifcr, said "milk" or when 1 
watch chitdrcn take their fust steps 
when...everybody said, "No, they'il 
be institutionaiiztd". It's an 
incrtdible high, it's an incrtdiblt 
fttling of ovcrwhelming satisfaction 
and gratitude that 1 was part of that. 

I think that if God puts us here for a 
purpose and we have the opportun@ 
to expcrience that purpose, we shouid 
be thankful. i'm very thankfbl. And, 
I fctl: sorry for people who spend 
their entire lives and not feel that 
because 1 could die tomorrow and 
know that I made a diffmnce. I may 
not have made & difftrcnce.. J 
know that what I'vt done has k n  
important to many, many peopIe. 

So that's my belief in a calfin g... it 
doesn't matter what you do, you'rt 
still going to end up doing it, right? 
In one aspect or another. Now, 1 
don't know that a d l ing  has to be a 
specific job; in fact, 1 dont think it is. 
1 think my calhg is to work with 
people with disabilitics. 

You know, some of the more typical 
callings we think of arc pricsthood,.. 
or a nurse or a doctor. ..those big 
things ... they're al1 cdlings ... but do 
you know, some people are just 
gifted at organizing other people ... 
like our schod secretmy, I think she 
has a calling. 1 think she's doing 
what she's m m t  to do and 1 think 
she feIs that way too. 

So, for some of us, their cal1 doesn't 
n e c d l y  attach itsclf to a 
financially paying position. A 
calling couid be mothcrhood, or 
sometfting CO do with the community, 
with other people, with organiang; it 
doesn't have to have anything to do 
with money. ..and 1 honcstiy feel that 
way about mine. If 1 wasn't working 
in the field 1 would stili be working 
in the field rcgaràîess of whethcr 
they paid me or mt. 

Expericnces feelings of 
gratitude, overwhdming 
satisfaction, and 
exhilaration mdting fiom 
having the opportunity to 
help children with 
disabüities de@ the odds. 

Expression of gratitude at 
king able to expcrience her 
purpose; fi& pity for those 
who don't have that 
oppornuüty, knows that her 
life has made a differcnce; 
still striving to make a 
bigger diffaence* 

Defines calling as 
something incvitable, that 
goes beyond job, that pulls 
you back to what you're 
mcant to do; expresses her 
calling as work with people 
with disabilities. 

Further defines cailing as 
not king mtrictcd to 
occupations traditionalIy 
considered callings; beiieves 
school sccrttary utiiizes her 
organizational gifts to firlfill 
her calling. 

Broadens her ideas about 
d ings ;  caüings are not 
ncccssariiy about money or 
jobs and can includt non- 
paid work; txpresscs 
cornmitment to own c a n g  
insofar as she muid do it 
regardles of payment 

Contribution to 
others fosters 
overwhetming 
feelings of gratitude, 
satisfaction, 
exhilaration, and an 
incredible high, 

Sense of gratitude for 
expcrience of 
purpose; her life has 
meaning; her wotk 
fis touched others; 
pity for those who 
don't aperience 
purpose. 

Calling dcfined as an 
inevitabk, imistibk 
pull that is bigger 
than one's job; knows 
what her calling is. 

Defines calting as 
inclusive, nther than 
exclusive, Le., cm 
cut a m s s  many 
occupational groups. 

Belief that cdlings 
include many types 
of work, paid and 
unpaid Cornmitment 
to her own calling is 
not financially based. 
Ker motivation is 
iatrutsic and not 
financidly driven; 
would work at ber 
vocation whether 
paid or not. 



rtsponse to the question about her 
bodiiy sensations at the time of ber 
carfiest -ence of beiag d I d ]  
[Sigh.] Y& Um, [Pause] Do you 
remtmber what it felt Iike when your 
first chitd was barn.,. when you held 
her in your arms the very fust timc 
that overwheiming sense of being 
aiive? Remembcr that? Thar.,.that 
sort of a conntction, with yourself 
and with your child, and with 
whoever put you thcre. The& this 
overwhelming scnsc of putpose: 
"Here I am. This is the moment". 
When working with ici& with 
disabiIities, 1 felt that-rtpeatedly. 

"This is it; this is the momentn. 1 felt 
connectai to them [childrcn with 
disabilities], to the purpose of king 
there, It gave me strength, It was 
Iiie an adrcnaline rush, each and 
every time 1 went in the=, Now, 
there were some depressing 
moments, absolutdy; there were 
some FNstrating moments. And 
when 1 was volunteering 1 certainly 
didn't get paid for it, but it was Iike a 
f ight, an overwhelming feet ing of 
ernotion. 1 stilt get that feeling, 

And so when you're working with a 
child who has a disability and you 
experience that moment, it's the s m e  
feeling. It's the "Yes", this is it, 1 can 
do this; f ve crcated this; I've made 
this happen". 1 guess a sense of 
power and not in a negative sense, in 
a positive sense ... there's a r d  feciïng 
of power when you've taught a child 
who can actually do what you've 
taught him to do. And 1 know that dl 
teachers ... f i 1  that but those of us 
who work with children with spccid 
needs, who arc sunoundcd by 
negativity and pessimism, when it 
a d I y  occurs, the high is even 
grtater, becausc you've accomplished 
something that nobody else thought 

Compares the btxiiiy 
cxperience of initial caiiing 
to that of just having given 
birth; expcrienccs hcr work 
with children with 
diibilitics as a connection 
with othtts and God, and an 
overwhelming sense of 
purPo= 

Despite feelings of 
frustration and sadness, her 
work provides a sense of 
pwpose, connection, 
strength, and physicai 
adrcnaline rushes; even 
when not paid, she 
experiences strong 
emotions, akin to a light 

Experiences calling as sense 
of power and 
accompfishment, even more 
so than other teachers; 
experienccs a 'high' when 
able to achieve things, 
despite an atmosphere of 
negativity and pessimism 

Regularly 
experiences d l ing  as 
an overwheiming 
mnnection with 
others and the divine, 
of being vitaily dive 
and purposefiil. 

Cdling experienccd 
as Iight, connation 
to others, a "high", 
and ovenvhelming 
emotion; calling 
provides those cailed 
with strength. 
motivation, and 
energy; money does 
not motivate her. 

Calling as an 
epiphany, a sudden 
revelation of one's 
capabilities; sense of 
power and dation at 
overcoming 
negativity to achieve 
rcsults that help 
others. 



34. rcsponse to k ing a s k d  about 
whether she exppcrienced the f m  
reaction that 0th- h a  1 was 
extremcly fearfiil. 1 rcmembtr 
waLking in and secing thcse children 
in wheelchairs and king txtrernely 
f'carfui of them. It took me 
experience and it took me time to 
overcome that fcarNncss. 

1 have faced that so many times, so 
many tirna, the coIdncss of workcts, 
and 1 think, in a sense, they become 
like medicai pmfkssionais who 
distance themscIves h m  their 
patients because if they don't become 
emotionally involved with thtir 
patients, then it doesn't hurt so much 
when they p a s  on...Itt.in the 
kginning, 1 tricd that approach. 1 
tricd to distance mystlf but 1 wasn't 
capable of it, 

36. This is another one about fearfulness 
as well. rve had a principal ... 
wonderhl mm, but his attitude 
towards children with disabilities was 
very concrctc. "This coffee cup*, he 
would Say, "has more to give us than 
that chi1 d".. .Yet, he supportcd me in 
anything 1 chose to do. He was an 
advocate if 1 nttded him to be ... So 1 
said to him one day..."It's not what 1 
can teach hcr. It's what she cm teach 
me...And it's what she can teach 
you..about humanity." 

37. Yeah. i think the negative pecr 
pressure 1 rtceivcd in high school 
stopped very quicfdy because people 
came to know me for who 1 am and 
who 1 am is this person that ï'm 
describing. Who 1 was at sixteen is 
not diffcrtnt than who 1 am 
now.. .that's me. 

38. So, the support 1 received fiom my 
family was support for me, not 
specifidy of my job, but knowing 
tbat my job is me, 

39. The fiicnds that 1 hav~don't  d 1 y  
want to know what 1 do- They don't 
want details. They must know that 
what 1 do is me, and they accept that 
and they appfect-ate that and ttiey 
admire that, 

Acknowledges her own Initia1 f w  was an 
initiai fkar of handicappi obstacle that she 
children; overcame f a  overcame to pursue 
through time and her CalIing. 
experience. 

Expression of shock and Shock at others' 
dismay at the caIIousncss of d l o u s  reactions to 
people working with the the handicapped; 
handicapped; rationaiizes fin& others' 
their rcaction of detachment defensive detachment 
as a sdfdefcnse rcsponse unsuitable 
mechanism; fin& herself for seIf. 
incapable of distancing self. 

Interprets principal's 
negative reaction to a 
handicap@ chiId as fw- 
based; acknowledges his 
support of het despite his 
attitude; expresses her belief 
that the child bas a lesson to 
tcach others. 

Experienccs 
principd's support of 
her work despite his 
fear- based negative 
attitude; defends her 
conviction that 
handicapped children 
have value. 

Initial negative peer Peers accept who she 
pressure was npIaced by is as a person, despite 
acccptance of her as a initial negative 
paon. reactions. 

Experienced family support 
of her, not necessarily of her 
job; acceptance by family 
that what she docs and who 
she is are one and the same 

Exwences fncnds' 
acceptance, admitation, and 
appreciation of her whik 
recogninng chat tfiey don't 
want to know the details of 
ber work 

Family accepts that 
hcr work is integral 
to her personhood 
and support her. 

Friends acccpt, 
admire and 
appreciate hcr for 
who she is. 



40. One of the things that's happeneci is 
ï've becorne the Iocd speciatis~.- 
when any of my sistcrs who have a 
fnend who has a child with a 
disability, they give thern my phone 
number- When ...thty cal1 me ... the 
doctor says they have this medical 
condition and it may affect his 
learning. they c d  me- You know, 
that happens ai1 the tirne, 

41. So, my pcrsonal Iife and my 
proftssionai Iife is never separatecl 
because I'm always doing, you know, 
something in the field because that's 
my knowkdge base. 

42. Because of what 1 do, they [friends 
and family] look to me as the expert 
even though 1 don't d l y  fecl likc an 
expert. My sister just calleci me 
about a month ago and said her five 
year old isn't recognùing letter 
sounds. What do 1 do? You know, 
so that's a huge compliment in one 
sense but a huge rtsponsibility in 
another sense. 

43. So, with cvery calling, there cornes a 
sense of obligation and a sense of 
f ~ l u r e  if you're not able to 
accomplish that goal. i've got 
people's children in my hands. .. What 
if 1 can't help hem? Then 1 haven't 
achievcd what i've set out to achieve- 

44. And that [possibiiity of failure) 
worries me because a calling is, like 1 
said, is a drive; it drives you through 
your entire existence and it's dmost 
like you're not satisfled untiI you 
reach that next plateau, until I've 
touched as many people as 1 can 
touch, Now, maybe never reach 
that but in the mterim, i'm womied 
that if 1 don't reach that, RI fail. And 
1 can't bear the thought of fai1urc- 

Awafeness that othecs Recognition by 
consider ber a specrspecralist in family and fiiends as 
her field and is therefore a speciatist- 
frequently consuid  

Awareness that her personal 
and professional lives are 
intncately interwoven. 

Awarencss that her 'expert' 
label, whilt complimentary, 
carries huge rcsponsibility 
and invokes feelings of 
inadequacy and uncertainty. 

Expression of bclief that 
every calling, induding 
hm, encompasses both a 
sense of obligation and 
potentiai failure. Sense of 
responsibility for others. 

Experienccs calling as a 
constant, lifelong, insatiable 
drive that continuously 
pushes her to the next level 
of achievement, to 'touch' 
even more people. 
Expression of worry about 
not rcaching her goal, and 
fear of faiIurc. 

Experienccs a 
blending of her 
personal and 
professional Iives, 
Congruence and fit. 

Others' perception of 
her as 'expert' is 
simultzineously 
complimentary, 
responsibility - Iaden, 
wonisome, and 
doubt-provoking. 

Sense of 
responsibility co- 
exists with fecrr of 
failure and self- 
doubt; "What if 1 
can't help them?" 

Calling is an 
insatiable, ongoing 
drive that pushes her 
to greater lcvels of 
achievement and 
service to others; fe;lr 
of failure is invoked. 
Cailing is her Iife 
theme- Conpence 



45. [In response to a -on asking 
what the reactions of othcrs is to her 
dIing.11 get the seme that ï've ben 
placeci on a pedcstd. I gucss 1 get 
two senses. One is: "why is she 
wasting her life helping people who 
can't help thernseivcs?" and the othcr 
one is closer to sain thood... so, two 
aimost opposite ends of a 
pendu1 tua.. so, 1 guess when they 
view mc there's usuaily an 
acccptance and a revertnct or a 
disinterest and it's one of the two. 

46. 1 gutss the same would happen if you 
took priesthood; some people would 
Say. "What a wute!" ... on the other 
end of the spectrurn*.. "Without you, 
we would have no guidancew. Eüght? 
So 1 think that would occw with any 
caiiing. At lcast it's occurred with 
mine. There's a reaI split view on 
me. 

47- [Inrespnsetoaqucstionaboutwhat 
effects others' reactions had on her - 
experience of cailingj 1 think it 
pushed me ahcad. Y&. In the 
begituiing. with the peer pressure, 
that may have had the effect of 
stopping me but it didn't ... It was 
like 1 was saying, "If you donit think 
1 can do this, weil, I'm going to show 
yod' Right? ... then when my parents 
became so proud of what I'd done, it 
gave me the courage to continue even 
futth= and whcn fiends wouid Iook 
at me in awe and say, "Wow, 
unbelievable", it woutd push me tvtn 
fiher. And even today, every 
singic day of my job III have people 
Say, "You do amazing things with 
these kids".-.it makes me do more 
amazing things... It pushes me 
M e r  ... towards this goal that 1 can't 
even sec. it's so hi& 

Senses a split reaction fiom 
others to her caiiing: 
admiration and rtvertnce or 
cepuision and disinterest, 

Cornparison of own caliing 
to that of priesthoai. 
Speculation that others who 
are ' d l& liie pricsts, get 
similar, polarized reactions 
as well, 

Perception that others' 
rcactions to her catling had 
positive effects insofiu as 
they served to push her 
forward; even the negative 
teenageci peer pressure 
provoked in her a positive, 
albeit defiant, rtsponse; 
parents' pride and friends' 
awe give her courage and 
ambition to go evcn futthet. 

Others' reactions to 
her d i i n g  are 
polarized: rcverence 
or repuision- 

Surmises that d l  
callings spatk suong, 
polarized reactions in 
others. 

Others' reactions to 
her calling [parents' 
pride, friends' awe, 
peer prcssurcj, 
whether negative or 
positive, have a 
positive effect that 
encourages and 
motivates her to 
continudly strîve to 
attain new goals. 
Congmence-othtrs 
recognize the 'Tit" 
between who she is 
and what she does 
and acknowledge her 
accomplisfunents. 



48. [In rcsponse to question, "Couid you 
please describe any impact the 
cxperience of calling has had on your 
Iife?"] It my Iife, So, it's a p t t y  
huge impact. 1 can't imagine who I'd 
be if 1 didn't do what I di& if 1 didn't 
have this purpose, this calling. 1 
think it's made an impact on my 
personality, on my outlook on life, on 
my senst of security with my own 
family, with my childtcn, It's given 
me hop, it's crcated a sense of 
strcngth in me. It's almost like a 
religion to me, in the sense that it's 
dmost like a spirituality and that 
gives us strcngth. So it's definitely 
affectcd who 1 am; itps impacted rny 
persodity and my approrrch with 
people and every action of every day. 

49. I'm not strongly connected to 
Catholicism but I am strongly 
connected to the field [work with 
handicapped children], so 1 think 
probably king raiseci in the Cathofic 
church gave me a base of 
understanding as CO how important 
faith is, how important family is and 
community is and helping each 
other.,. And what my cdling gives 
me is a sense of purpose and a sense 
of comrnunity and a sense of h o p  
and faith, which is very similar to 
what the church gives my mother* 
The church doesnpt do that for me 
anymote. Well, it never did but my 
cdling does; my job dots. .. It's a 
sense of spiritudity, without any 
doubt It's a sense of soul building* 

[In rcsponse to "What is yow c m n t  
cxperience of being cakd?"] 1 have 
an ovenvheIming sense of 
frustration-.. [that] drives me to 
improve myself...what I'm doing is 
never quite good enough. And 1 
think that's important that I'm 
fceling that because it pushes me 
forwatd 

lhsaibes ber caiiing as her Her 'cailing' is Qg 
life, hm purpose; it is who defining force of her 
she is; it has impacted ail Iife, persondity, and 
aspects of her tife and has rdationships and 
given her hope, strength, impacts her 
sectuity, and spintuality. positiveiy through 

hope, strength, 
sectuity, and 
spitituality . 
Congmence- 
vocation pervades al1 
aspects of her life. 

Experiences a smng 
spintual connection to htr 
calling; it builds het soul 
and gives her spirituality, 
purpose, hop, and faith, 
and vduts rooted in family, 
community, and service to 
others; acknowledgts the 
church's role in iwtilting 
values. 

Experiences calling 
as spiritual but not 
religious; 
acknowledgement of 
influence of Catholic 
chwch in instilling 
values of family, 
community, and 
service to others. 

Currentl y experiences Calling fosters 
enormous Fnisuation; frustration which in 
appreciates the mle turn fosters continual 
fiutration pIays in driving srriving for seIf- 
her focwiud to meet her improvement- 
goals and improve self. 



5 1 response to a question about 
bodily sensations king cxperïenced 
in her cumnt experience of cailing] 
[Sigh] Yeah, 1 don't know how to 
descrilx it though, Thert's a sense 
of king 'puffed'. 1 guess it wouid 
be pride, when you sense some 
success; when 1 sit down with a 
group of tcach m... they al1 go away 
fuling satisfied that they've ieamed 
something, there's a sense of 
accomplishment, a sense of pride, 
It's warm, it's satisfying ... Iike an 
emotionai hi& 

52- It [the emotional high brought on by 
accomplishrnentsl carries you 
through al1 the Iow spots..- cspecially 
with a11 the funding cutbacks, 
There's lots of fiutration 
and ... anxiety. 

53. But then those other moments almost 
give you a sense of elation that gets 
you through the rough spots. It's 
almost a bit Iike being in love- It's 
an overwhelming sense of elûtion 
that will cany you through al1 the 
rough things that arc going on to be 
ahead,,.and a fe thg  of closenes 
with the people I work with. And no& 
so much personal closcness but a 
sense of closeness in the sense that 
we're al1 doing the same thing.. .that 
we a11 want the same goai, And 
when we work together there's an 
overwhelming sense of togethemess 
and that f'Is great. It gives me a 
sense of joy ..- So, I think it's those 
pleasure moments that make me want 
to continue, that give me rhe urge to 
continue with my calling- 

Expcriences badily CaIlmg brings her 
sensations of being puffed warm, 'puffkd' 
and warm; experiences an bodily sensations and 
ernotional high and a sense feelings of pride in 
of pride in her her accompIishments. 
accomplishments. 

Acknowledgement that the 
emotional hi@ motivate 
her to get through the 
frustration and miety 
inherent in the 'low spots'. 

Cornparison of her 
experience of caHing to that 
of king in love: sense of 
elation, joy, closeness, 
togethemess, cornmunity, 
and joint purpose. 

Calling's emotional 
highs motivate her to 
continue despite 
dificulties, 
fiutration and 
anxiety. 

Her calling provides 
direction, joy, elation, 
cioseness and joint 
purpose that 
encourage her to 
continue despite 
"ugh spots". 



54. Each plateau 1 arrive at gives me a 
sense of accompiishmtnt and I had 
said that if I die tomorrow 111 look 
back at my life and say it was a good 
iife and 1 had a prtrpose and f did 
some good things But if I üve to be 
90 years old, my wish is that 1 can 
Iook back and say "1 d l v  made a 
difference!" And 1 guess that's the 
kcy word. ..that f want to make a 
difference. So, for cach plateau, 1 
know that I make Iittle difftrencts; 
but the uitimte plateau would be to 
make a diffcrence* - .the bia~est  
difference. Now, 1 don? know what 
that is- Maybe it's only in me; 
maybc it's, you know, has nothing to 
do with anybody else but it's this 
overwhelming scnsc of netd. Yeah. 

[In rcsponse to "Has your experience 
of king callai changai over the 
years, and if so, how?"] 1 don't know 
if change is maybe the bcst word for 
it; it's a process of evolutio n...y ou 
just get bettcr at what you'rt 
doing ... and one of the rcasons I 
necded to go back and get my 
Master's is so that other people will 
recognizc that that evolution hzis 
occurred .A's a proctss of change, a 
proccss of constantly transfonning 
into a highcr Ievcl, 

56. It's simply - rny Iife's work It's a 
mission ... but for me, I never really 
thought of it as a calling but now 
[emphasis] in retrospect, 1 accept that 
that's uractiy what that is- A cailing 
is a life mission; it's a direction - the 
purpose of ai1 your actions- 

Experiences strong ambition 
to make the uitimate 
difference; cach level 
provides sense of 
accomplishmcnt but fecls 
compeiied to continue to 
make tver grcatw 
contributions- 

Experiences cailing as an 
ongoing, gradua1 evolution, 
oigetting better at what you 
do; dization that a 
Master's is the next step in 
the proces, so others will 
;zcknowledge the evolution 
that she's expericnced, 

Accomplishment of 
each goal cornpels 
her to continuousIy 
strive to reach the 
uitimate goal, 
ambition and 
overwhelming need 
to make "the biggest 
difference." 
Congnienc~dl ing 
as life theme. 

CaIIing is a continua1 
evolutionary growth 
process; reason for a 
Master's is the need 
to have others 
acknowtedge her own 
evolution; continuous 
I&ng and growth. 

Experiences dl ing as her Cdling is an all- 
Iife's work, a mission, encornpassing Iife's 
direction, and the purpose work, a mission, and 
for al1 her actions; reflection the reason for her 
incrtascd htr awareness of actions* 
calling. Congruence- 

vocation as Iife 
themc, 



Table 2 
Second Order Thematic Abstraction of Samantha's ExDerience of Callintg 

Thematic Clusters 

1. Awasencss of own gifiedness 

(194) 

2. Early awarencss of vocation 

3. Strong parental support 

(1.3) 

4. Recognition 
from others 

and rein forcement 

Sarnantha is aware, h m  an eariy age that she is gihed; 
awareness is reinforcd by mother's story of Sarnantha's 
unique birth circumstances; she has always known that she 
was gifted with peopte, that she had 

Samantha knows, as a "young, young child" that she is a 
caregiver- Even when young, she was always taking care of 
children younger than herself, She believes that "ail of us 
are put here for a reason., .and there was a reason for 
everything occurrïng and there m c  a pian. She credits her 
mother for instilling the notion of vocation in her, 

Samantha's mother believes she berus the signs of a gifted 
child, having k e n  bom the seventh child of the seventh son 
on the sevcntcenth day of the seventh month; her mother 
lovingly rcteIIs and reinforces this story throughout her 
childhood: "1 knew E could do anything becausc she 
[mother] beIievcd in me"; her mother's love and support are 
unconditional, whether she agrees with Samantha's 
decisions or not. 

Othcrs rccognize Samantha's giftcdness; rit her birth, the 
hospita1 nun remarks "this is a gifted chilc teachcrs 
recognize her gift and nominate her a s a potential candidate 
to work at the local Dcvelopment Centre for handicapped 
children; the rcsults of a career assesment tool confirms her 
strcngths and sense of direction; currently, she is recopnized 
by family and fiiends as a speciaiist in her field and is 
Frcquently consuited even outside of hcr paid work. 



5. Congruence Samanha experiences a "knowing" of what she is meant to 
do: she is a c-aregivtr who has a g i f r  with people; in high 

'O* "* 13* 16* 17* 18* school, she experiencer a dtamatic nmiing point, an 
41* "* 47* 48* 54' epiphany, a rraluation of exactiy what she is called m do 

when she sees the positive effect her work has on a 
handicapped child; knows in advance the results of a 
vocationai assessrnent tooi administcred in high school; 
comp~etion of her B. Ed. Degrce r d t s  in confusion, 
contemplation, and ultimately, a clearer, more congruent 
understanding of hcr calling: that is, that there are many 
ways to serve and tcaching is just one avenue to fulfill her 
cdling with the handicapped; al1 of Samntha's txperiences 
inevitably lead hcr back to her "home base", Le., her 
vocation; Samantha worked her way through univeisity with 
summer jobs that wcre kss lucrative than other options but 
which werc in her field because "1 knew that's where 1 
needcd to be"; Samantha could die tomorrow knowing that 
what she has done bas made a difference has made a 
difference; she experiences incongruencc beween her 
cwrent job, which is "stifling" her ability to makt a 
substantial differtnce; calling is her life theme, a force 
which "drives you through your existence*'; othen rccognize 
and accept that her work is an integrai part of who she is; 
the impact of calling on her tik is huge, affccting every 
aspect of ha lifé: personal, interpersonid, familial. social, 
profcssional. and spirituai; she experienccs caliing as 
congruence: 'Tt is my Iife. 1 can't imagine who I'd be if 1 
didn't do what 1 did", she txpericnces a merging of the 
borders betwcen personal and proftssionai; shc feels her 
vocation defines her pemnality and impacts her positively. 
Samantha txpericnccs c o n p n c e  between her vocation and 
her vision of the future; enhanÉing her professional 
credibility hou@ the pursuit of a Master's degree in 
Special Education wiil, she hopes. help her better reaiizes 
her vision of the friture, 

6- Perceptions, beliefs, and Samanha believes that everyone has a life purpose, a reason 
definitions of calling for king here; she feels compelled to discover her purpose; 

she believes &atone's calling can be firlfiIled in many 
(** Io* 12* 13' 14' 19' 29' ways; views cailiag as integrai to pcrsonhood, as more than 

30,44,46,49) a job; defines cdiing as inclusive (Le., it can inctude many 
types of work. paid and wipaid, professional and blue 
coilar), rather than the exclusive realm of traditional calling, 
such as the pricsthood or medicine; she believes that 
because she has expetienced both rcvemice and repuIsion, 
other d i n g s  also spark polarized ceactions in others; 
believes caiüng is an ongoing drive that includes a spiritual 
element; believes her own sense of d l i n g  cornes h m  
chi~dhood spüituaiity numucd in a Catholic environment 
that promotcd the importance of faith, family, community, 
and helping o h ;  her mothcr was instrumentai in instilting 
notion of calling and sense of purpose. 



7. Vocation, not occupation or job Samantha's calhg is much Iargtf than htr job or 
occupation; she defines herself by using a very broiid tem, 

'4* Io* " 14' 17* 28' that of caregivs. Samantha reaiizes chat teaching is just one 30,56) of many ways to acctss her ûue d h g  as caregiver and 
advocate of the handicap@ chilcl: "if 1 wasn't a teacher* 1 
know rd be [working with handicap@ chiidren] 
somewhere else ... in the comunity, in their homes and 
with th& families"; she uses various routes to work with 
them, including sports and tec~eation; her work is integral to 
who she is; she feels teaching is not enough: she feels called 
to mkc a biggcr differtnce; wouid work at her vocation 
whether paid or not; it's not just a job, "it's my life's work." 

8. Rcactions of others to her Mother's initial and ongoing reaction is support, love, and 
calling and their effects on her unconditionai belief in her; she experiences negative 

mictions h m  high school ptcrs: tcasing, taunting, and 
(" 3' 22' 23' 24' 35* 36' 39* name-calling; she klieves pecr pressure multed h m  fear .1,42,43,47) of the nature of her work; petrs l e m  to accept her for who 

she is despite negative reaëtions to what she does; feels 
some family resistance and Iack of totd acceptance of her 
work; fccls that some principals, despite their support of her, 
are fearfiil of handicapped children; she is shocked by what 
she perceives to be coldness and callousness on the part of 
those who work with the handicapped; fnends admire and 
appreciate htr for who she is; feels that family and fiends 
Wew her as a speciaiist whom they consult; fecls that others 
have a spIit, polarizcd view of htr, eithcr revcrcnce or 
repdsion; Samantha fetls that others' rcactions to her 
calhg, whether positive of negative, dtimately have 
positive effects on hcr because they motivate her to strive 
harder to achieve her goals; initial negative pecr pressure 
made her dtfiant, more detemincd to prove herself and 
promoted personal growth and mtwity; callousness of 
workm rcsuIts in h a  rcjection of their "*detachrnent** 
rcsponse; othen' view of her as "expert*' provokes rnixed 
felings-although complimentary, it dso invokes self- 
doubt, fear of failurc, obligation, and a sense of 
responsibility for others; principal's negative reriction has a 
positive eff'ect insofar as she overcomes it and defends her 
convictions; parents' pride and bien&' awe and admiration 
encourage and motivate her to achieve ever highcr goals. 



9. Purpose, drive. vision Samantha experiences calting as  her tife's work, as her 
mission, her Ëmposc, her diitïon; she feek compellcd to 

(' " L7* 19* 28* 30' 47* 48* 'O* make a diffennce; caIiing is the defining force of h a  iife 
S2,53,54,56) that shapes her pcrsonality, influences aII areas of her Me, 

includi& relati&ships, actions, and goals; Samantha feeis 
driven, irrespcctivt of financial gain, to continuously strive 
to meet higher and higher goals, ''towards a goal that 1 can't 
even sec, it's so high"; when working her way through 
university, Samaritha purposefully chose to 'Stay in the field 
@ccause] 1 knew that's wherc 1 needed to W, Samantha 
fttis compcllcd to nach the ultirnate goal, to make the 
"biggest clifferencet** cven negative feelings (eg. 
mistration) oniy serve to strengthen her drive; Samantha 
believes "it's sirnply my life's work.. .it*s a mission.. .the 
purpose of al1 your actions"; she feeb inevitably and 
hesistibly drawn to her vocation; %hat my calling gives 
me is a sense of purpose and a sense of community; 
Samantha has a vision of her fiturc, although she isn't yet 
sure exactly what it will be; she ody knows that, whatever it 
is, she must rnake a substantial difference in the lives of the 
handicapped and their families- 

IO. Service to others Samantha feels dnven to maice big differences in the livcs of 

(6, 17,26,27,33,42,43,44, man, many handicapped children and their fb l i es ;  helping 

54) others fosters feelings of gratitude, satisfaction, power, 
elation, exhiIaration. and gratitude; shc knows her life has 
meaning because her work has touched others; as a teen, 
~amnnlha vo1unr;uily chose rcsponsibility for hclping 
handicapped childrcn rather than pursue "normal" teen 
activiti&; her s t a t u  as an b'expen* is laden with 
responsibility; fecls rcspomible for others: T v e  got 
people's children in my han&"; service to others is essentid 
to her calling? if 1 (ive to be ninety ytars old, my wish is 
that . . -1 d l y  made a difference." 

Smantha feeb deeply and spiriturilly connected to her 
work:" it's aimost Iike a religion to me-..like a spirituality 
and that gives us strength", she believes that the 
handicapped children and their families have become part of 
her souI, part of who she is; she regularly expériences 
caiIing as a connection with others and the divine; %bat my 
caiting gives me is a ,..sense of hope and faith-..a sensc of 
spiriWty.- .a s sense of sod building"; calling engenders 
strength, purpose, and personal growth- When working with 
handicapped chfidren, Samantha reputedly has heightened 
experiences which sht compares to the experience of piving 
birth and which include a spiritud dimension, %at 
co~tction,. .with whoever put you there." 



12. Vocation as sacrifice 

(6, 11,20,30,34) 

13. Passion, depth of fetling 

(26,31,32,33,53.54) 

14. Peak experiences 

(7.3 1,32,33) 

15. Continuous leming and 
g r o d  

16. Negative feelings invoked by 
vocation and their effwts on her 

(9, IO, id, 18,43,44 50) 

Samantha fetls willing to do whatevcr it takes to pursue her 
cailing; as  a teen, she made persouai sacrifices and 
o v e m e  ncgative pocr pfcssufc to pursue voluntecr work 
with handicapped childrcn' she overcame her initial fear of 
handicapped childrtn to pursue her vocation; she worked 
ber way througfi university be staying in her field and 
forgoing more lucrative options' she would work without 
pay; dthough she fetis she alrtady ahs SuffiCient 
knowledge, Samantha is can\uig a Mastcr's d e p  to gain 
d b i l i t y  neai to mach more people. 

Samantha feeis deeply about her cailing; she describes her 
ftelings with many superlatives; she experiences calling as 
"an incredible high.. .an incredible feeling of ovtrwhelming 
satisfaction and gratitude", similar to an adrenaline rush; she 
fetls intense joy, dation, power, gratitude, satisfaction, and 
ovcrwhelming emotion; she compares the feeling as skin to 
that experienced aftcr giving birth-a connectedntss to 
others and the divine. and a rightncss of purpase; Samntha 
fcels that these powerfiil, intense emotions serve to 
motivate, strengthen, and energize hei? she fcels an 
overwhelming need to make "the biggest difference." 

WhiIe still a high schooI student, Samantha experienced an 
cpiphany, a rcvelation about what exady she was meant to 
do in life, whcn her voluntew work with a handicapped 
child achieveâ dramatic rcsults: "that was thee moment that 
changed my Iife.. .the power of a five year otd child; 1 knew 
right then and there what I wanted to do"; currtntly, she 
repeatedly h;ts "peak expcriences" whcn working with 
handicapped childrcn, expcriences which she compares to 
the feelings she had when giving birth, such an 
"'ovenvhelming sense of king alive" and a divine 
connection; Samantha fcels an adrenaIine rush, "like a light, 
an overwhelming feeling of emotion"; shc feels powerful, 
motivated, and strong: 'This is it; this is the moment," 

Samantha fcels that her calling contributes to positive and 
continuou personal gtowth and transformation; she 
experienccs fnistntion in c m n t  job but this fosters 
continuai striving for self-improvement; she views vocation 
as an evolutionaiy proces, a process of constantIy 
transforming into a higher level; Samantha beiievcs that 
%th evcry child I've worked with, I've grown into a bectcr 
human king-" Samantha is continuing to grow 
acadernicdy as wcll: she is pusuing a Mastcr's d e p .  

Samantha expcrknces many smng negative felings, 
including frustration, confusion, unccrtainty about how best 
to make a diffecence, fear of fail- and self-doubt; her 
fceIings of fnisaation are aracerbated by anything lhat geu 
in the way of Woing what she nceds to do; her ncgative 
fdings serve to push her forward. 



17, Positive ftelings invoked by Samanth Experiences many strong positive feciïngs, 
vocation and thcir effccts on fier incIuding enjoyment, fulfinment. pride, a seme of 

accornpIishment, gratitude, satisfaction, love, a sense of 
(12, 25* 26* 27' 32* 33* 48* "* pttrp~se, sücngth, power, clation, joy, hop.  securïty, 52,53,54) spirituality, connectedncss to ohers and the divine, "highs", - 

joint purpose, sense of community, ambition. and a 
powerfbi necd to mdce a difftrence in the lives of others; 
these positive feelings encourage her to continue through 
"rough spots" and motivate hcr to achieve ever higher goals. 



PRESENTATION OF PAM'S DATA ANALYSIS, IN TABULAR FORM 

Contained within this appendix are two tables. TabIe 3 includes relevant excerpts taken 
from Pm's transcribed protocol, paraphrases of each excerpt, and first order themes. 
Table 4 represents the next level of abstraction. It contains clusten of fint order themes 
that comprise second order themes. 



Table 3 
Enst Order Thematic Abstraction of Pm's Expcriencc of Calling 

Two h v e k  of Abstraction 

Excerpts h m  Transcrii  1. Paraphrases 2. Fmt Order Themes 
Interview 

1 fmt wanted to be a vet when 1 was 
about 7.J just knew 1 wantcd to be a 
VCL 

So evmything I did in school was 
geared to be a vet and so al1 the 
classes 1 took in hi& school were 
picked so they would get me into the 
prt-veterimry program. 

... my focus was wrong. I was just 
jumping a hoop [while in pre-Vet 
Med at university] to attain my goal 
so 1 wasn't really focused on my 
classes-..and I actually did very 
poorly the first couple of years. 1 
was a terrible student and it was just 
because 1 had a bad attitude. 1 didn't 
wûnt to be there [in prc-Vet Med]; 1 
wnted to be in Vet Med, 

And then m actuaily went overseas 
to work on a f a  in New Zealand. 1 
just had to get my brain in the right 
focus. It was probably the k t  thing 1 
ever did because working with the 
Iivestock, 1 d l y  enjoyed it a lot and 
it just sort of reconlümed for me that 
that was where 1 wantd to be, doing 
something with animais- 

When 1 first got in it [Vet Medl 1 was 
very disappointed in the classes. 1 
dfdn't iike them. 1 liked the fact 1 was 
going to be a vet but II didn't like the 
actual classes. f didn't like the way a 
lot of them were tau&, but it got 
progressiveiy bcttér as you get 
through the years and s m  doing 

Rcaiization that she wanted 
to be a vet h m  an earty 
age; txperienced a sense of 
knowing what she wanted to 
be. 

Recognition that her goal of 
becoming a *let heI@ focus 
her throughout school years; 
takes al1 the right pre- 
requisites for 
Vet Med. 

h c k  of focus, negative 
attitude and poor 
performance in univenity 
are the rcsult of feet ing 
stdIed and fnistmtcd at not 
king able to directly pursue 
her goal. Desire to k in Vet 
Med is fitrated by 
"acadernic hoops". 

Experience of working with 
animals overstas is very 
enjoyable and beneficid, 
and r e c o n f i  goal to work 
with animala 

Expknces initiai 
disappointment m Vet Med 
classes but the feeling 
graduaily dissipates as she 
moves steadiiy towarâ hcr 
goai through an in& 
invoIvement in the medical 
and surgical aspects of Vet 

From young agç 
"'just knew" that she 
wanted to be a 
veterinarian, 

Goal of Vet Med 
provides her with a 
strong focus and 
assists her in making 
the right course 
selections in school. 

Feelings of 
fnistration, negativity 
and impatience at 
having to "hoop 
jump" at university 
are fuelcd by strong 
desire to be directly 
pursuing goal and 
result in initial poor 
performance. 
Determination. 
Sense OF urgency to 
be doing what she 
wants. 

Reconfirmation of 
goal and a ciearer 
focus are gained 
through work with 
animals while 
overseas. 

initial disiIIusionment 
with Vet Med ciasses 
dissipates as she gets 
more oppornuiity to 
move t o d  her goal 
through medicine, 
surgery, and more 
contact with animds 



more towards what you're aiming 
for. Yod* doing more with 
medicine and surgery and with the 
anima(s and with the dent, 

1 love anirnals but 1 really, r d l y  
enjoy working with people too. And 
of course, with Veterinary Medicine 
some people mistakenly get in Vet 
Mai as opposai to medicine because 
they think that then they don't have to 
deaI with people, But the animais 
don't book their own appointments 
and thcy dont bring themselvcs 
down, So if you dont like dealing 
with people you're not going to enjoy 
vetcrinriry medicine one bit. 

So 1 decided aher f graduated to go 
work in a small a n i d  practice that 
had several vas working at it and 
just get better at that so when 1 
apptied to a mixed animal practice 
[her initial target] 1 would have more 
to offer them. But I loved i t  

1 Iovcd the smdl animal end of it 
because people will let you do more, 
You know you cm do more ...y ou can 
do more diagnostics, its like king an 
invcstigator you know. You go in 
and the anima1 is doing whatevet it's 
doing, diarrhea =y, so then there are 
so rnany things that can cause this so 
your have to go through the steps to 
figure it out 

And it's rd ly ,  rally rcwarding to a) 
come up with the answcr and b) to do 
somcthing about it and it's rewarding 
to help the animal and it's also 
rewafding because the people are so 
happy because they.. . have reaily 
strong bonds with their pets and they 
just want you to do whatever you can 
jwt to help thcrn out. 

I get ernotional attachments to rny 
patients, WC get some realiy nice 
people in, mas tears in her eycsl. I've 
got lots of emotions that 1 can tfùnk 
of since i've k e n  a Vet 

Md and incrwsed 
involvement with animais 
and their owners. 

Expresses strong feeling of 
enjoyment working with 
people and animals. 
Recognizes importance of 
liking to work with both 
animais and people if one is 
to be happy pmcticing Vet 
Md. 

Positive experience working 
in a srnal1 animal practice 
replaces initid work goal 
[mixed animal practice] 
with a new one: work in 
srnaII animal practice. 
Rcalization that sht loves 
small animal practice. 

Expresses love for her work 
with srnaIl anirnals; 
recognition that she is abIe 
to do more in this practice 
and this satisfis her 
curiosity and allows her to 
use her investigative and 
problem-solving skitls. 

Realization that her work is 
very rewarding for a number 
of rtasons including 
probIem solving and helping 
animais and thtir owners; 
rtcognition of the strong 
bond existing between 
owners and their pets. 

Acknowledges exnotional 
attachments with patients; 
exmon of ftclings of 
attachment, connection, and 
affection for them. 

and their owners. 

Strong expression of 
enjoyment in her 
work with people and 
animals, Belief that 
those who don't like 
working with people 
will be dissatisfied 
with Vet Med. 

Discovers and even 
better fit within smdl 
animai specialty; 
Realization that she 
loves this work. 

ReaIitation that 
another reason she 
Ioves smdl animal 
practice is that she 
cm do more and is 
able to use her 
problem-solving and 
investigative skiils in 
diagnostics, 
Intellettua1 
engagement. 

Work is very 
rewarding: she is able 
to solve problems and 
help animais and 
people. htellectual 
engagement 
Recognition of strong 
humanlanimai bonds. 

Experiences strong 
emotiod 
attachments to her 
patients as a result of 
her work as vet. 
v-1 



II. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

And my parents were both reaüy, 
&y supportive with aI1 of us kids, 
üice wbatevtr we wanted to do-they 
were MI of encouragement, Iike 
there was never anything you mn't 
do. It was their anitude that you can 
do anything as long as you put your 
mind to it and try really hard. 

Well, a lot of determination. [in 
response to what made her different 
60m the 80% of d l  kids who want to 
be veterinsirians]. 

WC always had pets and we Iived on 
a IittIt non-functionai frum that was 
beside a riding stable. So we used to 
go and hang out with the horses and 
ride them whcn we weren't supposed 
to and get bucktd off [liiughs] and go 
and help. The horses were bnxking 
out al1 the time and so we wodd skip 
school and help them to round thcm 
back up and stuff. When 1 was 
probably around 7 again we used to 
go (my morn and dad used to run a 
scout camp around Saskatoon) and 
we a11 would have our little 
individuat cabins that we lived in 
while we were thcm And a shrcw or 
a mole laid her babies at the end of 
my bed this one time and she took 
hem al1 away exccpt this one baby- 
apparentiy abandoned. So I triai to 
nise this baby but 1 didn't have my 
rnouse food so I probably ended up 
killing it with good intentions. 
[Laughs]. There were actually a lot 
of animal storics. There were 
kavers- ..and they used to corne and 
bring us these little mud 
offtrings. ..and it was some sort of 
thing that beavers do with each 
other. -.it was kind of n e a ~  

I felt a bond to animats [as a childf . 
So 1 knew that 1 wanted thcm to be a 
part of my Iife and not just pets and 
not just animai husbandry cicher. 

Experienced lots of parental 
encouragement and support 
and k i r  conviction that she 
was capable of anything if 
she app lied herscIf. 

Expresses beIief that her 
strong determination made 
her diffmnt from other 
children who wanted to be 
veterinarians. 

Fondly reminisces about her 
chi1 dhood adventures with 
animals and their positive 
impact on fier life; 
rtmembers an incident 
whert she tried to save an 
abandoned a n i d .  

Expresses a deep connection 
with animals as a child, a 
bond that reinforced ber 
desire to work with animds, 
not just have pets or do 
animal husbandry. 

Parents* 
encouragement and 
support fostered the 
conviction that she 
could do anything if 
she applied herseIf. 

Recognition that it 
was her 
determination that 
made her different 
from 0 t h  children 
who once aspired be 
veterinatians. 

Redizes that animais 
have played an 
important part in her 
childhood; 
experienccs a sense 
of kinship with 
animals; expresses 
fondntss for her 
mernories, especidly 
an attempt to save the 
Iife of a small animd. 

As a child, 
exptrienced a strong 
bond with animahi 
chat strcngthened the 
conviction that she 
wanted animais to be 
a signifimnt part of 
her life and work. 



1 mean that was something that when 
1 was doing so poorly in my first year 
in university, one of my professors 
that was an advisor of mine 
suggested that 1 go into animal 
husbandry which is just like king a 
sheep herder or a dairy fumer or 
something and it was totally not of 
inttrcst to me, You know for me, the 
medicine and the surgery is what is 
mentally stimulating. 

16. Part of my problcm and too, part of 
my Iack of focus was that i starttd 
university when 1 was 1640  1 
thought 1 was prctty btsliny stuff and 
so 1 didn't try [laughsl. So f thought I 
could brceze through Iike I brcezed 
through everything else. And that 
was the bcst thing that tver happened 
to me-to do d l y  poorly. Because it 
brought my fcet back to the p u n d  
and heIped to bnng my focus back to 
wherc it needed to be. 

Probably 1 kncw that 1 wantcd to use 
my mind. That's my biggtst asset and 
you don't rally need to use your 
mind a whole lot for animai 
husbandry. ..but I wanted it to be 
mentally challtnging and so 1 think 1 
knew it wodd have to be more 
involved than just king with 
animala It would have to be having 
to think your way through doing 
things with the animals and that was 
h m  day one. 1 was always a reader 
and an invtstigator and wasn't happy 
just to sit around and not use my 
head. 

18. Bccause it was that-my vcry first 
year with srnaII animal practice-that 
was when 1 really, truly knew that I'd 
totalIy made the right choice, 
Because 1 just loved it and a Iot of it 
was the people 1 loved-and the 
animals. 1 lovcd working with thcm 
but for my own satisfaction-just 
king able to work h u g h  probfems 
and fcel Sie I was a help to 
somebody. Tt was a very sa-g 
feeling. 

Suggestion made by a University advisor's 
university advisor to pursue suggestion that she 
animal husbandry reinforceci consider animal 
her interest in Vet Med and husbandry reinforced 
the mental chaiicngcs it her need for the 
provides. inteltectual 

chdlenges provideci 
by Vet Med.; animal 
husbandry does not 
meet her intellcctua1 
needs. 

initial belief that she, king 
very bright and young, 
could sail through university 
effortlessly. Recognition 
that doing poorly was a 
positive thing insofar as it 
heIpcd her becomc more 
focused and grounded. 

Doing poorly at 
university came as a 
surprise and served as 
a wake-up cal! that 
helped her regain her 
focus and was 
ulthtely a very 
positive thing. 

AIways an investigator and Realization that 
a reader, she rcalizes that Yrom &y one", she 
hcr mind is her greatcst has  always needcd to 
asset and would be use her mind fhcr 
undenitilized in animal "biggest asset'*] to 
husbandry. solve probtems with 

animals; just king 
around animals was 
not enough to satisfy 
her investigative and 
intelIectua1 abilities. 

Experienccs strong 
confurnation and sense of 
'h'ghtness" of hcr choice 
dwing first year of s u d  
mimai practice. Expresses 
strong feeIings-love for the 
animais and theu owners, 
satisfaction in helping 
othcrs and in solving 
problems- 

Fit ycar working in 
small animal practice 
invokes a vdidation 
of her choice, a 
"knowing" that this is 
right for her. 
Expression of joy, 
love for animais and 
owners and 
satisfaction in solving 
probtcms to help 
others* 



19, Yep, [my work] was a heIp to the 
animai, heIp to their orner and a 
help to me- And 1 codd go through 
the day because 1 hrid done a good 
job, you know. 

[Othcrs' reactiow to her calling 
were] Really supportive.. . when 1 
was thinking 1 wanted to do it. ... 
And then once 1 was in univetsity. 
Actually once 1 was in Vet Med, a lot 
of people who kntw me and h e w  
rny potentiai they were Iike "whoa 
why dont you be a real Doctor?", 
you know. bughs'j. 

1, And that's one thing about Vet Med- 
it doesn't, you know, you don't get 
the same kind of respect as you do 
for king an MD or a dentist or 
someone in the human field and you 
certainIy don't make the moncy. And 
that's fine. ... most vets go in open 
minded to that and so they're not in it 
to make a kitling because they're not 
going to. 

22. So it, at first, bcfore getting in [to Vet 
Med], it was al1 vcry supportive, my 
teachers were supportive, my farnily 
were supportive, aH except the one 
fellow who thought I should try 
a n h l  husbandry. Dughs], 

Yeah, but afier 1 acttmlly got in [to 
Vcterinary Medicine], it was 
probably because most of the people 
that 1 was ninning with and 
associahg wîth were like "wow- 
you know pu71 makt way more 
money doing thîs [human medicine]- 
-so why don't you go into that? 
People will respect you more and 
youll be using your brains better. 
Why dont you go into that?" But i've 
never regretted going into veteriaary 
medicine as opposed to human 
medicine, No regrets- Oh no. 

Helping othm also helps 
her by invoking a sense of 
satisfaction and MfiUment. 

h i  tially experienccs peer 
support but later, when in 
Vet Med, she experiences 
skepticism and derision 
about her calling to Vet 
Med, 

Experiences her 
d i n g  as -ce to 
others (animais arid 
owners) and to self; 
feeis sense of 
satisfaction knowing 
she has helped others; 
reciprocity: heIping 
others helps her. 

Peers' initid support 
is replaceci by 
derision and 
skepticism about her 
choice. "Why donPt 
you be a real 
doctor?" 

Acknowledgcs that Vet Med Feek secure in her 
is not as prestigious or a s  choice of Vet Med 
lucrative as some other despite its king less 
medicd professions but lumtive and 
accepts that, prestigious. 

InitiaiIy expenences strong 
support fiom al1 others of 
her intentions to pwsue Vet 
Mcd with the exception of 
the professor who suggested 
animal husbandry instead. 

Despite prs' urging that 
she consider Medicine 
because it was more 
Iucrative and prestigious, 
she nevcr fioundtrtd in her 
decision to pursue Vet Med. 
SoIid conviction; no regrets. 

Initially fcels 
supported by d l  
others in her choice 
CO pursuc Vet Med, 
except for the 
professor who 
suggested animai 
hus bandry 

Feels secure in her 
choice to pursue Vet 
Mexi despite her 
pers' urgings to 
consider Medicine 
and its lucrative and 
prestigious 
advantages. Feeis no 
regrets, oniy 
conviction. 



24. It ber pens' commtnts] was kind of Pecrs' comments irritate but Steadfastness in her 
imtating sometimcs [laughs] but it do not sway her. Considers direction despite 
didn't deter me. No. 1 did considu medical school as a irritating comments 
applying to mcdicai school just in contingency pian oniy. of peers; Medicine 
case 1 didn't get into vcterinary conside& but only 
medicine. And because the as a contingency. 
cornpetition is harder to get into Vct 
Med so 1 did considtr applying for an 
MD but it was just as a backup in 
case 1 didn't makc i t  No, 1 don? 
think it deterrcd me at dl. 

25. But 1 think that the fellow [ptoftssor] Experiences a positive and Is motivateci to work 
that said to go into anima1 husbandry motivating impact despite a harder when a 
motivatecl me [laughs]. Made me try professor's comment that professor suggests 
a bit harder. she pursuc animal that she Iower her 

husbandry instead of Vet career aspirations and 
M d  pursue anima1 

husbandry instead. 

26. [Her response to others' reactions]: It Rcalization that othcrs' 
probabIy cncouraged me to keep on negative teactions would 
going with it, ..I was going to say likely have f 'led to 
thrit it wouldn't have made a huge discouragc htr fiom 
diffaence if anybody wouid have pursuing Vet Med. 
k e n  discouraging because typically 
I'm not easily discouraged. ..So 1 
would'vc gone ahead and done it, 
anyways. 

The effect of following my caiIing 
means that I'm vcty happy in what 1 
do and so that has a huge cffect 
because it makcs me hdthier-it just 
maka me healthier ptrson. Because 
L'm happy and ..,it rnakcs my 
m a g e  casier because I'm not 
corning home with a whole pile of 
strtss that I'm unloading on anybody. 
Because I love it , 1 dont have to run 
from it; 1 don't fecl like I'm shackIed 
to the job; 1 don't fecl like 1 have to 
go to work because I have to pay the 
bills. 1 go to work because 1 like 
going to work and because it's 
somcthing 1 rtally want to do. 

Reditrition that her calling 
hiu had a huge positive 
impact on her lifc: it has 
made her heaithicr, happicr, 
gives hcr enjoyment and 
fuIfillment and has a 
positive impact on her 
marriage. It gives her the 
fieedom to work because 
she wants to, not because 
she has to. 

Is strong in her focus 
and direction despite 
some negative 
reactions; knows 
others would not be 
able to discourage her 
fiom pursuing Vct 
Med. 

Impact of her calling 
on her life is huge 
and positive; 
experiences health, 
happintss, 
MfilIment, Iess 
strcss, a bettef 
marriage, a sense of 
fieedom and a love 
for her work; is 
happier, healthier and 
MfiIIed. Chooses to 
work because she 
loves what she does. 

28. . . .It was a very good thing to set up Rtiilition that working for Appreciates the 
my own place [srnidl a n i d  practice] hersclfis ideai-it dlows opportunity for seIf- 
because now 1 can set my own hours her to balance homeffamily employment that Vet. 
and my family is my number one priorities with work Med provides; enjoys 
priority and 1 cari do that and my priorities. the Freedom and life 
business is right on the heeb and is balance her own 
my second priority and f can balance practice provides. 
the two of them and 1 can feeL 1 can 



do both. 
oh, the people ~ V C  met are 
wondtrfir1 people-I've met tons and 
tons of wondctfirl people. Just 
wonderfiil. The other vets and 
technical staff arc d l y  kind- 
h e a .  people; they arc just the kind 
of people thaî are drawn to the 
profession. And the clients, most of 
the clients tend to k grcat. And you 
d e  grcat fiends with clients and 
cach time thcy corne in you just end 
up taking about different things and 
you kind of gtt to know about 
them ... So it's had a d l y  big impact 
in tcnns of just the kind of people 1 
find mysclf involved with. It's an 
ongoing relationship. .and there are 
people who move out of town and we 
stil1 write each other. 

Wherc the crossover cornes is I've 
made social relationships as a result 
of work. And when I'm out with 
those people its not veterinarian 
relatai but fiendship reIated so, in 
that respect, there is a spillover. It's 
not rtally a ... its more iikc a bonus. 1 
make more fnends because of what 1 
do. 

Sometimes ifs a nuisance. I never tell 
people what I do iit parties; if they 
ask, hen il1 tell thern and then you'rc 
stuck with animal stones for the next 
two hotus and it's somctimes fun but 
somctimes it's....I donet w t  to talk 
about animals d l  the tirne, [Xaughs]. 

Essentidly, i'rn teaching people ail 
aftcmoon Mornings, 1 do surgeries. 
Afiernoons, it's appointments and it's 
a lot of ciicnt education that goes on 
with each patient that cornes in. So, 
as a result of that, it's probably 
helped me a littlç bit with my social 
life as welI because IIve taught 
ballroom dancing-.. 

Because that's another thing i've k n  
doing which is a rtal positive thing 
wtiich is acupuncture for kt 
me ci..^ rm doing that and Ill1 start a 
chiropractie course for vets in May as 
weU and that's been a r d  positive 
thine too because b t  brin= out a 

Experiences hm dlmg's 
positive impact on her work 
and socid relationships. 
Enjoys and apprtciatcs the 
ongoing relationships and 
fnendships she develops 
with CO-worktrs and clients. 
Fe& her colleagues are 
kin-icd of those 
drawn to the field. 

Rccognizes the positive 
impact her work has on her 
socid life; vie- the 
Fritndships she develops as 
a bonus, a positive spillover 
h m  her work. 

Acknowledges one ncgative 
impact of cdling on her life: 
annoymce with people who, 
in social situations, discover 
what she does and thcn want 
to talk for hours about 
anfmals. 

Educating her clients is an 
important part of her work. 
Tcaching others has helped 
her socid lifc-she teaches 
ballroom dancing. 

Recognizes the positive 
bencfits of qanding her 
practice offcrïngs CO hciudc 
acupuncture and 
chiropractïc enjoyment of 
the new type of ciient it 
attracts and the new 

Feeis strong 
connection and 
develops ongoing 
fiiendships with 
"wonderfi$' clients 
and "kindW Co- 
workers. 
AcknowIedges the 
big impact this has on 
her work and social 
life. Congmency 
between self and 
clients, and between 
self and collcagues. 

Her calling positively 
impacts hcr socid 
Me; feels friendships 
she develops are a 
bonus of her work 

Negative impact: 
annoyance with 
people wnting to 
talk with hcr 
exclusively about 
animals; wants 
balance. 

Her work has had 
positive effects on 
her social Iife; she is 
able to transfer her 
teaching skiHk 
developed at work to 
teaching ballroorn 
dancing in her social 
Iife. 

Excitement ovér the 
positive benefits of 
moving into new 
-ce areas 
[acupmc~fe and 
c hiro prac tic] that 
amact new type of 



whob new type of cLïent and a totally 
differtnt atmosphere in the room 
when p u  arc doing acupuncturet 

34. It's so much morc comfortabk and 
comforting and homey kind of an 
atmosph- when you are doing that 
kind of work [acupuncture] with their 
pets. And the people that do that, 
they tend to be very open and 
receptive ... and 1 think ï've enjoyed 
Vettnnary Medicine even moreAf 
that's possible...since 1 started doing 
the acupwicture.,. 

35. Yeah, that is because even apart h m  
the acupuncture we always have to 
go off for continuing cducation 
(CE). .and you always get pumped. 
It doesn't matter what CE you do, 
you come back in and you are hyped 
up to try ai1 these new and cool 
things that are out there and you are 
going to Save even more patients and 
it's just diffcrent and it's exciting 
because it's different and you go 
away and get away which is always 
good and so that's a big positive 
impact toa. . 

36, Saving Iivts. Oh yeah, I Save lives 
and 1 save and prolong life and that's 
the good thing-..and that [euthanasial 
is sti11 a form of saving because it's 
saving the pet h m  having to endure. 
But what's more gratiwng is to save 
k i r  life [laughs] and have them Cive 
and be happy and cornfortable- 

37, Sometimes there are better 
approachcs [than the western 
approach to Vet Mcd] and that is 
very gratifying. 1 use that word a Iot 
because 1 fînd this whole fietd 
gratifjrïng- Doing the acupuncture is 
a wonderiid thing to do; the effects 
you cm get h m  it are just incredible 
.., It's amazing. 

38. And so it gives me a lot of plcasurc 
to do thnigs to get these guys [animal 
patients] off some of the h g s  they 
are on, With that [acupunctureland 
the chiropractïc that ï'm starting in 
Maydhe emotiond fteling 1 get 
h m  it is d excitement 

atrnosphere it mates. client and mate a 
different atmosphere. 

Discovery that acupuncture 
heightcw hm enjoyment of 
Vet Med cven more; the 
atmosphcm it crcates is 
more cornfortable. 
comforting, and homey, and 
the clients arc open and 
recep tive. 

Acupuncture, the 
clients it attracts and 
the atmosphere it 
creates, provides 
even greater 
satisfaction in her 
calling, "if that's 
possible"; 
congruence with 
work 

Expression of enthusiasrn Feels enthwiastic, 
and excitement r'purnped'*] eager and excited 
for dl new leaming about opportunicies to 
opportuni tics; eager leam more and apply 
anticipation of applying new that to saving lives of 
knowledge to save more animak; commitment 
patients. to continuous 

leaming that benefits 
her cIients.. 

Rccognizes the value and "1 Save Iives and 
gratification of saving and prolong life"; she 
extending Iife. Views recognizts the value 
euthanasia as fonn of saving of her work; Feels 
tm. p t i  fied when saving 

and extending Iives 
of animais* 

Finds considerable Vet Med, especiaily 
gratification in her cailing the acupuncture, is 
and cspeciaiIy likes doing very gratiwng and 
acupuncture and achieving wonderful. 
wondefi, incredible, and Fascination wirh 
amazing effects, doing acupuncture 

and its incredible and 
amazing effects. 

Experitnces pleasure and Feels pleasure and 
excitement at using excitement when able 
acupuncture, and Iatcr. to help animais 
chiropractie, to get animals through use of 
off dnigs. acupuncture. 



39. So we can do western and tastern Offering both western and 
hem and we cm o f f i  the bcst of borh casteni [holistic] practices 
worlds. And that is txciting but it's provides greater comfort in 
also a dming thing ... that doesn't her client offecÏngs and is 
make sense. but it makes me very and interesthg paradox that 
cornfortable with what I do and what is both exciting and 
1 can offa to my clients. calming. 

4û- You fct1 nurnning with the holistic ... Recognizes the benefits 
mort than 1 do with the regular [balance, htalth] of 
western medicine..,which is pncticiug holistic medicine: 
intercsting, , ,I've nevcr had that it brings out a nurturing, 
[nmturing fedingl despite the fact mothering fetling not 
that 1 love doing the regular experienced when pmcticing 
medicine. Right off the bat [when western medicine. 
first practicing], 1 never had the samc 
kind of mothcring and nusturing 
feeling chat 1 do now, And I get a lot 
more of it h m  the aitemative side 
rather than the western side and so 
it's probably even another benefit. So 
I think that's a heafthy thing; it 
promotes a nice healthy hormonai 
balance [taughsj. It brings out ail the 
right semitone levels in your body. 

Nurturing.. .and towards the clients 
too, it's r d I y  bizane [laughs], We 
get a closenes with the client; 1 think 
thcy f e l  more involved somehow 
with the holistic end of things. 1 think 
with the western approach.. . they 
[clients] don't feel as much in 
control. 

Feels closer and smngely 
nurturing towards the ciients 
[pet owners] and not just 
their pets. Holistic mcthods 
promote greatcr client 
involvement and sense of 
conml than does western 
medicine. 

42. And, uh, I think it's just different Holistic practice is "new" 
feeling and it makes me love Vet and hin to leam and 
Med ai1 over again because it's ail reinforces and renews htr 
new again because i'm leanting al1 love of her cdling, 
new things. And so that's kind of fun 
too. 

43, vn response to question “Cari you Expaiences 'birrturing" as 
taIk more about nuruiting?"): Yeah love for some animais and 
ifs [pause, tears in eyesI..J think theu owners, cxïng, 
L,bve may be too strong a word, for motherly and "hands-on", 
some of the clients it's not [tao strong collaborative treatment 
a wora; for some of the patients wbere animals are subjects, 
[anÎmaisl and clients [pet ownecslit's not objets [context: 

"1 am paradoxicaliy 
both excited and 
comforted to offer 
my clients the best of 
both western and 
easteni medicine," 
Congruence and 
balance. 

Despi te love of 
practicing regu1ar 
western medicine, 
discovers a new 
feeling when 

nurtruing, mothering 
feeling: &paienees . 
Recognizes the 
benefits of this 
nurtwing fetling: 
health, balance, and 
congruence- 

Expresses a nurturing 
feeling toward 
patients, and 
strangeiy, toward 
their owners as well 
[when practicing 
holistic medicine]. 
FeeIs greater 
closeness with 
clients-they are 
more involved. 

L a i n g  new 
practice 
approach[holistic] is 
hrn and exciting and 
reinforces her love 
for Vet Med, Good fit 
between self and 
work; intellecruai 
c halIenge. 

Expresses love for 
animais and owners; 
feels maternai and 
nurturing and when 
practicing holistic 
medicine-with and 
for patient- more 



not but as a g e n d  word it's too 
strong butAt's ...m.. .motherly, so 
it's more caring and more hands-on; 
it's more U e  you're dohg tbings 
with the animais and for the animais 
rather than to the anhds. 

44. You shouid sec the animais that 
come in for the alternative stuff? The 
mimals that uscd to tremble and 
quake when they have to corne to the 
vet now corne in and the* happy to 
come because they come for theu 
acupuncture appointment. It makes 
me fée1 r d l y  good. Othenivise 
you've got your rtguIar clients that 
come in and they'rt always terrifiai 
of the vet and they always try and 
bite the vet. ..and then they are happy 
to corne and they'rc happy to hang 
out hem It's a nice fetling tw. Yeah, 
it must be. Yeah. 

45. I'm sure it [my cxperience of callingl 
has [changed] and ifs probably a 
mahuity thing than when I [h t j fe l t  
cdled to it. 1 probably didn't know 
why. 1 just liked a n i d s  and 1 
thought k ing  a vet would be a nifty 
thing to do. Um, but now I know 
what it is and 1 know what 1 love 
about it so that's what makcs me 
want to do it. 

46. ... 1 Iove what I do ... anything 1 did 
would probably be some type of 
heaiing relatai thing. 1 think that's 
rny biggcst calling ... itts healing at 
this point [currcnt situation] and um 1 
couid sec in the future moving on to 
hoiistic approaches for people at 
some distant time. So 1 think in that 
respect my calling has probably 
changed to encompass more, more 
than just dcding with animais. So it 
movcd h m  d d i n g  h m  just k i n g  
with animds to h d i n g  animais to 
now to heding- period. .. It's 
b m a d d  

47. 1 think rm probably as passionate as 
1 found I was after the first ycar out 
[of Vet Mai school]. That was when 
1 became rtally passioaate- 1 was 
like, "Ob, this is wondedi& 1 love 
this; this is it for me!". That baso't 

aitemative medicine]. "hands-on." 

Expression of happintss, Fe& satisfied, 
arnazement and sense of happy, and somewhat 
satisfaction when secing the amazed by animals' 
positive effccts of positive response to 
acupuncture on pets her acupuncture 
previously temficd of treatments. 
treatment, 

Speculates about how her 
experience of calling has 
changed, Initidly, shc was 
attracted to it but didn't 
know the reasons why. 
Now, probabIy because she 
has rnaturcd and has 
experienced it [calling], she 
knows she loves it and feefs 
motivateci. 

Recognizes the evolution of 
her calling and rdizes that 
htr calling is broader than 
her occupation and is that of 
hedcr. Secs herself 
eventudy moving beyond 
holistic animal healing to 
inchde people. 

Gains more insight 
into her experience of 
cdling as she 
matures; now knows 
she loves it and this 
motivatcs htr, 
congruence of fit 
between her and her 
work. 

Her experiencc of 
d i n g  has grown 
h m  defining herself 
as 'teterinarian" to 
encompas broader 
tenn-healer-of 
both animais and 
people- 

Currently remains as Fetb as passionate 
passionate about hcr calling and as exciteci about 
as when she first graduated Vet med as ever. 
RecalIs feelings of love, joy, "Oh, this is 
and exciternent and wondefi;  I love 
knowing this was right for this; this is it for me!" 



48. 1 love what 1 do. No question, Lots of 
people hate what they do but 1 love 
coming to work The people 1 work 
with arc great so that's a hugc part... 

49. And I look forward to coming to 
work evcry day here. It's because 1 
love what f do and always did so it's 
not likc 1 have to wony about going 
and dealing with so and so and 
whatevcr. 

50. 1 feel lucky to have hit on it, to know 
what it was because 1 think that thecc 
are so many people out thcre-that 
they 've got a niche but thcy just 
havcn't found it; like Pctcr 
[husband]. . .the= is a place ... for 
him and for people Iike him but 1 feel 
lucky for me inside. For them, when 
they don't know what it is and...go 
t h u g h  life.. .get stuck in a 
rut.. .have to pay the bills.. .so they 
don't feel thcy can stop and have to 
go on looking for what it is CO makt 
them happy. 

My spitituality.. A's like the essence 
of me; it's the core; it's more than 
my pcrsonality; it's more than my 
ethics and mords; it's the mot of my 
king ... for somc parts of it, it 
[vocation] is.. . that part [business 
owner part1 is not my calling;. But. 
the htaIing part of it [king a vetl is 
part of that, 

52. And that's [the business owner part 
of king a vet] not an innate 
drive.. .for some people it is, but it's 
not an innate drive for me. 

53. . . .the healing part of it; if 1 have an 
animal that's ... realfy, really il1 or if 
they'rc afiaid- . .if 1 do something that 
maices them fet1 mort cornfortable 
on cither an emotionai level or a 
physical level, that does touch 
really, really deepIy. 

ber. These feelings remain 
-Y* 

Loves what she does and the 
people she works with. 
Rdies that others hate 
thcu work. 

Happily anticipates going to 
work cvcry day-loves 
what she does. 

Fecls very fortunate to have 
her calling; believes others, 
like her husband, have a 
"niche" and feck empathy 
for those who have not 
found it-they rnust 
continue searching for what 
makes them happy. 

Defines spirituality as core 
to who she is; the healing 
aspects of hcr cdling are 
inciuded in that but not the 
business owner aspects of it. 

Excludes business owner 
h m  her vicw of her calling 
because it is not innate; 
rccognizes that for some 
people, tbat innate drive for 
business would be their 
cdling. 

Expression of strong 
co~ection with animals, 
-aNy if they art iïi or 
afiaid; feeis decply touched 
when she is able to comfort 
them on emotionai or 
physicai Ievek. 

Anirmation of 
vocation, 

Unlike many others, 
Pam loves her work 
and colleagucs; love 
and congruence, 

Look forward to 
work-loves what 
she does; congruence. 

Congruence; feek 
lucky to have her 
calling and fetls 
badly for others, like 
her husband, who 
have not found theirs. 
Feels everyone has a 
"niche." 

Identifies the healing 
aspects of king a 
veterinarian as 
spiritual. Defines 
spirituality as core to 
who she is. 

Implits that vocation 
involves innate 
drives. Knows that 
he business end of 
king a vet is not 
innate and therefore 
not part of her 
vocation, 

Expression of intense 
feelings when able to 
comfort an il1 or 
îrightened animal. 
'That does touch me, 
d l y ,  reaily deepIy". 



54. .,.whattver littic creaturc is in there 
[examimation room] is really 
petrified, when I touch them, they 
can feel, um, (the more 1 think about 
it, the more it is a spiritual thing), 
they c m  fctt my intent and I can ftti 
their worry and thcre's a king of 
transfer of cmotions that happens and 
they cdm down 

55. [when treating animak J it's a warm 
physicai sensation that i'li fecl, 
usuaily in my chest; it's a good 
physical sensation, 

56. Wth some people [I fecl the same 
emotional connection but mort with 
the animls] . . .just because of the 
didogue that you have with the 
owners, you don't have to go that 
deep1y to do your communicating. 

57. Not in the routine, ordinary kind of 
stuff [but].,.if they're sick, let's Say a 
cat who's just delivered [kittens], and 
they just feel crummy.. .you just take 
a d m p  face ctoth and you just wipe 
them down like a rnother cat iicking 
them and they just [cairn 
dom] .. .those are the kinds of 
situations where 1'11 fee1 it [wann 
physical sensation] mostty. 

58. It [dog who had just undergone 
surgery] scemed to be doing fine and 
then it was having a seizure...and it 
takes time to get trcatment rcady, so 
in the meantirne, 1 was just doing 
reiki on the dog. .and the dog came 
out of its sekurc and it looktd up at 
me and just wagged its' taii and went 
back to sIeep..-lt was more the 
emo t i o d  rtsponse of the dog . . .more 
than coming out of the seintrt.-.thac 
rtalfy touched me. 

59, I don't consider that 1 d e  
sacrifices. If 1 chose to, 1 could, 
Some vets work themselvcs like 
dogs....rhey don? see their kids p w  
up because they work d l  the time 

Empathy for fnghtened 
animais; ftek cmotionally 
connectcd and is able to 
caim them d o m  by . 

touching them and 
somehow tndhr ing  her 
intent to them; recognizcs 
that this a spiritual thing. 

Experiences a warm 
physicai fteling in her chest 
when treating animais. 

Feels a dctper connection 
with the animais than with 
the owner because she can 
use dialogue to 
communic;ite; with animals, 
she uses other, deeper ways 
to communicate. 

Routine aspects of her work 
do not invoke the warm 
feeling in her chcst; rathcr, 
it occurs when she is 
treating a sick animai that 
she is able to help; nurturing 
of a n i d  by touching it as 
its own mother would. 

RccaIls a particdarly 
satiswng event where she is 
touchai by the emotiond 
response of a dog whom she 
had treated using an 
aItemative healing 
technique cailcd reiki. 
[Note: the word rciki means 
"God energy"l, 

Doesn't consider hersetf to 
make sacrifices for her 
vocation but knows she 
couid choose to; knows 
other vets who work too 
much. 

Empathy for 
fnghtened "iittte 
matures*'. 
Recognizes the 
spirituality involved 
in her work; is able to 
heal and cdm 
animais through 
touch and the transfer 
of her intent to hetp. 

Has a positive 
physicd response to 
treating animals 
[warm feeling in the 
chest]. 

Deeper connection 
with animals than 
with peopie-her 
communication 
method is a deepcr 
one thm the didogue 
used by people. 

Warm physical 
sensation is 
experienced when 
hclping animais but 
not in routine 
activities; nurnucs 
and touches animds 
in way their mother 
would. 

Strong emotiond 
connection with dog 
she assisteci using 
reiki, an attemative 
heding method. 
Spintual connotation 
of word, rciki: God 
energy. 

Chwses not to work 
d l  the tirne' despite 
the working patterns 
of some other vets 
who miss out on 
seeing their chihicen 



60, Most people are surprised when they 
hcar I'm a veterinan'an.. ,because 
they petceive that I'm not serious 
enough to be a vet.. .I corne ûcross as 
quite goofy on a social basis 
[laughs]. ..but they aiways scem very 
surprised and impresscd that "Oh 
wow, you're an vet; that's cool." 

6 1, One thing that is a draining thing is 
the euthanasia,. .but it's mostiy 
dtainhg because of the clients. 1 can 
barely leave a euthanasia [case] dry- 
eyed anymore [tears in eyes]. And 1 
go back and cry after they're 
gone.. .it surprises me a little; I 
thought I'd get a little hardencd to it 
but no, no. 

62. Everything else [about Vet Med.] is 
positive, and even with the 
euthanasia, it's often a kindness. 
And I'm more sad for the peopIe than 
for the animal because thcy're left 
behind and are going to miss them. 

63. NO, 1 donTt gct that intense [when 
compuïng herself to anothcr co- 
mearcher who described emotional 
hi& comparable to giving birth]. 
With me, it's more a feeling of 
overaI1 contentment and 
comfort.. .My Iife, whether home or 
work, most aspects, Ieave me with 
feelings of contentment, happincss, 
more of a laid-back emotiond state- 
It's not the adrcndine nishing kind of 
stuff. It's more of a "yoga thing" 
than what the other person had. 

64. Yeah. I rtceive it back It f& me 
and sustains me. I just kind of float 
aIong in this IittIe cfoud of 
happiness-which is just fine by me. 

65. I used to talk about that with my 
Dad. You'rc better off to love what 
p u  do and make less money than 
makt more money and hate what p u  
do and be misérable forever and get 
aü the h d t h  probiems that comt 
dong with that miscry, 

People she rncets sociaily People she mets in 
react with surpfise when social situations are 
thcy 6nri out she's a vet impressed and 
She thuiks it's because she's surptised when they 
"gooSr," Others arc also find that she's a vet; 
impressed. swmises that the 

surprise comes h m  
her acting "goofLI' 

Expcricnces a n i d  Strong empathy for 
euthanasia as  vcry draining; owners of pets who 
feels empathy for clients are euthanised; cries 
[owners] and cries afier they &er they Icave; 
Icavc; surpris& sfie hasn't surprised that she 
"hardened." hasn't "hardene#* to 

it. 

Considers euthanasia a Euthanasia is a 
kindness; empathy for kindness. Empathy 
ownen who will miss their for owners who will 
Pet=- miss their pets. 

Experiences feelings of Feelings of 
contentment and happiness contentment and 
in reIation to her cdling; happiness, not the 
experiences a "yoga thingw, hi@ of another's 
not the rush of achedine cxperience of cdling; 
described by another coO- hers is a 'yoga 
mearc her. thing." 

Her calIing gives back to 'Tt [vocation] feeds 
htr; it brings happiness and and sustains me," I 
sustains her. happy- 

Expression of opinion about Believes it is better to 
her perspective on vocation: do what you love 
do what you love and avoid even if there are more 
d l  the misery and relateci lucrative options. 
heaith problems, Being miscrable in 

pur work wiU make 
you sick. 



66. Anybody [parents, husband, fnends] 
that was supportive beforc moming 
a vet] is stiII supportive and very 
happy for me. 

67. I anticipate king a healcr foftvtr, 
whether with animals or doing 
acupuncturc or rtflexology out of my 
home I cm sec myself tcaching the 
Animai H d t h  Technology program 
at NAK Afkr that, in my 
retirement, doing acupuncture or 
rcflexoIogy out of my home. 1 set 
myself r c t i ~ g  h m  this particular 
ch ic  but ncver h m  the whole 
practicc of heding. 

Exptnences ongoiag 
support of hm h m  parents, 
husbaad and fntnds.. 

Vision of future is 
consistent with hcr vocation 
as haler; sces herseif 
teaching others ancüor doing 
alternative forms of hcaiing 
h m  her home when she 
retires h m  the clinic. 
Eiealing is hm lifelong 
vocation, 

Ongoing support of 
her fiom significant 
others. 

Knows she will be a 
h d e r  forever, 
throughout her entire 
fifc, akhough it may 
takt differcnt forms, 
such as teaching at 
NAIT or doing 
alternative medicine 
out of her home. 
Healing is a lifclong 
theme from which 
she will never retire. 



Table 2 
Second &der Thematic Abstraction of Pam's Exoerience of Callinq 

Thematic Clusters 

1. Awarencss of own gifts 

(13, 14,15,16,17,54,56) 

2. Early awareness of vocation 

(1.14) 

3. Strong parenta1 support 

(1 i,65,66) 

4. Recognition and reinforcement 
h m  others 

(1 i* 20,23) 

5. Perceptions, beliefs, and 
de finitions of vocation 

Parn expresses a special bond with animais h u g h  fond 
recollections of childhood adventure; communicates with 
animals on a very dttp Ievef: "they cm fetl my intent [to 
hcau and I can fccl thcà wony"; she knows '*nom day one" 
that he mind is her "biggcst asset" and that she needs to use 
it to investigate and soIvc problems to help anirnaIs and their 
owncrs; has dways bten a "readtr and an inve~t igato~ 
enters university at the age of 16 as "pretty brainy stuff 
finds mcdicine and surgical aspects of veterinary medicine 
rncntally stimulating. 

P m  is aware, from the mIy age of seven, that she wanted 
to be a veterinan'an; as a child. she feIt a strong kiwhip with 
animais that strengthened her conviction to makc animals a 
large part of her life. 

Pam expcrienccs plenty of encomgement h m  her 
parents-"like there was never anything you can't do"; their 
support is ongoing and continuous; conversations with 
father reinforced klicf chat it's better to Iove what you do 
regardlcss of the money. 

Pam cxpcriences unconditional parentai support that 
fosted the conviction that she was capable of vinualIy 
anything she set hcr mind to; teachers and peers are also 
aware of hm intellectud gifts; latcr, in university, her peer 
group believes she should pursue human medicine instead. 

Pam defines cdling as a "niche"; she believes everyone h a  
a cdling but not everyone is able to find it; she feels bdly 
for those who have not found it and she feels lucky to have 
hit on it herseIf; hm parents instillecl in her the belief that 
she was capable of anything; knows that the business end of 
her pnctice is not part of her calling because it's not innate: 
by implication, she is suggesting that calIing is innate. 



7. Vocation, not occupation or job 

(36,42,46,67) 

8. Reactions of others to her 
calling and their effects on her 

9. Purpose, drive, vision 

Pm's calhg has a huge, pervasivc, and unifying effkct on 
ber life; it fuels happiness, determination, motivation. 
purpose, drive, passion, Iove, excitement, joy, comfort, 
enthusiasm, and eagmess; shc mperiences a solid fit 
between her @fis and the challenges of veterinary medicine; 
is able to heIp animais and owners by applying her 
inteilectual abilities with her love of animais; her calling 
provides a strong focus in high school and at university; she 
has such a strong sense of ''knowing'* what she ne& to be 
that she experiencts fiutration with what she considers 
"hoop-jumpingT* at universi@; despite mort prestige and 
d n g  potential o f f d  by human meditine, Pam has 
never regetteci her choice. Parn's vocation overlaps with 
0th- aspects of life: it has improved virtually every other 
aspect of her life, h m  her marriage, frunily life, social life, 
health, and sense of well-king and baiance; her calling 
fosters a sense of fieedom and provides opportunities for 
self-employrnent and continuous lehng;  a positive work 
experience results in tven stronger focus, i.e., small animal 
practice; she experiences a blending of boundaries between 
work and social Iife: believcs vocation is innate and 
therefore congruent with one's self; vocation 'Yeeds and 
sustains" her, experiences a strong sense of congruence, 
contentment and happiness. Her vision of her future is 
congruent with her present insofiir as she pians to be a 
healer forever. 

P m  thinks of her vocation in vcry broad terms; she defines 
herself not simply by the occupational t e m  veterinarian, 
but rather as a haler: ''1 save lives." She may retire fiorn 
her curent practice but wiH never retire from healing. She 
plans to expand in future to heafing people as well. 

Parents, ttachen, and peers are al1 supportive' later, when in 
Veterinary Medicine, P m  experiences less support h m  her 
peers who makt derogatory remark "whoa, why don't you 
be a r d  doctor." When she was not doing as well at 
univcrsity, one proftssor suggcsts she pursue animai 
husbandry instead-this provides a *Me-up calr' and 
makes her work harder- Ohers' reactions, whether positive 
or negative, smre to motivate and encourage her, she 
remains confident in her vocation and has never had any 
regrets; experiences a sense of conviction that this is nght 
for her, support of significant others is ongoing; currently, 
those who meet hcr are botb surprisecf and irnpressed that 
she is a vctctinatian. 

Pm's cdling gives her a strong sense of purpose and 
direction; it motivates her to overcorne obstacte, such as 
"hoop-jumping through courses she considercd idevant to 
her uitimatc goal; she has a strong sense of her own 
priorities, remaias s W a t  in the midst of peer influence, 
and feels secure in her choice despite more lucrative 
options; her ongoing vision of herself is that of hder. 



IO- Service to others 

12. Passion, deprh of feeling 

13. HeaIth and well-king 

(27,28,3 1,40,59,63,65) 

14. Continuous learning and 

P m  fin& grcat reward in helping animas and their owners; 
she achieves a great sense of satisfaction w hile solving 
medical problems; continuous learaing enables her to "save 
even more patients"; shc fttls excited and plcascd when her 
use of altemative medical treatments d t  in getting 
animais off drue and incrtascs their cornfort ievels; she 
nurtures others through her practice, especially when using 
eastern medicine-she likes the way it relaxes the animal 
and owner and givts the owners more control over an 
otherwise frightcning proces. 

Pam experiences a strong nurturing, "mothenng" feeling, 
especially when practicing holistic medicine; she expresses 
love for and has nurturing fifings for not oniy her a n i d  
patients. but for their masters as well: "It's d l y  bizarre." 
She is deeply touched by sick and Frightened animaIs and 
has strong emotional connection with them; she uses reiki, a 
holistic healing mcthod to trcat anirnals (Reiki means God 
energy). 

P m  expresses strong feelings toward her vocation: Iove, 
passion, detennination, happiness, contentment, fulfillment, 
peace, balance; she hrts strong emotional attachments to 
animas and their owners; hcr fierce detennination sets her 
apart h m  al1 the other chiIdren who had wanted to be 
vetcrinarians; P m  rcpeau words that emphaizc her 
ftelings: words like love, realIy, satiswng, help, gratiwng, 
etc.; she gcts "hyped" and excitcd when leming new 
things that dlow her to Save more livcs; she loves going to 
work each and every day; experiences warm physicaI 
sensation in her chest whcn trcating animala 

Being content in her vocation makes Pam healthief; owning 
hcr won smdl anima1 practice allows her to better balance 
home and work lives; she seeks balance in her &al life; 
the practice of holistic medicine promotes nurturing feelings 
and 'thac's a healthy thing"; she chooses to work a 
reasonablc nurnber of hom; doing work she loves Ieads to 
l e s  stress, good hdth,  happiness, and contentment. 

Continuing education is exciting for Pm; it reconfirms her 
passion for her vocation; she gets "pumped", excited, and 
"hyped" when able to apply what she's Icamed in 
Continuing Education courses; she can't wait to get back 
and try out ncw techniques so she can Save even more Iives. 
Pm has grown and expandeci her knowkdge and 
perspective since moving into holistic tteatment methods; 
she fetis more nurturing, motherly, and loving since 
embarking on eastem approaches; she is now able to 
connect on an even decper, more spiritual levef as a rcsult; 
she has broadened her view of what she is, that is, she is not 
just a veterinatian, but has grown to become a hwier. 



15. Negative fetlings invoked by 
vocation and their tffects 

16. Positive feelings invoked by 
vocation and their cfftcts 

(6,7,8,9, IO, 18,34,35,39, 
#,41,43,44,48,49,50,53,62, 
63) 

Pam experienccs fnutration when having to "jump hoops" 
in pre veterinary medicine; Iater, when in veterinary 
mdcine, she is again disappointcd with classes; she 
experiences socne imitation with and dcrision h m  
cIassmates who think she shouid go into "rd medicine; she 
doesn't let their attitude get to her and continues regarditss; 
performing cuthanasia is very draining. Despite a few 
negative fteiings, their tfFècts are genedly positive. 

Pam experiencts ptimari(y positive feelings as a result of 
her vocation; she loves animais and their owners; she loves 
the opportunity to use her intellectuai, investigative, and 
pmbIem-solving gifts; she discovers she loves small awnal 
practice; she finds he vocation very rewarding, satisfying, 
gratiQing, cornfortable, and comforting, exciting, 
challenging, and fun; holistic medicine is even more 
rewarding and allows her to do more hands-on work and 
1- inuusive techniques; she feels nurnifing and mothcrly 
with both animak and their masters; loves going to work; 
she feels lucky and fortunate to have her cdling; she has 
fedings of peace, happiness, hcalth and baIance, akin to 
'Yloating dong on this Me cloud of happiness." 



PRESENTATION OF ROCHESTER'S DATA ANALYSIS, IN TABULAR FORM 

Contained within this appendix are two tables. Table 5 includes relevant excerpts taken 
fmm Rochester's transcribed protocol, paraphrases of each excerpt, and fint order 
themes. Table 6 represents the next level of abstraction. It contains clusters of fint order 
themes that comprise second order themes. 



Table 5 
Fm Mer Thematic Abstraction of Rochester's Expcrience of CalIing 

Two Levels of Abstraction 

Excerpts h m  Transcribed 1, Paraphrases 2. F i t  Order Themes 
Interview 

And thcy'd [parents] buy me 
[musical] instruments* When 1 was 
five 1 had a dnun set, a guitar and 
bas, ail these sorts of 
instmmen &...as soon as 1 picked 
them up, it was natural. 

1 used to fa11 asleep when my dad 
was practicing, inside his drumer's 
b a s  d m  so ... it was great-right 
inside of it [laugh]..it was q. rd 
sleep through rehcarsals and 1 think 
some of it was sort of Iike osmosis- I 
developed that t hugh  just king 
there a lot and listening. 

I'd always look through records and 
my parents' eight-tracks or whatevcr 
and before 1 could remembcr words, 
or say anything cxcept "Mom" and 
"Dad", 1 was listing off records that 
were part of our collection and stuff 
like that* 

[In response to a question about 
when hc had his first conscious 
memory of knowing music was for 
him] ... grade two. 1 smed  forming 
my own bands out of ftiends.. .Yeah 
I'd have al1 the instruments and I'd 
cal1 al1 my Friends and ptetend WC 

were the Beatfes or something Iiie 
that, And rd ttach thcm to play and 
üy to get somcwhcre. 

response to question about 
whether he iook music tessons] No- 
It was just reaIIy, really naturai. 

un rcsponsc to emotions experïenced 
when fht playing music] ... a sense 
of seIfIfsatisfaction, 
accompIistuntnt.,,Y&- It was 
eIating,..Being able to pIay dong 
with records and son of-..vicarïous&y 

Parents would buy musical 
instruments; by age five, he 
had several; playing them 
carnt naturally* 

Remembers as a child 
falling asltep amidst 
father's d m  and 
rehemals; speculates that 
he m y  have absorbed 
music "by osmosis" 

RecolIects eruly mcmories 
of king able to list off 
namcs of parents* mord 
colkction despite a 
vocabulary otherwise 
Iirnited to "MornT* and 
" D a c  

First conscious memory of 
knowing music was for him 
was in grade two when he 
started organizing his own 
bands and teaching his 
fnends to play instruments. 

Never too k music lessons; 
music came naturaily. 

When fint playing music 
and playing dong with 
records, expenuiccd 
feelings of satisfaction, 
elation, accompIisbment and 
a sense of living vicariously 

Experienced support 
h m  parents who 
wouId buy him 
instruments; playing 
music was natural. 

Recotlection of early 
memories of music, 
particuIarly falling 
adeep amidst father's 
drum set and 
rehears*, absorption 
through bbosmosis". 

Very e d y  mernories 
of the significance of 
music demonstrated 
by ability to name off 
records' names 
despite a vocabulary 
Iimited CO ""MomT* 
and 'Dad", 

Early awareness of 
music being for him- 
started forming bands 
in Grade two. 

Naturai musical 
ability-never took 
music lessons. 

EarIy mernories of 
el ation, satisfaction, 
accomplishment, and 
Iivùig VicariousIy 
through music of 
others. 



be Iiving through the music-that I'd 
vicariously be playing aiong with 
musicians. 

7. i'd play [dong withj records and that 
wouid give me the sense of what it 
wodd be Iike to play in h n t  of real 
people and bring that kind of joy to 
peopIe, , .it was a reciprocal 
thing.,,imagining what it wodd be 
like- 

8. NO, [never fantasiztd about king 
anything else] it was always rock 
star. My mother has titis book of ai1 
my report car& and pictures and 
what I wanted to be that year. And it 
was always rock star. A few years I 
put fireman or policeman just to be 
normal, 

9. [Experience of forming bands and 
performing] Lots of stomach 
aches .. .Nemes- Drt;uns where 1 'd 
do a lot of things in my sleep. Like 
before an important taient show or 
something likt that i 'd get up [in his 
sleep] and talk about things chat 
pertained to it. 
Like..say we were setting up in 
Grade nine a "p.a** system to do the 
thing and I'd have a sleepover and 
I'd -ch over to my friend who was 
sleeping over and twiddk the knobs 
on his shirt like they were the 
controls on a mixing board. 
I'd say "we cm bring d o m  the bass 
heren or something like thai in my 
sleep so a lot of physical stuff 
coming over. 

10. Slow motion drcams. ..a lot of ideas 
coming h m  it... 
Songs, yeah [ideas for songs] and 
visual sort of things that might be in 
a petformance- 

1 1. Grade four [when he started wriring 
songd. Yeah. [smiIes]. It was cool, 
It was good It's funny when you 
Iook backon it But, L'dget my Dad 
to play on it and then i'd find a fnend 
at school who could sing and tbcn I'd 
play the it felt cool because it 
sounded good,.-Jt muid give me a 

through the music of ot[icrs. 

Experienccd joy when Ptaying dong with 
pIaying aiong with records records provokcd 
and imagùiing the joy he positive images of 
wouid bring playing in front himseff playing to 
of real people- real audiences and 

bnnging joy to hem- 
The joy is reciprocal. 

Remtmbcrs never wanting Remembers always 
to be anything but a rock wanting to be a rock 
star as a child; for a few star; to appcar 
ytars entcred "fiiman" or 'hormal" he 
"policemanTT in mothtr's occasiondly entered 
memory book to appear other occupations in 
"normal". mother's book of 

school memories. 

Experiences nervousness, Nervousness, 
stomachaches and dreams in stomachriches, and 
response to forming bands dreams in response to 
and pcrforming when forming bands and 
younger. Dreams performing when 
manifestai themselves in younger. 
physicd actions acted out 
while sleeping. 

Experienced slow motion 
dreams that elicited new 
ideas for songs and visuai 
ideas for performances. 

Began writing songs in 
Grade four and then wouid 
get fathcr and fiiends to 
perform them. RecaIis good 
feetings and a sense that fie 
rnay have a f i m e  m music. 

Inspiration for new 
songs and visual 
ideas for 
performances emerge 
in "slow motion" 
dreams. 

Parentai support 
through father's 
participation in band 
Writing and 
performing own 
son@ feels good and 
heis hope for a 
fiiture in music. 



sense that it [his music] would go 
somew hertz 

î'm dways reaIly hard on mystlfthat 
way ... where everything is kind of 
looked at likc it's nothing.,.it's just 
naturat, 

It's always good to nmtmber those 
songs [hm cartier timesj ... songs 
you record arc al ways... a good 
documentation of where you were at 
that time. And then you Iook back 
on it and sce how fat you've grown. 

[In rcsponse to question about what 
the txperience of playing is like] Not 
so rnuch playing it but composing it 
and hcaring the final product,.., 
whether it be rccorded or afier I'vt 
just written a song. it's Iike a definite 
egotistical thing, Iike T m  a genius" 
or T m  good" or something like that, 
wherc rm really proud . . . very, very 
proud* 

Because 1 took it [idta for a song] 
h m  my head. It was just a synapse 
kind of thing and then there it is. A 
confidence buoster, for sure. 
Definitely an enlightened confidence 
boostcr. 

[Pause; refl ection]. I'm just 
channcling here [laughs]. It's just 
kind of Iike you'tt walking on the 
moon basically. Actually, you 
bftathe out a sigh; it's Iike cheap 
therapy. You've gat this sense that 
nothing is going to stop you; so 
you've got this reaily proud, 
confident fceIing and just d 1 y  you 
feel much more c1ea.r.. ... The& 
nothing, There's no stresses- It's a 
breath of fiesh air to finally gct that 
out of you 

1 gauge it upon, you know, what 
other people have done that are 
considercd powcrfiit. Say like 
groups like tfie BeatIes or grcat gaitar 
players and I look at them as 
powerfur people so that when 1 
accomplish something that is equaI to 

Undervaiues his raient 
because it's so na& to 
him. ïs hard on ùimself as a 
r d t .  

Perceives songs wrïtten in 
the past as benchmarks to 
mesure personal growth. 

Expaïences great pridc, 
elation, ego-boosting, and 
sense of accomplishment 
when ptaying music but 
much more so when 
finalizing a song he's 
created. 

Feels enlightencd and 
confident when he gcts an 
idea for creating and 
composing music. 

Describes vocation, 
especidly the cmtive 
process of song-writing as 
therapeutic, eIating and 
cathartic; achicvcs a sense 
of clarity, the fteling that 
nothing can stop him. 

Compares feeling p o W  
to how he thinks famous 
musicians fee1 when rhey've 
achievcd something simiIar, 
sense of vaiidation: others 
Iook up to him; hence, he 
can look up to himself. 

Tendency to 
undedue  his talent: 
"it*s just nanual". 
Hard on himself. 

Growth, continuous 
Iearning; songs 
written in past are 
used as benchmarks 
to mesure growth. 

Fceis very proud, 
elated accomplished 
and ego-boosted 
when he has finalized 
a Song he has 
composed. Has 
strongcr feelings of 
pride, elation, and 
accomplishment from 
composing than h m  
perfonning. 

Experiences a sense 
of confidence when 
composing or writing 
music. 
Enlightcnment. 

Experiences his 
vocation, cspccially 
songwriting, as a 
creative process that 
is therapeutic, 
elating, and cathartic: 
"Iike walking on the 
moon"; clarity of 
ptirpose; fcels 
invincible, "like 
nothing is going to 
stop you*'. Passion. 
ûrive- 

Achievement of 
crtating music 
promotes feefings of 
king powerfd and 
validation by othets 
and of self- 

them, then 1 get that same powerfllI 



f e h g  that 1 assume they would 
have 
Or that people wodd look up to them 
as.. . So 1 can look up to myself. 

18. 1 t M  they're [parents] more behind 
it [his musiclthan 1 am... It's one of 
the reasons 1 try to succeed at i t  

19. 1 think with anybody who's creative, 
you've got that fine tint of constantly 
of king doubtfd, m... even though 
you think you've succceded at what 
you've done. therc's always that 
nagging doubt. 

So that's where they're [parents] more 
supportive of it; it seems though at 
timcs, when I want to get away h m  
it [musiclfor a bit, they're pushing it 
more and that kind of thing and I just 
go around and uuuuuugggghhhhh, 
It's aiways ... a little bit of spacc to get 
awy fiom it. 

2 1. They want to set me succttd at it as 
much as 1 do. Sometimes 1 just don't 
w n t  to succeed at it. It's self.-.what's 
the word for it ... destructive. Like the 
Death of A S a i m a n  who, whenever 
he gets a chance at succceding, he 
smws it up because he's afiaid of 
succeeding. 

22. Yeah. 'cause you know al1 the horror 
storics [of succtssfut musicians ] so 
it's ..likc king in the mafTa and 
dclving too far into yoursetf and 
sornetimes that can be a Iittie 
dangernus. 

23. - . .I don't know anything outside of 
music- Sometimes 1 can't even 
speak, It's reaUy hombk sornetimts 
[laugh]-.I don't know anything about 
sports or anything, just music- 1 can't 
communicate sometimes because of 
it. 

24. rcsponsc to how he 
communîcates through bis mm-cl 1 
just make up stories. It's not [a 
much the music; it's not 
autobiogtaphical b u s e  peopb read 

Because ht believcs his 
parents are more supportive 
of his music than he is, he 
ûies hard to succecd. 

Bclief that crtative people 
always have a nagging 
doubt regardles of their 
Ievel of success. Exprtsses 
seIf-doub t 

Expression of need to 
sometirnes distance himself 
h m  his music; Parental 
support sometimes causes 
fiusnation at these timts. 

Parents am supportive and 
want hirn to succced as 
much as he does but he 
sometimcs cxpcriences a 
destructive fear of success. 

Reflects on some of the 
"horror stories" of others' 
success; rccopizcs the 
danger of too much 
introspection, 

Recognizcs that he is so 
involveci in music chat he 
doesn't know much about 
mything tk, fttk limited 
in hk ability to 
communicate through 
spctch- 

Cornmunicatis through 
music by grabbing idcas out 
of the air, bcbelieves these 
stones corne to his mind 
rather than h m  it; makes 

Parentai support 
motivates him to 
succeed. 

Expression of self- 
doubt; believes al1 
creative people, 
regardltss of success 
lcvel, cxperience 
similar feelings. 

Parental support is 
sometimes 
frus trati ng, especial 1 y 
during times when he 
fecls the need to 
distance himsclf a bit 
h m  his music. 

Parents are 
supportive and want 
him to succeed as 
rnuch as  he does. He 
sometirnes doesn't 
want to succecd and 
recognizes this as a 
destructive fear of 
success. 

Success "horror 
stories" provoke fear 
of success; senses the 
danger of bbdelving 
too far into yourself-w 

Music is so pervasive 
in his Iife that he 
fteis he knows little 
eIse; this limits his 
abiiity to 
communicate hou& 
speech 

Communicates 
thtough his music via 
a creative pfocess 
that involves 
ugrab bing ideas" that 



a Iittle too much into it and 1 kttp aII 
that SM to myself.. .I grab thcm 
[ideas] out of the air. Bas idy  t W s  
how it works. Thert's stories floating 
around in the air and you just pick up 
th.& one bit of energy and just 
elabrate on that, So it's not ceaiiy so 
much coming out of my head. It 
comcs to my head but it's not coxning 
out of my head. 

[How parents are supportive] 
Financiaily- Invcsting money in my 
groups and stuff Iike that. Not much 
by any stretch so that makes it aII the 
more mcaningful because they can't 
reaIIy afford it; but they do it 
nonetheless. .. That's one of the 
reasons that I really want to 
succecd ... it would be letting mystif 
d o m  but you'd also hate to sec 
things going to waste. But 
yeah...thedd bc financial support or 
thty'd buy me instruments for my 
birthday or something like that. 

i've never taken [music] 
Itssons.. .My dad taught me some 
Beatles and Led Zeppelin songs 
when I was a kid and I just twk it 
h m  there and listened to records 
and copied. ..[I play] guitar, bas, 
drums, piano, any ktyboard 
instrument, sing, harmonica, clarinet, 
Umm. 1 can basicdly pick up an 
instrument and within a little while, 
Iike a month or so, I can play. 

Now there again, they [tcachers] 
werc supportive, cspecially with 
music teaches in school ... but there 
was aIways suppon the. Even just 
giving artistic M o m  evcn within 
somcthing that is so stringent and 
ngid types of music. 1 was given 
some iibedon for king abte to play 
what 1 wanteâ to [Iaugh]. 

No, can't rtad *cm [notes]... Ild just 
pick it up. 

m e n &  reactions] -. . they were 
supportive of it. They Iikc to be 
iavolveâ--.y&, very supportive. 

up stories [[yrics] based on 
these "bits of energy" 
ff oating in the air, 

Because pivents providt 
financiai support by 
investing in his bands and 
buying him instruments, he 
is more motivated to 
succced; doesn't want to let 
them d o m  or waste the 
support. 

Father provided support by 
teriching him some songs. 
Has never taken lessons. 
Rrrther, ht is able to pick up 
virtualiy any instrument and 
play it within a short time. 

Schwl tcachers, cspecialiy 
music tcachers, were 
supportive by providing him 
some artistic W o m  and 
liberation h m  having to 
play rigid music. 

Unable to read notes. He 
leamed music natwally- 

Fiiends wcrt very 
supportive; fnends Ilked to 
be invotved. 

corne to his mind 
h m  "bits of energy" 
floating around and 
then elaborating on 
thern to write lyrics. 

Parental financial 
support provides 
motivation for him to 
succecd and not 
waste their money. 

Patemai support in 
the form of teaching 
him some songs. No 
formai training. 1s a 
"naturiil" who cm 
quickly l e m  any 
musical instrument 

Received support 
h m  school teachers, 
especidly rnusic 
teachcrs who dlowcd 
him &tic fiedom, 

Can't read notes. 
Learning rnusic 
cornes naturally, 

Experiences fnends' 
strong support and 
their involvement, 



30. [Reactions of band bookers] End of 
neutrai but they tend to stigmatite it. 
They put up the bands and musicians 
in cnunmy rooms and treat him likt 
crap and "change in here beside the 
dough-makcr" or whatever- .so they 
don't d l y  look on musicians as 
king anything ... 

3 1 . [Societal support] In Canada, for 
sure. Yeah. The Alberta Foundation 
for the Arts is vtry supportive. They 
don't r d l y  givc out enough money 
to rcdly do anything with but factor 
grants-we've gotten like tens of 
thousand of dollars h m  factor 
[grants] and that's pretty. "whoa, 
you've just given me twenty-one 
grand, o.km 

32- But just as much as there are al1 
kinds of supportive people there are 
not supportive people.. .Well, police, 
govenunent with taxing and that kind 
of thing. They've got to reaiize that 
you're not making anything but 
you've got to show aII this stu ff... like 
you made a hundrcd dollars here ... 
and cops king stigrnatizing of 
musicians king drug uscrs, dcohol, 
whatever. 

33. Especially reccntly with the decline 
in Iivc entertainment and more of the 
dance club kind of thing. There's 
places 1 go where people have nevcr 
even sctn a live band befo tt... 
Shodu'ng, yeah. And they don't 
know how to ract to it. You go to 
Rocky Mountain House and you 
finish a song and they don't 
clap ... they're Iikt "Huh?" .. So you 
don't k t  it gct to you You just go 
"oh, let's just get out of herew. 
Fucked up Alberta; it sucks. It used 
to mlIy bring me down, B still kind 
of does but ï've betn able to push it 
aside and just rcalize they're just 
idiots- 

34. Police, Uh- Some of themare 
decent and go, p u  know. "go aheadw 
but at borders the= are sometimes 
probIems. But for thc majority, it's 
like prcjudging us, 

Expcriences mostIy neutrai Mostly neutrai 
reactions corn band bookers reactions h m  music 
but some bad treatrnent industry but fecls 
h m  those who vicw stigmatized, pooriy 
musicians as "not counting regarded and badly 
for much. treated by some band 

bookers because he is 
in a musician. 

Fin& the Canadian Canadian govenimcnt 
goverment very is supportive 
supportive, financially, of financidly. 
the arts- 

Expiences ncgative Feeis stigmatized by 
stereotyping by police and police and tax 
govcnuncnt (tax department's 
department), who view stereotypical view of 
musicians as substance musicians as 
abusers. substance abusers. 

Reactions of general public Frustration with 
to live bands are disturbing general public's poor 
and provoke fiutration. rcaction to Iive 
This discourages him but bands- 
1 tss so now than before. Discouragement but 

less than before. 

Experiences prejudice by Experiences 
majority of po2icc prejudice fiom 
especiaily at borders- police, especially at 

borders. 



35. [Effects of othcrs* encouragement] It 
was g d  because then 1 didn't have 
toc *go to university. 1 was sick of 
schooling and 1 didn't want to do that 
and so .**.nice [ef ' t] .  Most kids did 
get pressure h m  their parents to do 
something like h t  [university], But 
there was no pftsswe thme [hm 
parents]. ..I always had in the back of 
my mind "1 can go to university 
when I'm forty and it doesn't matter 
as long as I'm leaming something". 

36. Buteitherway,thert'sdwayssortof 
a prcssu~e on myself to succeed or 
somebody pushing me m... it docsn't 
really matter who it cornes h m  but 
it is the=* 

37. Effécts of fiiends' reactionsj Yeah. 
Yeah. Very much [positive]. 1 
appreciatc the support but 1 don't 
even d l  my fnends anyrnore to 
corne sec me pIay ... So, it was kind 
of cool because it Iooks good on you 
with al1 these people herc. More 
fiom a business standpoint, But 
ovemll, encouragement is 
encowagement so it has a good effect 
on you , 

38. It [negative, stertotypical rcsponses 
of certain parts of society, that is, 
police, club owncrs, etc]. It 
motivatcd me to totally Itve past the 
stereotype. Wc'd cIean up better than 
the mai& would clean up ... sort of to 
set an example for everyone eise. 
We'd c1ea.n up our mess; we'd tip the 
waitrcsses- f ust anything to Iivc 
dom the stereotypes so thcy'd stop 
doing that in general* Try to make a 
change. 

39. [Effect of goverment grant support] 
Little nervous because you have to 
pay it aii back but..it's good to s u  
that you can actually drcam a bit 
M e r  with the financiai support and 
that you can a c W y  do more than 
what you had set out to do.-You 
have a fiale mort cash to malce it 
even more grand than your visioa. 

Experitnccd good effets of Positive effects of 
parents* encouragement parental support and 
and, unlike other kids, was encouragement: he  
not prcssured to attend was not pressured to 
Lmiversity; fee is he can attend Imiversity, 
postpone uaiversity. udike other kids. 

0.K to postpone 
University. 

Expericnces pressure to Feels sorne pressure 
succeed. Its source, whether to succced, despite 
imposai by self or by the source- 
others, is irrelevant. 

Appreciûtive of fnends who Appreciation for 
show their support by friends' support [they 
attending his shows [higher attend shows] and 
attendance makcs him look encowagement, This 
good]; Encouragement is a is a plus. 
positive. 

Negativc stcrcotypts Attempts to 
motivate him to try to elicit overcome negative 
a change, to ovcrcome them stereotyping and 
by doing what is not eIicit change by 
expected of hem, that is, doing what is 
deaning, tipping, etc. unexpected of the 

stereotype. 

Expetiences nervousness Receiving 
and a grandet vision when government grants 
ttceiving goverment grant elicits both 
sirppoa nervousness and a 

grander vision. 



40- We do al i  of our own posters and 
album art work..That and the design 
of what the stage is going to look like 
and.*.we do display merchandising 
and atl that kind of thing too, 
Yeah, [we] draw them [posters, 
advertisements] or cornputer alter or 
cornputer animate, Su 1 look at more 
of the artist as not king like a vis& 
thing as more of a d e d  song- 
writing that could conclude that tfit 
artist or songwciter is an artist or a 
musician is an art form so it's kind of 
sticking that word in there 
tom ..broadcn that...to not make an 
artist and a musician two separate 
things* [I wouid cal1 myselfl just an 
artist, srraight-forwad 
m a t  encompasses] music, 
songwriting, yow playing ability, 
your way with words, bsisically just a 
general tenn for al1 things.- Whcn 
you look at everything that you've 
got to do...to survive* Oh-and actor 
too.. .You hit the stage and you have 
to be a completely different person 
than you arc...so you've got 
to ... depresseci or not, you've got to be 
"kp" ... so 1 think everything is 
covcrcd within that terrn [artist]. 

4 1. Every job t've had is basically .At 
gives me ... Being a musician, you 
have to leam so much about the 
business, so every facet of the music 
industry that you've got to be 
involved in.*.Iike, I produce records 
and engincer bands with my 
studio,..And 1 uscd to work in a 
mord store and 1 worked in several 
different sdes shops just to 
understand what al1 has to go on to 
make this work, al1 the facets. 

42. Yeah, [bcing an quipment 
technician is part of king an artist] 
L'd say so 'cause you'ce manipdatïng 
to mate the desifed effctt. So 
it's ... whether it bc my guitar sound, 
L'm twtaking knobs to get the desxed 
effect, the rïght emotion to convey. 

43- Yeah, [everytfiing 1 do has to do with 
music], like, 1 teach at [a drug and 
alcohoi rehabihtation program], 1 
teach a music therapy class. 

Descn'bes aii the activiries 
invoIved in what he does, 
everything h m  artsvork 
and merchandising to 
playing, writing, and acting, 
and more. Fin& 'husician" 
too limiting a tcrm and 
prefers to d himstlf an 
artist. 

Every job he has had, from 
producing records to 
working in record stores, 
has given him additional 
and nectssary perspectives 
on the music industry and 
has helped him understand 
"every facet". Has chosen 
thcse jobs to self-educate. 

Being an equipment 
technician is piut of his tenn 
''artist" because it involves 
conveying the rïght 
emotioa 

Recognizes that everything 
he does dates to his calling 
of music. He teaches 
addicts a music therapy 

Defines his calling in 
very bmad terms: not 
just musician, but 
artist, a term that 
encompasses 
everything h m  
merchandising, 
poster design, album 
art work, technician, 
perfonner, musician. 
songwriter, and actor. 

Has educated himself 
through his deliberate 
choice of jobs, d l  of 
which contribute to 
his continuous 
l m i n g  of "dl the 
facets" of the music 
industry. 

Expands cven M e r  
his defulltion of artist 
by including that of 
equipment 
technician, a firnction 
necessary to achieve 
the *right ernotion to 
convey-" 
His cailing pervrides 
his iife; everything he 
does has to do with 
music, including 



44. That's about al1 1 do in my *are time 
[watch The Simpsons on TV while 
playing the guitar]. Any books 1 
read, it's cither autobiographicai or 
biographies or something to do with 
music. ...J watch a lot of movics on 
music...just to lm more about 
where a lot of people went wmng 
and whm they went right...md b 
use that to my benefit.. .But ï'vt rcad 
very few books that dont pertain to 
music. 

45. But 1 can't read very well .At 
[writing songs] can be [more 
compkx than writing books] because 
you've got to Say what takts a book, 
you've got to put it into-..sayY..twcnty 
lines. You have to make cvcrything 
so concise. But uh, it cm be simpler 
too. lt depends how eiaborate. If 
you want it to reaIly flow or 
whatever, then you have to really 
think to word yowself properly. I'vt 
got to sit and write two pages in one 
line. Pheuuh. It's tough. 

46. No. No. 1 can't really speak 
anmys-  

47. [In rcsponse to what impacts hii 
vocation has had on his lifej. Like 
cmotiondly, it has a huge impact on 
me, eithcr adverse or for benefit. So 
it's k e n  good and it's been 
heartbreaking. With the way people 
rcact sometimes ... if it's not a good 
reaction to what you've done.,-you've 
spiIted your blood, sweat, and tears 
and aiI that and they dIy.,.you can't 
hetp but take it personally so it's 
[groan]. Like if you go to audition 
for a record company and they go 
"Nah, ifs not what we'rc lwking for" 
and you look at it and it fe is  Iike I've 
doue something bai- You know, it 
puts you down, And then there are 

In spue the,  he 
simuitaneously watches the 
Shpsons on TV while 
playhg guitar. Any books 
or movies he rcads or 
watchcs patain to music- 
wants to leam about how 
others succeeded or not. 
Uses this knowledge to his 
own benefi~ 

Despite the claim that he 
canvt read very well, he 
describes writing songs as 
king paradoxically both 
more dificult and yet 
simpler than writing a book. 
Recognizes the process as a 
tough one that demands 
concisentss and simplicity. 

Expresses limitations in 
speaking. 

Acknowlcdgcs that cailing 
has a huge emotional impact 
on him, both positive and 
negative. Negative 
emotions include 
heartbrdc, personal 
tonnent, rejection, and pain. 
Others* negative reactions 
result in his feeling "put 
dom" whcrcas positive 
evcnts, such as a pubtishing 
deaf, are elathg- There's a 
SWSO % split be-n the 
positive and the negative. 

teaching music 
therapy classes to 
addicts. Congniency. 

Congruence among 
ail aspects of his Iife; 
choosts recreational 
activities [books, 
movies, TV] that 
rcvolve around 
music. hirposefiil 
and focused use of 
spare time serves an 
educationd function 
that satisfies his eager 
need to continuously 
l e m  more about 
other musicians and 
apply what thcy've 
experienced to his 
benefit. 

ParadoxicaIly, 
although unable to 
read very well, he is 
able to write songs, a 
process he considers 
both more difficult 
and simpler than 
writing a book 
because it demands 
such precision and 
conciseness. 

Feels he "can't t d t y  
sperik," 

Cailing has huge 
emotional impact on 
km, eliciting 
emotions h m  
heartbreak, personal 
tonnent, rejection, 
and pain, to elation. 
Others* rcactions 
elicit strong 
emotional reactions, 
both negarive and 
positive with a 
50150% spIit, 



othcr times when something good 
happcns and we've got iike a 
publishing dd.,,It's about 50/50 but 
as much as it's a good thing, it's a 
horrible thing-. .[the] personal 
tonnent of k ing an artist or a 
songwriter, musician, the sniff you 
have to go through,,,it's not rtally 
something you cm describe as much 
as it is something that you have to 
iive. And it can be really painfirI but, 
like rve said, it cm be r d l y  elating. 

48. But I think you rtally fced off the 
bad as much as you do the good, like 
so rnany people wouid say that you 
write a better Song when you're sad 
or depmsed so 1 take that al1 as 
king a huge impact.. . 

49. Normally, 1 don't express myself. 1 
just &. 

50. Yeah. 1 know that if 1 wasn't doing it 
[pursuing his cdlingj ... i probably 
would be crazy, for sure, 

5 1. ... it [calling] just helps me d d  with a 
lot of pmblems that I have or the way 
1 feel or the way othcr people f i l  
about me and the way they look at 
me or 1 look at myself. So it's 
thcrapeutic and without out it, 1 don't 
know how rd be able to cope with 
day CO &y kind of...financcs and al1 
the concerns of the world and stuff 
l i e  that So, it kctps me dive and 
so that's prtny hugc impact 

, -- ever since the nineties took over. 
thettes just been no moncy for 
bands..- what you deserve as an artist 
or performe RA'S just al1 of a 
sudden.,you know, you b e n  cutnng 
your own throat by sayhg "0.k 
Two hundred bricks well play forn. 
And you've got twenty-five gurs at 

Both positive and negative 
contribute to his crcative 
proces; speculates that 
better songs may corne from 
sadncss; considers ai i  of it 
as having a huge impact on 
his life. 

Difficulties in expressing 
hirnself: n o d I y  just 
"does" what he  docs without 
speculating too much about 
it. 

Thinks he woutd be cnzy if 
not pusuing his calling. 

Ki music is thcrapeutic, 
helping him dcal with 
problcms and fixlings. Kis 
calling helps hirn cope with 
day to day pmblems and 
worldly concem. It kecps 
him alive and this is a huge 
impact. 

Financiai impact of cdting 
on his life is largcly 
negative; fals he's 
"breaking his back" while 
"cutting tris throat" 
t?nancially, Lacks the 
security of union-protected 
artkts. Experiences an 

Recognition that the 
impact of calling on 
his life is "huge"; 
both positive and 
negative reactions 
ultimately have a 
positive effect on his 
Song writing. 

Experiences 
difficulty in 
expressing himself; 
he docsn't norrnaliy 
talk about what he 
does-he just does. 

Calling is essential to 
his mental hcrilth-hc 
would be "crazy, for 
sure" if not doing 
w hat he does. 
Congruence. 

Cdling is integral to 
his lif-it kceps him 
dive; it is core. It is 
therapeutic insofar as 
it helps him dtal with 
worldly concem, 
problems, and 
emotions. The 
impact of cailing on 
bis life is huge. 

Financial impact of 
cailing is diEcuk and 
r d t s  in personai 
sacnfices. Lack of 
financial security is a 
negative effixt of 
pursuùig his 
vocatioei t's either 



twenty-five bucks a guy, You're 
breaking your backs- So the 
financial end of thuigs isn't very 
good And it's not m e  in my style of 
music that we can depend upon a 
union to do that kind of thing. It's 
more for jazz or classicd artists that 
a union wouid bcnefit because it's a 
lot mort corporate for events and 
stuff. So they've got more money to 
do that thing. Whereas we'rt playing 
bars and clubs. The odd t h e  wc'ii 
play at the Conference Centre 
optning up for a big band. But 
definitely, financially, it's reaily hard 
to survive unltss you totally dump 
cverything but then it's a fcast or 
fivnine. One month you're living the 
high life and the next. you're not. 

53. My girlfiend, For two years, sht 
basically süpported me. I didn't work 
or anything exccpt to play and 
record. I made very Iittk moncy 
those two years. So I just don't want 
to ever corne to that again. 

54. ..men if 1 said like "I'II give up 
music for you", i'd still be Iike 
mwnlighting, cheating on her 
[girlfiiendlkind of idea. 

55. But 1 just figure Ill be doing it 
[cdling) forever. 
Even in my retirement. I visualize 
when I'm in a retirement home f Il 
have my buddies that Il1 play with 
and well do performances with my 
banjo..Xce Haa! [Laughs]. 

56, Ytah. fve dcfinitely got a vision or a 
pian of wherc rrn going to be for 
every ten y-. 
What I'ü bc doing. What instruments 
ITI be playing; what Ili be doing in 
the whole indltstry* 

57. pn response to how his cdling fias 
affectcd his relationshîp with 
common-Iaw wife] Hom'bly. 
Definitely, there's a sense of jeaiousy 

unstable, Yhst or faminev* 'Yeast or f M n e W  
financial situation due to his 
calling- 

Bting supportcd financially 
for two yeus by girlfiend is 
another ncgative impact of 
his calling. He doesn't want 
this to happcn again. 

Could never give up his 
music, even for his 
girlfnend; wodd continue 
to play despite any promises 
hcr rnight make. 

Expects to pursue his calling 
forever, cven when in a 
retirement home, he'll be 
putting on performances. 

Has a plan or vision for 
every ten ytars; knows what 
he wants to be doing 
musically, 

CaIling has &med his Iove 
rcfationship "hom'biy" 
insofar as cornmon-Iaw wife 
is jealous of the attention he 

Ncgative financial 
impact of calling: 
was supported by 
girIfnend for two 
years, a situation to 
which he never wants 
to retum. 

Cdling is essential to 
him; would "cheat" 
on girlfriend by 
continuing to play 
despite any promises 
to quit. 

fis calling is a 
lifelong theme hat 
has no end. Even 
when in a retirement 
home, he will never 
retire from his music 
but wil1 continue to 
perfonn. 
Congruence. 

Vision of the future, 
aU of which involves 
music, is congruent 
with his cdling- 
Vocation is Iife 
theme- 

Intimte relationship 
is "hombly" affected 
by his calling because 
it invokes jeatousy in 



that s he has to ovefcome, . Xhere's 
definitely no thoughts of rny o m  for 
doing it [cheating with other 
women]. But th= I am, ï'm the 
centre of attention at a venue or 
something like that and obviously 
there's women who arc looking at 
pu.. 

58. But definitely when 1 spend mort 
time with music than with her 
[common4aw wife], there's that 
"what's more important hem?" kind 
of thing. [Laughsj. Ycah [therc is 
somc conflict there] so 1 make far 
more time [for hm] than 1 uscd to.. .it 
[the rclaiionshipj definitdy took 
away fiom the music, ycah ... It took 
away h m  my creativity. It means, 
like.3 1 wrote a story about a 
girl ... and cverybody does, somebody 
1 don't know ..J have no idea who it 
is ... Iike 1 said. 1 just grab songs out of 
the air, she [girlfiend] is like "who's 
this person?". Just sounds like a 
good name; it's just a good story", 
So thcn I stoppcd writing [Iove 
songs] becriuse 1 didn't want to crcate 
that friction. So it definitely [affém 
me]. 

59. But it [the relationship] has also 
pushed me to writc more than the 
typical "boy meets girlw kind of song. 
So ... 1 look at different kinds of artists 
like say Elvis Costello who a n  wrîte 
songs about things that you have 
never [emphasis] thought about 
before.,.hc jus~..he'li write a song 
about this and hell write it so 
eloquently. so it's son of moved me 
to look at other things besides 
rclatiunships as the motives for 
son gs...so, it's [the 
relationship~,,.duII it [music], but 
as soon as you set past that, it's 
actually elevatcd it. 

60. Oh ytah. Oh, for sure [I've made 
sacrifices for my music], Good job 
opportwtitits that give me money, 
But to me, money's net..-very 
important to me as much as it is to 
everyone else. There's a iittIe bit of 
tryÙig to fit in, like 1 should be 
thinking about this kind of thing 

roceives h m  other women common-law d e e  
who sec him on stage, 

Relationship with common- 
law wife has had negative 
effkcts on his calIing-hc 
spends more tirne with hcr 
and that takes away fiom hi 
music. She fctls jdous  of 
the timc hc spends with 
music and is suspicious of 
any love songs he may 
write. To avoid conflict, he 
has stopped writing Iovc 
songs. 

Relationship with common- 
Iaw wife has positive effects 
on his cailing, pushing him 
beyond the typical love 
songs to consider the works 
of artists who go beyond the 
usual. motives for sons. 
Going beyond the initial 
negatives results in 
positives, Le., "elevates it" 

Has made sacrifices for his 
music: has foregone wel1- 
paying jobs to pursue music. 
Money is not important to 
him, Feels sorne pressure to 
'%t in" by paying more 
attention to hanciai matters 
but d m ' t  want to. 

Relationship with 
common-law wife 
liniits his creative 
ficedom bccausc he 
avoids writing Iove 
songs so as to avoid 
conflict with her. 
Time spent with her 
takcs away h m  time 
spent on music. 

Recognition that 
rctationship with 
cornmon-law wi fe 
has positive effect 
insofar as it pushed 
him to go beyond 
typical love songs 
and consider othcr 
artists. Concludes 
that the relationship 
initially ddk his 
music but ultimately 
elevates i t  

Sacrifices more 
Iucrative jobs for his 
music; monetary gain 
is not a priotity for 
him; doesn't want to 
think about financiai 
matters but feek 
some pressure to do 



[financial c o n c ~ ]  aIthough I really 
don't want to- 

6 1. Nothing [could stop me h m  music]. 
It's not a hobby- 

62. At the stage I'm at right now, I've got 
that opportunity to be working fi& 
t h e  at - Music Store, rd be 
making cnough money b t  1 could 
mord a house with...and so forth, 
but,,.I still wouldn't have much time 
to do what 1 really want to do 
[music] .. .but...thereis always time 
for it [more lucrative workjlater. 

63. [Regarding his vision for the future] 
Ten ytrus from now, FI1 be 
producing records in the studios for 
other bands and being, sort of at the 
heim of trying to bring the best out of 
those people by means of producing. 
By ptoducing and recording h m  
and basically becoming another 
member of the band for the time that 
we're recording, mriking that music. 
Pcrforming livc is something Ill 
definitcly do in my thirtics, or who 
knows, into my fortics ... who knows- 
But it's a young man's game. You 
have to look at that, 1 want to do 
music and be involveci; there is no 
age demopphic that says you have 
to be twcnty-six to be a producer and 
you could be eighty and stilt doing it- 

64- 1 manifat whatev =...if 1 want to be a 
huge succcss, then I've got that 
confidence to say i'm going to be and 
will be, or at I a t  die uying oaughs]. 

65- wsion of what he'U be doing twenty 
years hence] You know, eithtr being 
a songwritcr that Iicenses songs to 
othcr artists that don't writc th& 
own songs or a pcoducer. That's 
wherc 1 get the most joy out of the 
music. 1 don't reaiiy get as much joy 
out of. ..performing thé music as  1 get 
out of creating i t  

Reaiiition that nothing can Conpuence. Music 
kcep him h m  his music is core to him 
It's not a hobby- Nothing can stop 

h i a  "It's not a 
hobby". Strong sense 
of pwo= 

He could be eaming more Deliberately choosts 
money but chooses not to do to pursue what he 
so because it would take wmts to do, Le., 
away h m  what he really music, despite 
wants: music. Believes opportunities to e m  
thcre is time later on for more money. 
more lucrative work. 

Vision for next ten y e m  
indudes producing records 
for othcr bands, "bringing 
out their best" and 
performing livc Knows 
that performing is a "young 
man's game" and therefore 
will not perform forever but 
fcels producing has no age 
Iimits. 

Strong sense of 
direction for the 
future, one that is 
congruent with his 
cdling. Has a vision 
for next decade: 
primarily producing 
records of other 
bands, helping them 
by "bringing out thcir 
best*'. Knows 
performing may have 
some age limitations 
but hc can produce 
music forever. 
Vocation is a tifelong 
theme. 

Believes he will manifest Confidence that he 
whatever he sets out to do. will manifest what he 
Confidence, Determination wants. 
to achieve goaIs or "die Determination and 
tryingw. drive to succeed or 

"die trying-" 

Long-term vision [twenty Long-tenn vision is 
years h m  now] includes consistent with 
producing others' music and calIing; plans to 
creating music. Gets most produce and write 
joy h m  crcatiorr of music music. Knows his 
versus performance. preference is creation 

versus performance 
of music- Ioy. 
Congruence- 



66. Iust getting it [music, sons out into 
the air or getting it ont0 tape..,it feels 
fantastt-c* 
Y&, 'cause you go "This is good for 
somebody else, They'rc [other 
bands] succteding at it and 1 couid be 
gctting this out to the entire wodd. 
Who knows? Tt might make a 
differcnce in somebody's life. Like 
themes people d v e  met. ., where 
people met at our gigs and we'rc 
pIaying and that's part of their 
rnemory. That we wtrt playing 
thcre. Or that 1 was singing at the 
time that thcy met and they 
remember that. 

67. There's an awful lot of satisfaction 
[in performing] but this song-writing, 
itll be the= forever* it's not just a 
moment that's just passeci* So there's 
some immortaiity to i~ 

68. 1 think a lot of people feel really 
alone and then as soon as somebody 
feels the way you feel you don? feel 
alone anymore so as mon as that's 
animated [through music], they go 
"I'm not done h m  anymorc". So 1 
feel good. 'This person fecls this 
way. Wait a minute-rm not crazy". 
It's sort of like when you'rc reading a 
book and you go "Geez, this is a lot 
like me* This is cornmon." 

69. Definitely. Ycah. To be a pan of 
somebody else ... Like to have a 
legacy to a degrce. You know, that 
you've, at times like, you know, rm 
just some dude h m  Edmonton, and 
by no means have as good of a story 
as somebody else, So it 1 cm listcn 
to somebody elst talking and ttiere's 
an idea there, you live their Me too. 
it givcs a way for people who canaot 
speak to speak. Speaking for thosc 
who cannot s p i c  [Iaug[is]*.- 
Yeah. and for people who have 
nobody to listen to them. 

Experiences a "fantastic" 
feeling when getting song 
out or onto tape. Helps 
others by gctting music out 
to world and helping bands 
by produchg Speculates 
that he might be making a 
diffkrcncc to sorneone e k  
even by simply being part of 
someone's mernories. 

Getting music out of 
hi anci into the air 
or onto tape is a 
'Ymtastic" feeling* 
Helps others through 
his own music: "it 
might make a 
diffixence in 
sorncbody's lifew, and 
by producing other 
bands' work Fe& a 
part of other's 
mernories. 
Connectedness. 

Attriins a lot of satisfaction Scnse of satisfaction 
in performing but prefers fiom performing but 
song-writing becaux the= prefers song-writing 
is immortality in a Song that because of Iasting 
wiU "be there fortver". effects. 'There's 

some immortaiity 10 
it." 

Feels good when able to Fe& good when he 
connect with ohers through can help others 
his music and heIp them feel through his music. 
Iess dont and validate their Purposehl use of 
feelings. music as a 

communic;ttion tooI 
chat helps him 
connect with and 
improve the lives of 
othcrs by validating 
their feelings and 
easing their 
Ioneliness. 

Music allows him to be 
connected with othcrs, '?O 
have a legacy". He taps into 
other people's stories to get 
ideas for songs; Iives 
vicariously through their 
stories. He gives voice to 
those who cannot speak and 
helps thosc who have n* 
one to iisten. 

Music provida a 
means of leaving a 
legacy through 
music. Connects 
with others by 
upturing îheir stories 
into songs for the 
purpose of "speaking 
for those who cannot 
speakw heIping those 
who have n w n e  to 
listen. 



70, [How it fels to be Rochester the 
artistl It feels good ï'm l d n g  
more and more about how to relate, 
Befote, music was a fonn of poctic 
and it was rtally only understood by 
me. And now, Tlm rtalizing that 1 
nted  to write something that is for 
peuple, somcthing that evcryone cari 

understand, A univcrsal idea, you 
know, wherc everyone cm go "oh, 1 
cm relate to that rather than just 
king how 1 [emphasis] feel. And 
evcn if it was about how 1 feel, bave 
it be the most simplest of emotions; 
nothing so complex that you read the 
lyrics and it's like "1 have no idea 
what thii is al1 ribout". 

7 1. So right now, I set a bettcr fiiture, by 
simplifjing [lyrics). As a rcsult. 1 
definitdy put l e s  stress on trying to 
be something 1 either shouIdn't be, 
with like trying to bc Leonard 
Cohen.. .[king] Iike this brilliant 
poet rather than just king somebody 
who's relatable. It's good to be 
Iiktablc, 

72- There's no rcal destination to music 
or any art fo m... It's dways just a 
pa h..y ou reach a destination but 
thcre's somthing over there as well 
that you've got to get to. 

73. ws relationship with and feelings 
for his music) Passion. [pause]. 
Love. Jedousy, not nccessarily of 
my music but of othcr people's 
music. 

[Tn response to how his calling has 
changed over the yearsj Well, just 
rcalizing that it is a caiiing, that 
had t  happened until more recentiy 
[four y a s  aga], 1 c d t  stop doing 
this. Accepting that [this is hïs 
calimg] and rcaliPng that th ' s  what 
1 want to do is a huge step in that. 
Before I didn"t d l y  look at it that 
way and now 1 reaI1v look at it th 
-Y 

Fcels good to bc an artist, Is 
Iearning and growing. Has 
moved awity fiom music 
undcrstood only by himself 
and now stnves to achieve a 
universal message 
undcrstood by ail. 
Movement h m  complcxity 
to simplicity, 

Sets simplification of lyrics 
as Ieading to growth and a 
better future. B y king 
himseIf rather than someone 
else [Iike Lconard Cohen], 
hc can relate to and be Iiked 
by others. 1s becoming 
more himself, 

Growth and 
continuous 1-ng. 
Acknowledges his 
movement away fiom 
complex lyrics only 
understood by 
hirnseIf toward 
unived lyrics that 
address the "simp[est 
of emotions," 

Envisions a better 
future by simplifymg 
Iyrics and becoming 
more who he redly is 
[relatable, likeablej, 
rather than striving to 
be someone he isn't. 
Congruence. 
Increasing sense of 
"fit*" Growth- 
becoming more 
himself. 

Views any art form, Continuous striving 
including music, as a path for "something over 
with no ultimate destination. thcre"; no mal 
Continuous striving for the destination in any art 
'Something over the=" form, just a path or 

journcy of discovery. 

Experienccs love and Loves music; is 
passion for music, and passionate abotrt it 
jealousy of others' music. and jedous of others' 

music, 

His expericnce of caüing 
has changed over the years 
when he recentiy rtalized 
that it was indeed a cafling, 
that he "'can't stop doing 
thii". This redization is a 
huge step, h m  not thinking 
of it as a calling to definitcly 
thinking of it in that way. 

The rcalization that 
king an artist is his 
calling is a "huge 
step", a major change 
in how he 
experiences his 
calling. Now he 
realIy vieva it as a 
calling whereas 
before he did noc. 
Congruence. 



Anybody can be a good musician but 
to be a purveyor of ernotion and 
thought [through rn-ting songs] and 
to actualIy succecd at it and to Iook 
out into the audience and see people 
singing dong with your song, 
and* - .you cealize that this is 
something 1 could do forever. And 
whcn you reaiiie that you couid do it 
forever* you can't not do it forever so 
it's just..so that's a huge rcaiizing at 
that point then. 

.*.it [calling] king just so 
natud ... Ycah. It's who 1 am, 

... 1 believe that sound waves c m  heal 
diseases. You can find a frequcncy 
that can make you sec colours or 
make you feel a certain way or kill a 
cdl. So,.,.it's spintual in the sense 
that, it's not so much what you hear 
as what you're feeling off the 
vibrations that the music is giving 
off. Like thcre's a note on my guitar 
that.at cimes, it's h;ud...it wouId 
wind me. Ytah, And or make me 
fetl Iike my h e m  had stopped or 
skippcd a b a t  or somcthing. 

So it's kind of spiritml in that scnsc 
that it can cul; ar heal. So not Iike 
religion and dogma but. .. 

m a t  king an artist gives him] Oh, 
it givcs me answers but rm dways 
asking the same questions and 
Iooking for differcnt answers for it 
you know- You know ... happiness; it 
sen& me through al1 of rny emotions; 
givcs me a-- .definiteIy an emotional 
workout and rnaku me fee1 dive. 

[what his calling has givcn himl, It's 
just tao big. It's biggtf than that 
[sense of purpose] for me- It's like 
who 1 am and 1 doa't &y see any 
other way than what it is. L i i  tiiert 
is no other aspect for me to compare 
it to. So the& nothing wbere 1 can 
eo "It's eiven me or it hasn't 

Fe& anyone can be a good 
musician but not evcryone 
can be a good song writer. 
Connects with audience 
through his songs. Reaiizes 
that he can't stop pursuing 
his d i n g .  

Experiences calling as king 
nattuai-who he is. 

Believes sound wavcs hed 
diseases; musical vibrations 
provoke certain feelings that 
are spiritual in nature- 
Certain notes wind him or 
makt his hcart skip a beat. 

Music is spirituai in its 
healing powers. 
Distinguishes spirituality as 
separate h m  religion and 
d o g m  

Being an artist givcs him 
answers to hii questions, 
happiness, emotionai 
workouts, and sense of 
fcc ling alive. 

Cailïng is too big and 
thtrehre difficult to define - - - - - -  

in terms of what i fs  givcn 
himc Has nothing with 
which to compare-it's 
integrai to who he is. It's 
aven him evcrything. 

Further defines Ki 
caUing: not just a 
good musician but, is 
a song writer whose 
purpose is to be a 
"purveyor of ernotion 
and thought" 
"Huge" redization 
that he "can't not do 
i t [music] forever? 
Feels connecteci with 
audience through the 
songs he writes. 

Congrucncc; calling 
is who hc is. 1s a 
natural. 

Healing power of 
music has spiritual 
connotations; it 
provokes feeIings in 
listeners. He has 
physicd response CO 

certain notes-is 
winded or h e m  
s kips. 

Music is spiritual 
insofar as it has 
heding power. 
Diffcrentiates 
spirituality h m  
religion. 

His cdling provides 
answers to his 
questions, rnakes him 
happy, gives him 
"etnotional 
workouts", and 
makcs him fcel alive- 

Expresses difficuity 
in capturing the scope 
of what caiiing has 
givea hirn because he 
bas nothing to 
compare it t a  "It's 
just too big"-it's 
who he is. It's 



given me Qat". It's given me 
evcrything. Weil, that's a whole 
other psychiatrie thhg [Iaughs]. 
Bappiness, & n a .  

Umm. If it [caiIingJ wasn't thae, rd 
be somebody else [chucklej, 

Then h t  [artistl would be my 
purpose in Iife, for sure. Yeah. 
Therems nothing e k  in my life that 
wuid make me think 1 was 
something othcr than what that 
[music] is.,.to sway me h m  chat 
purpose. Yeah, 

I think everyone's got a calting but 
they've never tacklcd it or they don't 
reaiize it. Like 1 said, bcfore four 
years ago, 1 didn't realize that it was a 
calIing, [FceIs he has a gifi] as much 
as anybody else d m .  I'vc got a gi ft 
at what I do but your gih is quaf. 
Like even idiot savants. ., 

rrn not sure it's so much a product of 
rny sumundings either so like 1 
couldn't really Say ... evcn if rny facher 
wasnmt a musician, I would sti11 be 
who 1 am. 

If he didn't have his &mg, 
he wouldn't be who he is. 

His cailing as artist provides 
hirn with his purpose in life; 
fecls nothing couId sway 
hirn h m  that purpose. 

Believes everyone h a  a 
calting but they either 
haven't pursucd it or don't 
realize it. Feels hc has a gift 
but that a11 gifk are equal, 

Specuiates that he is not a 
product of his environment. 
Who hc is is who he is, 
rcgardless of father's 
occupation. 

"given him 
everything," 
Congruence. Caüing 
is cote to who he is. 

Congruence. What 
he does is core to 
who he is. 

Sense of purpose 
derivai h m  caI1ing 
as artiste Firm in his 
conviction that 
nothing could keep 
him h m  his 
eurpos=* 
Congruence, 

Beliefs about 
vocation: everyone 
has one but has not 
neccssrtriIy 
discovered it; Feels 
he has a gifi but it's 
equal to anyone 
else's gift. 

BeIief that he would 
be who he is, no 
matter what his 
environment or 
parencage. 
Congnicnce. 



Table 6 
Second Order Thematic Abstraction of Rochester's E d m c e  of Calling 

Thematic Ciustcrs 

1, Awareness of own gifts 

(1,5,12,24,26,28,76,83) 

2. Early awareness of vocation 

(Z3.4.8.11) 

3. Strong parental support 

(1, 11, 18,21,25,26,35) 

4. Recognition and reinforcement 
fiom others 

5. Perceptions, betitfs, and 
delinitions of vocation 

(74,831 

Playing music came naturally; never took music lessons and 
can't read notes but can simply "pick up" Wtually any 
iristniment and learn to play it within a month; fttls he has a 
gik 

Rochester has very early mernories of music's significance; 
as a young child, he would fa11 asleep amidst his fathcr's 
d m  set dining rthtarsals; Ki early vocabulary consistcd 
on "*Morn", "Dad", and the names of their entire record 
colIcction; he starttd forming his own bands in grade two; 
remtrnbers atways wanting to be a rock star, in grade four, 
he startcd wrîting and performing his own sangs- 

Rochester's parents provided (and continue to providc) 
ongoing support and exouragement: when he was younger, 
parents would buy him musid instruments and later 
provided financial support by investing money in his bands; 
his fathtr wouid teach him how to play some songs and 
would participate in Rochester's bands when hc was young; 
parents want him to succeed and this motivates him, UnIike 
his peer group, Rochester was not prcssured by his parents 
to go to university; parents support his choices. 

Rochester experienccd support from tcachcrs, cspetially 
music teachers who gave him some artistic freedom to play 
what fit wanted; his friends wcfe suppanive and liked to be 
involved in his productions; fnends would attend 
performances; Canadian govenunent is supportive 
financidly through the provision of factor grimts. 

Rochester believes that everyone h;is a calling but not 
everyone mlizes it; he thinks cveryone, "even idiot 
savants", have @fis quai to his. His own rcalization that 
music is his cdling, that "1 can't stop doing this" is a huge 
step for him, 



6. Congruence Rochester experiences a very high degrec of congruence and 

knows little else, everything h t  reads, movies he watches, 
jobs he takes, and recrcation hc chooses, revoIve around 
music; music is core to who he is and is the rnethod by 
which he communicates: he fteIs he "can't rd1y sptak" yet 
writes poetry and Iyrics, Rochester's calling is essential to 
his mental hd th  and music is a fonn of therapy that helps 
him deal with day to day probtems and relate to others; 
without it, he "wouid be crazy", its impact is huge: "it keeps 
me dive"; he codd not give up music and wouid "cheat'' 
even if he promised girlfnend chat he'd give it up. For 
Rochester, calling is a iifelong theme: Tl1  be doing it 
forever"; it is not something h m  which he wouid never 
retire: "it's not a hobby*'; al1 his pIans and visions for the 
future revolve around music, its creation, performance, and 
production; his calling is his purpose in life; he believes that 
even if his f h e r  hadn't been a musician, he would still be 
what he is. 

7. Vocation, not occupation or job Rochester defines his calling in very broad t em:  not 
"musician" but rather '*artist**, a tenn encompssing 'a11 

( 14' *'* 'O' 42* 45* '* 84) lacets" of the music indusuy, h m  merchandising, poster 
design, album art work, technician, performer, musician, 
songwriter, and actor, al1 of which are necessary if he is to 
be a "purveyor of emotion and thought"; he identifies more 
strongly with and cxperiences more joy fiom the creative 
song-writing process than fiom performing; his cafling is 
who he is-it's how he defines himself; believes he would 
be who he is [artistl regardlcss of enviromnt or parentage. 



8. Reactions of othcrs and their Rochester experieuccs hÏs parents* support as primarily 
effects on him motivating but as sometimes Sustrating, especialiy when he 

n& " a linle bit of space", whereas his parents an 
("v 20* 21* 25* 27v 29* 30v 31* continua~ty supportive, he sometimes *tiasnTt want to 

32* 33* 34* 35* 36* 37* 38* 39* 47* nrcceec uid views this as  a sc~destmctive fear of succes; 48,52,58,59,68) tcachers' supportive reactions affect hirn positively insofar 
as be is givcn some "liberation" tram "stringent and rigid 
types of music"; his fnends are supportive and encouraging 
and this has a good effect on hirn; the goverment of 
Canada is financidly supportivetheir grants dlow him to 
'hakt it even more grand than your vision." Rochester 
expcriences negative steftotyping [band members as drug 
and alcohol userd and bad treatment by band bookers, 
hasstcs at the border, and prejudice from police; although 
this affects hirn negatively and angers him, it ultimately has 
a positive effect because it motivates hin; to "totaUy tive 
past the stereotype" by doing the opposite of what is 
cxpected of musicians. Rochester is discouraged and 
fnrstrated by audiences who, since the dccline in live 
entertainment and the rnovcment to dance clubs, don? know 
how to rcact to a tive band: ''they don? even clap"; others' 
[record cornpanies, audiences, publishers] reactions afftct 
hicn deeply and personally. If rejected, he feels pain, 
heartbreak, personal tonnent, and frustration; if accepted, he 
is elatcd. Ultimately, Rochester rtcognizes the value of pain 
and sadness insofar as "you write a better Song when you're 
depresseci? Economic trends riffecb hirn negatively: he 
experiences 'Yfeast or famine." His common-Iaw wife's 
rtaction of jealousy stifles his crcativity and cakes time 
away From his music but ultimately it has an "elevating" 
cffect because it pushes htm to go beyond the typical "boy 
mcets girt" love Song genre; othcrs' identification with his 
songs has good effects on him; helping others validate their 
feelings and case their lonelintss malces hirn fetl good. 



9. Purpose, drive, and vision Rochester's cailing provides hm with a strong sense of 
purpose and a cohesive vision of his h m ;  he rernernbers 

"* "* 61* " always wanting to be a rock star; when in grade four. he ' "* "' '*' 74' began to writc his owri songs and this gave hun hope for a 
funut in music; creating songs provides him with clarity of 
purpose, a feeling of king invincible: "like nothing is going 
to stop youn' his purpose as an artist is to be a "pumyor of 
ernotion and thought", to help others by "speriking for those 
who cannot speak... and.. .have nobody to listen to then" 
Rochester is f h n  in his conviction that nothing could keep 
him from his purpose; the rcaiization. four years ago, rhat h t  
had a cailing, strcngthened his conviction and was a "huge 
stcp*'. Rochester continuafly stnves for "something over 
there" and rccognizes that his calling is a path, a joumey of 
discover and growth; his vision of the fiiturc rdects a 
pervasive, intriwic, and IifeIong theme3 that provides 
purpose and direction "it's like who 1 am and 1 don't reaIly 
see any other way than what it is . . A's given me 
cverything"' he secs himseIf still playing music when in a 
retirement home, and producing music well into his later 
years; his passion for music fiels his drive to succeed; his is 
detemincd to s u c c d  or "die trying"; he accepts chat 
performing is **a young man's prnt** but intends to help 
other artists by producing their music, by "bringing out their 
best." Rochester is willing to forego more lucrative 
opportunitics and chwscs to continue uith what hé loves 
despite persona1 sacrifices; his vision inchdes a sense of 
immortality, the des& to lcave a le~acy by creating songs 
that wil1 "bc there forever", by capturing others' stories in 
Song. and producing others' work and "getting it out to the 
entire world ...[ making] a diffcrtnce in somebody*~ life." 

10. Service to others As a child, Rochester would play along with records and 
envision the joy he could bring to othek while performing; 

43* 63* 66' 67' 69* he connects with and serves others ihrough his music by 75,77,78) giving voicc to their stories, validating thcir feeiings and 
easing thcir IoncBness, and by king piut of thtir mernories. 
By producing the work of other artists, he is doing **good for 
somebody eise"; he helps thcm succecd by "getting [music] 
out to the whole world ... [hoping to] makc a diff'nce in 
somebody's Iifk." Rochester strives to write music that has 
universai appeal, music that everyone c m  identifjr with. that 
addresses the "simplest of emotions"; he brings music to 
people* music they sing along wîth, music that has the 
potentid to Iast forever. He helps substance-dependent 
people get bettcr by mching music thtrapy classes. He 
believes that sound waves can heal people. clicit feelings 
and strong physical sensations, and kil1 cells, 

Rochester believcs that music is spirituai insofar as it has 
heaiing powers. 



12- Vocation as sacrifice Rochester bas made sacrifices in order to putsue his &hg; 
he knows he could be malong more money doing something 
e k  but msts in his pursuit of music; his common-law 
wife supbned him foi two years while he played and 
cecorded music, a situation to which he d&n't want to 

13. Passion, depth of fetlig Rochester is passionate about his vocation; music is his life 
theme, a lift-tsustaining passion and drive that provoke deep 

7* L4* 15* L7* 47* 48* 54* "* fiiings, botb positive and negative. Positive fixüngs 
63.67,73,74,79,80) include elation, deep satisfaction, a sense of 

accompIishment, joy, pride. enlightenment, confidence, 
clarity, catharsis, power and invincibility, validation by self 
and othets, putpose, drive, cornmitment, the potential for 
immodity, a sense of aliveness, and compulsion: '"1 can't 
stop doing this-" Negative fttlings includt self-doubt, 
heutbreak. personal tonnent, rejection, pain, anger, 
Fnistntion. jealousy, and f w  of success. Rochester makts 
the analogy of music as a Iover with whom he would 
b*cheat"; his vocation "sends mc through al1 of [the] 
emotions, gives me...an emotional workout." It is "tao 
big.. A's givcn me everything? 

14. Peak experienccs 

(16.66, n) 
Rochester describes the experience of composing as akin to 
"'walking on the moon ...y ou breather out a si*. . .you*ve 
got this proud, confident fctling and ...y ou feel much more 
clear ... Therc's nothing, no stresses; it's a breath of fresh air 
to finally get that [song] out of you"; he feels invincible, 
elatcd, peaceful, fantastic. Whcn describing the healing 
propcrtics of music, Rochester describes his own responsc 
to certain notes that provoke a stmng physical sensation, 
that of king winded or having your hem stop. 

15. HcaIth and well-king Rochester's calhg promotes good mental and exnotional 

(16,50.51.77,79) hd th  and welt-being; the crcative process is tlating, 
clarimg, cathartic, and "ifs Iike chcap therapy", pursuing 
his vocation is essentid to his mental hcalth-without if 
he'd ''k crazy, for sure'" it heips him deaI with problems 
and has a "huge impact" insofar as "it keeps me alive"; the 
hcding powcr of music Iends a spmtuai connection; 
vocation gives him cmotiond workouts that mdce him feel 
dive. 



16. Continuous Ieaming and 
m* 

17. Negative feelings invoktd by 
vocation and effects on him 

18. Positive feelings invokcd by 
vocation and tffects on him 

Rochester fondly rtcalls songs he bas written in the pst, 
songs that serve as benchmarks with which to measure his 
growth; even his spare tirne W committed to continwusly 
learning about music; an.  books he reads and movies or TV 
he watchcs, are about music; Rochester has educated 
himscff by deliberately choosing jobs and experiencts that 
ailow bim to leam "afi the facets" of the music industry; he  
mgnizes that he is lcaraiag more about how to relate to 
others through his music by moving away tiom obscure 
themes that ody he can understand to simple, universal 
ideas; he is becoming incrcasfcrcaSfngIy more comfortable with 
who he is and puts Iess stress on himself to be someone he's 
not; Rochester recognizes his calling as a continuous 
süiving for "something over thereww an ongoing path of 
discovery. 

Rochester's urly recoliections of perfonning music are 
associateci with nervousncss, storriiich aches, and dreams; he  
experiences seif-doubt, Fnrstration, a selfdestructive fcar of 
succcss, and the fear of too much introspection, Because 
music is his primary method of cornmunication, he fetls 
limited in his ability to express himself through ordinary 
speech: "1 can't comrnunicate because of it"; bad treatment 
and negative stereotyping fostcr feelings of anger and 
fnistntion but ultimately motivate him to uy to change the 
negative image; the mctions of audiences who have nevet 
seen a Iive band initially bnng him d o m  but he has been 
able to overcomc that; he feets pressurai to succeed, 
regardles of the source of pressure; govenunent grants 
d e  him nervous because he has to pay them back; he 
expcriences rejection, heartbreak, persona1 torrnent and 
pain: "it's a horrible thing"; he feels financially insecure: 
"you're breaking your back" while "cutting you won k a t *  
by accepting fewer earnings than ht  feeb he deserves as an 
artist. Rochester's relationship with his cornmon-law wife 
is "horribly" affecteci by his cailing k a u s e  it invokcs her 
jealousy, iimits his creativt frctdom, and takes time away 
h m  his music. 

Rochester cxperienccs many positive feelings as a result of 
his cdting, including joy, elation, satisfaction, 
accompIishment, inspiration, hope, pride, confidence, 
cnligfitenment, catharsis, cIarity, invincibility, power, 
validation, motivation to succtcd, grow, and l m ,  al1 of 
which have hugely positive effects that petvade his üfe. 
Even the negative emotions fiie1 positive effects. 



APPENDIX D 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

What follows are lists of the questions posed during each of the fint two 

interviews, the stnictunng interview and the data-gathenng interview. During the 

data-gathering interview, some pmbing questions were asked in addition to those 

cited in the following list. The third and final interview, the corroborating 

intewiew, did not follow a prescribed set of questions. 



Structuing Interview Ouestions 

1. Have you experienced a calling to a vocation or certain type of work? 

2. Are you cunently pursuing your calling? 

3. How old an you? 

4. What is your occupation? 

5. What is your level of education? 

6. 1s your education ciirectly ielated to the punuit of your cding? 

7. What is your marital statu? 

8. Do you have children? If so, how many? What are their ages? 

9. Would you like me to use a pseudonym for confidentiality purposes? If yes, 

would you please choose your own pseudonym? What is that name? 



Data-Gathering Intenhew Ouestions 

1. Could you please describe your earliest experience of king cailed? 

2. Please describe the emotions you were experiencing at that the.  

3. Do you remember experiencing any bodüy sensations at the time? If so, would 

you please describe hem? 

4. What were the reactions of others to your calIing (parents, teachers, friends, 

associates, society in general, whomever)? 

5. What effects. if any, did others' reactions have on your experience of cdling? 

6. Could you please describe any impact that the experience of calling has had on 

your life? 

7. What is your current experience of king cdled? Please describe your feelings, 

thoughts and bodily sensations. 

8. Has your experience of being cdled changed over the years? If so, how? 

9. 1s there anything else you would like to add? 



APPENDIX E 

FORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE 

What follows are the forms and comspondence 1 used for the research process. 

In addition to the standard forms that 1 used hen, 1 also corresponded with the 

participant in person or by phone, in order to keep her infomed of the research 

process. 



Letter of htroduction and Studv Descri~tion 

Date 

I am a graduate student in the FacuIty of Educational PoIicy Studies with a 

specialty in Aduit and Higher Education. 1 am aiso a career consultant within the 

Human Resources consulting practice of KPMG Consulting. Both my studies and 

my work have led me to an area of research that is particularly interesting to me 

and. I believe, important to the fields of career development and adult leming. 1 

am explorhg the question. "What is the lived expenence of being called to a 

particuiar vocation or area of work?" 

Through my inquiries at work and at univenity, you have been identified as 

someone who has experienced a cdling. For this reason, 1 am particularly 

interested in inte~ewing you, to hear your experience of being called and what 

that experience has meant to you. 

The purpose of my study is to capture, as much as possible, the lived 

experience of being called. To serve this purpose, I have made a thorough review 

of any personal biases or preconceptions that could cloud my understanding or 

influence my resemh. Hopefully, this strategy will help me better capture the 

essence of your experience. The key word here is your. By going directly to the 

source, i-e.. you. and through the use of an open-ended interview, 1 hope to begin to 

better understand your experience of king called. 

1 expect that we will need to meet three tirnes. The fmt meeting wiIl be brief 

and 1 wiII ask you pnmarily demographic questions. The second meeting will 

involve an indepth interview that will Iast from one to one and a haif hours and 

w i U  dlow you to explore your experience within a very Ioose framework of open- 



ended questions. You are encomged to begin wherever if makes sense for you to 

begin and take the interview wherever you want it to go. 1 will provide only a 

minimal amount of structure through the use of very broad, open-ended questions. 

Please remember that there are no "right" or "wrong" answers. Because I want to 

Ieam about and h m  your experiences, please respond to questions as openly and 

as honestly as possible. Respond as you wish, not as you think 1 expect you to 

respond. Whatever your response, please be assured that it is the right one. 

The third and final meeting wili provide you with an opportunity to review my 

interpretation of the data gatherrd from your inteMew and to discuss any questions 

or concems you may have. 

1 hope that the research process will provide you an opportunity to reflect on 

the meaning of your own calling and may result in inmased self-awareness and a 

heightened sense of purpose. In addition, 1 am confident that the data gathered 

from your experience of calling and the resulting thesis will contribute to the 

existing body of Iiterature and will broaden my understanding of this interesting 

phenomenon. 

This introduction provides oniy a brief overview of the research project. 

Consequentiy, you may want additional information before committing to 

becoming a research participant. To answer any questions you may have, I will 

telephone you on . As well, please feel fret to cal1 me to 

discuss any other concems that rnay emerge as the research process evolves. 1 can 

be reached at (780) 458-1307. 

Sincerely, 



Consent to Participate 

1, , agree to participate in the thesis 

research being conducted by Patncia Albers as part of her ME& pmgnim. 1 am 

aware that the purpose of this research is to expiore the question "What is the üved 

experience of king called to a particular vocation or ami of work?". 1 have read 

the Letter of Introduction and Study Description that described in detail the study 

and its intents. 1 have reviewed the letter with Ms. Albers. 

1 agree to share my experiences of the research topic with Ms. Alben, and 

understand that the interview wiIl be the pnmary source of data. 1 hereby grant 

permission for this data to be used in the process of cornpleting a Master of 

Education thesis. 

1 am aware that the information 1 provide is strictly confidentid and that, unless 1 

otherwise give written permission, my real identification will remain unknown. 

My real narne, and the names of any others mentioned during the interview, witl 

not be revealed. Ms. Albers has revealed to me three instances wherein she would 

be obligated to break confidentiality: if she believes me to be a danger to myself, a 

danger to others, and where child abuse is revealed. 

1 undentand that the interviews will be audiotaped and transcribed verbatim, except 

for names, and hereby gÎve my permission for this. Pseudonyrns (Le., fdse names) 

wil1 be used in the transdpt and the thesis. 1 agree to this on the condition that the 

researcher be the only penon with access to the i n t e ~ e w  tape and transcript, and 

that their storage will be secure, unless 1 otherwise give written permission to the 

confrary. The transcript may be included in the appendices of the thesis. However, 

upon completion of the transcript, the audio tape will be erased 

1 understand that I am Free to ask questions about the research study and expect that 

they will be promptly and explicitly answered to my satisfaction. 1 am free to 



refuse to answer any specific questions and may choose to withdraw fiom the study 

at any time without explanation. In the event that 1 choose to withdraw, any and all 

information about me and my experience will be immediately destruyed. 

1 understand that, should the interviews raise issues or concerns for me, Ms Albers 

will provide appropriate referrais to counseiiing ador other service. 

Signature 

Date 

Witness 




